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1 INTRODUCTION
Therefore is the name of it Babel; because the
Lord did there confound the language of all the
earth: and from thence did the Lord scatter them
abroad upon the face of the earth ((Genesis
11:9) The Holy Bible (1979). London: Eyre and
Spottiswoode Limited).

That is why it was called Babel - because there
the Lord confused the language of the whole
world. From there the Lord scattered them over
the face of the whole earth. ((Genesis 11:9) New
International Bible, available at crosswalk.com,
May 2008, http://bible.crosswalk.com/..)

Translation between languages is the logical communicative consequence
of the story of the Tower of Bable. Since different languages have existed
as long as mankind has had a memory, translation between languages has
been necessary, and therefore theories about translation abound. The
discussion about translation as a theory is still pending. “Translation theory
is and is not a new field” (Genzler 1993: 1) are the words of introduction to
Genzler’s book called Contemporary Translation Theories. The quote
epitomizes many of the problems encountered in translation theory and
practice, the most important of which is the question of loyalty. Cicero in
his time (106-43 BC) wrote about translations of Greek orators into Latin
that “I did not hold it necessary to render word for word but I preserved
the general style and force of the language” (Hubbell 1949: 365). The
vesting of authority and power and thus legitimacy of action following that
quotation is still at the core of translation discussions.
The lack of clear cognitive references between past and present, for
instance, is another question, because conceptual links between past and
current documents are needed to understand a text fully. Bible translations
are an example: how can stories pass through time filters and emerge in a
timely manner in a new culture, which may not know about a certain
concept or way of acting or thinking. The two Bible quotations above are
examples of versions in keeping with the times. The lack of cognitive
references goes forward in time, too, so “when we perceive a new
1

phenomenon, not yet linguistically formed, the analogical network offers a
way to frame it and to present the necessary connections” (Arduini and
Hodgson 2001: 11). Hjørnager Pedersen, too,

exemplifies that to

contemporary readers of Hans Christian Andersen’s fairy tales, words like
‘kakkelovne’1 have no reality reference in our world (Hjørnager Pedersen
2004: 27). The question of time also surfaced as an issue in this
dissertation, but as a slightly different problem.
In 20th century translation studies — maybe in the attempt to obtain
recognition and acknowledgement as a separate field of science, and
especially as distinct from linguistics — equivalence was borrowed from
mathematics as a response to the problems and probably to justify the field.
Accordingly, a good translation was measured in linguistic closeness to the
original. In the 1980s, a number of translation researchers began
questioning the applicability of this approach, and new approaches to
translation emerged: Sperber and Wilson’s relevance theory (Sperber and
Wilson 1986/1995; Gutt 2000) was applied for translation. Vermeer’s
skopos theory (Vermeer 1989/2004; Snell-Hornby 2006) shifted focus from
rendering meaning exactly to focus on transfer of purpose of the text. HolzMänttäri’s dissertation (Holz-Mänttäri 1984) introduced the action of
translation and the processes involved in this context as being of
importance, and Risku focuses on modern virtual work environment and
the problems pertaining to it in translation work (Risku 2004), to mention
just a few of the pending discussions about translation.

1

Iron stoves.
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In general, there was an increased understanding that equivalence was not
the only truth or was sometimes not possible. In the words of Fawcett,
Translation has to rely on fuzzy concepts that are not amenable to scientific
definition but which can be made workable for practical purposes. The
mystery, perhaps, is why theorists are so determined to defuzz the discipline
(Fawcett 2003: 73-74).

It is no wonder that the fuzziness of translation theories and strategies
created new concepts. At the end of the 1980s and in the 1990s, the
discussions centred around ‘the cultural turn’ — to my knowledge termed
by Mary Snell-Hornby — as a reference to the shift from linguistics as the
basis for translation to culture and ideology as the creating forces of
translation. This linking of translation with culture naturally spurred the
discussion of not just agency, but also power, in the translation phase
(Snell-Hornby 1988 + 2006; Tymoczko and Gentzler 2002).
‘Localisation’, the core concept of this dissertation, is yet another and fairly
new phenomenon, which was suddenly visible in central discussions on
translation, marketing and technology. Localisation delves into fuzziness.
The concept is used in translation when it refers to the processes of
translating or adapting a delimited scope of texts accompanying the
technical adaptation and marketing of a product from a global sender to a
local user. Within the context of marketing, localisation refers to the
complete range of processes involved when a company operating globally
wants to introduce and distribute a product or service in several local
markets (Esselink 2000; O’Hagan and Ashworth 2002; Pym 2004a).
The ambiguity in using the concept is seen in the following two examples
from LISA and Qualingua, respectively. LISA, which is an acronym for the
Localisation Industry Standards Association, has issued a Localization
Industry Primer, in which a figure shows a localisation circle. The circle
3

consists of the different work processes and their percentage weight in
relation to other processes in the localisation circle.
The figure below shows that in addition to translation, which forms the
bulk of localisation services, other work processes are involved, too. These
processes include such diverse processes as the travel of text from a global
source text over an international relay text to a local target text.
Figure 1. Localisation circle

Source: Client Localisation Services as a Percentage of Budgets (Lommel 2003: 20)

Global text in this context means a text from a supplier who wants access
to a range of markets in the world, if not the whole world; an international
relay text means a text written for further processing into local target texts,
which are delimited by the market language and geographic scope. In the
localisation process such a combination of language and market is referred
to as a locale. The localisation circle further involves training and project
management, linguistic work and linguistic tools development, as well as
management processes such as quality assessment and product testing.
With translation forming such a high percentage of the budget in the
4

localisation circle, the figure also explains why localisation is often
mentioned on the web sites of translation agencies.
As an example of this, under the Localisation button on the website of the
translation agency Qualingua, the following explanation of localisation is
given,
Localisation is the adaptation of a text for a particular market.
This can be understood as follows: A text needs to be translated for a target
group, so that this group is addressed using the correct terminology. In
areas of technical documentation and IT/Software this plays a fundamental
role (online: www.Qualingua.com [25th April, 2008]).

The concept of localisation is often used in presentation material from
translation agencies which claim that in addition to translation, they do
localisation. Very few of them present localisation in detail, and if they do,
their definitions vary considerably.
In the above presentation of the translation agency’s fields of competence,
several things are questionable. Firstly, the explanation of localisation
might as well be an explanation of translation in general, secondly the
focus is on terminology as a fundamental factor in translation. In
localisation, terminology is indeed a fundamental factor, but just as in
translation, the correct use of terminology is one factor among many. If we
compare the statement from the translation agency with the localisation
circle, the market adaptation is only explained as a terminology issue, and
especially so in connection with IT and technical documentation. However,
some of the other important elements from the localisation circle are not
mentioned at all. There might also be disagreement whether the specific
issue of terminology would be part of the translation slice of the pie chart
or part of the linguistic asset development and support slices, respectively.
5

The above description of localisation essentially lacks an explanation of
localisation that differs from that of translation. This gap in localisation
scope is common for localisation descriptions and definitions on the web
sites of translation agencies. The diversity of processes in localisation
beyond the bulk of translation might also explain why the word localisation
is so tightly intertwined with translation, yet suggests that more is involved.
Although the word localisation has existed for almost 30 years now
(Esselink 2005: talk), the general application of the word has spread over
the past five to ten years. This historical development will be elaborated on
in chapter 3.1 on page 32.
In its infancy, localisation was most often seen in connection with
localisation of software (Lommel 2006b: 28), and one of the first job titles
in connection with localisation was software localiser (Esselink 2005: talk).
In the Oxford Dictionary of Computing from 1996, the word is included
with the following definition,
Localization The action of tailoring a generic software product, such as an
application package, by setting local parameters or configuration data
(Illingworth and Pyle 1996: 280).

From this technical outset, where localisation was seen as a job function in
the IT sector, localisation gradually spread into other job areas, and today
localisation has won academic recognition as a separate field of interest,
especially in connection with translation studies, in which context it is
normally defined along the lines of,
Localization is the adaptation and translation of a text to suit a particular
reception situation. That reception situation can then be called a ‘locale’
(Pym 2004a: 1).

By ‘adaptation’, Pym suggests that there are other processes involved than
translation. McDonough argues that localisation is interesting, because it
6

includes the translation process, but also that the distinction between
localisation and translation is blurred. This is probably the reason for the
ongoing discussion whether translation is part of localisation or vice versa.
Localization raises the most interesting issues for translation studies, as it
involves the actual translation process. The distinction between localization
and translation, however, is not as clear as it might appear. While the
localization industry usually considers translation a simple sub-process of
localization, translation researchers have argued that in many ways
localization is just translation with a new name (McDonough 2006: 87).

As a practical discipline, localisation is firmly rooted in both technology,
marketing and language, and, as shown in the localisation circle in Figure 1
on page 4 and in the localisation triangle2 in Figure 6 on page 49, these
fields together form a symbiosis for localisation of products. Schäler
includes these factors in his definition of localisation as,
The provision of services and technologies for the management of
multilinguality across the digital global information flow (Schäler 2004: 2).

Pym links the influence from technology, marketing and language with the
word distribution (Pym 2004a: 10-28). He sees distribution from a global
sender to a local user as movement of documentation material adapted with
concurrent technical and marketing changes, hence concurrent changes in
the accompanying text. Engineers use the term localisation, often more
narrowly defined by a compound phrase, for instance software localisation
(Illingworth and Pyle 1996: 281; Kahler 2000: 11-20: Pym 2004a: 1-4).
Marketing people sometimes use the terms locality or just local markets
(Kjeldgaard 2004: 59-60; Hassan and Craft 2005: 81-89), whereas in
language-related contexts the terms localisation and locale are preferred
(Pym 2004a: 1-4).

2

To my knowledge no one else has used this concept in localisation.
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It is important in the work with localisation to keep an eye on the
influences from the different elements of the localisation triangle, i.e. that
depending on global strategies, the technical, marketing and language
parameters vary. The company’s overall business policy in relation to
accessing the global market will inevitably influence the distribution and
handling of texts through the localisation process. Therefore, chapter two
delineates four different trends that are singled out from the continuum of
being centralised with a global focus to being decentralised with a local
focus, even down to the level of the individual person.
Research on localisation is fairly new (see for instance Dunne 2006;
Esselink 2000 and 2003; O’Hagan and Ashworth 2002; Pym 2004a). The
literature on localisation generally relates it to translation (Cronin 2003;
Dunne 2006; Esselink 2000 and 2003; Pym 2004a). Some researchers
relate it to for instance the concepts of knowledge management, virtual
environment and team work (for instance Risku 2004). Most literature
exists in the form of articles, many of which include the term localisation,
but might just as well write translation. Some of the articles that discuss
aspects that are normally covered by localisation do not even mention the
word localisation, but stick to translation as a term so the schism between
translation and localisation in trade and industry, as illustrated in the
beginning of this chapter, is replicated in research circles as well.
A few PhD dissertations exist with relevance to the area of localisation, as
it will be defined in this dissertation. Urban’s central question was whether
economic growth would lead to industrial convergence or industrial
divergence (Urban 1999), which is important in the long-term view of the
role of localisation in relation to the globalisation strategies. Lorenzen’s
central question was to look at access to different markets, based on the
8

Danish furniture industry’s access to European markets (Lorenzen 1999),
which is central as a comparative case study of a Danish company
accessing other markets, and finally Kjeldgaard’s dissertation on the
adoption of global values locally, especially among teenagers (Kjeldgaard
2004). These three dissertations deal with the specific situation of a small
language area and national market (Denmark) having to access other
locales. The dissertations look at the economic and organisational aspects
of accessing markets, but only at product and market level, not at the level
of language and text communication.
Some scholars have taken up the challenge of defining and discussing how
relevant disciplines deal with localisation. The academic and philosophical
approach is covered by for instance Pym in his book ’The Moving Text’
(Pym 2004a) as well as by Cronin in the book ‘Translation and
Globalisation.’ Pym’s work at the same time bridges the gap between
different translation strategies and localisation and distances localisation to
a special position. He argues that localisation differs from translation
through the process of internationalisation, which creates a new kind of
equivalence, called artificial equivalence (Pym 2004b). Pym further argues
that internationalisation via artificial equivalence drives a wedge in
between translation and the adaptation processes, because the adaptation
processes are often kept away from translators and reserved for marketing
experts and engineers. Cronin looks at translation in a modern world from
different perspectives; among others, he cares for the minority languages in
relation to the hegemony of English as well as dominant national languages
(Cronin 2003). Risku, like Pym, argues that extensive teamwork has taken
over the work in the internationalisation phase, and the lone translator
belongs to the age of print (Pym 2004c; Risku 2004). Reinhard Schäler,
9

who is the director of the Localisation Research Institute and the
Localisation Research Centre in Ireland, looks at the role of localisation
from many perspectives. His main interest seems to be the global versus
local influence in localisation. Schäler has expressed worry that localisation
is losing its bottom-up approach, which means the influence of the local
market and culture, and taking on a top-down approach, which means the
influence from central hold on the local markets (Schäler 2003-2004: 5-8).
An active localiser is Bert Esselink from the company of Lionbridge. He
has the practitioner’s point of view and looks at localisation from a very
technical angle. He also focuses on the importance of market-driven
requirements and looks at for instance the problems in connection with
localisation of marketing collateral (Esselink 2000: 309).
The uniting factor for all of these leading people in their fields is that they
see translation and multi-language versions of digital content as the
primary content of localisation. The dividing factor between them is how
they balance the elements of localisation: 1) linguistic adaptation, 2)
technical adaptation and 3) marketing adaptation. This balance will be
discussed in chapter 3.
1.1 Localisation defined for this dissertation
Acknowledging that Schäler’s broad definition of localisation as being the
management of multilinguality across the digital global information flow
(Schäler 2004: 2) as well as the narrower translation/localisation context
definition of localisation being the adaptation and translation of a text for
a particular reception situation (Pym 2004a: 1), I will base my work on a
definition, which links localisation to the travelling text in the localisation
process, i.e.,
10

The localisation process includes the travel and transformation of text from
one locale to another locale. In the process, text travel of entire texts falls
into one of five categories of travel required by either technical conditions,
market conditions or linguistic conventions, viz. removal of text,
translation of text, adaptation of text, replacement of text or creation of
text. At the level of the individual text, in-text changes surface as omission,
addition or change.
For the purpose of my dissertation, I shall therefore primarily look at the
localisation process in relation to translation studies, and secondarily in
relation to other parameters in the process, such as global and local
marketing strategies and technological influences.
In my dissertation, the concept of travelling texts has been used to describe
the process from a global supplier to a local user, or more specifically from
the Danish global supplier to the English-language locale consisting of
Ireland and the UK3. The characteristics and categories of travelling — and
non-travelling — texts will be described in more detail in point 3.6.1 on
page 62. Translation studies will be approached from a functionalist point
of view including both instrumental and documentary strategies (HolzMänttäri 1984; Nord 1997; Vermeer 1989/2004). These translation
strategies are discussed in point 3.2 on page 37, and the analysis sections in
chapter 6 show examples of the translation strategies in practice.
The most important idea of localisation is text travel — that texts are
constantly on the move. The direction of the text travel is seen from global
supplier to a local end-user as the general rule. On the way through the
localisation process, the text undergoes a series of changes, which are

3

For which reason I consistently use English-language and not just English.
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divided into five categories: (1) the removed text category, which is the text
sorting phase with the total volume of global text being sorted into
localisable and non-localisable text, with non-localisable text in the
removal, viz. non-travelling, category; (2) text translation, where the text,
which seems to be unproblematic for the local market, goes through a
conventional translation process; (3) text adaptation, where text for a local
market needs to be altered, with resulting changes, additions and omissions
in relation to the market; and (4) text replacement, where a shared
communicative purpose exists, but only at ideational level; and finally (5)
created text, which refers to text only needed in the target locale.
The reasons, which can be referred to the localisation triangle’s influence
on the selection of a text category in the localisation process, will be
analysed to see if there is a connection between the parameters of the
localisation triangle and the localisation process.
1.2 Aim of study and research questions
In the framework outlined above, it seems to be a neglected issue to
investigate the global (centralised) versus the local (decentralised) forces
when texts travel from global suppliers to local users. My aim is to look at
these forces through a case study. Normally, the terms global and local,
according to Pym, are defined with the commonest direction of flow from a
big country to a small country,
Large localization projects go from one generic product into many local
products. In terms of translation, they usually move from American English
into a wide range of target languages. […] Globalization, of course,
requires both processes: English for the centralized production culture, and
local languages for the marketing of products locally. (Pym 2002a: 5)

New in my context is — as mentioned above — that global is a small
country and a small-language area, Denmark, which distributes products
12

and its pertaining information to the rest of the world. According to
Anobile, localisation of products developed in small markets for
distribution in bigger markets is an increasing trend, and he labels this
direction of localisation ‘reverse localisation’ (Anobile 2007: 35). To
investigate this direction of travel, the web site of a Danish-based company
working globally, the VELUX corporation, will be used as the object of
study. The company’s philosophical and business principles will be
presented in chapter 5. On the basis of the Danish and the English-language
web pages from June 2005, my research questions focus on some of the
similarities and contrasts between the web pages, and in turn how these
reflect the balance between globalised and localised e-content in the
different locales. In the case study, I shall thus investigate to what extent
some of the features of translation and other text production strategies
interact in the localisation process on a given web site from a given
company (VELUX) at a given time. The results from the case study will
hopefully shed light on the localisation process and its elements.
The research questions will be discussed in detail together with the overall
case study method in chapter 4 on page 70, and the more detailed research
methods and analyses will follow in chapter 6. The case study will be used
as the overall method, because the material can be approached from
different angles with complementary results. The analyses are concluded
with an executive interview with VELUX representatives as well as an
interview with a leading VELUX translator, ref. chapter 6 starting on page
93, and the results will be presented in chapter 7 starting on page 209.
According to the case study method, which recommends research questions
rather than a hypothesis (ref. chapter 4), the localisation process is
conducted on the basis of the following four research questions (Q),
13

Figure 2.

Overview of dissertation and research questions

Globalisation and localisation influences on web site text distribution
— a case study of text travel between two VELUX web sites
Research questions (Q):
Q 1) To what
extent does the
e-content from
VELUX’
Danish web
site travel to
the Englishlanguage web
site?

Q 2) Which
elements on the web
pages have been
removed, translated,
adapted, replaced or
created during the
localisation
process?

Q 3) How did
VELUX
comment on the
results of the
analyses, and
how did they explain their localisation process?

Q 4) How may the
aggregate results be
used methodologically and theoretically in a transnational company
with a global or nearglobal scope?

Case research methods (M)

Conclusion

1.3 Reading guide and outline of dissertation
The corpus material consists of the Danish (the .dk site) and Englishlanguage (the .co.uk site) web sites. These two web sites are the primary
focus of study throughout the dissertation. References to web pages in the
text are coded. There might for instance be a page coded VeVelko.dk, where
Ve stands for VELUX, Velko is a five-letter abbreviation for the heading of
the Danish web page, Velkommen, and .dk shows that the page is from the
Danish web site. The English-language web site, which covers both the UK
and Ireland4, is coded for instance as follows, VeWelco.uk, where Ve again
stands for VELUX, Welco is a five-letter abbreviation for the heading of

4

Although not fully systematised, the English-language web site has now been partly split into
an Irish web site and a British web site.
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the English-language web page, Welcome, and .uk is a code for Englishlanguage web site. The VELUX corpus material was printed in the month
of June 2005, and if any VELUX reference is from another period, a full
and conventional reference system is used. In this way, the reader will
always know whether the VELUX reference is from the corpus material
from June 2005 or from the sites at a different time.
The dissertation is divided into ten chapters and three appendices. The
contents are shown in Figure 3. A list of the total number of web pages
analysed is included in appendix 1. Appendix 2 includes the analyses of
texts travelling. Appendix 3 contains an overview of the scanned web
pages.
Figure 3. Outline of dissertation
Cpt. 1: Introduction

Delineates the framework of the dissertation.

Cpt. 2: Globalisation

Discusses globalisation in relation to market access.

Cpt. 3: Localisation

Discusses the conceptual framework process in the dissertation
including selected parameters of the localisation process.

Cpt. 4: Methodologies

Discusses the overall method and framework.

Cpt. 5: VELUX company Discusses the company of VELUX and the development of
VELUX principles and policies over time.
Cpt. 6: VELUX analyses Analyses the empirical data material in the VELUX case study as
well as the executive interview and the translator interview.
Cpt. 7: Results

Accumulates and collates the analysis results.

Cpt. 8: Conclusion

Places the dissertation in a broader perspective.

Cpt. 9: English summary
Cpt. 10: Dansk resumé
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2 GLOBALISATION AND ASSOCIATED CONCEPTS
No global network is stronger than the local presence5 (Shelly Lazarus,
quoted by Graversen 2006: 15).

The quotation above is a paraphrasing of no chain is stronger than its
weakest link. Thus a global market does not exist if it were not for all the
local markets, and the serious challenge for any marketer is to gain
presence in a local market. Globalisation and localisation are thus closely
linked concepts.
Chapter two discusses globalisation as a concept in trade and industry.
Different trends for marketing globally are presented and discussed, and in
this connection the importance of convergence and divergence indicators is
included. The thread throughout the chapter is what role global and local
forces play in relation to products and markets, because this role is essential
for a company’s global and local market communication, and hence these
forces are important in relation to the object of the case study: the web sites
of the company VELUX in the Danish and English-language versions. The
purpose of the chapter as a whole is to function as the theoretical
background for the decisions that influence the actions of the marketer, and
thus in turn the influence on the text travel in connection with global
marketing.
Some of the theorists, whom I have chosen to include for a discussion of
global and local market forces, include Theodore Levitt, who in 1983 wrote
one of the classic pieces in marketing, The Globalization of Markets, which
article has been heavily discussed ever since; and Marieke De Mooij, who

5

‘Intet globalt netværk er stærkere end den lokale tilstedeværelse,’ statement by Shelly Lazarus
(today chairman and CEO of Ogilvy and Mather), but quoted in Danish.
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published a book in 2004 with the title, Consumer Behaviour and Culture Consequences for Global Marketing and Advertising. Her book includes
analyses of how products fare in global markets. Finally, I shall refer to the
2004 PhD dissertation by Dannie Kjeldgaard, Consumption and the Global
Youth Segment, which sheds light on the extent and intricacies of global
consumer culture.
2.1 The development of globalisation
In the light of a world which most people claim to be increasingly
globalised, internationalised and close in many aspects, there is a need to
look at the changed environments in which people, companies, institutions
and nations act, and in this connection how a global and centralised point
of view balances with a localised and decentralised view.
According to various dictionaries (Rundell 2002: 603; Sinclair 2003: 615;
Hornby 2005: 659), the English word ‘global’ basically has three core
meanings, (1) being spherical in shape, (2) being total or universal in reach
or understanding or (3) being worldwide in geographical terms. In the
context of this dissertation, the second and third definitions are most
important.
2.2 Birth of 20th century globalisation
In relation to trade and industry, the use of the word ‘globalisation’
emerged in the 1950s and 1960s (Waters 2001: 2-10). The concept has
developed into a variety of meanings today that span political concepts,
business concepts in general and marketing concepts (Levitt 1983: 92-102;
De Mooij 2003: 3-5; Kjeldgaard 2004: 310-323).
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The first examples of the words ‘globalisation’, ‘globalise’, ‘globalised’,
‘globalism’ were recorded in the newspapers in the end 1950s and early
1960s in connection with such contents as,
Italy’s “globalised quota” for imports of cars has increased6 (Waters 2001:
2).

From the use of the word in a fairly narrow context in the 1960s and 1970s,
the concept was adopted more widely by business in the 1980s, and from
the 1980s till today, theories about globalisation have spread rapidly in
academia,
The extensive theorization of globalization in the nineties provides a rich
conceptual toolbox. However, […] in the area of globalization there is a
theory to data ratio of about 1000: 1. (Kjeldgaard 2004: 4).

Harvard professor Theodore Levitt’s article The Globalization of Markets,
published by the Harvard Business Review in 1983, was widely referred to
and used as the basis for much work and theorizing about globalisation in
marketing in the 1980s (Levitt 1983: 92-102), and Levitt’s globalisation
theory was adhered to by academia and companies alike throughout most
of that decade. As an example, MTV aired its first global show in 1989,
based on the following reasoning,
Radio Vision International is not alone in betting that teen tastes and
attitudes are now sufficiently similar to warrant a global assault. MTV
hopes to air its first global show, another music/culture/fashion TVmagazine effort called Buzz7 (Business Week 2000, special issue).

Today, too, part of the industry and some scholars take their starting point
in Levitt’s theory, for instance Pennings (Pennings and Puranam 2000: 136). One of the arguments for the introduction of free trade areas around

6
7

Waters states that this headline was used by The Economist (4/4/59).
Feinberg quoted for a statement from 1989 in Business Week 2000.
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the world, for instance, was that standardised products, marketing strategies
and advertising would be easier in a homogeneous market where people’s
motives and needs were supposed to be converging. The convergence
theory presented by Levitt supported this standardisation strategy. Levitt
has later been heavily criticised from many quarters (Hofstede 2001: 448,
De Mooij 2004: 5, Kjeldgaard 2004: 3-5), and although some companies
had success with the global approach, critical voices gained momentum
against the convergence theory, for instance,
Having lived my life in Europe and having taught in various places around
the world, I could not believe that one uniform approach could be equally
effective everywhere. I felt that replacing successful multi-domestic
campaigns by standardized advertising would lead instead to alienation of
consumers and would result in decreased market shares (De Mooij 2003:
xv).

With these views presented as contrasts and with the changes in
development over time, it will be useful to discuss the theories more in
depth.
2.3 Four major trends
Today, different views on how, practically and theoretically, to access the
global market thrive alongside each other. For the sake of distinction
between this panoply of views, it is useful to mention four major trends.
Firstly, the world market can be accessed globally and can be seen as one
entity (Levitt 1983: 92); secondly, the world market can be accessed
locally, and local differences are taken into account (Byrnes et al. 2000:
126; De Mooij 2004: 33-41; Kjeldgaard 2004: 62); thirdly, a world market
does not exist for all products, for which reason part of it is exclusively
local and cannot be accessed centrally or globally (De Mooij 2004: 18), and
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finally, the world market consists of individual consumers, who can be
contacted directly on a global basis or will contact the company directly.
2.3.1

Big is beautiful – global or centralised trend

The first trend follows the assumption that the world can be treated as one
market. The question is what strategies global companies pursue to conquer
this global market, and how a global strategy is defined in this context? The
precondition for a global strategy is that universal communities exist,
which can be reached by global advertising, typically in the form of
international or global brands (De Mooij 2004: 19). It follows implicitly
that regional and national differences must be ignored (Levitt 1983: 92).
Another point is that global advertising and branding lead to market
leadership and competitiveness as regards cost, price and activities
(Morden 1999: 35; Levitt 1983: 92).
In that line of reasoning, companies should ignore specific customer
requests, because customers say one thing and act differently. Therefore,
customer questionnaires and surveys were deemed unreliable, because the
customers ask for low prices in the end rather than the product
characteristics that the customers themselves have listed as preferences in a
given questionnaire. In his article, Levitt concludes that customer
adaptation belongs to the era of multinationals, whereas truly global
companies aim at standardisation and low price,
Only global companies will achieve long-term success by concentrating on
what everyone wants rather than worrying about the details of what
everyone thinks they might like (Levitt 1983: 92).

As regards the possibility of standardisation worldwide, Levitt claims that
the driving force is technology that leads to a converging commonality, and
he claims that in turn this converging development opens global markets to
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products developed with unprecedented economies of scale (Levitt 1983:
92).
As support for this claim, Levitt mentions many examples from the 1970s
and 1980s, when even the remotest places on earth adopted global products
alongside their own products and used these in their local environments.
One of the examples reads,
During Biafra’s fratricidal war against the Ibos, daily televised reports
showed soldiers carrying bloodstained swords and listening to transistor
radios while drinking Coca-Cola (Levitt 1983: 92).

In his list of global products, all kinds of product categories are mentioned,
from cigarettes to rock music to McDonald’s burgers; all of them examples
of products that could be homogenised and put into an overall pattern of
financing, pricing and distribution. Levitt was very outspoken on global
opportunities for products and wrote that ‘nothing is exempt’ (Levitt 1983:
93).
It must be mentioned at this stage that the industry voices then were not
unanimous when it came to the evaluation of the possibilities of
standardisation and homogenisation versus the need to adapt and
accommodate to local tastes, which can be seen in the following.
2.3.2

Think Global Act Local – local or decentralised trend

The second trend, that of acting in accordance with local culture and local
preferences, was actually spearheaded by some of the companies that
started out following Levitt’s global strategies. Later they changed their
minds and turned towards a more decentralised point of view, because the
expected rise in revenues from the global markets did not materialise.
Assael, a researcher from New York University, refers to this phenomenon
as flexible globalization and defines it as follows,
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Flexible globalization, that is, an attempt to standardize marketing
strategies across countries but to be flexible enough to adapt components of
the strategy to local conditions […] (Assael 1998: 503).

Assael shows sympathy for both Levitt’s globalisation theories, but also for
another theorist whose ideas appeared on the scene in the 1980s: Geert
Hofstede, who advocated the opposite viewpoint of Levitt’s, namely that
national culture was important and that certain dimensions of national
culture differed throughout the world (Hofstede 2001: 1-34). Hofstede’s
analyses and results were increasingly seen as a conceptual framework that
could be used to explain the differences in markets, and could thus also be
used as guiding parameters to understand the influence of culture on
consumers’ behaviour (De Mooij 2004: 33-41).
In the 1990s, many global marketers began being more sensitive to local
culture and needs. This change of opinion was in many cases a
consequence of companies seeing that their profits declined. As the decline
occurred as a result of a period of centralised control, the companies
realized that there was a need for local sensitivity, and they changed their
strategies from global to local (De Mooij 2003: 184). One of the ways of
being local was to employ local people in the country or region in question.
The Coca-Cola Co. is an example of a company that jumped the
standardisation bandwagon in the 1980s, but the CEO appointed in 2000,
Douglas N. Daft, took another and more decentralised route after years of
mediocre earnings. He commented in retrospect on the fallacies of
standardising practices in the 1980s and 1990s (Byrnes et al. 2000: 124126). Daft got rid of the highly centralised structure and suggested a more
decentralised marketing philosophy, based on more recent experience. The
marketing department subsequently made the following statement on this
strategy,
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‘Our big successes have come from markets where we read the consumer
psyche every day and adjust the marketing model every day,’ says
marketing chief Stephen C. Jones (Byrnes et al. 2000: 126).

Under this new marketing philosophy, the Coca-Cola Co.’s products are
being developed for local markets at a number of innovation centres around
the world. The objective of these centres is to cater for the local markets by
developing, packaging and selling new drinks,
So far, these efforts have yielded a pear-flavored drink in Turkey, a berryflavored Fanta for Germany, and a sports drink called Aquarius sold only
in Belgium and the Netherlands (Byrnes et al. 2000: 126).

2.3.3

Global and local markets – parallel worlds

Yet other people, who deal with the globalisation/localisation process, have
a different view of the global market. They are proponents of the trend that
there is a global market and a local market, for instance as follows,
Local particularities and particularizations are not part of the
homogenization story. For example, Hannerz8 points out, local products
are still marketed in the peripheries by entrepreneurs who are attuned to
local tastes and forms of life and thus have a competitive advantage over
the globals. Furthermore, the homogenization perspective ignores what
happens to global products as they enter local settings (Kjeldgaard 2004:
62).

This is an important point, because it divides primarily the business-toconsumer market (B2C) into a globally accessible part and a local part. The
globally accessible part can be reached with the computer and video
camera. The local part in this respect is not in competition with the global
market. An example of the local part gaining momentum and showing a
kind

of

swing-of-the-pendulum

response

to

globalisation

and

standardisation is for instance the concept of farmers’ markets (Nielsen

8

Swedish sociologist, who has published a range of books on globalisation and its impact.
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2006: 68-72), which have emerged in many countries, for instance across
the US continent, but also in many European countries; even in countries
where agricultural produce is not very far away from the consumers. Here
an example from Ireland,
Farmers Markets are set up for the express intention of providing an outlet
for farmers and small food producers to sell local seasonal produce to the
consumers who are desperately seeking this kind of food. These markets are
different from some of the established markets, they do not sell clothes, cd's,
tools, bric-a-brac... they simply sell local food to local people, the
producers themselves or an appropriate representative must man the stall
(www.midletonfarmersmarket.com [12-05-2006]).

To some extent, the agricultural sector is part of the market that is not
globally accessible, but other products can be found in this market, too.
According to Reader’s Digest Survey’s list called ‘European Trusted
Brands,’9 many national brands have remained strong even though they
face global competition. These national brands are either old and wellestablished or include important values in their advertising (De Mooij
2004: 18).
This division of the market into the globally accessible market and the
locally accessible market is important in connection with first and foremost
the span of the market for a certain product and the awareness whether any
given local market is accessible to any extent worthwhile considering.
This local preference factor, at least, is a contradiction to Levitt’s statement
that ‘Nothing is exempt’ (ref. 2.3.1 on page 20). The development over time
has shown that the picture is not unequivocal.

9

According to De Mooij 2004: 18.
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2.3.4

Customers operating globally

The fourth trend, which has gained momentum after the millennium turn, is
relationship

marketing

(RM).

An

internet

consultancy

company,

Trendwatching.com, explains relationship marketing as follows,
The upshot of the move away from mass production is that retailers have to
look for different ways to push their product. […] For example, toy
company Lego lets you create your own design and order the pieces
(Martin 2005: 3).

In relationship marketing, which by many is seen as the key to future
marketing success, the customer is truly in focus via the direct contact
between global seller and local customer. The customer has always had the
power of the purse, and increasingly this means that customised products
are in demand. In Ford’s book called Managing Business Relationships, the
trend is expressed as follows,
It is not a case of action and reaction, but one of interaction. Sellers do seek
out buyers and try to influence them to buy. […] Buyers will often bargain
with sellers to obtain a particular and tailored deal which cuts across the
standard offering that the supplier would like to sell (Ford et al. 1998: 5-6).

In support of this trend is also a special issue of Business Week from
august 2000, which features a series of articles that all place the internet
customer as the focal point. One article phrases the role of the global
customer as follows,
Now, multinational clients, for example, can go to just one sales and
marketing group to buy everything from handheld PCs to supercomputers,
in locales from Buffalo to Bangkok. It’s global service for local needs
(Edmonson 2000: 62).

The above quotations are interesting. Everything has been turned around.
The global company is no longer the powerful agent: the local customer is.
The rhetoric does not include the multinational corporation, but the
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multinational client, and finally it is not a question of global service for
global needs, but global service for local needs. In my view, the latter
example might even have been spelled out much stronger in line with the
rest of the article: global service for individual needs.
The overall question is how global services can be adapted to individual
needs. The answer, as illuminated above, is that the technological advances
of the internet have enabled companies to receive customized orders and
monitor visitors’ navigations on their web sites. In turn, the companies can
target their offers to the individual consumer. This is a brave new world
where companies’ marketing is as powerful as ever in a cybermarket, but
where, on the other hand, the consumer’s surfing on to or away from web
sites is equally powerful. The abovementioned special issue from Business
Week 2000 concludes that the differences between the old century and the
new century can be defined by some of the following old versus new
contrasts: mass production versus mass customisation; domestic reach
versus global reach; monthly versus hour inventory control; quarterly
financials versus real-time financials; and pyramidal organisational
structure versus the Web or networking (Byrne 2000: 44-52).
According to an article by Byrnes10, standardisation in relation to
customers or end users (convergence trend) is not nearly so strong as
practiced and predicted 20 years ago. Instead, multifarious individual
choices for the customers have materialised as a strong trend (divergence
trend). Byrnes uses the example of a supermarket where in fact 150
different items could cover 80 per cent of the daily needs of a family. A
typical American supermarket would hold 40,000 different items (Byrnes

10

not Byrne as above.
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2000: 126). De Mooij generalises on this subject in her studies on
convergence and divergence in consumer behaviour. Her studies question
the general thesis that converging national wealth makes differences in
consumer behaviour across nations disappear (De Mooij 2003: 183).
2.4 Converging and diverging markets
The kaleidoscope of global versus local markets and of global marketing
versus individual choice cannot be defined as one trend. On the one hand,
the use of global symbols is becoming increasingly more evident (De
Mooij 2003: 4). The same type of camera, for instance, may be seen in the
USA, Denmark, and the Philippines. On the other hand, the craving for
individualism grows stronger, so how do local markets and individualism
fit together with the growing of global symbols? One explanation is offered
by De Mooij,
The spread of global symbols, however, does not necessarily include
homogeneity of people’s habits or values (De Mooij 2003: 4).

Another answer to the same question is offered by Kjeldgaard through his
research on the existence of a global youth segment in marketing. His
choice of research objective, youth, is based on the assumption that young
people may be more globally oriented than older people. After researching
the actions of young people on the market, he concludes,
[…] can it be said that there is a global segment? The answer to that
question may best be responded to by posing another question: how does
the global segment (if it is defined by a range of global products and
images as a representation of the idea of youth) enter into given localities’
relation to the global cultural economy. […] The question for the marketer
therefore becomes one of understanding the specific conditions for identity
in the given locality and thereby which role a given product can play in this
locality (Kjeldgaard 2004: 236).
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Where De Mooij suggests that a global presence does not necessarily result
in homogeneity of habits, Kjeldgaard suggests that focus should be on how
global symbols in the form of products are adopted, adapted and used in a
given society. According to relatively new data on adoption versus nonadoption or adaptation on the markets: convergence or divergence, the
picture is somewhat blurred.
At this point, it suffices to know that the interplay between globalisation
and localisation factors for a given product differs for various markets. It is
also important to keep in mind that it is not enough to look at the product
itself, but also upon the way in which the product could position itself as a
natural and relevant product in relation to the prevailing values, culture and
systems of a certain market. Last but not least, it is important to emphasize
the decisions made by the marketer to access different markets. Even the
same kind of product travelling from one given country to another given
country may be distributed differently by different companies. Therefore,
the combination of global market access with local initiatives are
important, for which reason the next chapter will deal with localisation as a
concept.
In relation to the four trends presented above, a tentative placement of
VELUX would be under Think Global Act Local – local or decentralised
trend. The importance of diverging and converging trends influences the
strengthening or weakening position of the company according to that
trend.
In relation to the case study of VELUX, it is important to get a general idea
of how VELUX positions itself with global and local strategies and
policies. It is also important to look at how VELUX’s customers adapt and
adopt the products in their local environments. As mentioned in connection
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with the case study presentation under points 4.1 and 4.2 on page 70 ff,
VELUX is exactly well-suited for this purpose, because the company has a
declared focus on the balance between global and local decisions. This
balance will be studied and analysed by means of the empirical data from
VELUX’s Danish and English/Irish web sites from 2005 and supported by
the results from the executive interview from 2007 and the translator
interview from 2008.
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3 THE LOCALISATION PROCESS
One man’s translation is another man’s adaptation (Tymoczko 1998: 311).

The above quotation contains several explicit and implicit antitheses:
translation is contrasted with adaptation, yet both are included in the
localisation process; one man is contrasted with another man, yet they are
both needed in localisation; and implicitly there is the contrast between a
translation on the one hand and its later adaptation on the other hand. These
antitheses are all intrinsic in localisation.
The quotation above also serves as an appetizer to the discussion and
exemplification of localisation in six main sections in this chapter, starting
with localisation and derived and related concepts, followed by a
discussion of the cross-field between localisation and translation studies.
Then the localisation triangle is explained, and the decision-making
involved in connection with the localisation process is elaborated on. Based
on the introductory discussions, an analysis model for text travelling in the
localisation process is discussed and refined, and as the last point,
definitions of key concepts used in the case study analysis are presented.
The purpose of the chapter as a whole is to function as the theoretical
background for the empirical language analyses.
The main contributors in the area of localisation are Anthony Pym, a
scholar, who has written the book The Moving Text from 2004 along with
numerous articles about several aspects of localisation (Pym 2004a); Hanna
Risku is yet another scholar, with the book Translations-management –
Interkulturelle Fachkommunikation im Informationszeit-alter, contributes

11

Pagination from internet print.
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with the new conditions for the translator in a global, virtual work
environment (Risku 2004); and Reinhard Schäler, the director of the
Localisation Research Centre, Limerick, Ireland, which is probably the
most prominent ‘localisation school’ today. Schäler is often seen as the key
note speaker at conferences, and he contributes with articles on diverse
aspects of localisation. If one article should be mentioned, it would be ‘The
Cultural Dimension in Software Localisation,’ which appeared in the
Annual Localization Reader 2003-2004. Moreover, Bert Esselink’s book
from 2000, A Practical Guide to Localization, as well as his contribution to
Somer’s book from 2003 with a chapter called Localisation and
Translation, remains valuable contributions to the field of localisation.
Esselink is employed at the company of Lionbridge and often talks at
conferences about localisation from the viewpoint of trade and industry
(Esselink 2000 and 2003). Arle Lommel, Publications Manager and Survey
Analyst from the international organisation of LISA, holds a key position
through the annual publications of The Globalisation (earlier Localisation)
Industry Primer (Lommel 2003 and 2006b). A contribution to localisation
from 2006 is the book edited by Keiran J. Dunne, Perspectives on
Localization, which is a collection of articles from different contributors
(Dunne 2006). From the area of translation studies, scholars such as Justa
Holz-Mänttäri, Christiane Nord and Hans J. Vermeer are included as
proponents for the branch of theories within translation studies which focus
on translational action and skopos12. These translation theories link up very
well with globalisation and localisation as a process (Holz-Mänttäri 1984;

12

Skopos is Greek, originally written skopós, meaning ‘mark for shooting at’, modern Italian
scópo, meaning ‘aim/purpose.’
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Nord 1991 and 1997; Vermeer 1989/2004; Gutt 2000; Sperber and Wilson
1986) as well as with the agents involved (Risku 2004).
3.1 The emergence and development of localisation
The word localisation finds its etymological origin in the Latin word
‘locus’ for place, or ‘localis,’ which means pertaining to a place.
Localisation, with the semantic core meaning of adaptation of software,
hardware, documentation and web content to a market (Lommel 2006b: 8),
was coined as a concept in the 1980s. The use of the word has since then
spread rapidly from a very technical definition and field of use to other
fields of use, notably marketing and translation. In the 1980s, translation
was generally seen as an isolated discipline, which almost always consisted
in translating complete documents from beginning to end so the reuse of
material was sparse. The tools were typically confined to the typewriter,
paper dictionaries and reference materials on print, although the decade
also saw the emergence of the first word processing systems, such as the
Amstrad system for personal use, along with the infant versions of IBM
and Mac terminals for business use, and the concept of localisation
developed further from these roots. More than any other industry, the
software industry wanted to access markets globally from the outset, so the
adaptation to local languages was essential (Esselink 2005: talk; Lommel
2006b: 5-8).
The second decade of localisation, the 1990s, saw a widespread use of the
personal computer with a Windows interface, and with the technological
possibilities came also the first releases of translation-assisted programs,
for instance TRADOS and Multiterm, and database management was
budding in many companies. From a geographical point of view, the
European localisation companies began clustering in Ireland, basically
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driven by a low corporate tax rate (OECD 2002: 5). In the 1990s,
localisation was still primarily seen in the software-heavy industries where
international product providers became interested in localisation in the
form of updates of programs (Esselink 2005: talk; Lommel 2006b: 6-7).
After the turn of the millennium, the internet gained momentum as an
influence on the work methods and processes in the translation and
localisation companies caused by an unprecedented mobility of products as
well as information on the internet (Lommel 2006b: 1; Schäler 2004: 2).
The primary work method was to isolate on the one hand new text, and on
the other hand reuse of text in connection with documentation tasks, which
meant that the translator suddenly had to work with text chunks instead of
complete texts. Another novelty from some of the giants in the localisation
industry is the access to translation memories through the internet, which
facilitates the speed of updating information; and some of the localisation
companies have developed proprietary tools for that process. On the
technical side, integrated TM/MT13 systems are used hand in hand with
CAT14 technology, from the very beginning of the process to the postediting phases (Esselink 2005: talk). This changed focus might be summed
up by Cronin’s thesis that an early trend in translation was focus on
translation and texts, a later trend was focus on translation and the
translator whereas the present needs to focus on translation and things
(Cronin 2003: 9-10).

13
14

TM/MT: translation memory/machine translation.
CAT: Computer-aided-translation.
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3.1.1

Localisation – today

A definition of localisation today is given by Layden from FITA, The
Federation of International Trade Associations, and reads as follows,
Localization is the customization of all components of a product for a
particular target market. These components include user interface (UI), the
help system, printed or online documentation, Web sites, advertising
campaigns, and any other marketing communication materials for the
product. Multilingual vendors […] become your localization partner
offering you the technical staff and linguistic professionals needed to
efficiently manage multilingual localization projects (Layden 2005: 1).

First of all, the customization of the product is mentioned as the key
parameter. The ‘component’ in the quotation is in this case the actual text
in different language versions that accompanies a given product. Moreover,
the component is defined digitally, but may take its eventual form in either
print or on-line. The advertising copy for the companies is mentioned as
well, and Lommel agrees with Layden that the basic genres appearing in
the localisation process encompass documentation, web sites, user
interfaces and sales materials. Finally, the professional corporate
localisation partner (SLV or MLV15) supplies a combination of technical
and multi-language products (Lommel 2006b: 8+27).
3.1.2

From localisation to locality to locale

The term localisation links up with many concepts, among them locality,
which originates from marketing studies. The term locality is generally
used to delimit and describe the characteristics and needs of a market or a
certain geographical or ethnographic group (Craig and Douglas 2006: 322342). The term is another spin-off of globalisation, and definitions of a

15

SLV: single-language vendor; MLV: multi-language vendor.
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locality pinpoint differences and similarities between groups of people.
Thus,
Influences from globalisation processes become part of the “production of
localities”16 although globalizing processes may mean that the conception
of what is ‘inside’ becomes increasingly abstract – for example to include a
number of localities which constitute the imagined community of the nationstate or even groups of nation-states (such as the EU) (Kjeldgaard 2004:
60).

One of the apparent needs of a locality is the description and marketing of
the products in the language in question for that locality. This need is
typically expressed as purchasing choice. The response to not fulfilling the
needs of a locality is lack of attention whereas the response to fulfilling the
needs of a locality is possible attention.
The requests and needs from a locality in terms of language, marketing and
technical adaptations have created the term locale. This concept can be
defined as the combination of language — or language variation or dialect
— with the geographical delimitation of the market, or in other words: in
what language will the marketer address the locale with a given product.
The importance of the language aspect is emphasized by Brooks from
Microsoft. The delimitation of a locale is a linguistic rather than a
geographical division. The Microsoft approach is the following,
We define market linguistically rather than geographically: the Spanish
market is the aggregate of Spain, Mexico, Argentina, etc. – a total of 22
countries – not just Iberian Spain [..] (Brooks 2000: 48).

The definition of locale is interesting, because it proves that the main
problem and the onus of work are linked to languages primarily, hence the

16

Quotation marks specify that the concept was taken from Appadurai, Arjun (1995): The
Production of Locality, in Richard Fardon, ed., Counterworks, London: Routledge.
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larger linguistic oval in the localisation triangle, ref. Figure 6 on page 49.
The linking of language and geography also explains, along with technical
and marketing adaptations, why neither the word language nor the word
locality works when the localisation potential of a product has to be
evaluated, but a concept for the new combination is needed: locale.
3.1.3

Translator or localizer

Accommodating and adapting to a local market necessitate more than
language and cost-benefit, ref. point 3.4.3 on page 57; it takes elements
such as project management, marketing and technical adaptation, too. The
role of the translator therefore changes from being narrowly focused on
translation to taking a multitude of other factors into account. Today, the
translator is therefore often referred to as localizer or language localizer.
The ‘or’ does not automatically mean that the two concepts are synonyms.
A localizer in the localisation industry is a term that potentially covers a
plethora of job functions. This problem surfaced when LISA launched the
GILT Industry’s first Salary Survey in 2003, the purpose of which was to
determine average salaries for various job profiles. It turned out that one of
the major tasks was to delimit a number of job descriptions to make them
as applicable as possible when people had to fill in the survey
questionnaire. The survey organizer thus explains,
We also found that there can be many different job titles for what may be, at
the end of the day, more or less the same job, or overlapping ones. One
example of this is “Localizer,” “Software Translator” and “Localization
Specialist.” All three can be used for a translator of software, but the latter
can also mean a “Software Localization Engineer” or “Localization Tools
Specialist” (Larsen 2003: 2).

In the actual survey, a total of 16 job functions were listed. Three job
functions had direct reference to language work, viz. terminologist,
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translator and translation team leader. Other job functions were not specific
language jobs, but definitely presupposed good language knowledge, viz.
DTP specialist, software localizer and software localizer team leader and
vendor manager (Larsen 2003: 2).
3.2 Translation in localisation
Researchers and practitioners alike agree that translation and localisation
processes are tightly intertwined and also that these processes have to be
identified in the other processes in the global-to-local marketing process. It
has also been established that the localisation process is broader than translation and that other skills and methods than translation are included.
Before commenting on translation as part of localisation, and in particular
specific branches of the theory encompassing translation studies, I should
like to place my work in relation to translation studies broadly.
Figure 4. Holmes’ map of Translation Studies

Source: (Toury 1995: 10).

For this purpose, Holmes’ map of translation studies shown in Figure 4
proves to be useful. Even though any taxonomy or division of a field will
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never be comprehensive or even the only truth, it might serve as a useful
step towards understanding a more specialised focus. If we look at the
figure above, the focus of this present dissertation is mainly in the
descriptive area because of the major emphasis on process and function.
The descriptive part of Holmes’ map from the 1970s, as construed by
Toury below, paves the way for a functionally and culturally apt text in the
receiving culture. In the words of Toury,
The prospective function of the translation, via its required textuallinguistic make-up and/or the relationships which would tie it to its
original, inevitably also governs the strategies which are resorted to during
the production of the text in question, and hence the translation process as
such (Toury 1995: 13).

Function in the receiving culture is one parameter to deal with, another is
the strategies which have to be pursued to fulfil this function. In Toury’s
quotation, it is not specifically marked where the strategies come from. In
some contexts, the translator will probably define these strategies, in a
company context they will either be implicit or will be explicitly defined
for the translation purposes. This is where some of the elements under
applied translation studies intervene, viz. the background and role of the
translator, aids and means for translation and a subsequent quality
assessment. To discuss further the field which I want to concentrate on, the
theoretical framework includes proponents for the skopos theory
(especially Vermeer) and action theory (especially Holz-Mänttäri) and
network theory (especially Risku).
3.2.1

Early skopos

To understand localisation today and how translation interacts with
localisation, it is necessary to look at the development in translation theory.
The interaction of translation in the other processes in the global company
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was described in Holz-Mänttäri’s work Translatorisches Handeln —
Theorie und Methode, in 1984, when she talks about ‘translatorisches
Handeln als komplexes Handlungsgefüge.’ In English, this is explained as
translational action17, which is influenced by factors both inside and outside
the text itself (Holz-Mänttäri 1984: 42-44). Translational action was soon
combined with skopos, a theory proposed by Vermeer in the early 1980s
based on the idea that translation was more than translation proper; he saw
translation as cross-cultural transfer where the translator must be an expert
in intercultural action (Snell-Hornby 2006: 46; Vermeer 1989/2004: 236).
Both Holz-Mänttäri’s and Vermeer’s theories are driven by the purpose of
the text, given through a commission, or defined by the translator, and
exercised through negotiation with the commissioner (Snell-Hornby 2006:
56-67; Vermeer 1989/2004: 227). The two theories, translational action and
skopos, differed slightly with Holz-Mänttäri focusing on action, Vermeer
on cross-cultural transfer in translation (Snell-Hornby 2006: 57). Nord
phrases it slightly differently when she suggests that translational action be
divided into ‘translation with a source text’ and ‘translation without a
source text.’ In the latter case, cross-cultural consulting is important, and
the translator can use a source text as one element of inspiration for a
message, but may use other sources, too (Nord 1997: 17-19).
In her work, Holz-Mänttäri explains that the higher division of work and
the creation of expert translation sections in a company are results of the
need for translational action of different kinds, where, firstly, translation
becomes a profession which involves a much higher extent of expertise:
von sachlichen kompetenten und pragmatisch qualifizierten Aktanten, also

17

Mary Snell-Hornby talks about translatorial action (Snell-Hornby 2006: 56-67).
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Experten, and, secondly, where she suggests that translation goes from a
single-person function to a multi-person function (Holz-Mänttäri 1984: 4344). Translational action is then defined by the skopos and finds its
pragmatic solutions by selecting the relevant elements inside and outside
the text and combining them into the skopos of the new text. In the words
of Holz-Mänttäri,
Aus seinen Funktionen im Rahmen menschlicher Kommunikation und
sozialer Organisation gewinnt ‘translatorisches Handeln’ seine Identität.
Damit ist es Gefüge im Gefüge und selbst Element. Seine Funktionen sind
als Strukturen zwischen einschlägigen Elementen beschreibbar (HolzMänttäri 1984: 21).

If we briefly connect skopos and translational action with localisation, it
may be argued that translational action accompanies the decisions in the
marketing process to fulfil skopos for the market in question.
3.2.2

New millennium skopos

In terms of changes in the actual translation process, Holz-Mänttäri
prophesized many of the changes that were to occur with the development
of localisation in the 1990s and after the millennium turn. Some of these
changes have to a fairly high extent gone unnoticed by translation studies,
e.g. the changes from the single translator to translation teams — and in
localisation from translation teams to localisation teams – and from
localisation teams to international teams, or CCVTs as they are also called:
cross-cultural virtual teams (Anawati and Craig 2006: 45; Mousten et al.
2008: cpt. 12).
Risku comments on the global, virtual environment, too, with different
facets. According to her, the 1970s and 1980s saw local teamwork based on
separate tasks where today the situation is locally distributed, virtual,
conflict-prone and long-term groups in networks with a past and a future
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(Risku 2004: 102-103). She also comments on the role of the translator in
this connection,
Der konnektionistische Einfluss in der Translation(swissenschaft) ist daran
zu erkennen, dass Kreativität, Kontextualität, individuelle Erfarhrung und
situative Bedingungen betont werden. Die Übersetzungskompetenz zeigt
sich in der Beherrschung bzw. Berücksichsichtigung dieser Faktoren (Risku
2004: 79).

To sum up, translation in Risku’s (ref. above) and Holz-Mänttäri’s world
view equals action and cooperation, and any action is done with an aim.
Likewise, the skopos theory is the aim of the action performed when a text
is translated or transformed into another language (Nord 1997: 27-31;
Holz-Mänttäri 1984: 20-22/30-38).
The transition to interconnectivity and access to global information has
meant profound changes to the way people live and act. This transition has
undoubtedly influenced the information flow with texts being seen as shortlived dynamic and organic entities, which can be translated, rewritten,
chunked and reorganised in a translational action process based on a skopos
approach, after which the text travels again.
In Figure 5, the influence of interconnectivity is related to the different
factors in translation and localisation before and after the millennium turn.
As point 1 shows, the first fundamental change from the 1980s till now is
the change in the work environment of the translator, who — from working
alone as a single-language vendor (SLV) in the 1980s — today works in a
network or as part of a translation or localisation team on a text, which has
to function not just in one new locale, but in several new locales at the
same time.
Many SLVs have therefore today become sub-contractors to multilanguage vendors (MLVs) or have merged to become an MLV, which may
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be integrated in cross-border localisation teams, also sometimes referred to
with the broader concept of cross-cultural virtual teams, the so-called
CCVTs (Anawati and Craig 2006: 45).
Figure 5. Skopos in ante-2000 and post-2000 environments
#
1

2

Key
factor
Translator’s
role

Text
travel

Skopos environment ante-2000

Skopos environment post-2000

Bi-lingual communication
mostly
Single-language vendor (SLV)

Multi-lingual communication
mostly
Multi-language vendors (MLV)

Single translator

Translation teams/localisation
teams/CCVTs
Source text – locale, or
Internationalised text – locale, or
Source draft – locale
Multi-directional text travel
(feedback, updating and
versioning)
Multiple points of text departure

Source text (ST) – target text
(TT)
Uni-directional text travel (STTT)
Fixed point of text departure

3

Culture in One ST time – one TT time
the form
of place
and time
Culture-rooted ST

4

Dialogue

Negotiation with commissioner

5

Receivers

Local citizens

Risku

comments

on

the

same

One ST time - joint locale release
(SimShip), or
One ST time - different locale
releases (delay)
Culture-rooted ST (from a locale),
or
Culture-unrooted text
(internationalised)
Negotiation with receiving locale
or
Limited negotiation
Local citizens/locale audience, and
Global citizens

development,

which

she

calls

collaboratories, and which she defines as follows,
Collaboratories sind distribuierte, über mehrere Orte verteilte virtuelle
Einrichtungen, in denen die Kommunikation nicht mehr in erster Linie faceto-face abläuft. Es geht um kooperative Netzwerke jeglicher Art (Risku
2004: 103).
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As if this change has not been dramatic enough, the direction of text travel
is not necessarily linear from source text to target text. According to point 2
of Figure 5, there is maybe not even a source text from a certain locale, or
there is only a draft text, or the text may have been internationalised or may
come from different places, in the form of a collection of best practice
texts. New practices have arisen from these diverse sources. The translator
(translation team) has to devise new skills and strategies to cope with this
body of organic and dynamic texts.
The time aspect in the process is important, too. In point 3 of Figure 5, the
decision to SimShip or delay texts influences the workflow and working
procedures as well. SimShip means that all translations have to be carried
out while the product is being made, right from the first demo versions to
the last changes in a product; whereas delay means an easier work process,
because translation can be performed as an isolated process, ref. 3.4.2. on
page 56. With regard to place, culture-rootedness, both in the source-text
environment and in a target-text situation, has become the new challenge.
In some cases, the translator works with a culture-rooted text, in other cases
with an internationalised text, which implies a high degree of unrootedness.
Giddens and Nord both define the cultural situation as a result of two
factors, time and place, and these factors have to be defined more than ever
(Giddens 1990: 21; Nord 1997: 16).
This leads us to point 4 in Figure 5. To help place the text in any time-andplace environment, skopos theory works with the concept of the translation
commission, which is the translator’s guideline and mental worktool. The
commission is defined as,
The instruction, given by oneself or by someone else, to carry out a given
action (Vermeer 1989/2004: 235).
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In a corporate context, the definition of the commission can rarely be made
by the translator alone. Traditional skopos theory therefore includes
partners in defining the commission. Vermeer writes,
The aim of any translational action, and the mode in which it is to be
realized, are negotiated with the client who commissions the action
(Vermeer 1989/2004: 227).

Nord suggests to use a ‘translation brief’ (Nord 1997: 29-31), which is
basically a document used for negotiation and as the guideline for the
translator to steer through the maze of choices. The process of discussing a
text with a commissioner — who is an expert on the source-text
environment, but not necessarily the target-text environment — with the
aim of producing a target text may be true and relevant in a bilingual,
bilateral situation. However, if we look at localisation and the fact that
many texts are on the move in multiple directions, it is a question whether a
commissioner has the answers and overview needed to fill in the
commission or translation brief for all locales involved. Instead skopos
must be defined by the commissioner, and subsequently skopos must be
negotiated with representatives from the locale, who are going to read and
use the text.
The introduction of the translation brief18 addresses the problem of
negotiation. Negotiation takes time, and in the VELUX case study, a web
text has to appear in 41 locales. The amount of negotiation will be
overwhelming. Skopos includes strategies which can be used instead of or
along with negotiation, viz. the strategies of documentary and instrumental

18

Research on applied translation briefs and their function on a translated text has been carried
out by Bruce Maylath, Sonia Vandepitte and myself over the past three years (Maylath et al.
2008: cpt. 3; Mousten et al. 2008: cpt. 12).
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translations. According to Nord, a documentary translation process can be
defined as,
Producing in the target language a kind of document of a communicative
interaction in which a source-culture sender communicates with a sourceculture audience via the source text under source-culture conditions (Nord
1997: 47).

This translation process is juxtaposed with an instrumental translation
process, which can be defined as,
Producing in the target language an instrument for a new communicative
interaction between the source-culture sender and a target-culture
audience, using the source text as a model (Nord 1997: 47).

These two translation strategies, a documentary and an instrumental
strategy, are not new in translation theory. Venuti sums it up in The
Translation Studies Reader by stating that the changing relationships
between the relative autonomy of the translated text can be related to
equivalence and function, where equivalence stands for accuracy,
adequacy, correctness, etc., and function should be understood as the
potentiality of the translated text to release diverse effects comparable to
those in the source text culture (Venuti 2004: 5-6). The balance between a
source-text oriented and a target-text oriented translation has been the key
point of translation studies for decades and is described by many pairs:
Vinay and Darbelnets’s direct translation versus oblique translation, Nida’s
formal equivalence versus dynamic equivalence, Newmark’s semantic
versus communicative translation and Nord’s documentary versus
instrumental translation (Schjoldager et al. 2008: 68-70) to mention just a
few.
The choice between translation strategies necessitates that the problem of
defining the receiver of a text is tackled head-on first, ref. point 5 in Figure
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5. New in the 21st century is the global citizen, who may be a viewer of a
.com site and may access this site from all places in the world, and who
might come from all walks of life. Skopos is hard to define for a global
user, and therefore the use of the strategies of documentary and
instrumental translation as explained by Nord (Nord 1997: 47) necessitates
that negotiation strategies be combined with translation strategies in a new
manner (Humbley et al. 2006: 578-595; Maylath et al. 2008: cpt. 3). Nord
suggests the translation brief for this purpose, containing the definition of
five elements, viz. intended text functions, the target-text addressee, the
prospective time and place of text reception, the medium of text
transmission and the motive for the production or reception of the text
(Nord 1997: 60). I suggest an expanded translation brief, which elaborates
on the latter point, the motive for the production or reception of the text. To
deal with motive in practice, signposts in the translation brief, or in the text
to be translated, relating to a documentary strategy and/or an instrumental
strategy for different locales would indicate the level of freedom with
respect to such choices as omission and addition of text, replacement of
examples, and possible approval stages, which the text has to go through.
Since, in practice, the decisions on translation and adaptation are often
made in-house, and the translations outsourced, it has also resulted in a
fundamentally changed work process for many translators and other econtent contributors involved in the process. In this context, Pym discusses
the phenomenon of dehumanisation of translation,
Large teams mean that individuals work on fragments, necessarily leading
to explicitness, mimicking the non-linearity with which their texts will be
read. […] Such fragmentation means, of course, that translators will never
see the entirety of any project, and will never know to whom their work
might be addressed. The result is work that is not just boring, but
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dehumanizing in virtually whatever sense you want to give the term (Pym
2003a: 215).

His views are in stark contrast to what most scholars today advocate when
they talk about translation. In Tymoczko’s and Gentzler’s (eds) book from
2002, Translation and Power, the opposite view is generally taken by the
contributors, namely that of empowerment on the part of the translator. It
says in the introduction that,
Translation thus is not simply an act of faithful reproduction but, rather, a
deliberate and conscious act of selection, assemblage, structuration, and
fabrication — and even, in some cases, of falsification, refusal of
information, counterfeiting, and the creation of secret codes (…) (Tymoczko
and Gentzler 2002: xxi).

The above quotation definitely vests power in the translator, used actively
or not. It also places translation right between two cultures as a mediator,
and often with an underlying motive: be it noble or dishonest. No matter
which of them, translation today calls for interdisciplinary collaboration, an
active stance on symmetrical or asymmetrical power relations between the
cultures, and an active stance on the relationship between strong and weak
languages (Wolf 1997: 130-131).
The cultural turn is a concept used in translation studies exactly to
encompass and discuss the intricacies of power, culture and ideology as
well as meaning in connection with translation studies (Mason 2007: 343346; Wolf 1997: 123-134; Tymoczko and Gentzler 2002: xxi). Whereas the
cultural turn emphasizes power and culture, a counter-trend focuses on the
digital world’s practices of turning complete texts into text chunks and
making the translator invisible.
Venuti also dicusses invisibility, but in another — yet relevant —
connection. In his book Translator’s Invisibility: A History of Translation,
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the translator, on the one hand, by making transparent translations will not
disguise the original author, whereas on the other hand, exactly by making
transparent translations the text indicates second-hand reading and fakeness
(Venuti 1994: 5-7.) There is no easy or correct solution to this question,
which must depend on the contextual situation in general. I would argue,
however, that in many business contexts, where the translator is part of the
company’s face and body, the translator might easily assume some kind of
writer status, because the original writer himself or herself has the same
relation to the company as has the translator.
In localisation, the discussion of empowerment or disempowerment, of
dehumanisation or humanisation, of symmetry or asymmetry, of invisibility
or transparency as well as strong and weak languages probably has to be
reviewed as a result of the globalisation and localisation forces in a
company, and how these forces are defined and managed in relation to the
localisation triangle. At least, common ground can be found by stating that
the skills needed to address the challenges of the localisation triangle
cannot be vested in one person or one function alone: the combination of
skills needed to create a localized text includes several job functions
(Maylath et al. 2008: cpt. 3). In localisation, power is thus not a one-person
question, but a corporate question.
3.3 Localisation triangle – factors influencing localisation
After the discussion of translation theories and practices in the 21st century,
the localisation triangle will be presented and discussed. The discussion
under point 3.2 is represented below as the linguistic oval at the apex of the
triangle, and distribution as a factor along with the remaining two apices
will be dealt with in the following.
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Figure 6. Localisation triangle
Linguistic
localisation

Technical
localisation

Marketing
localisation

In Figure 6, the linguistic apex of the localisation triangle is important as
the means of communication, the technical apex is important because
functionality in relation to changed technical conditions is requested, and
the marketing apex is important to adapt the material to the practical
market conditions, all of them seen in relation to distribution, which defines
the market factors forced on and decisions made by the global sender in
relation to the local receiver.
3.3.1

Distribution

Distribution as a central concept for localisation is a consequence of
globalisation where a product is made in one country and distributed to a
variety of countries. The distribution pattern itself differs from product to
product. For the products in a converging world market, the document
distribution process may involve fewer text changes than in a diverging
world market, where many choices have to be made to accommodate
language, technical and marketing conventions in a given local market, ref.
2.4 on page 27. Distribution in this respect is a term coined by Pym,
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Transformation depends on distribution; the changes to text depend on
changes in time and space. There are strong reasons for pursuing this
relation with respect to localization. The most general argument is that if
texts were not moved across time and space (if there were no material
distribution), there would be little reason to transform those texts (Pym
2004a: 11).

In the quote, time and space are mentioned. These two aspects are focal
points in the discussion of the impact of globalisation on development.
Giddens talks about globalisation as ‘the “lifting out” of social relations
from local contexts of interaction and their restructuring across time and
space’ (Giddens 1990: 21). Within translation studies, Nord says that
‘communicative interactions take place in situations that are limited in time
and space’ (Nord 1997: 16). If this idea is transferred to companies’
localisation processes, it must logically refer to taking one text, lifting it
across time and space, i.e. cleansing it of local reference, and dropping it
down in time and space so that it is placed in another local setting. In the
localisation process, this is referred to as internationalisation and
localisation, respectively.
In the process of movement from one locale (the global text) to other
locales (local versions), material distribution is the hub of all localisation
efforts, based on a series of cause-effects: no product, no distribution. No
distribution, no marketing. No marketing, no localisation. Secondly, the
distribution of the accompanying text volume is important. Note also that
in the quote above Pym does not use the term translation, but the word
transformation, which in itself addresses both translation and changes
happening during text travel (Pym 2004a: 5).
As the texts follow the product trail and have to change with the technical
and marketing content through the distribution process, the texts for a local
market would therefore also be placed in the triangle of language,
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technology and marketing. The combination of these three terms and
distribution epitomizes global reach.
To illustrate the localisation process, two examples will be given below.
Common for both examples is that the interplay between technology,
market preferences and language choices encompasses the localisation
process.
My first example of the localisation process is seen from a translation point
of view. Topping describes the Eastman Kodak process where a division
was made between first of all software development, typically in the form
of simplification of building processes, documentation set-up activities and
file preparation; secondly the translation activities, which included
translation and localisation, and finally the back-end activities, defined as
the post-translation activities, typically in the form of testing and quality
analysis (Topping 2000: 117-122). Although Topping structurally places
localisation together with translation, localisation activities are also at play
in the activities both before and after the translation process.
In my second example, Esselink describes the same process in a similar
way, but with a different terminology. He describes six steps where step 1)
Preparation includes the definition of the project scope and the drafting of
the project plan; step 2) Pre-processing encompasses the extraction of
translatable content from source files and import of e-content in a TM tool;
step 3) TEP consists of the translation, editing and proofreading processes,
usually performed in a CAT or TM tool; step 4) Post-processing combines
the reintegration of the translation content into the design of the medium
with the fixing of the design for renewed functionality; step 5) QA includes
tests of the localised text versions and evaluation of the language quality;
and finally step 6) Delivery includes the hand-over of the final product for
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marketing (Esselink 2005: talk). Esselink does not specifically place
localisation anywhere in the process, but uses it as an overall concept.
However, he speaks of localised versions once they reach the QA process.
3.3.2

Marketing in the triangle

The marketing apex of the localisation triangle covers all aspects included
in the marketing of the product to be adapted, not only to the technical
environment, but also to all other conditions prevailing in that market.
Lommel labels this marketing aspect ‘physical issues’ and defines it as the
physical modification to products or services in order to be acceptable to
the local market (Lommel 2006b: 12). Lommel does not distinguish
between technical adaptation and market adaptation in a broader sense,
which in my view is important, because different persons and skills would
be needed in the process. Technical adaptations would be specified mainly
by technicians, other market adaptations by a range of front-office and
back-office people, who have end-user knowledge. The zone between
marketing and technical adaptation is grey, but examples showing the span
in marketing adaptation alone would be for instance larger boots in cars for
the US markets than in other markets, because there is a widespread wish
to transport baby carriages in cars (Lommel 2006b: 13), as well as the
decision to market or not to market a certain product, for instance VELUX
solar panels in connection with window panels in certain markets
(Rasmussen 2007: interview), and as a third example the colour and
graphic adaptation of products and accompanying digital marketing
collateral (Lommel 2006b: 14). The adaptations are congruent with
Lommel’s statement that,
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Localization is the process of adapting and manufacturing a product so that
it has the look and feel of a nationally-manufactured piece of goods. Thus
localization is the piece of the global business puzzle that enables
companies to do business in markets outside of their home market (Lommel
2003: 3).

The ‘look and feel’ of a nationally manufactured product invariably
involves a range of changes, even if these changes are only graphic.
3.3.3

Technical content in the triangle

The technical apex of the localisation triangle covers all aspects in
connection with the technical adaptation of the product to the target locale.
Technical adaptations go all the way from the technical measurements and
design over packaging material to the final functioning and use of a
product.
As regards the physical product, changes have to follow the local
regulations and standards. An example of general importance is the
difference in electrical equipment. In the EU there are still numerous
standards and electrical equipment in use, which producers have to take
into consideration (Lommel 2006b: 13). Another classical example is the
preparation of a car chassis for both right-hand-side and left-hand-side
steering wheels (Sprung 2000: xvii).
As regards changes to the text accompanying a physical product, one of the
most challenging technical adaptations in documentation is the language
itself. How many characters does a language contain and has the e-content
management system been prepared to deal with such letters? Can the econtent management system handle text written from the right to the left
equally well as text from the left to the right, not to speak of top-down
versus bottom-up text? A simple example of currency adaptation, for
instance, can be seen in the Excel program for Windows 2003, where the €
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sign is placed sometimes in front of, sometimes behind, the figure. Such a
minute change requires strict localisation procedures (Excel program
version 2003).
Figure 7. Placing the € sign correctly
Austrian Euro
€ 25,25
Greek Euro
25,25 €
Italian Euro
€ 25,25
Luxembourg Euro 25,25 €
French Euro
25,25 €
Finnish Euro
25,25 €
In addition to the market-driven requirements to the product, as represented
in the localisation triangle, the marketer’s decisions will be included in the
following.
3.4 Decisions in the localisation triangle
The localisation process, right from the initial production plans to the handover to the customer, includes strategic decision-making. The following
figure contains, if not all, then the most important decision points in
localisation.
The yellow part of the figure above answers the question what elements are
required by the market in the form of technical, marketing and language
changes, whereas the green boxes specify the marketer’s decisions, which
will in turn be decisive factors in handling the localisation process.
According to Figure 8, the decisions to be made are explained in the
following.
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Figure 8. Decisions in the localisation triangle
1) Screen
versus paper

2) Simultaneity
versus delay
Linguistic
localisation

5) Recirculation / new text

3) Partial or
full localisation
Technical
localisation

Marketing
localisation

4) Multimediality or text only
3.4.1

Screen versus paper

Schäler expresses the digital content as the most important characteristic of
localisation. He writes,
It [localisation, bmo] is always and exclusively applied to digital matter
which implies, amongst other points, that it is relatively speaking low-cost,
multimodal and instantaneous. (Schäler 2004: 2)

It is important to stress that the digital medium covers almost all written
communication today. Any Word document proves that. Therefore, the
bulk of localisation is digital, and with the escalation of the screen as the
reading medium, the combination of digital text in a screen-determined
environment forms a central part of localisation. It is important, however,
that in principle localisation may just as well be on paper or in another
multimodal setting. Localisation on paper is seen in the volume of material
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accompanying any TV set, DVD player etc. Schäler thus disagrees with
many others in the localisation business on this point.
3.4.2

Simultaneity versus delay

SimShip (simultaneous shipment) or delay is the marketer’s choice and
links up with the concept of distribution. Simultaneity places great
demands on the localisation process so it is troublesome and expensive on
that count. In return however, delay is punished with lower market shares
because of cross-border purchasing and expectations of a new updated
version or follow-up. The pressure to avoid delay is brought about by the
customers, who today have the possibility of shopping both locally and
globally, so the comparability of versions, updates, prices etc., adds
pressure on companies to localise very soon, if they want to localise at all.
Internet access means that if they localise delayed, it costs market shares, if
they do not localise, it will often cost them the market (Mohr et al. 2004:
338-339).
This aspect is enhanced even more in the case of updating of web sites.
O’Hagan exemplifies as follows,
If the time lag between authoring and translation exceeds a certain
threshold, the information is no longer valid or needed. In this way, the
timing factor is becoming ever more critical (O’Hagan and Ashworth 2002:
20).

Minimizing lead times for translators is a big challenge for the localisation
industry and the reason why the free-lancer has become dependent on
multi-language vendors for jobs, simply because the purchasers of
translation and localisation services cannot cope with the plethora of
different single-language vendors needed to localise products.
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3.4.3

Partial versus full localisation

In financial terms, the determination of the number of locales for the
translation of a given product is the cost-benefit equation, which means the
financial sustainability of the locale in relation to translation efforts. Pym
claims the following,
A general principle of all communication acts would be that, for each
participant, the transaction costs should be less than the projected benefit.
We are not going to invest more in the communication than the benefits we
hope to gain. More interestingly, on all these levels, transaction costs are
likely to be higher in communication between cultures rather than in
situations marked by high degrees of shared belonging. Localization is not
going to come cheap (Pym 2004a: 141).

Not all languages can carry the costs of translation so the definition of a
locality cannot always be transferred to a locale, because the return on
investment is equally important. It follows from this that sometimes a
market equals a locale if the cost-benefit equation is satisfactory, but if the
cost-benefit equation is not satisfactory, a market does not get a localised
version of the product. Interestingly, a locale may sometimes be big enough
to create a sub-division of the locality, i.e. a variety of a language (Pym
2004a: 2). An obvious example of that is the 2003 version of Word, which
consists of 18 locales in English alone. Another interesting example is that
the Bosnian language exists in both a Latin and Cyrillic version of Word
(Microsoft Word 2003).
The extent of localisation is often referred to in a three-tier model, where
the least localised tier is referred to as enabled, the medium-localised tier is
referred to as localised and the completely localised product is referred to
as adapted (O’Hagan and Ashworth 2002: 76; Brooks 2000: 49). An
enabled version would for instance involve the minimum required effort to
make the product work in the target locale whereas the maximum effort
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would ensure that the product is completely culturally adapted for the target
locale.
3.4.4

Multi-mediality versus text only

In the localisation process, the most important medium is the computer, but
other media are used in localisation, too. One example is the localisation of
TV series and the film industry in the form of sub-titling or voice-over.
Another example of multi-mediality in the form of non-screen localisation
is seen in for instance the toy industry. Many toys for small children can
teach them to talk, to react etc. For that purpose, localisation of the toys
have to be made, and in this case even in the pre-production stage.
Localisation as a text-only process is today rare.
3.4.5

Recirculation versus new text – text chunking

Text chunking is a term that refers to the text elements in what is termed econtent management or sometimes just content management. Pym very
precisely defines chunking as,
Texts are broken down into units that can be mixed and matched to form
new texts (Pym 2004a: 187).

In text chunking, irrelevant text is eliminated. It is crucial that this process
is made very diligently at a very early stage of the process so that the ‘text’
forwarded to the localizers is cleansed of all irrelevant material. Text
chunking is common, and from the very beginning of the global-to-local
process, it is a very important means for keeping costs down and producing
relevant documentation. On the one hand, the concept of e-content
management, or chunking, has led to rationalisation of the language work
in connection with global marketing and has efficiently decreased the work
load in the first place. In return, it has also created a wealth of workplaces
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in the different locales. Rationality of this process has resulted in the
possibility of shorter lead times and the possibility of ongoing versioning
and updates of products.
After a discussion of the localisation triangle with the market-driven
impacts on the localisation process along with the marketer’s decisions in
relation to localisation of a product, I shall present an analysis model for
text travel, which will later be adapted to my purpose.
3.5 Text travelling model from IBM
In general, the term used in localisation about handling travelling texts is econtent management. E-content in this context is defined as the volume of
text that is considered for a certain market.
Much of the sorting of e-content has already been performed at the global
level (origin of source text), but part of it also takes place at local level.
Working for IBM (2002), Liam Cronin’s sketch of the process is shown in
Figure 9. The figure is an x-y coordinate system, with the x-axis showing
increasing costs with the type of activity, and the y-axis showing how
easily the activities are performed. The figure therefore shows that the
source text, in this case a text with US content, is the starting point. The
difficulties increase and costs incur as soon as the localisation process
begins.
First of all, the decision has to be made which text chunks are inappropriate
for a certain locale, typically for technical reasons or marketing reasons.
Inappropriate texts are removed, which means that they do not proceed in
the localisation process.
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Figure 9. Local content process at IBM

Source: Cronin 2002: dias

The next step is to deal with the travelling part of the text volume. The first
category identified is the text volume that can be translated directly, which
Cronin designates ‘keep as is.’ These texts are singled out for translation.
After that the decision has to be made which parts can be used for the local
market after having been adapted. Then this category is singled out for
adaptation with the accompanying decision: in what way and by whom.
This is where Cronin specifies the ‘content vendor, or SME’ as the actor.
He does not define this further, but it is probably sometimes made by
linguists, sometimes by marketers and sometimes by technicians. The
remaining part, which is both expensive and difficult, is the part that cannot
be used for the locale in question. At this stage, replacement or creation is
needed, which means addition of new text. Cronin does not explain how he
distinguishes between replacement and creation as categories, but defines
both together as follows, ‘original content (non-US) developed on a per60

country or per-region basis by specialized vendor or ISV’19. In general,
however, the figure very well depicts the localisation process with the
different e-content transfer processes as well as the decisions to be made.
A fundamental issue in the analysis model has not been dealt with: freedom
in translation or translational action in the conceptualisation of the different
categories in the localisation process, and this issue can be illustrated by the
following example from Esselink.
It is important that translators working on collateral20 combine good
product knowledge with a commercial translation style. For this type of
material, it is advisable to ask the publisher to include a review cycle, to be
conducted by their local marketing or sales staff […]Translators should
also be able to see the text in context to ensure that the text fits, for example
on the product box. Often the text on collaterals such as marketing material
requires a considerable amount of rewriting […]. (Esselink 2000: 309)

According to Esselink, even practical factors, such as the label size on a
product box, are often decisive for the freedom in translation. More
important than a precise translation is knowledge of the market’s
limitations and commercial style, viz. market-driven factors rather than
producer-driven factors.
Thus, both in practice and in theory, localisation balances on the line of
translation and other disciplines, which do not consider a source text
inviolable. With skopos and translational action in the localisation process,
new tools are introduced which blur the distinction between translation and
text production. Pym comments on these tools in the following statement,

19
20

ISV: International specialised vendor
Collateral text is often very marketing-oriented material, such as reference cards, promotional
materials, registration materials, etc.
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In theory, the first two relations [expansion and abbreviation of texts, bmo]
lie on the properly translational side of the relative-equivalence threshold;
the latter two [addition and deletion of text, bmo] involve non-equivalence
and possibly pseudotranslation or non-translation (Pym 2004a: 100).

Given the implications and backgrounds of such changes delineated above,
there has been a marked shift in the job functions and the power of the
translator.
3.6 Key concepts for VELUX analysis
After discussing different definitions, work processes and elements in the
work processes, the different definitions from various contexts can be
synthesized into definitions, which will be used for my further analysis of
the VELUX material.
3.6.1

Analysis model

My revised model of Figure 9 is shown as Figure 10, which thus stands out
as an operational model based on Cronin’s provisional process.
Accordingly, Figure 10 has a different graphic design which reflects its
practical use as an analysis model. The x-axis shows the concomitant
relation between costs and work efforts over the localisation process in the
resource line: the more changes made in e-content, the higher the costs.
The resource line is therefore a function of the company’s localisation
decisions and links up with the allocated resources. The relation between
freedom in translation and text production is shown in the loyalty-freedom
line, with a rising level of freedom going from translation over translational
action to text production.
These decisions, in turn, are influenced by the company’s overall business
philosophy and thus the general position as regards the power balance
between a global and a local-based company, ref. point 2.3 on page 19,
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which dealt with the different market trends today, and any evaluation of
the localisation process must always be seen in relation to these two lines.
The y-axis shows partly the number of web pages as well as the internal
relationship between number of pages and the localisation process for the
different pages in terms of removed, translated, adapted, replaced and
created pages. For the distribution of the e-content, the skopos theory and
translational action come in handy as guidelines for preparing the precise
definitions for each category. In the first category, the removal category,
text is sorted away. This is perfectly in line with the skopos theory as the
function of the text in the new target situation overrides all other
considerations.
An example from VELUX is the omission of showcases of design from
inner-city remodelling in Copenhagen. In this case, there is no purpose of
using this text in another locale, and therefore the text or text chunk can be
removed. According to the globalisation theory of ‘thinking global – acting
local’, this is a logical choice. In other words, there is no need for loyalty in
relation to the source text. Translation in the model above is used in a
narrow sense where loyalty with the source text and equivalence override
other considerations. An example from VELUX is the passing on of
company values, such as the model company, from the Danish locale to all
other locales, ref. Figure 35 and Figure 36 on page 146 ff. In this sense,
Vermeer’s and Nord’s documentary strategy for translation is used. It is not
important whether the reader of the text will know that the text comes from
another locale. In this context, the globalisation force overrides other
considerations.
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Figure 10. Analysis model for the localisation process
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In the adaptation category, where the binding between source text and
target text is limited to representing the same function, but not necessarily
the same content, Vermeer’s and Nord’s instrumental strategy must be
applied coupled with Holz-Mänttäri’s translational action. An example of
adaptation from VELUX is the omission of references to solar panels, as
this product category was not marketed in the English-language locale at
the time, ref. Figure 42 on page 163. Note that a marketing decision to
market or not to market a product category may influence the localisation
process for both the removal and adaptation categories. In the two
categories, translation and adaptation, Nord’s phrase ‘translation with a
source text’ is valid, whereas for the category called replacement of text, it
would be more appropriate to work on the basis of ‘translation without a
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source text.’21 In such case, translation is confined to working with the
same idea to create the same function, so the connection is very loose. For
this category of text, there is no binding element to a source text. An
example from VELUX is how the company wants to inspire people to use
VELUX products through reference material. For the Danish locale, the
importance of the product in the bungalow is given, in the Englishlanguage locale, reference is made to loft conversions. Thus, there is not
only a difference between references made in the two locales, but also
between a fairly specific reference and a more general reference, ref. Figure
30 and Figure 31 on page 134 ff. In this context, the localisation force is
stronger. This is another example of the ‘think global – act local’ strategy.
It is generally assumed that the decision to have a high delegation of power
in a company is based on acting locally or seeing the local markets as
parallel markets, which in turn will make the text flow move further away
from loyalty and include delegation and decentralisation according to the
freedom line, whereas a centralised strategy in relation to the markets will
mean that the text flow is based on a loyalty principle and therefore does
not move so far down the loyalty-freedom line, ref. 2.3.1 on page 20. In a
given corporate context, all types of texts will probably be seen, for which
reason an accumulated picture of the process is needed to establish the
general corporate policies for a given company. The choice of strategy
depends on a multitude of factors right from product type, market
segments, and the decisions and business philosophy in a company, but
secondary influences such as text genres, medium, etc. are in play, too.

21

Christiane Nord’s phrases in English for Holz-Mänttäri’s theory (Nord 1997: 17-19).
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3.6.2

Definitions used in the model

With the theoretical concepts and notions in mind, the following detailed
definitions will be made for central concepts in Figure 10 on page 64.
These definitions will be the platform for the analyses in chapter 6.
The first definition needed refers to the headline of Figure 10, viz. the
localisation process. According to my discussion in this chapter, the
definition is formulated as follows (cf. point 1.1 on page 10),
The localisation process includes the travel and transformation of text from
one locale to another locale. In the process, text travel of entire texts falls
into one of five categories of travel required by either technical conditions,
market conditions or linguistic conventions, viz. removal of text,
translation of text, adaptation of text, replacement of text or creation of
text. At the level of the individual text, in-text variations surface as
omission, addition or change.
Normally, a text travels from a point to a point. The point that something
travels from is referred to as global, and the point something travels to is
referred to as local. Any changes made in the global text to create a
cleansed text for translators or mediators to be able to transfer the text to a
new local market — in localisation terms referred to as a locale — are
referred to as an international text. The actual process of making a text
adequate for a local market is done on the basis of this intermediate text,
which is referred to as the international text. Hence the expressions global
text, international text, local text.
In VELUX terms, the global text is the Danish web site. In the empirical
text material, there is no international text, and the local text is the Englishlanguage version of the co.uk web site, so in the localisation process for
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VELUX the Danish text would be the global text, and the English-language
text the local text. As it may sound like an oxymoron to refer to the Danish
text as the global text, this is avoided when possible, and the terms used are
the ‘Danish’ text and the ‘English-language’ text.
If we proceed to look at the different elements in the localisation process
the starting point is the content that has to be localised. Since this
dissertation almost exclusively focuses on a web environment, the content
can be designated e-content, and since only text is included, the definition
is fairly narrow. It reads as follows,
In the localisation process, e-content is defined as the text volume that has
to be evaluated according to the five categories in the localisation process.
The following five definitions each define a category in the localisation
process, the removal category, the translation category, the adaptation
category, the replacement category and the creation category. The
definitions are based on two aspects, one being an ideational aspect, which
in this context means an underlying idea, which can be expressed in
different ways and thus finds its common form as shared semantic content,
but not necessarily shared text-linguistic expression. The other aspect being
how the text travels and what happens to it during its travel. The different
definitions of categories are stated below.
Removal category
The removal category encompasses the identification of texts that only
belong to the local Danish web site. These texts do not travel at all and are
considered unique to the Danish web site.
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Translation category
The translation category encompasses the transfer of texts that travel
directly from one locale to another locale. These texts share semantic
content and text-linguistic expression on the two web sites.
Adaptation category
The adaptation category encompasses the transfer of texts from one locale
to another locale, but with semantic content added or removed, for which
reason texts in this category have similar as well as differing semantic
content and both shared and differing text-linguistic expression on the two
web sites.
Replacement category
The replacement category encompasses the transfer of idea from one locale
to another locale. The two web sites have shared communicative functions,
but differing semantic content and differing text-linguistic expression.
Creation category
The creation category encompasses the creation of texts that only belong to
the English-language locale in question. These texts have not travelled at
all and can be considered unique to the English- language locale.
This chapter entailed a discussion of localisation and how it has developed
over the past three decades, along with the importance of translation and
the influence of other factors as well in the localisation process, shown and
explained through the localisation triangle. Moreover, the marketer’s
decisions in relation to using the localisation triangle has been commented
on, and the model for text travelling has been put into perspective.
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To sum up, the theories needed for working with the subject of
globalisation and localisation in text travel between two web sites have
encompassed globalisation theories and strategies as well as localisation
theories and strategies in the form of language theories, technical
considerations and marketing choices. Thus, by means of the proper
metalanguage and theories, the process of text travel can be analysed
empirically, and the next step in this dissertation is a presentation of the
case study as a method.
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4 METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
One experiment is better than a thousand expert views22 (Villum Kann
Rasmussen quoted by Hansen 2004: 6).

The quotation above was the founder of VELUX, Villum Kann
Rasmussen’s, motto. The case study, which is the main method in this
dissertation bears a certain similarity to that motto: do not predict — look
and learn. This chapter presents and discusses the methodological
framework for the dissertation. It is rounded off by combining the research
questions with pertaining methods, and finally an empirical overview is
given through an empirical research model. The theorists used in the
chapter include Robert K. Yin (Yin 2003), Bill Gillham (Gillham 2003 and
2005) and Erik Maaløe (Maaløe 2002 and 2004), who are leading
researchers in the area of case studies, and Anselm L. Strauss and Juliet
Corbin (Strauss and Corbin 1998 and Strauss 2003), who are well-known
for grounded theory.
4.1 Case studies
As mentioned earlier, my main research method is the case study. Some of
the leading theorists on case studies include Dr. Robert K. Yin who, with a
theoretical background in history and cognitive science and with a host of
practical corporate studies, has contributed theoretically to the area of case
studies through for instance his books Case Study Research – Design and
Methods from 2003 and The Case Study Anthology from 2004; and Dr. Bill
Gillham who, with a strong background in psychology, has written a series
of related books that explain the case study research method, among them

22

En prøve er mere værd end tusind ekspertantagelser. The quote in English is from the .co.uk
web site (online: www.velux.com/history, [6th March, 2007]).
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Case Study Research Methods from 2005; and Anselm L. Strauss who,
with a basis in grounded theory, case research studies and qualitative
analysis methods in general, has published the book Qualitative Analysis
for Social Scientists from 2001; and finally Dr. Erik Maaløe who, with
strong roots in organisation and management theories and practices, has
published books and working papers on the case study as a research
method, among them In Case of Case Research from 2004 and Casestudier
af og om mennesker i organisationer23 from 2002. Moreover, I have used
articles that comment on aspects of the use of the case study as a method.
Yin and Maaløe comment on the scope and inquiry of a case study by
saying that it,
Is empirical research that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within
its real-life context, when the boundaries between phenomenon and context
are not clearly evident, and where the situation contains more variables of
interest than data points and where multiple sources of evidence need to
converge in a triangulating fashion (adapted from Yin 2003: 13-14 and
Maaløe 2002: 33-34).

Accordingly, Gillham argues that in general a case study should answer
specific research questions with a range of different kinds of evidence,
which can be abstracted and collated to find the best answers to the
research questions (Gillham 2005: 1-2). This approach is followed in this
PhD project, which is based not on a hypothesis, but on research questions
approaching the selected company data from different angles. These
different, yet related, research questions will elicit responses that support,
supplement or modify the findings from the other research questions.

23

Case studies of and on people in organisations.
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A case study deals with practice and is therefore a delimitation of a realworld phenomenon. Carroll and Rosson wrote in an article that a case study
can be used for problem definition in a further perspective, because,
Case studies are evocative narrative descriptions of a specific, real-world
activity, event, or problem. .. They include contingencies, complexities, and
often dilemmas to evoke integrative analysis and critical thinking (Carroll
and Rosson 2006: 297).

The criteria in the above definition support the real-world activity with
focus on the complexities and dilemmas that will involve critical thinking
and that will often be used to provoke further analysis and give ideas in
connection with other, and maybe different problems.
In connection with the complexities of real-world phenomena, Gillham
points out that it is important not to start out with a priori theoretical
notions, because until the researcher gets hold of the data and understands
the context, the researcher will not know what theories work best or make
most sense (Gillham 2002: 2). A logical consequence of looking at
activities, events and problems in a real-world environment coupled with
different angles of approach is that multiple forms of results will be
requested, and in such sufficient detail that conclusions can be made. A
case study therefore includes evidence of for instance what people write, do
and produce, as well as what the records show (Gillham 2002: 19-20).
As only one company is included, the data cannot be used to generalize on
behalf of the corporate world at large. The other way round, on the
contrary, external circumstances — past and present — have to be an
integrated part of the case study itself (Maaløe 2004: 3). Hence, the
environment conditions are highly relevant and are included as the
background for analytical generalization, because, in the words of Maaløe,
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Analytical generalization is thus an inference technique, where one or more
cases are studied in the light of one or more theses to see whether 1) if and
2) to what extent the uncovered facts either support or contradict known
methodologies. It is a support to better delimit the validity of theses and
thus to 3) develop new ones24 (Maaløe 2002: 73).

The theories applied in my case study have thus been adapted and
developed on the basis of existing theories to obtain apt methods to answer
the research questions in the best possible manner. Gillham comments on
the methods to do so via different kinds of material for analysis. These are
shown in Figure 11 below. The VELUX data include several of Gillham’s
categories, which will be elaborated on in the following.
Documents
The first category in Figure 11 is documents. One set of empirical data
consists of printed versions of the Danish (.dk) and English-language
(.co.uk) web sites of VELUX from June 2005. The main emphasis will be
on the Danish and English-language web sites, which in chapter 6 will be
compared with a view to looking at the local contents of these web sites.
The development from 2005 to 2008 will be commented on subsequently in
an executive interview and in a translator interview.
Records
Other data are available, too. Records are available basically in the form of
Per Boje’s posthumous25 biography from 2004 on Villum Kann Rasmussen
(VKR), which includes information on the origin, development and
ideology of the company as well as personal information about VKR.
24

Analytisk generalisation er således en slutningsteknik, hvor et eller flere cases studeres i lyset
af en eller flere teser for at se, 1) om og 2) hvorvidt de afdækkede kendsgerninger hhv. støtter
og strider imod hidtil kendte afklaringsformer. Det er en støtte til bedre at kunne afstikke
grænserne for tesernes gyldighed og dermed for 3) at udvikle nye.
25
VKR: *1909  1993 (Højbo 1994: 44-48).
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Boje’s book is important as a source, and his biography may be considered
a case history on VKR.
Figure 11. Different case study methods
Type
Documents
Records

Interviews
Detached observation
Participant observation
Physical artefacts

Description
Letters, policy statements, regulations, guidelines
Information that goes back in time but may
provide a useful longitudinal fix on the present
situation
Adequate term for the range of ways people can
give you information
Fly-on-the-wall approach
In the setting in some active sense
Things made or produced

Source: Adapted from Gillham 2003: 21.

Since most of VKR’s adult life concentrated on VELUX as a company, the
data from the biography sheds light on the creation and development of
VELUX, too. According to Anselm L. Strauss’ book Qualitative Analysis
for Social Scientists from 2001, a case history can be distinguished from a
case study in that the case history covers some temporal span and involves
a story about one social unit, which can be for instance a person or an
organization. According to Strauss, the major difference between a case
history and a case study is that the case study involves analytical
abstractions for purposes of presenting theory at some level (Strauss 2003:
218). Boje’s book should therefore be seen as valuable input in terms of
understanding the values and principles of the company – even today, as it
will show what has been inherited from history and culture as well as
which new ideas have gained ground after the period when VKR was in
charge. In many ways, it is extraordinary to have such sources at one’s
disposal. Often, company archives have been destroyed, but the VELUX
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archives are not just intact, they are very detailed, and moreover, they have
been studied as case history. The alternative to relying heavily on the case
history by Boje would probably have been almost nothing, or very
scattered information.
Data in excerpt with relevance to the values and development in VELUX
from its beginning till today are included and analysed in chapter 5.
Interviews
In addition to the records, an interview with the Manager of Communication and Brand Management Michael Rasmussen and the corporate
communications manager Lone Ellersgaard was made. During the
interview, some of the questions in connection with the results of
VELUX’s web site were discussed. This interview had the form of a semistructured interview based on hand-outs of results from the dissertation.
One purpose of this interview was to shed light on some of the questions
that arose from the analysis results, and another was to discuss VELUX’s
present communication strategies in relation to global and local forces on
various markets. An interview was also made with a leading translator at
VELUX, which shed light on the process of translation, adaptation and
replacement, and thus serves as a follow-up on the executive interview.
Detached and participant observation
The executive interview was personal. The meeting focused on a discussion
of the VELUX results, and to illustrate different aspects various tools were
used: PC for demonstration, flip-over for sketching and explanation,
materials handed out, and gesticulation and discussion were lively. The
personal meeting definitely illustrated many points much more clearly than
would have other interview types, especially a written questionnaire. That
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the meeting took place at the VELUX headquarters was important for me
to get an impression of the corporate surroundings. The second meeting
was with the translator and was a telephone interview. This was done for
practical reasons, since a meeting at the time was almost impossible to set
up. Both meetings were audio-recorded.
Physical artefacts
Physical artefacts have not been included in this case study, although in
connection with the installation of VELUX windows in my family house, I
have discussed the ease of handling VELUX products with a couple of
carpenters. The installation of windows took place during this PhD, so I
had the chance of listening to and discussing VELUX and competing
products with the construction company owner. One of the carpenters, who
mounted the VELUX windows in our house, praised the VELUX products,
because they were so easy to mount. He showed me the installation
instructions and the corresponding markings on the window materials and
said the following, “One should think that they had actually tried to mount
one themselves.”26 I got the suspicion later that one of the reasons why the
construction company owner recommended this window might be that it
rarely caused problems on the construction site. I have also later on in
social contexts discussed VELUX windows with carpenters, who seem to
agree that VELUX is the best roof window on the Danish market. This
statement is slightly funny due to VELUX’s almost monopoly status on the
Danish market and their strong market position internationally.

26

“Man skulle tro, at de havde prøvet at sætte èn i selv.” Obviously, I ought to state a reference
for this statement. However, I did not at the time attach so much importance to it and did not
know that I might use this statement here. The carpenter’s name was ’Bo’, the installation
year was 2003, and the construction company was EM Byg. That is the closest I can get now.
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4.2 Strengths and weaknesses of the case study
The most important strength of a case study is probably that it is openended. A case study is the only way of exploring links between events,
reactions, including decisions, emotions, reflections and behaviours as they
appear in real-life situations (Maaløe 2004: 10). This approach paves the
way for new findings and new ways of finding findings. No matter what
methods are found applicable, these must be collated to form an entirety
within the defined case study (Strauss 2003: 10-14).
These statements may seem rather broad, yet very relevant, because what
happens in companies, between companies, and in decision-making
processes about communication can be very difficult to explore. Therefore,
the case study seemed to be the obvious choice for the data at hand and for
the processes that were defined as the focal point of this work.
Carroll and Rosson note that case studies describe activities, events, and
problems realistically, but not comprehensively. The logical consequence is
that they can be interpreted and used for learning in different ways (Carroll
and Rosson 2006: 299-210). Moreover, Maaløe argues that case studies are
so dependent on the researcher as an observant agent or as a data analyst
that the researcher’s personal biases can easily come through, and
moreover, he argues that despite the depth and scope of a case study, a
single or even a few cross-comparative case studies are not sufficient to
generalise (Maaløe 2004: 10).
These statements have been important to me throughout my work with
VELUX. Constantly, my self-reflection centred on avoiding personal bias,
and constantly I reminded myself that it was not a purpose to present
findings that would generalise the outcome of the localisation process. The
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relevance of this project is in the example of a result of the localisation
process and to show how a specific approach to working with the
localisation process can be used to generate knowledge about a company’s
documentation and organisational management. Yin supports this approach
in his case study anthology by saying that it is important to choose a
significant case (Yin 2003: 4). VELUX is well-suited for this purpose on
the basis of its declared focus on the balance between global and local
decisions.
Yin also argues that a case study may present new theoretical or practical
themes (Yin 2003: 4). Figure 12 on page 79 shows the set-up of my
research questions and pertaining methods, both well-proven and new, and
it is therefore my conviction that the case study, with all the strengths and
weaknesses put on a scale, is an adequate method for working with the
problem of defining, delimiting and exemplifying the localisation process.
Moreover, it links up with the dilemma presented in the introduction to this
dissertation that there is a lack of precise definition and use of the concept
of localisation. The VELUX case study will show one localisation process
in a certain company at a certain time as well as the development during a
short period in two specific locales.
4.3 Research methods under the case study
The research questions — formulated on the basis of case study methodology and of VELUX material — will be connected to the relevant research
method, as shown in Figure 12 on page 79, and subsequently the methods
will be discussed. The figure is a further development of Figure 2 on page
14 from the introduction chapter, and it shows an overview of the project
from its beginning with the phrasing of the research questions. The overall
method of a case study functions as the guiding principle for defining the
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individual methods used for the further work. The figure should be
understood progressively. Research question one is broad and seeks to
identify the scope of the individual elements of document travel on
VELUX’s web sites.
Figure 12. Research questions combined with methodology
Globalisation and localisation influences on web site text distribution
— a case study of text travel between two VELUX web sites
Q 1) To what
extent does the
e-content from
VELUX’ Danish
web site travel to
the Englishlanguage web
site?

Q 2) Which
elements on the
web pages have
been removed,
translated,
adapted, replaced
or created during
the localisation
process?

Q 3) How did
VELUX
comment on the
results of the
analyses, and
how did they explain their localisation process?

Q 4) How may the
aggregate results be
used methodologically and theoretically in a transnational company
with a global or
near-global scope?

M 1) Analysis
of removed,
translated,
adapted and
created pages.
Quantitative
result showing
distribution between categories
in relation to
Q1.

M 2) Analysis of
contents of removed, translated,
adapted, replaced
and created pages.
Qualitative result
showing how econtent is
managed under
Q2.

M 3) Analysis of
reasons for
choices made by
means of an
executive
interview and a
translator
interview. Collation of results
from Q1 – Q3.

M 4) The results
from the different
case study methods
are evaluated by
means of the
method called
analytical generalisation to position
VELUX in relation
to existing theories
and practices.

Conclusion

The method used sorts the web pages into different categories ranging from
removed pages, over translated, adapted and replaced pages to created
pages. Research question two looks at what happens to the e-contents under
each category, and especially the difference between the two categories of
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translation and adaptation will be dealt with in more detail, because these
two categories are the most relevant categories from a linguistic and
translational perspective. The purpose of question two is to illustrate for
instance what changes were made, and how these changes relate to
language, marketing and technical aspects. These two research questions
lead to question three, which will probe into the decisions made, and by
whom, to either translate or adapt etc. The individual methods under each
research question will be discussed in chapter 6 in connection with the
specific analyses of empirical data from VELUX. Question four will relate
the findings to general theories and practices used in global marketing by
the method called analytical generalisation.
4.4 Empirical research design model
The following model shows how the different methods interact under the
case study. The model is to be read as progression round the clock so that
the 2005 data — after having been sorted and evaluated — are subjected to
a quantitative analysis, which shows text distribution between travelling
and non-travelling texts. The travelling data from the sorted data material is
then subjected to a qualitative analysis with the purpose of establishing the
reasons for travel. On the basis of these results, an executive interview is
then made to establish the decisions made which cause text travel at macrolevel, and eventually nine months later, an interview with a leading
translator sheds light on the work methods at micro-level.
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Figure 13. Data in empirical research
2008 data
Interview to
establish
translation
practices and
responses to
data, ref. point
6.5.

2005 data
Sorting and evaluation
of web sites and web
site data, and
establishment of metalanguage, ref. point 6.1.

Time
Translator
inter
view

Executive
interview

2005 data

Web site
material

2007 data
Interview to
establish
company
policies and
responses to
data, ref. point
6.4.

Quantitative
analysis to
establish text
distribution and
text travel, ref.
point 6.2.

2005 data
Qualitative analysis to establish
reasons for text travel, ref. point 6.3.

The progressiveness round the clock also emphasizes the fact that there are
breaks in the data series in terms not only of types of data, but also of time.
This is important to keep in mind, because any change in company policy
in general, market policies in particular and translation policies may be
affected by time differences and development.
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5 PRESENTATION OF VELUX
One should tell oneself that one is as good as everybody else + a little
more27 (Villum Kann Rasmussen, quoted in Boje 2004: 290).

The quotation above shows the self-understanding and drive of the founder
of VELUX, Villum Kann Rasmussen (VKR) whose vision was to produce
roof windows and skylights — bringing light to life28.
This chapter presents VELUX as a company, with special emphasis on its
beliefs as regards the interplay between global and local forces as well as
its position on the world market. To understand VELUX’s corporate
culture today, three aspects are included in the following; firstly, an
explanation of how and when the company was established, secondly how
VELUX is organised as a company, and thirdly VELUX’s standing in
relation to the global and local markets. In my presentation of the company,
I do not see it as an aim as such to be critical towards the company or to
have any viewpoints as regards their policies or actions. I see it as an aim to
let them voice their policies, which I will then link to my analysis of texts
to see the extent of congruence between texts and policies.
The main sources for this chapter include the historian and professor Per
Boje (Boje 2004), who, after the death of the founder VKR in 1993, was
asked to write a biography about him. The interviews with Corporate
Communications Manager Lone Ellersgaard and Manager of Communication and Brand Management Michael Rasmussen in 2007 and later on with
web translator Karin Nielsen in 2008 (ref. chapter 6) contributed to
understanding and evaluating the importance of the background and history

27
28

’Man skal sige til sig selv, at man er lige så god som alle andre + en lille smule til.’
Company slogan, which is also used as a trademark.
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of VELUX as well as placing it in a modern society. Information from
relevant VELUX web sites, ref. appendix 1 on page 243, and from other
sources has been included, too.
5.1 VELUX history
Many companies’ history has been registered sparsely or sporadically. For
VELUX, this is luckily not the case. Boje writes in the preface to his
biography on VKR, Villum Kann Rasmussen – opfinder og entrepreneur29,
that all private and company archives were at his disposal, just as Boje was
permitted to make interviews and enquiries among the staff at VELUX.
Boje’s biography thus portrays many aspects of VKR’s life and includes
not only the successes of VKR, but also the failures and shortcomings. I
have leant heavily on Boje, but have cross-checked the information
whenever possible.
5.2 Foundation of company
VKR founded VELUX in 1941, which was not a propitious time for the
construction industry because of WW2. In addition, the material supply
was limited to more or less well-suited substitution goods, put together
from profiles that were available at the time (Boje 2004: 110). That VKR
managed to set up shop and survive during the war was only due to loans
from his father-in-law and licensing revenues from Sweden. After WW2
the company had knowledge and knowhow, but no money. Over the next
decade, the liquidity in the company was at times scarce, and without
support from the in-laws, the company would have had to wind up (Boje
2004: 132-137). In the 1950s, the company expanded with production

29

Villum Kann Rasmussen — inventor and entrepreneur.
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facilities

and

new

administration

headquarters.

The

German

Wirtschaftswunder helped create revenues for the company, just as the
Danish market recovered through subsidies from the Marshall aid funds
(Kretzschmar 2000: 3). These funds were dependent on requirements to
follow ‘montagekvoteloven’, the Danish regulations on the use of
standardised, series-produced construction parts (Kretzschmar 2000: 3;
Boje 2004: 215; Bundgaard 2007: 3; Holm 2007: 10).
Other markets were accessed, too, for instance the British market with the
VELUX Company Ltd. in 1954 (VeAbout.uk). Licence agreements were
made, and although VELUX also used agents in some markets for some
years, VKR’s philosophy was to leave as much as possible to the sales
organisations in the local countries (Boje 2004: 199+272). His ideas of
loose connections between affiliated corporate entities translated into
practice through his delegation principles in connection with setting up
subsidiaries, where he
Made efforts to secure commitment in the company by letting local
initiatives be prevalent in the different areas of the subsidiaries, but at the
same time he wanted to control the subsidiaries, not least financially30
(Boje 2004: 297).

The quotation reveals that VKR assumed from the very beginning that local
influence was important to ensure that the subsidiaries had the motivation
to promote products and develop the company further. The control was
typically exercised through joint ownership where both parties had a clear
interest in the company’s success, but also through fairly simple, yet welldefined means of tight financial control.

30

bestræbte sig på at sikre engagementet i virksomheden ved at lade lokale initiativer råde i de
forskellige dele af datterselskaberne, men samtidig ønskede han at føre tæt kontrol med
datterselskaberne, ikke mindst på det finansielle område.
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In 1973, the first VELUX factory was founded abroad in Glenrothes in
Scotland, and the following year a factory was founded in France (Boje
2004: 240-248). Strategically, the first licence agreements were replaced
with actual subsidiaries in the 1960s, and still emphasis was placed on local
management in the subsidiaries (Boje 2004: 250-255). The company’s real
consolidation took place in the 1970s with high returns to the company
from high-profit products. Low-profit products were eliminated from the
product range. Decades later, this concept became generally known as fullcost accounting and was introduced as a control instrument in many
companies. Moreover, in the 1970s VKR realized that the company had to
be passed on to the next generation, and accordingly a company
restructuring took place. The possibility of listing the company on the stock
exchange was rejected by VKR, who, besides fearing the idea of employee
ownership through central funds on the one hand, also feared what he
called raw capital power on the other hand (Boje 2004: 310-319). Shares
are today owned partly by a foundation, partly by descendants of the
founder, Villum Kann Rasmussen (VKR Holding A/S, annual report 2006).
Improved logistics, too, became a key factor in ensuring the global
availability of products, just as a uniform way of presenting the company to
the customers was emphasized. ‘What we say, what we do and how we
look,’ according to the text on the web page (online: www.velux.com..,
[30th May, 2008]).
Historically, VELUX is secretive in its relations to the public. However,
VELUX has become more visible with primary focus on the brand name.
VELUX has for instance participated in refurbishing projects in
Copenhagen, as well as in a global marketing initiative called ‘VELUX 5
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OCEANS’ (online: www.Velux5Oceans.com, [27th February, 2007]),
which has been their biggest marketing initiative ever (Mahnfeldt 2006a+b:
12), and for which they have won a sponsorship prize for their “global
platform for supporting and building its brand” (Dudda 2008: 21).
5.2.1

The VELUX name

In the early days of the roof window, VKR assigned the VELUX name to
it. The name can be split into two, “ve”, which is short for ventilation and
“lux”, which is Latin for light and used as a unit of light (VeOmVel.dk).
The name seems neutral, and it can be pronounced in all major IndoEuropean languages and probably worldwide. Moreover, in many countries
the name will most likely be construed as a local name.
VELUX uses integrated branding by referring both to the name of the roof
and skylight windows and to the name of the company, ref. section 5.2.3 on
page 87, and has won great recognition today, which is documented in
surveys showing that VELUX is the most well-known brand worldwide
within roof windows for the construction industry31 (Hansen 2004: 6).
5.2.2

VELUX ideologies

Some of the changes and decisions over the decades could be ascribed to
VKR’s interest in corporate management. One of his management ideas
was inspired by Frederick W. Taylor’s ideas of ‘scientific management,’
which addressed the planning and standardisation of production and
administration, but another management policy followed the ideas of Henri
Fayol, who focused more on the human factor in production, and Fayol

31

Since Hansen is my only source of this information, this statement might very well be
challenged by other construction companies.
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presented some new principles of management at the time, viz. that
employees should receive fair payment for services, not what a company
could get away with, and similarly that there should be a limited turnover
of personnel in a company (Peters and Waterman 1991: 238-240; Boje
2004: 260-280). Fayol also argued that a company should not employ more
than 100 employees. This was in concord with VKR’s ideas of motivation,
development and commitment and his focus on making the employees feel
responsibility. Accordingly, VKR deliberately tried to keep the different
company entities small (Boje 2004: 275-279). VKR was also avant-garde
in his views on competition between his own companies which he saw as a
drive to keep abreast of the development in the construction industry. This
idea derived from Schumpeter’s economic and management theories,
which were presented for the first time in the inter-war period, but which
did not gain public recognition until the 1970s and 1980s. The underlying
idea was that the development and diffusion of new technologies by profitseeking entrepreneurs were the source of economic progress (Lipsey and
Courant 1995: 697, 699; Parkin 1996: 649; Boje 2004: 274-282).
To sum up, VKR’s ideas combined rationalisation and standardisation
(Taylor) with the human factor in the production process (Fayol). Both
ideas were combined with an entrepreneurial environment with a constant
eye on the competition (Schumpeter).
5.2.3

VELUX values

Maybe as a result of VKR’s interest in company philosophy, the VELUX
values were already formulated in the small, entrepreneurial company in
1941, and some of the ideas and values are still reflected in the company
today (Hansen 2004: 6). VKR formulated the three following ideas:
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At least as good as..
‘To be at least as good as the best’ is a phrase rooted firmly in the
understatements of the Danish language, especially as it is seen in Jutland,
where VKR came from. It is not clearly expressed that the company wants
to be the best company, but the rephrasing of ‘at least as good as’ appears
as ‘to be compared with,’ but in actual fact the semantic content is ‘better
than.’ Today, this idea is reflected in the much praised concept of
benchmarking.
Keeping a low profile
The wish to keep a low profile in relation to the media and the competition
is well-known among some of the top-ten companies in Denmark, who
have profited from this corporate communication policy. In the case of
VELUX, interviews were from the very beginning few and far between
(Hansen 2004: 6), and according to VKR, it was important from the outset
to stay out of the limelight, primarily because of the competition (Boje
2004: Author’s preface; Hansen 2004: 6). Although a more open attitude
prevails later, the wish to keep a low profile was still reflected in some of
the viewpoints given in an interview, in which Villum’s son, Lars Kann
Rasmussen, gives this answer to the question whether influential company
owners and managers should voice their opinion in the public debate,
I often wonder where they32 get the knowledge from which they base their
statements on. I can only speak for myself, but in a number of areas about
ordinary civic matters I only have my knowledge from what I read in the
newspaper and the many, often contradictory reports and research articles,

32

Company owners and managers
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from which quotes are made. So, no – I don’t really think I want to present
any opinion33 (Hansen 2004: 6).

It is therefore not surprising that VELUX executives are still careful in the
public debate and abstain from making statements, although they recognize
that if they want to have strong products VELUX must be a strong brand,
and they must be more visible in the public (Graversen 2003: 1-3).
Giving the product a name - branding
The tautology in the headline mirrors two periods. The first expression,
‘giving the product a name,’ was coined by VKR, and the second part of
the headline, branding34, was not very well-known at the time as a concept,
so although it was used by some companies, it did not have the importance
that we see today. The concept was first seen in the American culture,
where products were given names, e.g. Kellogg’s corn flakes and Lever’s
soaps in the beginning of the 1890s (Buhl 2005: 25). VKR was inspired by
this new organisational trend in the US construction catalogue, “Sweets
Catalog” (Boje 2004: 115; Hansen 2004: 6; McGrawHill 2007: online),
which in the 1940s featured articles about the value of giving a product a
name (Hansen 2004: 6). Using branding was not very widespread in
Denmark then, and VKR was one of the first company owners who adopted
the idea. He then chose to use the VELUX name, both for the company and
for the product (integrated branding.) For the past many years, the

33

Jeg spekulerer tit på, hvor de [virksomhedsejere og virksomhedsledere, bmo] får den viden
fra, som de baserer deres udtalelser på. Jeg kan kun tale for mig selv, men på en række
områder om almindelige samfundsforhold har jeg kun min viden fra, hvad jeg kan læse i
avisen og de mange, ofte modsatrettede rapporter og undersøgelser, der rapporteres fra. Så
nej, jeg har vist ikke rigtig noget at byde ind med.
34
Many definitions of branding exist. A general, yet very precise definition is given by Aaker in
1996: ’A brand is a name, term, sign, symbol or design, or a combination of them, which is
intended to identify the goods or services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate
them from those of the competitors’ (quoted from Jacobsen 2003: 40).
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Superbrands Council has listed VELUX among the superbrands in
Denmark. The list identifies the strongest brands within both the B2C and
the B2B markets (Rouchmann 2004: preface).
5.2.4

VELUX company practice

In practice, VKR emphasized that the company policies and values should
be communicated to the customers, for instance VELUX’s firm sales and
discount policy. He also focused very much on fulfilling quality standards
and service promises. A curiosity, though, was that he was against allowing
a guarantee. Instead he focused on trust and promised to remedy any faults
in the products (Boje 2004: 203-228). In an English brochure from 1980, it
thus says,
The best guarantee that a product will deliver the performance promised is
the integrity of the manufacturer. A reputable company will not duck behind
disclaimers or other legal niceties to avoid making good for a shoddy
product (Boje 2004: 205).

5.3 VELUX’s global and local positions
Forty-one countries (as at 30th May, 2008) are listed in the language selection
box on VELUX’s web sites, and there is an ‘Other countries’, too. The web site
reads,
VELUX has a presence in some 40 countries around the world, meaning
just about every market north of 30º latitude in the northern hemisphere
and south of 30º in the southern hemisphere. These are the climatic areas of
the world where VELUX roof windows and skylights find their natural
place in architecture and the traditions of people's homes (VeFacts.uk).
The geographical, global limitation is logical, when the product range is taken
into account: roof windows and skylights. Dwellings round the Equator would let
through far too much heat and light whereas dwellings in the temperate climates
can utilize the milder heat and use the light and energy emanating from the
windows throughout most of the year.
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VELUX is a registered trademark in some 90 countries worldwide and has
production facilities in 14 countries. Ninety per cent of the turnover of
DKK 14.5 billion (2006) is created outside Denmark. Almost all companies
under VKR Holding A/S have finished their ISO 14001 certification in
2005 (VKR Holding A/S 2005: 4-6), which is an important factor if a
company wants to be a bidder in international, large-scale tenders for
public and private construction activities today. Likewise, a considerable
portion of the VELUX-affiliated companies are certified according to
international work environment standards, OHSAS 18001 (VKR Holding
A/S 2005: 6).
Today, according to the present Managing Director, Jørgen Tang-Jensen,
VELUX follows a transnational organisation model, defined as taking the
best of a very decentralised organisation form and combining it with a
central structure (Borring 2006: 28; Rasmussen 2007: interview).
By way of conclusion, VKR was in some ways typical of the entrepreneur
of his period, in other ways atypical. His strong roots in the West Jutland
culture shaped many of the values and principles of his company, and some
of them have been inherited and are still represented on many of the
VELUX web pages. At the same time, he was among the avant-garde in
applying the theories of some of the then leading management
philosophers, and in particular his mix of Taylor’s, Fayol’s and
Schumpeter’s theories seemed to work. Especially in his visionary use of
branding and full-cost accounting as marketing and financial control
instruments, respectively, he showed visionary thinking. Both concepts did
not even exist at the time when he started using them.
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Although VKR had strong local roots, he also had global dreams very
early. The conflict between local and global sometimes surfaced. He
wanted to both delegate responsibility and power and to exert tight control
of subsidiaries; and he admired and despised international trends
(especially American), which became evident from his admiration for the
Sweets Catalogue and corporate philosophy and his contempt for
guarantees and bureaucracy. In relation to the four major globalisation
trends presented in chapter 2 and in relation to the localisation triangle and
the decisions made by the company in this respect in chapter 3, a tentative
placement of VELUX would be under Think Global Act Local – local or
decentralised trend. The following chapter will firstly delve into the
empirical data from VELUX’s web sites from 2005, which must be
construed on the background of VELUX’s history, values today and
corporate philosophy and principles in relation to global and local forces,
secondly followed by two subsequent interviews.
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6 VELUX ANALYSES
There is no easy way of teaching or explaining what we are introducing;
because anything new will still be understood by analogy with the old
(Tylor 1871: 39).

In this case study, some of the methods had to be made from scratch, some
could be based on proven methods to answer the research questions, which
is quite common and an accepted procedure for case studies.
This chapter will thus combine research questions, methods and
intermediate results from the work on the VELUX data. Initially, the
criteria for choosing VELUX as the object of the case study are discussed.
Then different web concepts are discussed and defined more precisely, and
an evaluation of the VELUX web site is made to establish the overall
purpose of the web site communication. This initial work is done to provide
the background for the analyses of the web material, the executive
interview and the translator interview data. The combination of research
questions and methods follows the outline in Figure 12 on page 79, and the
results are presented and collated in chapter 7 starting on page 209.
My research methodologies used for the web site evaluation are primarily
based on Philip Kotler (Kotler and Keller 2006) and Chris Fill (Fill 2006),
both distinguished scholars within marketing and organisation, as well as Ib
Poulsen, Günther Kress and Theo van Leeuwen in text-graphics relations
on the web sites (Poulsen 1998b; Kress and van Leeuwen 2006). The
remaining analysis methodologies are based on the theoretical and
methodological discussions of globalisation forces in chapter 2 on page 16
and localisation forces in chapter 3 on page 30.
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6.1 VELUX evaluation of critera and metalanguage
VELUX was selected for my case study on localisation for various reasons.
Since localisation, and in this case a study of global and local forces in a
company, is relevant in a variety of businesses and sectors and spans a
multitude of business policies and practices, the criteria for selection are
essential for the results obtained in relation to localisation. The screening
for a suitable company was thus made on the basis of the following five
criteria.
1)

The company must be involved in international or global trade

This point is evident, because the research questions require a multiplelanguage environment. The company must therefore be involved in trade
and industry in several countries and must have an international
distribution chain, which ensures a certain product and documentation
travel between countries.
2) A Danish presence.
Two points should be mentioned under this heading, first and foremost that
some Danish companies survive almost exclusively through sales in the
export markets for which reason the drive to produce Danish material is
low. The selected Danish company must therefore have a Danish-language
environment and a Danish web site. Secondly, the headquarters should be
based in Denmark, which would mean improved chances of getting to the
inner circles of the company’s decision-makers.
3) The company must have a certain position and visibility in the market.
It does not suffice that the company is a global actor and that it is Danishbased and uses the Danish language actively. For any local versioning of
products to be possible, a certain global position and status must be present
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in the company. The market position must be manifested in visibility,
which is a precondition for local identity and culture to be present, and
there must be a positive status (Kippenberger 2000: 21).
Visibility and local presence are underscored in an interview with Lars
Kann Rasmussen, VKR’s son and later managing director35 of the
company, who comments on how VELUX sees the essentials of local
identity and culture,
We want Frenchmen to consider VELUX French. In the same way as the
Germans consider VELUX German and the British VELUX British36
(Hansen 2004: 6).

The quotation emphasizes the importance of national identity and visibility
in the market, and pride in products being, if not of national origin, then
made to accommodate local culture and preferences.
4) The company must at least partly address business-to-consumers.
As a rule of thumb, although by no means a truism, special tastes, ideas or
local traditions are logically manifested more strongly in many business-toconsumer products than in business-to-business products. This difference in
manifestation on the markets links up with the fact that the business-tobusiness market to a much higher extent focuses on customized, large-scale
projects, where the order is for a one-off product or for products used in a
further production process, for which reason a business-to-business
company will often not get into touch with end-user requests in general
(Lommel 2003: 5; DePalma 2006: 33).

35
36

Today, the MD is Jørgen Tang-Jensen, who is not a family member.
Vi vil gerne have, at franskmænd betragter VELUX som fransk. På samme måde som
tyskerne betragter VELUX som tysk og englænderne VELUX som engelsk.
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5) The company must position itself in relation to the market pressures for
globalisation and localisation of products in the market.
A large portion of business-to-consumer products typically encompass
high-volume, or even mass-market, products. The end-users’ request for
and acceptance of globalised or localised products can be decisive for
success or failure in a market. One example of low end-user pressure for
localisation, which is defined as end-user acceptance of a global product, is
the shared general understanding that for IT communication to work
globally, for instance, there is a need for high-technology, mass-market and
anonymous products, such as memory chips (Kippenberger 2000: 23).
An example of high pressure from end-users for localisation, which is
defined as non-acceptance of a global product, is the lack of acceptance of
the need for a single global beer brand (Johansen 2000: 195; Kippenberger
2000: 21-24), for which reason beer consumers crave for different,
including local, beer brands. High pressure from end-users will for instance
also result in requests for certain products, such as adapted end-user
computer programs. The companies operating in the low-pressure and
high-pressure markets react with strategies that accommodate these global
and local forces.
6.1.1

Clarification of web concepts

Before venturing into an actual evaluation of the VELUX web sites, some
central concepts have to be defined for this work. These definitions are
needed to evaluate the data material’s usefulness for the case study and to
specify the research questions and in turn to select and work out the more
detailed methods. A web site in this dissertation follows the general
definitions given in dictionaries, for instance
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A website is a set of data and information about a particular subject which
is available on the Internet (Sinclair 2003: 1647-1648, known as Collins
Cobuild).

and
The entire collection of Web pages for a specific organisation, person or
interest group. The first of these pages is usually the Home page (University
of
Tasmania,
available
at
http://www.utas.edu.au/library
/etutor/glossary.html [30th May, 2008]).

In line with the definitions given above, a web site in this dissertation is for
instance the Danish VELUX web site, accessible at www.velux.dk; another
is www.velux.co.uk, which covers both England, Wales, Scotland,
Northern Ireland and in 2005 to some extent the Republic of Ireland as
well. As a logical consequence of the definition above, a web page can be
defined as follows,
A web page is a set of data or information which is designed to be viewed
as part of a website. (Sinclair 2003: 1647, known as Collins Cobuild).

In this dissertation, it is necessary to discuss even further what a web page
is, as there are numerous ways of clicking something into a screen image.
To illustrate this, some examples from VELUX’s Danish and Englishlanguage sites contain for instance,
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Corporate information web pages
Front pages only containing links, headings and pictures
Sub-level picture-and-link pages
Folders and brochures
Brochure overview pages
Brochure order pages
Interactive test pages
Calculation pages for housing requirements
Technical data sheets

to mention only a fraction of the different web pages. To form operational
categories from this multitude of pages, the concept of genres on the web
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has been introduced. In 1997, as the first ones probably, Crowston and
Williams presented 48 different genres on the web (Crowston and Williams
1997: 7-10). In 2001, Roussinov et al. analysed web pages and categorised
116 different genres (Roussinov et al. 2001: 3-6). The difference between
the findings of these two research projects tells us something about the
difficulty of defining a web genre, and maybe also something about the
development of the internet as a communication channel between 1997 and
2001. Also the different types of screen images from VELUX led to sorting
problems of web pages. The reason is, I believe, partly due to the lack of
hierarchy in the use of the concepts, which leads me to think that there are
two semantic gaps, X and Y, which can be defined as follows:
X can be used as a collective term for different web genres and consists of a set of data
or information which is designed to be viewed as a web page on a website.

and
Y can be used as a collective term for different web genres and consists of data or
information which is designed for another medium and then afterwards uploaded on the
internet to be viewed as the original document.

In the following, the term ‘designed genres’ is designated to the semantic
gap, X, and the term ‘channelled genres’ is designated to the semantic gap
Y. To help clarify how these concepts interact with web pages, a web genre
hierarchy is drawn, ref. Figure 14 overleaf.
The figure shows that the top hierarchy, the web site, consists of two genre
groups, designed genres and channelled genres. For designed genres, the
common denominator is that the underlying web genres have all been
designed for a web site specifically. For channelled genres, the common
denominator is that the underlying web genres have all been designed for
another medium first, but have been uploaded on the internet as a second
channel of communication.
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Figure 14. Web concepts in a hierarchy with examples in italics
web site

designed genres

web
genre
dialogue

web genre
product
sheets

web
page
FAQ

channelled genres

web
genre
….

web genre
brochures

web genre
articles

web page
product
sheet 1

web
page
broch. 1

web page
article 1

web page
product
sheet 2

web
page
broch. 2

web page
article 2

web
genre
….

Under each of these two genre groups, several genres can be mentioned,
and some examples of genres have been given in Figure 14, but the
hierarchy is not all-encompassing, as many other genres can be found
according to Crowston (Crowston and Williams 1997: 7-10; Roussinov et
al. 2001: 3-6) quoted above. In the model, these genres are shown in the
box called web genre …. Many of the genres are well-known from other
media – this will probably always be the case for channelled genres,
whereas both genres unique to the web and genres known from other
channels can be found under designed genres. Further down in the
hierarchy, under each genre, one or several web pages in that genre will
typically be found as representations for the exact genre. The ambiguity in
the use of web pages surfaces, because the expression “web page” is used
at different levels of discussing the contents of a web site, which in turn
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means lack of precision of the discussion. This was the background for
naming and defining the concepts used so that firstly there was clarity in
the discussion, secondly a preliminary sorting of the web pages was
possible. According to the above linguistic definitions, only web pages
under designed genres will be used in the subsequent analyses.
A further technical specification, however, is needed, too, which will be
explained as part of the web site evaluation below in point 2 of Figure 15
on page 101. As a basis for formulating the research questions, an
evaluation of the nature of the web site will be made below.
6.1.2

Web site evaluation according to Kotler’s 7Cs

Initially, the VELUX web site is evaluated to define the function of the
web site. The evaluation includes the English-language (.co.uk) web site as
well as the Danish web site (.dk). It is worth mentioning that the Englishlanguage locale addressed in the material covers the Englishes used on the
British Isles only. In addition to the co.uk web site in English, other
VELUX web sites exist in English, e.g. for Australia, Canada, Ireland
(today), New Zealand and the USA.
In the following, the VELUX web site is analysed according to
Kotler’s/Fill’s37 evaluation method called the 7Cs, which has been shown
in Figure 15 overleaf (Kotler and Keller 2006: 569-571; Fill 2006: 584589).

37

Kotler and Keller state in their source that the model was adapted from Jeffrey F. and Bernard
J. Jaworski, e-commerce, New York: McGraw-Hill, 2001, p. 116. It has not been possible to
track this source via the library. However, Amazon.com lists a book called Introduction to ecommerce by the same authors.
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Context
For the context of the web sites, according to Fill (Fill 2006: 586-587),
there is the choice between an aestetically dominant, a functionally
dominant and an integrated web site. The aestetically dominant web site
focuses on giving the viewer an experience in the ideal world by showing
good pictures, by telling success stories, etc.; the functionally dominant
web site has the purpose of guiding the user as much as possible, and the
integrated web site concentrates on the interaction with the web site viewer.
Both the aesthetic and functional contexts are present on the VELUX web
site, whereas the integrated function is only of minute importance.
Figure 15. Criteria for evaluation of web sites: Kotler’s 7Cs
Criteria

Description

1) Context

layout and design of web site.

2) Content

text, graphics, sound and video material.

3) Community

site-enabled user-to-user communication.

4) Customisation

site facilities to tailor itself to user needs and users’
possibilities to personalize the site.

5) Communication the way in which two-way communication is enabled,
e.g. site-to-user or user-to-site, or dialogue.
6) Connection

the number of other linked sites.

7) Commerce

capacity to enable commercial transactions.

Source: Based on Fill 2006: 586-587 and Kotler and Keller 2006: 613.

There are many pictures and small film clippings of ‘before-and-after’
situations, and many showcases of roof window designs are shown.
Moreover, the functional approach is present on many pages, where the
detail and functionality of the windows are described. For the purpose of
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my dissertation, this distinction is not of utmost importance, as I have taken
the layout and design as a given thing.
Content
Content is interesting for this case study since my main interest is an
analysis of the texts on two language-specific web sites. Since there is no
general consensus on the categorisation of web pages, a distinction is made
for this case study between the following types of web pages,
1) information designed to be shown and used for reading on a web
page (designed genres containing web pages for information).
2) information designed to be shown and used for navigation solely
(designed genres containing web pages for navigation).
3) information shown on the web page, but made in another format and
probably also published in another medium (channelled genres).
The first category above consists of web pages that have been designed as
web pages containing information or data of some kind. This category is
the main focus of my case study. Category two is different, because the
web page looks in form as a web page, but the function is navigation. If the
sole purpose is that of navigation the web page is not included in my
analysis. Many VELUX pages are a mix of categories one and two, and in
such case these web pages are included, because they contain text designed
for a web page. The third category consists of channelled web pages which
were designed for another medium in the first place and afterwards
uploaded on the web for people to gain quick and easy access. An example
of that would be all the brochures, which have thus not been included in
this case study. Crowston and Williams comment on this type as well,
which they describe as a cheap means of publishing information by simply
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moving existing documents to the new medium, so-called brochure-ware38
(Crowston and Williams 1997: 1). To give an example of the complexity of
sorting web pages, there is a page where you can email the company and
order brochures, and one where you can download brochures. The former
page contains text in the form of order details from user to company, and
therefore this page falls under the category of designed genres containing
web pages for information and is included, whereas a web page only
containing links to printable brochures would not be included.
The distinction between 1) designed web page for information and 2) web
page for navigation and 3) web page as channelled page is necessary.
Under category 1), information can travel, whereas category 2) in its purest
form is part of the set-up and linking of the web site in the locale in
question and thus does not travel, and category 3) consists of inherited
pages from other channels of communication and thus do not travel as web
pages, although they might travel in other ways. It should be mentioned
that navigation is a feature used in all the categories above and will
therefore be dealt with when relevant.
The discussions and delimitations have already led us some way towards
dealing with the e-content on the web sites. To narrow down what is
precisely meant by analysing text on the web pages, however, the technical
design of the internet necessitates further specification of how to analyse
the data. To that end, it is useful to look at three stages of web design,
which are visually illustrated in Figure 16 below.

38

I did not adopt this term, as the VELUX material contained channelled genres with
documents that would not be understood under the concept of brochure.
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Figure 16. From site map over wireframes to visual designs

Source: Summers 2005: 5.

Kathryn and Michael Summers’ book Creating Websites that Work
(Summers, Kathryn and Summers, Michael 2005: 4) shows a graphical
overview of a web site at different stages and in different forms. The
leftmost graphical overview symbolises the hierarchical structure of any
web site: the site map. What the site map does not show is whether a web
page is represented as a designed genre or as a channelled genre. Therefore,
my overview of web concepts in Figure 14 on page 99 comes in handy.
As only designed genres containing web pages for information will be used
in the analyses, this category of web pages will be elaborated on in relation
to the wireframe, shown on the configuration in Figure 17.
Figure 17. The wireframe and its constituents
Logo,
recognition
markers
Navigation
menu
Graphical
illustrations

Navigation
menu
Text frame
Navigation
buttons

Source: Commented version of Summers, Kathryn and Summers, Michael 2005: 5.
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Figure 17 shows the different constituents of a typical web site, which
together are referred to as a wireframe (Summers, Kathryn and Summers,
Michael 2005: 5). The different recognition markers, typical in the form of
a company name, brand name or logo, the vertical and horizontal
navigation menus, the graphical illustrations, the navigation buttons and
finally the text are shown graphically. Of all these elements on the web site,
a direct comparison will only be made of the text frames. All other
elements on the web page will only be included to the extent they influence
the text in such a way that they would change the semantic content of the
text frame. In the following, two examples of a visual design will be
shown, and the elements for analysis will be singled out.
Figure 18 on page 106 below shows that all the information on the toplevel page of the web site consists of recognition markers in the form of the
VELUX logo, a VELUX slogan, which has also been registered as a
trademark, ‘Bringing light to life’, and the VELUX name repeated. There is
a horizontal navigation menu, there are graphical illustrations in the form
of a picture and a drawing with photographic elements, and the remaining
elements basically consist of navigation buttons in different shapes. The
tiny-mini text at the bottom corner to the right is legal information that is
repeated on all pages. The text frame in Figure 17 on page 104 is missing,
and according to the sorting criteria under this figure, this page will not be
analysed. The main purpose of the web page can be described as
navigation. It might seem surprising that the top-level page is only for
navigation purposes. Crowston and Williams explain this phenomenon as
some web pages having the function of overviews to the organisation, the
site in general or some collection of information (Crowston and Williams
1997: 8).
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Figure 18. VELUX’s English-language entry page

Source: Online: www.velux.co.uk, [13th March, 2007].

The web page in Figure 19 on page 107 differs fundamentally from the toplevel web page shown in Figure 18. The main purpose of the web page in
Figure 19 is information about VELUX. If we compare this visual design
with the wireframe in Figure 17, the result is very different from that in
Figure 18. The page has a headline, there are still the different recognition
markers in the form of a company logo, a horizontal and two vertical
navigation menus, one central photo, and the rest of the web page is text.
The screen dump in Figure 19 is interesting from another point of view,
too. The scroll bar along the right-hand edge of the screen dump shows that
there is more text on the web page than what is present on the screen. In the
hard copies of the web pages, the full text of any web page is dealt with,
not only what is visible on the screen. Another, general fact about the
VELUX prints is that they may not reflect the entire contents of the web
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site as some of the screen images change between a range of pictures. The
prints show picture number one of the picture sequence.
Figure 19. VELUX’s English-language ‘About VELUX’ web page

Source: Online: www.velux.co.uk/aboutvelux/, [13th March, 2007].

In summary, of all the elements on the web site, any direct comparison and
analysis will only be made on the basis of text frames. When the text frame
is dependent on other elements, this is commented on. Figure 18 and Figure
19 show two examples of web pages that illustrate the exclusion and
inclusion, respectively, of web pages in the analysis of the material. Both
examples are from the English-language web site.
Graphics, sound and video
In point 3 of Figure 12 on page 79, a couple of elements still need to be
listed: graphics, sound and video. The VELUX sites are rich in these
elements, but their use is only a peripheral part of this case study. However,
it might seem unjustified to work with web pages without at least
commenting briefly on the use of effects accompanying the texts.
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The layout of the different country versions differed very much, but the
most obvious changes were seen in the graphical layout. Jumping between
the English-language and Danish versions soon revealed that the same
pictures appeared in various places. Although the text travel was very
modest from global to local sites, the travel of graphics was very different.
It was obvious that the same graphical database had been available for and
used to make all the language versions, but with freedom on the part of the
responsible persons for each web site to choose the graphical art from the
shared database.
An example that supports the shared and illustrative use of a graphics
database is the 2008 graphics image as at 19th May, 2008, which is
available on http://www.velux.com/About_Velux, as depicted on the front
page of this dissertation. Although in English, as seen on the international
.com web site, the delinking from the English-locale culture to international
culture is seen for instance by the car driving on the right-hand side of the
road. The graphics are mainly illustrative with the motif of a van supplying
VELUX windows. The very same picture is used, also as at 19th May,
2008, on the Danish web page introducing the service section
(www.velux.dk/service).
The graphics database is not purely a shared database. Some of the pictures
are not only locally oriented, but show a specific and named dwelling or
architectural showcase. The rightmost picture in Figure 20 below is a
certain house from a certain place in the English-language locale. This
picture could not be used in a Danish setting, because the roof has been
made of some kind of purplish tile and the bricks made of a kind of
sandstone, which is not common in Denmark. A corresponding
architectural showcase is seen on the Danish web site, see the leftmost
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picture in Figure 20 below, where two young people utilized the loft of an
old Copenhagen inner-city building to get additional space. By doing that,
they suddenly had a very good view of the city and some of the buildings
of the city, for instance the local church.
Figure 20. Anchored graphics: DK city horizon & UK sandstone house

From these examples, I can conclude that the graphics database is both
shared and local. There is some common access to the database, or at least
part of it, but there are locally designated pictures in the database, too.
In general, the graphics were used in two ways. One use was to create a
positive image and to create life on the web pages, but where the text was
the all-important feature so that the picture side was used as support. The
other use of graphics is when there is a reciprocal or interdependent use
where the text was either used to explain the picture or the picture was used
to illustrate the contents of the text. In the following, I shall use the terms
image graphics in connection with texts where the main function is
illustrative, and text-image graphics for a reciprocal function between text
and image. I thus see the use of graphics as a continuum line with purely
illustrative function at one end of the line and a highly interdependent textimage function at the other end of the line. This distinction is thus my own
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adapted distinction based on Barthes’ theories39, and very apt for
explaining VELUX’ reciprocal text-image web sites (Poulsen 1998b: 141166).
An example of what would be termed image graphics is a big blue round
smiling face drawn on a window to tell you something on condensation
(VeConde.uk, navigation page and not included in appendix 3). Without
the headline condensation, nobody would ever link the picture to
condensation. The same picture was used on the Danish web page for
positive illustration, but in decimated form, so that only part of the face was
visible.
Figure 21. Graphics for illustrative purposes from the Danish web site

It is also a pervading feature that text-image graphics typically show
tangible things, such as materials, houses, rooms, windows etc., whereas
very often image graphics are positive illustrations relating to life, light, the
skies and the sun. In fact, sometimes these two themes, tangible products
and positive images are combined, probably to emphasize the slogan
‘Bringing light to life.’ An example is shown in Figure 22. The cloud-andsky mirror image in the window is a very ingenious way of showing what
you can see both from the outside and from the inside of the VELUX
window at the same time. Thus, emphasis is also on pinpointing the
outlook to the world while at the same time ensuring privacy.
39

I am deliberately not using Barthes’ distinction between relais and anchorage, as I see the use
of images rather as a continuum than as alternatives.
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Figure 22. Text-image graphics with image graphics in the window

Other types of graphics than pictures are used, too. Very often close-ups of
a certain mechanism are shown; drawings are typically used to show a
process, for instance in the form of an arrow that shows the air flow in a
room, as is shown on the English-language web site called Insulation
before and now (VeInBeN.uk). The drawings, however, must to some
extent be self-explanatory, because the text does not explain the air flow.
The interdependence between text and graphics is strong, see Figure 23.
Figure 23. Graphics: Two drawings show a process with arrows

In conclusion it may be said that graphics for purely illustrative purposes as
well as text-image graphics relations are used. Image graphics have the
function of emphasizing the image of life, light, the skies and the sun, and
text-image graphics show a reciprocal dependence between text and
graphics. Since this dissertation only deals with text travel, graphics will
only be commented on on a summary basis or if it directly influences the
text travel.
Community
Point three of Kotler’s analysis model in Figure 15 on page 101 contains
user-to-user interaction. As previously mentioned, the VELUX products
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are aimed at both business-to-business and business-to-consumers. The
primary purpose of the web sites is that of information rather than
exchange of ideas or discussion. The web sites do include user-to-user
interaction in the form of a FAQ40 page in both the Danish and Englishlanguage version, and there is a web questionnaire in the English-language
version which spurs people to respond to the Government Green Paper on
housing regulation (VeArIss.uk). In the FAQ example, a customer can ask
questions that other customers can see; in the survey example, the response
is for the eyes of the company only. It is worth remembering on the
interactive pages that the VELUX company is still the decision-maker
when it comes to sorting what should be uploaded on the internet.
Customisation
Point four in Figure 15 on page 101 covers the site’s ability to tailor itself
to different users or to allow users to personalize the site. The web sites
seem to be customised to different user groups, as they contain information
ranging from something very general about the company, its history, its
mission, vision and principles in general, which is information meant for
everyone, to advanced calculation models and technical data information
for architects and engineers. In addition, some web pages on the web sites
are tailored in the individual language versions, which will become evident
from the analyses. There are no sites where the user can personalise the
VELUX web site.

40

Frequently asked questions.
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Communication
Communication in Figure 15 on page 101 covers how the site enables siteto-user, user-to-site, or two-way communication. The communication on
most of the pages has a site-to-user direction, which can be ascribed to the
mainly informative nature of the web sites. Examples exist of user-to-site
communication, for instance in the form of brochure orders, FAQs et
cetera, but these examples constitute a fairly small portion of the web sites.
Two-way communication in the form of ongoing dialogue is not a
possibility on the web sites.
Connection
Connection in Figure 15 on page 101 covers how and to what extent the
site is linked to other sites. There are many links on the VELUX web sites
to other VELUX sites, and it is easy to navigate and find the information
needed, but there are neither links from the VELUX sites to other
companies, to government sites nor to the media in general. Likewise, no
links exist to general articles or to articles about VELUX in the media.
News information to the public is a mix of articles and press releases, all of
them written by internal authors and shown on the VELUX web pages.
Commerce
Commerce in Figure 15 on page 101 contains the site’s capabilities to
enable commercial transactions. The business-to-business customers are
referred to a heading called ‘Professionelt Forum’ in the Danish version
and ‘Architects Lounge’ in the English version. These access routes are
keyword-protected to be accessed by wholesale business only. The B2C
customers do not have access to buy the main products, because these
products have to be mounted by people with special skills. However, the
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do-it-yourself-person has been taken into account, too. The DIYs are
addressed in various ways, for instance by links where the service
department can be contacted, by use of a shopping basket for accessories,
and also references to local carpenters, to construction companies and DIY
chain stores. These references, however, are not exact. The user is
sometimes referred to the telephone directory for specific references, in
some cases a dealer can be retrieved by means of a zip code. There is also a
‘Visualiser Tool’ that the user is referred to, which shows examples of
virtual changes that can be made to different kinds of housing.
Figure 24. 7C framework map for VELUX
Context

Functionally dominant

Integrated

Content

(Aesthetically
dominant)
(Product-dominant)

Information-dominant

Service-dominant

Community

Non-existent

(Limited)

Strong

Customisation

Generic

Moderately customized

Communication
Connection

Responding/non-responding
user: One-to-many
Hub
Destination

Commerce

Low

Medium

(Highly
customized)
Responding or non-responding
user: One-to-one
Portal
High

Source: Adapted from Kotler and Keller 2006: 613 and Fill 2006: 585-591.

To sum up the 7Cs, Figure 24 is an overview made on the basis of Fill’s 7C
framework map, which shows the focus of a web site. In the figure, the
bold sections are summarised to be focus areas for VELUX, and thus show
us something about VELUX’s communicative purposes as well.
In the case of the same row having two bold points with one of them in a
parenthesis, the point in parenthesis is evaluated to be less dominant than
the one in bold without parenthesis. However, it becomes clear that the
contents of VELUX’s web sites are evaluated to be primarily functionally
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dominant, with a strongly supporting aesthetic function whereas the
integration with the public at large is weaker.
To sum up, context including the layout and design is beyond the scope of
this dissertation, but was commented on briefly above. The content, on the
other hand, consisting of text, pictures, sound and video, is interesting,
especially the text, which has been narrowed down to designed web pages.
The community aspect, where the site incorporates user-to-user
communication is of only minute importance to VELUX.
Customisation is a different story, as VELUX has adapted its web sites,
both in content selection and in ways of addressing the user in segments. A
portion of the site is then accessible for end-users, but the business
customer has access to a specific wholesale portion of the web sites. The
fifth C, which covers how communication appears in relation to
participants in the communication process, focuses on the site-to-user
communication, and only to a lesser extent user-to-site. Two-way
communication is limited to a response via a link. The sixth point,
connection, is rich in connection to other VELUX web pages, but not to
any other sites on the internet, and only sparsely to other VELUX sites as
well. Finally, commerce is possible, but is divided into a business-tobusiness (B2B) corner and a business-to-consumer (B2C) range, and the
products available in the B2C range are limited to service and maintenance
kits. The company’s main products have to be distributed via B2B contacts.
Since no usability test is intended by this dissertation, and since my
primary interest is the analysis of text flow and e-contents, no further
analysis will be made in this regard now. The above discussion of some of
the elements on the web sites is deemed to be sufficient as general
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knowledge of the purpose of the web sites and thus for any further work
with the textual e-content of the VELUX sites.
6.2 The localisation process — quantitative analysis
To see to what extent any text travels from the Danish web site to the
English-language web site, the following research question was phrased,
Q 1) To what extent does the e-content from VELUX’ Danish web site
travel to the English-language web site?
To answer that question, research method one (M 1) is applied. The overall
purpose is to make a comparison of the Danish and English-language web
sites. In Figure 10 on page 64, the overall process was shown with the
different categories included in comparing the Danish web site and the
English-language web site. By means of the definitions of the key concepts,
the different categories presented in Figure 10 have been made operational.
Hence, in the work phase, the web pages from the Danish and Englishlanguage versions are organized in a comparative grid in a database, which
sorts the web pages into different categories. The grid is shown in Figure
25 on page 118 as an exemplary listing of web pages with the purpose of
showing the extent of each category. Overall, the different categories in the
grid, viz. removed pages, translated pages, adapted pages, replaced pages
and created pages are to be seen as a general and preliminary listing whose
distribution will be verified by means of the subsequent analyses under
research question two.
In detail, the purpose of the categorization in the database is to tally up the
web pages on the two web sites. The Danish and English-language web
sites are listed in appendix 1 on page 243. The vantage point of the abovementioned comparative grid is the Danish web site. The quantification in
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the grid shows the extent of text travel from the Danish web site to the
English-language web site. Only three categories of web pages travel, the
translated, adapted and replaced web pages, and only these web pages are
represented as pairs in the grid below; the categories that do not travel, the
removed and created pages, are represented with one web page in the grid.
In Figure 25, seven columns are then shown. The two leftmost columns are
front columns showing the code for the Danish and the English-language
texts. The subsequent five columns are filled in according to the category
of text, and thus category of text travel.
The removed pages column contains all the web pages that are unique on
the Danish web site. Because they are unique, they do not travel at all and
are removed from the further process. The removed web pages specifically
address the Danish locale, but are probably not suitable for any other
locale. The ideational content is most often unique, and there is no
corresponding e-content on other web pages. In such case, a  is inserted
under removed pages.
The Translated pages column contains all the web pages where text travel
is seen from the Danish to the English-language web site. The two web
pages are similar in ideational e-content and in text-linguistic expression. In
such case,  is inserted under translated pages.
The Adapted pages column shows that there is a corresponding Englishlanguage web page for a given Danish web page, but it is also implied that
an omission, adaptation or addition exists in the English-language version.
There is an ideational commonality of the two web pages, although both
corresponding and non-corresponding e-content can be seen on these web
pages. In such case,  is inserted under adapted pages.
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……
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WP English
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Translated
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Figure 25. Web page categories in grid






……
Total in each category

The column called Replaced pages includes web pages where the same
ideational content is expressed on the Danish and the English-language
web sites, but the e-content differs. If two such web pages are paired, there
is a  in the replaced web pages column.
The last category Created pages lists the pages on the English-language
web site that do not exist on the Danish web site. The created texts serve
the purpose of addressing the English-language locale only. The ideational
content is unique, and there is no corresponding e-content on the Danish
web site. In such case, a  is inserted under created pages in column
number seven.
Rows one and five — in contrast to rows two, three and four of the
exemplary figure — only list one text, not a pair. Row one shows an
example of a text that does not travel at all and is thus ticked off in the
removed section for the Danish version. Row five is the vice versa
example, where the text does not travel, either, but this time the example is
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from the English-language web site. It is thus ticked off in the created
section for the English-language version. The dotted lines in row six
express that X number of rows with Danish and English-language web
pages exist. Finally, the list is tallied up, and the distribution of the text
travel in categories can be shown.
6.2.1

Delimitations in e-content categorisation and listing

Five points, which all relate to the categorisation and sorting of the web
pages, have to be mentioned, because they influence the outcome of the econtent distribution process.
Firstly, both the Danish and the English-language web sites contain many
links. The Danish links on a typical web page are placed in a box called
Relevante links on the right-hand side of the web page, although some also
appear throughout the page; the English-language links on a web page
appear to a higher extent throughout the web page, but most often also on
the right-hand side listed with an arrow, but not with a headline. These
links typically refer to other pages on the same web site, to pictures or to
short explanations. These links have not been included.
The second point to mention is that only the menu points on the web sites
are included, as shown in Figure 27 on page 127. The last, and
corresponding, menu point is called Gardin shop41 in the Danish version
and Blinds shop in the English-language version. The Danish web site has
one page under the menu point that leads us to numerous other web pages
for blinds, which actually belong under another company in the VKR
Group, which was acquired by VELUX to complement its product range.

41

Literally: curtain shop, but basically the product range is blinds.
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The English-language web site only has one web page for blinds under
velux.co.uk. For the sake of comparison, both web sites are thus
represented in the list, but with only one page under their respective menu
points.
The third point to mention also refers to a menu point. In this case the one
called Professionel forum in Danish and Architects Lounge in the Englishlanguage version. It is important in this connection that this is where the
web site closes for some B2C users, as at some stage a password is required
to continue deeper into the web site. Therefore, only the portion of the web
sites addressing the B2C customers, both in the Danish and the Englishlanguage version, is included.
The fourth point worth mentioning is the press releases, which heavily
influence the distribution of web pages. The Danish press releases were
organised and uploaded on the internet as web pages, according to the
wireframe shown in Figure 17 on page 104. The press releases were written
directly on a web page with a web page design, but were actually designed
as articles. If they had been kept as articles these pages would probably
have been uploaded as pdf-files in which case they would have fallen under
the category of channelled genres in Figure 14 on page 99 and would not
have been included in the web page count at all. There were 15 web pages
in all covering press releases, with one page presenting the press releases
and linking to 14 pages with press release texts. No press releases had been
uploaded on the English-language web site. The inclusion of press releases
on the Danish web site therefore highly influences the removal percentage,
which would otherwise have been considerably lower, ref. Figure 58 on
page 210.
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The fifth point, which should be mentioned already now, is that one major
difference in the product range influences the possibility of text travel, too,
viz. that solar panels systems were sold in the Danish market, but not in the
English-language locale in 2005. Several Danish web pages centered on
solar panels and solar systems exclusively, just as the product interfered at
in-text level, too.
After this preliminary sorting of web pages into categories in the
localisation process, the verification of the right placement of the web
pages in each category can commence.
6.3 The localisation process — qualitative analysis
To look deeper into the reasons why the VELUX web pages travelled in a
certain category from the Danish web site to the English-language web site,
the following research question was phrased, here repeated as stated in
Figure 12 on page 79.
Q 2) Which elements on the web pages have been removed, translated,
adapted, replaced or created during the localisation process?
To answer that question, research method two (M 2), also stated in Figure
12 on page 79, is applied. Once again, the analysis model of the
localisation process is the starting point, but the first issue is to sort
comparable web pages from non-comparable web pages, and to that end, as
shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29 on page 129 ff, it is necessary to define
two central concepts, viz. themes and frames, and in the translation analysis
also the concept of chains will be included. The use of these concepts as a
method for analysis of e-content is defined in the following.
A theme, as represented in the top-line menus on the VELUX web sites,
ref. Figure 27 on page 127, is defined as a term covering all the menu
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themes and aspects thereof under that theme. Themes serve the purpose of
collecting, defining and delimiting the e-content used on a web site. In a
VELUX context, a theme might for instance be Environmental
policy/Miljøpolitik, respectively. This theme would function as a pointer to
e-content in the web site headlines of the two web sites. A sub-theme of a
theme is for instance solar collectors, which is represented on the Danish
web site, but not on the English-language web site, ref. Figure 28 on page
129. The distinction between themes and sub-themes will be made in 6.3.2
on page 128 and shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29 on pages 129 ff. The
example of solar collectors is proof that a comparison of themes, and
especially sub-themes, sometimes reveals profound differences between the
Danish and English-language web sites.
A frame is defined as a pattern of typical and common-sense knowledge
about a topic in a text42. Frames serve the purpose of supporting, defining
and exemplifying the theme it belongs to. In the VELUX material, an
example of how a frame is to be understood as different from a theme is for
instance the web pages, which have a theme called ‘Facts’ or ‘Fakta’,
respectively, where a frame under the theme would be for instance the
products ‘Velfac’ and ‘Vitral’ on the English-language web site and the
product ‘solar collector’ on the Danish web site.

42

Adapted from ’the representation of knowledge in terms of frames (patterns of common-sense
knowledge about a topic)’ (Hatim and Mason. 1993: 35).
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Figure 26. Analyses of comparable and non-comparable texts
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T
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different
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Replacement

Creation

A chain is defined as the references forming a cohesive thread which
support an area of knowledge and recognition43. Chains serve the purpose
of creating cohesion throughout the text, and hence chains connect the
frames. The reiteration of certain words and phrases support cohesion and
create recognition, just as a system of cause and effects can form a thread
throughout a text. Chains are not delimited by frames, but work throughout
the text as systems that connect the e-content. An example from the
VELUX

material

is

the

description

of

VELUX

as

a

model

company/mønstervirksomhed. The references supporting the theme are
connected by a chain of for instance reiteration, use of synonyms and use
of metaphorical expressions, or for instance a certain structure through the
text in the form of cause-effect, or through the graphic set-up. In support of

43

Summarized for this purpose from Hatim and Mason. 1993: 120-125.
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the concept of the model company, for instance, expressions like
‘building’, ‘foundation’, ‘fundamental’, ‘cornerstone’, ‘anchored’ — to
mention just some — were used. Model Figure 26 above is a replica of
Figure 10 on page 64 with additional features added.
Now that the distribution of text travel as categories in the localisation
model has been established, two further factors are taken into
consideration. First and foremost whether the texts on the two web sites are
comparable or not, including how this possible comparison can be made in
terms of themes and frames. In the figure, these theme and frame relations
are marked as arrows to boxes with explanations. Secondly, the differences
materialising as a result of conditions in the market, technical variations or
linguistic expressions are analysed. So in other words, the figure combines
extent of travel with themes and frames being changed during this travel, in
turn combined with the background for and causes of these changes, as
explained in the localisation triangle.
Figure 26 shows the further qualitative work in this dissertation in relation
to the localisation process. In addition to serving the purpose of a total
overview of the sites with a view to the five categories, the next step is to
split up the web pages in comparable and non-comparable web pages. The
non-comparable web pages consist of the categories called Removed pages
and Created pages, respectively. The comparable web pages in a narrow
sense only consist of Translated pages and Adapted pages, and in a slightly
wider sense also the Replaced pages.
For the non-comparable pages, an overview of themes, which are unique in
the Danish and English-language versions, is made: the first overview in
Figure 28 on page 129 will show which themes are present on the Danish
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web site, but not on the English-language web site in the form of removed
pages; the second overview in Figure 29 on page 130 shows which themes
are present on the English-language web site, but not on the Danish web
site in the form of created pages. For the comparable pages, a more indepth analysis of the e-content is made. The comparable web pages, i.e. the
Translated pages, the Adapted pages and the Replaced pages, will be dealt
with in two rounds.
In the first round, the replaced pages will be compared with a view to
finding similar and dissimilar features, both in the form of themes and
shared ideas under the theme, called frames, and in the form of differing
content. Without similarities in ideational content, there would not be any
replacement category; then it would be a created web page. Without
dissimilarities in ideational content, the web page would fall under the
adaptation category. In other words, which e-content in the form of themes
and frames is copied as the general overall idea, and which e-content
differs. A more in-depth analysis is made with a coupling of phrases for
each frame with the purpose of establishing whether there has been a ruboff of ideational content from the Danish version to the English-language
version. The category called Replaced pages will be concluded in the
dissertation after this analysis, and this will mark the end of the first round.
In the second round, the directly comparable web categories of translated
and adapted pages will be dealt with in detail to see in what way these two
categories can be analysed with a view to finding similarities and contrasts.
This second round is of special interest in respect of translation in
localisation.
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The translated pages have shared themes, frames and chains. As the
themes are broader in scope than frames, the main analysis will only be
relevant at frame level to ascertain to what extent any similarities and
contrasts exist. The chains will reveal if there are cohesive changes
between the two versions, so it is a micro-level analysis tool. The analysis
at frame level will reveal whether a documentary or instrumental
translation strategy has been applied. Any marketing-related or technical
differences in relation to the localisation triangle will be either non-existent
or trifle changes, as the web page would otherwise fall into the adaptation
category.
The adapted pages will have shared themes and frames, too, but will also
show variations in the form of omission, adaptation or addition in the econtent. For this reason, a frame comparison is relevant, like in the
translated page section. Under this category, the localisation triangle may
very well present new features in the form of technical and marketingrelated changes in addition to language changes.
As shown in Figure 26 on page 123, text travel over the whole continuum
from removed pages to created pages is subjected to the impacts from the
localisation triangle. Therefore, changes may occur in the form of marketrelated changes, technically related changes or language-related changes.
6.3.1

Focus on sequence on the web sites

Before we go in depth with the actual web pages, additional aspects have to
be considered. As shown in Figure 27 below, even the double headlines on
the Danish and the English-language web sites reveal differences.
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Figure 27. Danish and English-language web site headlines
a) Headlines on the Danish web site

b) Headlines on the English-language web site

The uppermost part of the figure shows the Danish headlines, and the
lowermost part shows the English-language headlines. The double headline
system functions in such a way that the top line is always the same, but a
mouse-over along the top line produces a different second headline for
every new key concept. In other words, the top line does not change and is
a full match between the two versions.
In contrast, the second headline differs between the two language versions.
If we take a look at the Danish web site headlines first, with focus on Om
VELUX44, we see that the second line’s first two key concepts are not to be
found in the same place on the English web site, which starts out with Our
foundation instead of corporate or jobs.
The corresponding point on the Danish web site to Foundation is
Fundamentet and comes third. This is one of the markers of local freedom
overriding global control in this respect. The local web site manager can
apparently decide the headlines, and thus to some point the organisation of
the web site. Jobs was second in the Danish headline, but second-last in the
English-language headline. The Danish point Presseinfo did not exist in the
English-language version, but was replaced by a heading called Corporate.

44

About VELUX
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A comparison of all the points showed that only the sequence in line two
has changed, except the point Presseinfo/Corporate, which differed.
These differences suggest freedom on the part of the local companies, and
they are a precursor of further differences lower in the hierarchy of web
pages. At this stage, it might be a help to look at some of the differences in
thematic content on the different web sites.
6.3.2

Focus on themes on the web sites

As we saw above and as shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29 on page 129
and 130, the second headline seems to suggest that some themes were
introduced on the Danish web site, which were not included on the Englishlanguage web site and vice versa. A more detailed analysis of the pages
reveals why the themes on the web sites differ.
Figure 28 below is an overview of unique themes and sub-themes on the
Danish web site. Brief notes explain what the thematic content covers as
well as the uniqueness of the theme, ref. column two, which is then related
to the underlying causes in the form of conditions in the market, technical
changes or language changes, according to the localisation triangle, shown
in column three.
A sub-theme differs from a theme by not being placed in the menu line on
the web sites, but actually having such a specific semantic reference that it
might have taken the place of a menu item.
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Figure 28. Unique themes on the Danish web site
Themes and subthemes on the
Danish web site
Projekt Himmelrum
(Project sky-view)
Play with the light
(Leg med lyset)
Ideas and good
advice (Ideer og
gode råd)
Bungalows (1planshuset)

Explanation of thematic content

Loc.


Addresses condominium owners and their associations and
co-ownership housing associations. Explains how to
convert more lofts into flats and shows examples.
Tells the reader about the advantages of light in housing.

M

Good advice and inspiration for utilization of space,
measurement tables etc.

M
M/T

A very thoroughly designed web section that gives you
T
ideas and good advice if you want to remodel your family
house.
Heating from the sun Texts on the use of solar collectors.
M
(Varme fra solen)
Solar collectors
A whole section about the design of solar collectors,
M
(Solpaneler)
including measurement tables, DS certification etc.
Press releases
The Danish contents basically cover new products and their T/M
(Pressemeddelelser) use.
Competition for
Was not an issue in the English-language version in 2005.
M
architect schools
(Konkurrence for
arkitektskoler)
Jobs
Specific jobs were uploaded as vacant on the web site. On
M
the English-language web site, there was a general
application form only.
Accounting material Not available in the English-language version.
M
VELUX Danmark
VELUX’s showroom at Ådalsvej.
M
A/S
Panes and service
About the quality of the glass in the panes and different
T
material
service material.
Type and series
How to find the type and series numbers on the windows
T
information.
and use them as a reference.
Maintenance advice Set up in points, illustrated with instructive material.
T
Paints and lacquers
The existing range and how to use it.
T/M
List of dealers
Can be retrieved by the postal code.
M
e-trade
How to order via the internet, password-protected to be
M
accessed by dealers only.
Professional forum
Divided into three groups in the Danish version; one for
M
architects, one for constructors and one for dealers.
The localisation triangle (Loc. ) covers M = changes in the market T = technical
changes and L = language changes on the web pages. The menu points are stated with
the corresponding Danish references in a parenthesis, otherwise the themes are just
given a descriptive reference.
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In addition to the themes that were only included on the Danish web site, as
the overview reveals, there were in general more or even many more web
pages under each theme on the Danish web site than on the Englishlanguage web site, so in addition to the themes having a web representation
that was higher in volume, the width in informative scope was higher, too.
In Figure 29, there is an overview of themes (in this context some themes
were represented with more web pages) that were included in the Englishlanguage version, and not in the Danish version.
Figure 29. Unique themes on the English-language web site
Themes and sub-themes
on the English-language
web site
Architectural showcases

Explanation of thematic content

Loc.



Different projects including VELUX products in
M/T
a locale-specific setting.
CPD seminars
Issues only relating to the English-language
M
locale.
Government green paper Political issue in Great Britain.
M
The Visualizer Tool
Was not found on the Danish web site in 2005.
T
The localisation triangle (Loc. ) covers M = changes in the market T = technical
changes and L = language changes on the web pages.

With regard to the larger volume of the Danish web site compared to the
English-language web site, three points explain the difference. First and
foremost, more themes were included on the Danish web site than on the
English-language web site which can be explained by the Danish web site
having the advantage of being ‘the headquarters’ and in that respect being
in an avant-garde position, and secondly 15 web pages, the press releases,
were set up as web pages, but could preferably have been arranged as
articles, and thirdly the whole section with the presentation of solar panels
and pertaining issues is unique. Together, these three differences alone
account for many web pages. Although, vice versa, themes and sub-themes
existed in the English-language version, which were not presented in the
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Danish version, the number of web pages pertaining to such thematic issues
could not offset the volume differences between the two web sites.
In the application of the localisation triangle on the sorting into themes, it
comes as no surprise that the most obvious reason for changes must be
found in the market, but also in the presentation of the technology of the
products. Under reasons in the market, a politically oriented market
adaptation is seen in the web survey of the government green paper.
Another example of a market-oriented adaptation is that the unique themes
and sub-themes in the English-language version only address architects. A
decision such as whether solar panels would be appropriate to introduce in
the market is placed under market adaptations. No language changes have
been pointed out for the analysis of the thematic contents. On the one hand
you can argue that language change is present everywhere since we deal
with different texts on the two web sites. On the other hand, when we look
at the localisation process, the most important feature is text travel, and in
this context there is no text travel at all, and accordingly no language
changes can be noted under the thematic analysis of the web sites.
Now, having been through the actual work of sorting and categorising web
pages and looking at the thematic differences between the Englishlanguage and Danish web sites, especially as regards the removed and
created pages, the analyses and discussions of the non-comparable parts of
the web sites and thus the non-travelling web pages will be considered to
be concluded.
6.3.3

Travelling web pages — replaced category

Replaced web pages belong to the first category that will be dealt with as
regards travelling texts. It should be noted that the following analyses
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include screen dumps of two replaced web pages, which can be said to
form a web page pair, hence the first analysis work done on comparable
web pages in the localisation process.
The first logical step with regard to the replaced pages is to look at the
shared themes, where ideas for e-content from the Danish locale are
transferred to the English-language locale. In other words, there is a shared
communicative function, but only few or remotely shared linguistic
expressions that can be referred to a common text.
The replacement category is analysed on an exemplary basis. The thematic
example taken from the web sites is called ‘Inspiration’ in both the Danish
and the English-language version (VeInspi.dk/ VeInspi.uk). The common
aim for these web pages in the two languages, and thus locales, is to show
the various possibilities that a customer may have if the customer wants to
see examples of how and where VELUX windows have been used.
The two pages basically have the function of giving an overview to the
theme, but all subordinate web pages under that theme are so different that
they are listed as removed pages and created pages, respectively. The two
‘Inspiration’ web pages thus have the technical function of guiding the
viewer into that theme. In the two languages and locales, they look very
different in structure, yet they have the same communicative function. The
two web pages are shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31 on page 134ff.,
respectively.
Overall analysis of the ‘Inspiration’ web pages
Although at first sight, the two Inspiration pages seem to be very different,
there are still common references. As regards the general set-up of the web
pages, a few notes ought to be made initially. The most striking aspect is
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perhaps that the Danish web page in its general impression conveys a
general message, whereas the English-language web page leads on to
underlying web pages. Thus, the Danish version has one picture and one
text as a common reference combined with links to other pages. In the
English-language version, there is neither any common reference nor any
common text, but an introduction to and in some examples a beginning of
the underlying web pages.
The Danish web page to a higher extent exudes shared knowledge and preexisting knowledge of the company. The very beginning of the Danish web
page is ‘Med VELUX kan du nemt gøre drøm til virkelighed.’45 In contrast,
the English-language web page begins with ’Did you know?’ and an
explanation of what VELUX is and how long it has been on the market
before venturing into application possibilities, while the Danish text starts
with technical solutions and products.
Moreover, the English-language web page — although it is a designed web
page with text fields — is important in respect of navigation and thereby of
leading the viewer further into the system, while the purpose of navigation
is subdued on the Danish web page, which serves as a presentation of the
overall theme more than leading the viewer on to underlying web pages.
The Danish web page has one menu column on the left-hand side of the
page, one single picture in the middle and a general text to the right,
whereas the English-language web page has no left-hand-side menu, but six
minor images, each of them clearly pointing downwards in the hierarchy of
the web site.

45

Directly translated: With VELUX you can easily make dream reality.
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Figure 30. Danish web page: ‘Inspiration’

Source: VeInspi.dk
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Figure 31. English-language web page: ‘Inspiration’

Source: VeInspi.uk
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Apart from the headline to each picture, which has the function of being a link, the
text signals that it is the beginning of the text on the subordinate web pages in three
out of the six references. The page thus not only travels in the replacement
category, but also challenges the borderline between a navigation page and a web
page for informative purposes.
Another important aspect in the set-up of the texts is that no general rules seem to
dictate how to refer to subordinate web pages. In the Danish version, the references
are all via left-hand-side menu points whereas the English-language web page uses
a combination of headlines, text and graphics and a pertaining link. The reference
to ordering brochures, for instance, is thus different on the two web sites.
In Figure 32 on page 137, a comparative analysis has been made of the two
replaced web pages. The e-content with shared references is marked in yellow and
combined with arrows between the two language versions. The differing e-content
is highlighted in green. Since there is no shared reference between the two
languages for the green portions of the texts, there are no relation arrows. In the
margin, the changes are related to the localisation triangle in the form of M, T and
L for changes relating to the market, to technical conditions or to language
changes, respectively.
The distinction between the language apex of the localisation triangle in relation to
the technical and marketing apices is fairly sharp whereas the distinction between
technical and marketing changes can sometimes be subtle, but for the sake of
clarity the definitions are the following, according to point 3.3 on page 48,
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Figure 32. Comparison of features on the ‘Inspiration’ web pages
Loc.

M
T/M

Danish
Loft til liv*
Leg med lys*
Gode råd*
1-planshus*
Varme fra solen*
Bestil brochurer*
Med VELUX kan du nemt
gore drøm til virkelighed.
Med de mange design- og
kombinationsmuligheder gør
vi det muligt at skabe
individuelle løsninger, der
passer til enhver bolig –
lige fra ét-plans villaen med
lave taghældninger over den
traditionelle 1½ plansvilla med
høj taghældning til tagetagerne
i storbyens tage.
Produktprogrammet
er
tilpasset den enkeltes behov
for at tilføre og kontrollere
boligen lys og luft.

T/M

Relation

English

Loc.


Did you know?**
For over 60 years
L/M
The VELUX Company Ltd have M
manufactured
the
world’s
leading roof windows…

T+L
Cases**
Examples of how to decorate
your
room
for
different L
purposes…
Brochures**
Order brochures,
VELUX materials.

L
and

other

Step by step guide**
Loft
conversions
vary T+L
enormously in both cost and
make-up…
What’s new**
The new VELUX Skylight M+T
system. Another brilliant product
from a brand name you can trust.
T
The visualizer tool**
Create an extraordinary living L
space within your home.

Ja selv det varme vand i
hanerne har vi tænkt på!

Yellow: Corresponding e-content Green: Differing e-content.
Explanations:
* Vertical menu points that link to pages at subordinate level.
** Set up as headlines to text, linking to web pages at subordinate level.
Loc.  = localisation triangle, where changes in relation to the loc.  are referred to as M for
changes stemming from market conditions, T for technical change and L for language change.
These references have been marked to the left in the case of the green highlights with unique
Danish e-content, and likewise the green highlights for unique English-language e-content to the
right. For the replaced parts, the references to the loc.  are highlighted with yellow, also placed
in the rightmost loc.  column.

A technical-related omission, addition or change is primarily connected to the
product itself and the product’s functionality in relation to different technical
conditions.
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A marketing-related omission, addition or change is primarily connected to
product conditions on the market and the product’s functionality in relation to
different cultural conditions.
Similarities on the ‘Inspiration’ web pages
Under the common references, viz. shared e-content, a number of examples stand
out. One example is the VELUX company name, but appearing in the two local
versions, VELUX in the Danish version and VELUX Company Ltd in the Englishlanguage version (marketing change). This might seem to be a triviality to
mention, yet it is often pinpointed in localisation discussions, maybe because such
changes are often forgotten or do not belong under the responsibility of a certain
group of staff. Another example pinpoints VELUX’s trustworthiness and promised
value for customers: in English ‘for over 60 years’.. and the corresponding Danish
‘Gøre drøm til virkelighed. ’46 (language change/marketing change). It might be
discussed to what extent these two expressions share ideational content. The
Danish, however, stressed the experience by means of the years, the Englishlanguage expression via the ease of doing a thing. Each web page has its own
chosen sales parameter for the market, but with the overall aim of creating
trustworthiness in the company, and thus the ideational content and purpose are the
same. A third common reference is to different brochures that can be ordered, but
in the Danish version only with a link in the imperative form ‘bestil brochurer47,’
in the English-language version with a link and an accompanying text (language
change). A fourth common idea is the individual option stressed in English by
‘different purposes’ and in the Danish version as ‘Individuelle løsninger/kombinationsmuligheder’48 and ‘mange design- og kombinationsmuligheder’49

46

Make dreams reality
Order brochures.
48
Individual solutions/possibility of combination.
47
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(language change). A fifth shared purpose is to stress the possibility of differences
in loft conversions, which in the English-language text is a general reference in the
form of ‘loft conversions vary enormously’, and in the Danish text in the form of a
general phrase ‘passer til enhver bolig’50, and then in the Danish text after a dash
there is a further explicitation of the individual solutions ‘lige fra ét-plans villaen
med lave taghældninger over den traditionelle 1½ plansvilla med høj taghældning
til tagetagerne i storbyens tage’51 (linguistic and technical change). The sixth
shared idea is good life and using the forces of nature, which is a central idea at
VELUX. This idea is expressed in the English-language version as ‘living space’,
and in the Danish version as ‘lys og luft.’52 (language change).
The last example of shared idea is the reference to showcases, which in the
English-language version is referred to as ‘cases’ and ‘examples’, and in the
Danish version as references to the headlines of the pages at subordinate level,
‘Loft til liv’, ‘Leg med lys’ and ‘1-planshus’53 (language change.) In addition to
differing text-linguistic expression, this change is also a change in the wireframe of
the web page.
The examples above are beyond both the categories referred to as translation and
adaptation. Some shared ideas exist, and somehow some transfer of ideas must
have taken place between these two web pages. The text transfer cannot be placed
under adaptation, because the original text can no longer be established and thus

49

Many design and combination options.
Fitting in any dwelling.
51
Just from a one-storey family house with low-pitched roofs over the traditional 1½-storey house with a
high-pitched roof to the attics under the city roofs
52
Light and air.
53
’Loft for life’ or maybe rather ’loft for living,’ as there is a certain ambiguity in that expression.
Moreover, ‘play with light’ which also has a dual meaning in Danish, firstly as ‘play with the light in
the room’ and secondly as ‘play where the light is good.’ The last expression covers ‘one-storey-house,’
which is a common concept in Denmark, but has not quite got the fixed idiomatic conceptual meaning
in the English and Irish markets.
50
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the shared text has vanished. The central idea has remained, however, and finds a
rhetorical expression that is comparable, but has been made with a lot of freedom.
Differences on the ‘Inspiration’ web pages
Omissions and additions in the text refer to completely different topics, ref. Figure
32 on page 137. The differences in topics are ‘Gode råd’ (marketing change) and
‘Varme fra solen’ and ’Ja selv det varme vand i hanerne har vi tænkt på!’54
(technical and marketing changes). The good advice section is a helping hand if a
house owner wants to start planning what kind of VELUX window to mount, and
the heating from the sun section is a reference to solar heating systems that do not
exist on the English-language web site. This product range had not yet been
introduced on the British Isles at this stage. The English-language web site,
however, also contains topics that do not exist on the Danish web site in 2005. This
is the Visualizer Tool (technical change), which is a computer program that can be
of help for visualising a projected structure with windows. Moreover, skylights are
introduced as something new on the English-language web site (market
change/technical change), whereas they are part of an existing product range in the
Danish market.
Again, we see that as soon as the sub-themes differ, the language changes are all
reflections of either technically oriented or marketing-related changes or
differences.
Replaced pages — results according to the loc. 
In Figure 32 on page 137, the changes in relation to the localisation triangle have
been listed, both for the corresponding e-content and differing e-content.
In Figure 33 on page 142 below, the localisation triangle’s different elements have
been accumulated to see what parts of the triangle come into play especially. In the
54

’Good advice,’ ’ Heating from the sun’ and’ We even thought of hot water in the taps.’
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example chosen, it turns out that all elements of the localisation triangle are in
play, right from the distribution decisions to its interactions with the technical,
marketing and language aspects of the triangle. Interesting in this context is that all
the changes listed under language localisation can also be found under both
marketing and technical localisation, respectively. The changes and differences are
thus more deeply rooted than what would just be referred to as different linguistic
variations on the two web pages.
At a more detailed level, some of the differences are noteworthy. The focus on
individualism is higher in the Danish text than it is in the English-language text.
This is reflected for instance when the text mentions ‘individual solutions’ and
‘individual’s needs’ whereas the English-language text mentions ‘your room’ and
‘your home’, which do not necessarily refer to an individual. This is a minute
change, but carried out throughout the text, it gives an impression of a higher
degree of collectiveness rather than individuality.
When it comes to distribution decisions in relation to the products, the web sites
show — in addition to the newly arrived skylights in the English-language locale
— that solar panels are marketed in Denmark, but not in the English-language
locale.
The D for distribution in the blue centre of the localisation triangle thus shows that
the strategic marketing decisions are important for the distribution of e-content on
the web pages.
The accumulated analysis for the replaced page category is only done on an
exemplary basis for the selected web page pair. This will not be pursued further for
this category, because focus is still on the adapted and translated web pages.
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Figure 33. The localisation triangle for replaced pages55
From Danish focus on
VELUX makes dreams come true - easily
Examples spelled out as life, light and bungalow
Many design and combination options……individual
solutions
Individual solutions…..lofts in inner cities

To English-language focus on
For over 60 years….the world’s leading roof windows
Case examples
Examples of how to decorate your room for different
purposes
Loft conversions vary enormously…

No distribution of Danish website of
Visualizer Tool

From Danish focus on
VELUX makes dreams come true
- easily
Examples spelled out as life, light
and one-storey house
Good advice
Many design and combination
options…..individual solutions
Individual solutions
Lofts in inner cities
The individual’s need to add and
monitor light and air in the house
Heating from the sun
Hot water in the taps
-

No distribution of solar system to
English-language website
From Danish focus on
Examples of light, life and the
bungalow
Focus on bungalows with and
without loft space
Heating from the sun
Hot water in the taps
-

55

L

D
T

M

To English-language focus on
Different examples in case form
Skylight system
The Visualizer Tool

To English-language focus on
For over 60 years
The world’s leading roof windows
Case examples
Cases
Examples of how to decorate your
room for different purposes
Loft conversions vary enormously…
Extraordinary living space within your
home
New Skylight system
The Visualizer Tool

For ease of comparison, all expressions in the Danish part of the figure now appear in direct English translation as stated in the previous footnotes.
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Replaced pages concluded
A total of 15 Danish web pages were replaced, and they could all be analysed in
the same way as the ‘Inspiration’ pages were analysed.
Not all of these pages were analysed in detail, yet they were all read carefully,
and it was evident that the general idea and the communicative purpose was the
same. The e-content, however, differed so much that these pages could not be
labelled either translated or adapted pages.
Replaced pages are listed under the comparable text categories, exactly because
there is some shared idea. However, there is a sharper line between replaced
web pages on the one hand and translated and adapted web pages on the other
hand than between translated and adapted web pages, as the latter two categories
share actual text with the other locale. Since my main interest is in the
comparison of text in a narrower sense, the analysis of replaced pages ends here,
and the most in-depth analysis of the web pages concentrates on translated and
adapted web pages.
6.3.4

Travelling web pages — analysis method overview

The next round of travelling web pages, which consist of the translated and
adapted texts, are shown as screen dumps in appendix 3, starting on page 303.
These two web page categories are the central categories in my analysis and thus
subjected to in-depth analysis. Although the translation and adaptation
categories are very much alike, they differ in e-content, where translation
contains similar frames, and adaptation contains both similar and dissimilar
frames. In both the translation and adaptation categories, shared text between the
two web sites exists. Therefore, these categories are the most interesting portion
of the localisation process, seen from a translator’s point of view.
As mentioned in chapter 3, translation can be construed as being both in the
sense of documentary and instrumental translation. Translation strategies are
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relevant when studying whether exact semantic content has to be transferred, or
whether there is a certain freedom to adapt the texts to a certain market. It must
be noted that variation may be seen at text-linguistic level, for instance by way
of expressing and relating certain e-content to the locale in question. This kind
of change would still be within the boundaries of translation, but would fall
under an instrumental translation strategy. In the case of VELUX, the strategy
chosen will be determined first and foremost by the overall corporate decisions
at VELUX and secondly by the nature of e-content on the Danish web page.
Figure 34. Analysis methods for translated and adapted web pages
Analysis of remaining web pages: translated and adapted web pages
Translated web page pair –
exemplary analysis containing a
theme-frame-chain analysis, cf.
point 6.3.5 on page 145.

Adapted web page pair – exemplary
analysis containing an omissionaddition-change analysis, cf. point
6.3.9 on page 161.

Accumulated analysis of all data
from the translation category,
cf. point 6.3.6 on page 153.

Difference markers and trend
indicators for the adaptation category, cf. point 6.3.11 on page 171.

Trend indicators for the
language category, total, cf.
point 6.3.7 on page 155.

Accumulated analysis of remaining
data from the adaptation category
compared with difference markers
and trend indicators, cf. point 6.3.12
on page 175.

The balance between the corporate decisions, which is a global force, and the
nature of the e-content in the locale, which is a local force, determines the
balance between global and local decision-making, and the dialogue in this
process is important. The dialogue can be assumed to have taken place by
analysing the translation and adaptation strategies in the company. As
mentioned earlier, if variations between the web versions only fall into the
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language category, the web texts will be categorised under the translation
category. Adaptation, as mentioned earlier, is defined as transfer of the main econtent plus additional or minus superfluous e-content. In this connection, the
main focus is on the receiving market and the structures existing on that market
If a web page has to be termed adapted, there has to be one or more elements
that can be listed as an omission, addition or change. In the case of adaptation,
the three apices of the localisation triangle represent changes in the form of
market-related changes, technically related changes, and/or language changes
and conventions. Any of these three changes will spur a change in the text,
which in turn will be a sign of local preferences and decisions overriding or
developing alongside global preferences. If a web page has both translated
passages and adapted passages, possibly from other sections on the web site, the
web page as a whole is registered as adapted. After the exemplary translation
example, an accumulated analysis for all texts under that category will be made.
On the basis of these two analyses, a trend indicator overview will be made for
the translation category.
The adaptation category will be shown on an exemplary basis, where four
Danish web pages turn into one English-language web page, from which basis
difference markers and trend indicators will be deduced. The remaining web
pages under the adaptation category will be compared with the difference
markers and trend indicators to form an overview of enhanced trends and
supplementary information.
6.3.5

Travelling web pages — translated category

As an example of a translated web page, the following web pages
Fundamentet/Our foundation are shown in the screen dumps in Figure 35 and
Figure 36 overleaf. They seem to be identical at first sight, apart from the
graphics.
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Figure 35. Translation – Danish web page Fundamentet

Source: www.Funda.dk

Graphics
The graphics show the same picture on both pages. The picture seems to be
universal: a slightly old-fashioned house, of course fitted with VELUX
windows. It is most likely a picture of a Danish house. It is not discernible in the
first place, but a look at the details around the house reveals this.
The pavement, for instance, is a typical Danish pavement, with two rows of tile
with one row of cobblestones between them and a strip of unused grass (or
asphalt as the case may be) between the pavement and the road. The garden has
a hedge around it, which is possible, but not so common in Great Britain,
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whereas in Ireland it is generally seen, but the hedges are often much higher. On
the other hand, the arrangement of windows is not typical of a Danish roof
arrangement where more space between the windows would probably be more
common. Also, in the picture on the English-language web site, the pavement
has been cut away so that only a slight corner is visible — actually, so little is
left that it cannot be placed in a specific ‘pavement culture.’
Figure 36. Translation – English-language web page Our foundation

Source: www.OurFo.uk

The colour is probably the most important cultural marker. The yellow house
could very easily be placed in Danish culture, but might stand out in other locales. Apart from the above-mentioned points, other markers of cultural linkage
might be found, but the general impression of the picture is that it is fairly
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neutral. The main function of the picture on the page is probably to create a
positive image, just as the picture underscores the foundation chain in the text.
Text
In the following analysis of the text portions, the preconditions for the text
falling into the category of translation will be shown. In the two-column
comparison, the more detailed translations of the text are discussed. Any
changes or possible variations in the text are commented on with a view to
reasons for these variations and their effect.
Theme — Fundamentet/Our foundation
The theme is the foundation of the company. It is illustrated by the four selected
frames under the theme, and cohesion is made by means of intertextual chains.
Frames under the theme
Four main frames have been dealt with under the theme. Each of these frames
support the theme in different ways. The frames each introduce an aspect that
supports the overall theme. The four main frames are 1) basis of existence, 2)
model company, 3) general values and 4) specific values. The function of a
frame is to collect and combine similar rhetoric, which will support the theme.
Chains creating cohesion
As explained and exemplified under point 6.3 on page 121, chains support
frames, but are not delimited by frames, and chains thus create flow and
cohesion in a text.
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Figure 37. Analysis of Fundamentet/Our foundation web pages
Danish text
English-language text
Comments

F1

F2

F3

En bygning er kun så stærk som
dens fundament. Vores basale
eksistensgrundlag fremgår af
vores ”mønstervirksomhedsmålsætning”. Denne målsætning
formulerede vores grundlægger,
Villum Kann Rasmussen,
allerede i 1965, og den er
grundlaget for hele vores måde
at drive forretning på.
Mønstervirksomhed
"Firmagruppens formål er at
oparbejde en række
mønstervirksomheder, som
samarbejder på mønsterværdig
måde.
Idet der ved en
mønstervirksomhed forstås: En
virksomhed, som arbejder med
samfundsnyttige produkter og
behandler sine kunder,
leverandører, medarbejdere af
alle kategorier og aktionærer
bedre end de fleste andre
virksomheder.
En mønstervirksomhed
indtjener et overskud, der kan
finansiere vækst og bevare
økonomisk uafhængighed."
(Villum Kann Rasmussen,
1965).
Ud over vores målsætning om at
være en mønstervirksomhed,
som er vores basale
eksistensgrundlag ud over at
tjene penge, har VELUX en
række fælles værdier – VELUX
værdierne – som er et udtryk for
karakteristiske værdier, som vi
tror på, og som vi ønsker at
beskytte og udvikle. De stråler
indefra og er dybt forankrede i
vores virksomhed og anerkendt
af alle medarbejdere.

Any building is only as strong
as its foundation. Our
fundamental purpose is
described in “the Model
Company” objective. This was
formulated already in 1965 by
our founder, Mr Villum Kann
Rasmussen, as a cornerstone of
the way we do business.
MODEL COMPANY
“It is the Group’s purpose to
establish a number of Model
Companies, which cooperate
in an exemplary manner.
By Model Company we mean
a company working with
products useful to society,
which treats its customers,
suppliers, employees of all
categories and shareholders
better than most other
companies.

Theme: The company’s foundation
Frame 1 (F 1):
Basis of existence.
Frame 2 (F 2):
Model company.
Frame 3 (F 3): General
values.
Frame 4 (F 4):
Specific values.
Chain 1: The
foundation.
Chain 2: Values.
Chain 3: Goals.
Chain 4: Financial
situation.

A Model Company makes a
profit which can also finance
growth and maintain financial
independence.”
(Mr Villum Kann Rasmussen,
1965).
Apart from our objective to be
a Model Company, which is
our fundamental reason for
existence beyond making
money, the VELUX Group has
a set of common values — the
VELUX values — which are
the expression of characteristic
values we believe in and which
we desire to protect and
develop. They radiate from
within and are an integral part
of the company and are
recognised by all employees.

Noteworthy
expressions and
phrases in the
translation in the two
locales are analysed in
Figure 38.
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Danish text

English-language text

VELUX VÆRDIERNE

THE VELUX VALUES
Commitment
- We work for VELUX
because we want to.

Engagement
•

Vi arbejder for VELUX,
fordi vi har lyst.

Gensidig respekt
•

Vi behandler andre, som vi
selv ønsker at blive
behandlet.

Forbedringer

F4

•

Vores fremtid formes af
vores evne til løbende
forbedringer.

Lokale initiativer
•

Lokale initiativer er
afgørende for at nå vores
fælles mål.

Grundighed
Rette indsats på rette tid og sted.

Comments

Mutual respect
- We treat others as we would
like to be treated ourselves.
Improvements
- Our future is shaped by our
continued ability to improve.
Local initiatives
- Local initiatives are essential
to achieve our common goals.
Thoroughness
- The right effort, in the right
place, at the right time.

As the chains consist of both LSP56 register and LGP57 register, the chains also
signify complexity of a text, and thus in turn audience reference. A chain with
many LSP register elements points towards high complexity, whereas a chain
with few LSP register elements points towards low complexity. In other words,
chains support frames, create cohesion in the text and are markers of text
complexity.
There is almost a full match between the Danish and English-language texts at
frame level, and any discernible difference between the two texts will always
appear in a translation. One difference is the Danish term ‘grundlaget’, which is
in the definite form, and which has been made indefinite in the English-language
version, ‘a cornerstone,’ thus implying that there are more cornerstones, but they

56
57

Language for specific purposes/fagsprog
Language for general purposes/alment sprog
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are just not mentioned here. This difference is probably due to an oversight more
than a deliberate choice, since the Danish text emphasizes the model company
as the cornerstone. Another point worth mentioning is the lack of difference
between the two texts in the missing ‘respect’ for the founder in the Englishlanguage version. It is conventional in Danish texts to be informal and not to
state titles, education and professions, whereas the English-language texts would
normally do that. The Danish text refers to Villum Kann Rasmussen as the
founder, which in the English-language version has become the founder, Mr
Villum Kann Rasmussen. Certainly a rise in politeness, formality and respect,
but an English-language version written by a native hand would almost certainly
have included the title of MSc. Eng. It is not just the case of a local carpenter
who has had success in developing his shop. No, this is a highly educated man
with long-term strategic thinking as the basis of a company.
If we have to classify the translation as either documentary or instrumental, the
documentary strategy is most dominant. The choice of translation strategy
follows from the wish to convey background knowledge and values to all
locales, which are important factors for the image of the company as well as the
internal team spirit. Even at the level of expressions and phrases, the differences
between the two web pages are trifling. What is more interesting is the
distribution of the chains through the frames. It is evident from the overview that
the chains under frames 2 + 3, values and goals, are most prevalent and used
throughout the text, viz. the discourse is centred on the model company and
objectives in general. This choice is logical considering the theme of the text:
the company’s foundation.
Expressions and phrases
Under this headline, Figure 38 on page 152 lists all the expressions and phrases
that could be discussed in translation terms, because they present some kind of
problem or require consideration or attention before translation. Column one
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lists the expressions, column two contains my comments, and column three
relates the translation to the most dominant apex of the localisation triangle, viz.
language, technical or marketing apex.
Figure 38. Overview and explanation of expressions and phrases
Danish/English
expression

Comment

Loc.


Eksistensgrundlag/
fundamental
purpose

LGP register: There is a slight difference in meaning and reference L
between the two expressions; the Danish ‘eksistensgrundlag’ means
basis of existence whereas the English expression focuses on
purpose. In context, this difference is of minor importance.

Firmagruppen/
the Group’s

LSP register: The Danish expression ‘Firmagruppen’ is a very broad L/M
and vague expression. Beginning with a capital letter only because it
follows a full stop. It designates a collection of connected
companies. The English-language expression is written in a capital
letter, designating that it is a specific entity with several and
separately registered companies under VELUX.

Behandle bedre
end de fleste
andre virksomheder/treat
better than most
other companies

LGP register with LSP reference: An interesting phrase. It seems L
anchored in Danish culture, especially as it finds its expression in
Jutland. The superlative form is avoided, whereby relativism is
obtained instead of absoluteness. It was phrased in 1964 as an idea
of comparison with other companies. As an idea and expression
today, it links up with the concept of benchmarking. If it had been
phrased by a native English speaker using standard business rhetoric
it would probably have been phrased in the superlative form.

VELUX/
VELUX Group

LSP register: As in the second example of this overview, the Danish L/M
expression is general, the English specific.

VELUX
værdierne/the
VELUX values

LSP/LGP register: This is a specific reference to certain principles, L
which will always be a check point in translation, because it may
link up with cultural aspects. First of all, are the company values
universal throughout the company’s subsidiaries? And if so, would
they have to be phrased in exactly the same way, or is there some
leeway in expression? In this case, they match, both in content and
references.

Stråle/radiate

The Danish term here stands out as a slightly unusual expression in L
its collocation. It is the only creative collocation in the text and
refers to the expression ‘characteristic values radiating from within’.
In the Danish expression, they are linked to the values which are
‘anchored’ (forankrede) in the organisation. In this context, the word
is used metaphorically to mean that the values are so rooted in the
company (integral part of) that the values in the company will
spread from the core of the organisation. The ‘radiate’ verb, both in
Danish and in English, refers to the sun, and since the light from the
sun is so important and almost ingrained in VELUX rhetoric, it is
probably the reason why it has been used.

Forankrede/
integral part
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6.3.6

Accumulated results according to the loc.  – translated pages

Below follows an accumulation of the travel between web pages. Accumulated
in this context means for all the web pages under the translation category, viz
VeFunda.dk/VeOurFo.uk, VeMiljø.dk/’VeEnvir.uk, VeIdeel.dk/VeIdTemp.uk
and VeNyins.dk/VeNewIn.uk. In this way, it is possible to relate the elements of
the localisation triangle to language, marketing and technical localisation and in
turn to see if any distribution decisions form the basis of the changes.
Figure 39. Linguistic localisation – accum. for the translation category
Danish focus on
Eksistensgrundlag
existence)

English focus on
(basis

of Fundamental purpose

Source
VeFunda.dk/VeOurFo.uk

Firmagruppen (company group)

The Group’s

VeFunda.dk/VeOurFo.uk

VELUX

VELUX Group

VeFunda.dk/VeOurFo.uk

Forankrede (anchored in)

Integral part

VeFunda.dk/VeOurFo.uk

Produkter, der giver og styrer Products that provide and VeMiljø.dk/VeEnvir.uk
dagslys (products that give and control daylight
regulate/control daylight)
Brug af naturens ressourcer (use Procurement and processing VeMiljø.dk/VeEnvir.uk
of nature’s resources)
of natural resources
Det giver os et særligt ansvar (this This places upon us a direct VeMiljø.dk/VeEnvir.uk
gives us a special responsibility)
obligation
Samtidig med at vi fastholder (at Whilst upholding our
the same time as we maintain..)

VeMiljø.dk/VeEnvir.uk

Vi vil

VeMiljø.dk/VeEnvir.uk

We will

Fortsat være opmærksomme på Remain alert to
(also in future pay attention to)

VeMiljø.dk/VeEnvir.uk

Forbedre
de
miljømæssige Enhancing the environmental VeMiljø.dk/VeEnvir.uk
kvaliteter
(improve
the soundness
environmental qualities)
Ud over hvad der almindeligvis Beyond what is generally VeMiljø.dk/VeEnvir.uk
forventes (In addition to what is expected
generally expected)
Potteplanter,
madlavning, Besides the room and potted VeIdeel.dk/VeIdTem.uk
brusebade og tøjvask betyder plants; cooking, showering,
(potted plants, cooking, showers bathing and clothes’ washing
and clothes’ washing mean)
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21oC

21C

VeIdeel.dk/VeIdTem.uk

Vil så godt som aldrig give Moreover this combination VeIdeel.dk/VeIdTem.uk
anledning til (will hardly ever hardly ever causes any
cause …)
problems with
Bemærk følgende
following)

(note

the Please note the following

Radiator (minus determiner)

The radiator

Er
konstrueret,
så
designed/constructed so that)

(is Due
to
construction

VeNyins.dk/VeNewIn.uk
VeNyins.dk/VeNewIn.uk

its

special VeNyins.dk/VeNewIn.uk

Cirkulere frit (circulate freely)

Circulate freely across the VeNyins.dk/VeNewIn.uk
pane

Ved
sammenbygning
med
skunkvægsmodul
sørger
en
speciel vindueshylde for, at
luftcirkulationen bliver optimal.
Brug af lysningspanelet er den
bedste
måde
at
forhindre
kondensdannelse på ovenlysvinduerne (by incorporation with the
(semantic gap!) wall module, a
special
windowsill
provides
optimal air circulation. The use of
the light panel is the best way to
prevent condensation on the roof
windows)

Furthermore,
a
special VeNyins.dk/VeNewIn.uk
VELUX
windowsill
optimises this circulation
even more. If you combine
both the lining and the
windowsill, you prevent
condensation from forming
on your roof window as best
as possible.

Dette
lysningspanel
er Due
to
its
special VeNyins.dk/VeNewIn.uk
konstrueret, så varm luft fra construction, VELUX linings
radiatoren frit kan cirkulere.
circulate the heated air from
the radiator freely across the
pane.
Technical localisation
L

D
T

M

No distribution decisions

Skunkvægsmodul

The lining and the VeNyins.dk/
windowsill
VeNewIn.uk

Firmagruppen
VELUX

Marketing localisation
The Group’s
VeFunda.dk/VeOur
Fo.uk
VELUX Group
VeFunda.dk/VeOur
Fo.uk
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6.3.7

Trend indicators for the translation category

If we take a look at all the language changes above, they can be defined
according to the following trend indicators, listed from a) through d) and a
miscellaneous category, e), which deserves comment, but will not form a
definite category.
a) Lexical change to convey the same semantic meaning
From Figure 39 on page 153 we see that lexical changes are used to convey the
same semantic meaning. Examples will be commented on below:
Eksistensgrundlag58/fundamental purpose. This is an example of a requested
change. Eksistensgrundlag will be understood far more literal in English than
the corresponding Danish wording. On the other hand, fundamental purpose in
English is an expression that contains much more wilfulness and thus expresses
‘essential aim’ (Sinclair 2003: online edition) whereas the Danish expression
expresses the right of or means for existing.
Another example of the same phenomenon is the term ‘forankrede’59 in Danish
which has been rendered into the English ‘integral part,’ which in a retranslation
would be ‘integreret del.’ Actually, it is a pity that the word ‘anchored in’ or
‘founded in’ has not been used in the English-language version as it would fit
into the ‘foundation’ frame in the text.
A third example is ‘Brug af naturens ressourcer’60 versus ‘procurement and
processing of natural resources.’ The Danish concept of ‘brug’ has been
interpreted as both how things are provided and how they are processed for
further use, which is to stretch the Danish concept from being user-oriented to
include creation-oriented as well.

58

Basis or foundation of existence
Anchored
60
Literally: Use of nature’s resources, in English language most often expressed as use of natural
resources.
59
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b) Politeness change to convey the same effect
In general, the English-language version is more polite than the Danish version.
This shows that the company’s employees are aware of the difference in
politeness between the two locales. This is expressed by small politeness
markers, for instance the Danish ‘bemærk følgende,’61 which has been translated
into ‘please note the following.’ Although we have a marker of addition in the
text, this addition is purely cultural and has no semantic importance. It would
have been a more striking difference between the two language versions, had it
not been there in the first place.
c) Structural change to convey natural flow or a different effect
Structural change includes that elements of the sentence have been moved
around for a certain purpose or effect, or that one word class has been turned
into another word class to obtain a more natural flow.
A striking example of this phenomenon is the Danish structure ‘er konstrueret,
så..’62 which in the English-language version has become ‘due to its special
construction.’ This is a textbook example of a typical difference between Danish
and English. The Danish sentence begins with a subject-verb structure and
merges adverbials into the sentence, whereas the English structure prefers a
structure where especially long adverbial phrases are placed at the beginning
and end of the sentence. In turn, this means another change in the sentence,
because the cause-effect relation in the sentence is changed from verb phrase
plus conjunction, ‘konstrueret så’, to a long adverbial phrase where the causeeffect is incorporated in an introductory marker ‘due to’ plus an adjective
‘special’ (instead of ‘så at’63) and the verb in the Danish phrase is now a noun in
the English phrase, ‘construction.’ Another translation aspect worth noticing in

61

Note the following.
Has been designed so that.
63
So that
62
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this example is that a common English expression would be ‘design’ instead of
‘construction’, because we talk about the way something has been put together,
not about the actual process of making it, i.e. a lexical change, which could have
clarified the e-content, but was transferred from the Danish text to an English
version because of its false-friend character.
Because of the verbosity of commenting on these examples, it will probably
suffice with one more example under this heading. The Danish phrase ‘Ved
sammenbygning med skunkvægsmodul sørger en speciel vindueshylde for, at
luftcirkulationen bliver optimal’64 has been rendered into ’ Furthermore, a
special VELUX windowsill optimises this circulation even more.’ Several
aspects could be commented on here. The structure of the Danish sentence is a
long

adverbial

phrase

at

the

beginning

‘ved

sammenbygning

med

skunkvægsmodul’ plus subject-verb inversion because of the initial adverbial
phrase followed by a pseudo-passive verb in the form of ‘sørger for’65. Pseudopassiveness in this respect covers the phenomenon that a verb phrase, ‘sørger
for’, is used not with its natural subject, which would be a human being, but in a
context where an object affects another object, ‘hylde sørger for, at
luftcirkulationen…’ The English-language version in this case begins with a
conjunction in the form of an imprecise

counter, ‘furthermore’, the word

VELUX is inserted to enhance ‘special,’ and the structure is a common subjectverb-complement structure. Noteworthy is the change from the superlative
meaning in the Danish version in the form of ‘optimal’, which in the Englishlanguage version has been rendered into the verbal form of ‘optimises’ plus an
enhancer, ‘even more.’ The semantic gap in connection with ‘skunkvægsmodul’
has not been solved lexically, but has been solved structurally by moving it to

64

By building together with [semantic gap = side wall and inclining loft wall under one] module, a
special window sill provides for the air circulation being optimal. (inversion and word class change
requested).
65
Provide for/see to it that.
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the following sentence in the English-language version, so that we now have the
following two language pair sentences: ‘Brug af lysningspanelet er den bedste
måde at forhindre kondensdannelse på ovenlysvinduerne’66 contrasted with ‘If
you combine both the lining and the windowsill, you prevent condensation from
forming on your roof window as best as possible.’ Where the Danish version
talks about ‘lysningspanelet’67 the English-language version splits it into the
logical bottom, ‘the windowsill,’ and the side panels, which are referred to as
‘lining.’ By doing so, use has been made of one of the lexicographic methods of
moving from a superordinate term (hypernym), which in one of the contrasting
languages seems to be a semantic gap, to the combination of two subordinate
terms (hyponyms), thus using both to describe both the element and the process.
In the rest of the sentence, the personal pronoun ‘you’ plus ‘prevent’ is used in
the English-language version, whereas the Danish version stands out more
neutral by using the infinitive form ‘at forhindre.68’
d) Stylistic changes
The list of accumulated results gives us a couple of examples of stylistic
changes. All of them into a more poetic version of a phrase, for instance the
following:
‘Det giver os et særligt ansvar,’ which directly translated just is ’ this gives us a
special responsibility.’ However, the English-language version is slightly
different, as it says ‘this places upon us a direct obligation.’ Responsibility is
something you can be given and something you can accept. An obligation is
something you feel you have to do, something where moral and ethics is
attached (Sinclair 2003: online version). At phrase level, too, the Englishlanguage version stands out to be more poetic than its Danish equivalent.

66

Use of the light panel is the best way to prevent condensation on the skylight windows.
The light panel.
68
To prevent.
67
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Another, though more trifling, example of the same phenomenon is the Danish
phrase ‘ud over hvad der almindeligvis forventes’ is rendered into ‘beyond what
is generally expected,’ which is again stylistically slightly more poetic than the
straightforward translation of the Danish phrase into ‘in addition to what is
generally expected.’
e) Miscellaneous
Under this heading, some of the choices are placed which have been made in the
text, but which cannot easily be explained, for instance:
The first example is ‘Firmagruppen,’ which is translated into ‘The Group.’
Whereas the English expression is precise and corresponds to the Danish
expression ‘koncernen,’ the Danish concept of Firmagruppen is an oddity.
Actually, the suspicion lurks that the writer of this text has had the English
expression in mind when the text was written, and the almost exact wording was
chosen in Danish, although there is no general understanding of such a concept
in common-core Danish.
The next example I have chosen to include is the heading on the web page
telling about the environment, where it says:
‘Vi vil’ in Danish, and ‘We will’ in English. Although this is as direct a
translation as it could possibly be, it is unusual in both the Danish and Englishlanguage versions. The Danish version, however, is easily understood, because
‘vil’ signifies that ‘we will work towards something’ or ‘this is our aim.’ The
English-language version is normally vague. Its primary function would in this
context be that of an auxiliary verb, for which reason it stands out very weak as
a headline and without meaning. A more natural choice in English would have
been ‘Our aims’ or ‘Our objectives.’ The other interpretation in English — we
will = willfulness — stands out very strong. I assume that the interpretation is in
the eyes of the beholder, but in any case it does not create the same effect as
what was intended in the Danish version.
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Marketing changes – technical changes and distribution
The marketing changes in the translation category are only few and do not
appear to be strategically founded. The only place the market is addressed in a
different way is in the representation of the company where the Englishlanguage version talks about the VELUX Group and the Group, and the Danish
text talks about VELUX and Firmagruppen, respectively. The ‘VELUX/VELUX
Group’ pair seems to be a deliberate choice whereas ‘VELUX/Firmagruppen’
choice seems to be an oddity. Technical changes do not occur, only the
expression of the technical content, so we are back to a linguistic localisation
problem.
Distribution questions
Distribution questions have not been an issue here, since there are no technical
or marketing changes and since there are no strategic choices relating to for
instance simultaneity versus delay.
6.3.8

Translated web pages – concluded

The accumulated overview of web travel for the translated pages reveals that
language changes were overly prevalent in this category. Marketing and
technical variations were only trifling. The reason might be that the web pages
in this category cluster around the central values of the company, such as the
foundation and the environment, in other words the ideal world, whereas the
following texts under the adapted category convey different information about
the products and their application in practice. The language changes could
coarsely be divided into trend indicators ranging from lexical changes to
structural changes on the one hand, and from politeness changes to other
stylistic changes on the other hand. The rest of the changes fell into an oddity
box, which could sometimes be ascribed to weaknesses in the text transfer, or
even minor faults.
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6.3.9

Travelling web pages — adapted category

As an example of a web page that was adapted into a web page in the Englishlanguage version, the following web page Fakta and its corresponding Englishlanguage Facts web page are visually illustrated in Figure 40 and Figure 41. The
result of a comparison shows both translated passages and adapted passages,
possibly from other sections on the web site, and therefore the web page as a
whole is registered as adapted.
Figure 40. Adaptation — Danish web page Fakta

Source: www.Fakta.dk

The web pages are almost identical at first sight, and the only thing that stands
out is the length of the text and the four bullet points in the English-language
text. Also the bold section of the Danish text looks different. In Figure 42 on
page 163, a comparison and contrast analysis of the two web pages is made.
First of all, corresponding paragraphs are identified. Any omissions and
additions are noted in the text. These omissions and additions are subsequently
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related to the localisation triangle, ref. Figure 43, so that market-related,
technically related and language-related causes are found.
Figure 41. Adaptation — English-language web page Facts

Source: www.Facts.uk
In Figure 42 overleaf, a closer look and comparison of the text portions reveal
essential differences. In the two-column comparison, the omissions in the
English-language text compared to the Danish text are marked in the Danish
column in yellow. The additions are marked in the English-language text in
green. Thus the coloured text portions show the differences between the texts,
from an e-content point of view.
First of all, the beginning of the text is identical. There is no doubt that the
unmarked passages are translations, and that the translations in this sense follow
a documentary strategy. Focus has been on rendering the text into an exact
translation. When the web page as an entity is placed under adapted web pages it
is due to the omissions from the Danish text and the four text chunks added in
the English-language version.
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Figure 42. Comparison of the ‘Fakta’ and ‘Facts’ web pages
Danish text
Levende væsener kan ikke vokse og trives
uden dagslys. På samme måde er den friske
luft, vi indånder, og udsigt til verden omkring
os fundamentale for vores velbefindende.
Denne filosofi er grundlaget for alt, hvad vi
gør hos VELUX – nemlig at knytte naturlige
ressourcer sammen med menneskers behov. I
snart 60 år har vi søgt at opfylde vores
målsætning om at forbedre boligforholdene
for mennesker i hele verden.
Det er vores overbevisning, at The Living
Attic™ er kilden til optimale bolig- og
arbejdsforhold. The Living Attic betyder
dagslys, frisk luft og udsyn for mennesker,
der bor, arbejder, hviler og hygger sig under
det skrå tag. Vores kerneprodukt er VELUX
ovenlysvinduer og skylights, som idag er
internationalt kendte og registrerede
varemærker i mere end 70 lande. Men
VELUX arbejder også inden for beslægtede
forretningsområder, som alle kan samles
under den samme paraply af dagslys, frisk
luft og udsyn.
VELUX systemet består af VELUX
ovenlysvinduer og skylights samt tilknyttede
produkter som for eksempel dekoration og
solafskærmning, rulleskodder, inddækninger
og indbygningsprodukter.
Produktprogrammet omfatter også solfangere.
Det omfattende VELUX system giver
dagslys, frisk luft og udsyn til rummene
under det skrå tag og bidrager til at skabe en
enestående atmosfære.

English-language text
Daylight is essential for the growth of all
living things. The fresh air we breathe and
an outlook to the world around us are
equally vital to our wellbeing. This
recognition lies at the heart of everything we
do at VELUX - linking natural resources
with human needs. For almost 60 years we
have pursued our ambition to improve the
living environment for people all over the
world.
It is our conviction that The Living Attic™
is the source of optimum living and working
space. The Living Attic means daylight,
fresh air and outlook for people who live,
work, relax and enjoy themselves under the
sloping roof. Our core product is the
VELUX roof window and skylight - today
an internationally known and registered
trademark in more than 70 countries.
However, VELUX also works in related
business areas united under the same
umbrella of light, air and outlook.
• The VELUX system comprises VELUX
roof windows and skylights, and
supplementary products such as decoration
and sunscreening, roller shutters, flashings
and installation products. The
comprehensive VELUX system brings
daylight, fresh air and outlook to rooms
under the sloping roof whilst also creating a
unique atmosphere.
• Modern, slender-profiled vertical windows
admitting large amounts of light, with
dimensions tailored exactly to the
requirements of the customer, and of course
windows that require no maintenance
because of the exterior aluminium cover that is the basic idea of VELFAC vertical
window systems.
• VITRAL glazing panels for glass roofs and
balcony systems give character to the
architecture of a building. They provide lots
of daylight, an unobstructed view, an
excellent indoor climate, and comfortable
living conditions.
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Danish text

English-language text

Du kan se nøgletal for VELUX moderselskab
VKR Holding A/S ved at følge linket til højre
på denne side.
VELUX er til stede i omkring 40 lande
verden over, dvs. på næsten alle markeder
nord for 30º breddegrad på den nordlige og
syd for 30º breddegrad på den sydlige
halvkugle. Det er de klimaområder på Jorden,
hvor VELUX ovenlysvinduer og skylights
passer naturligt ind i arkitekturen og
byggetraditionen.
Yellow = Omission (O)

• Natural ventilation from WindowMaster
reduces energy consumption and CO2
emissions whilst improving the indoor
climate compared to buildings with
mechanical ventilation or air condition.
WindowMaster also offers electric window
operators, control systems and other
electronic products for energy-saving
regulation and control of the indoor climate.
VELUX has a presence in some 40 countries
around the world, meaning just about every
market north of 30º latitude in the northern
hemisphere and south of 30º in the southern
hemisphere. These are the climatic areas of
the world where VELUX roof windows and
skylights find their natural place in
architecture and the traditions of people’s
homes.

Green = Addition (A)

All omissions in the text are made for reasons that exclude this knowledge from
the market, in the first instance the fact that solar collectors are not sold on the
British Isles at the time, and the second instance that the company probably at
this time wants to signal that it is a local company, and therefore the parent
company figures are not interesting. The additions, on the other hand, all refer to
affiliated companies. It was my idea that the main reason for this change must
be a wish to expand the knowledge of not just VELUX, but also its affiliated
companies under the holding company, because these companies would
probably not be as well-known in the English-language locale.
I interpreted two reasons for this; one being that the web master in question
thought that this was a convenient page to convey this information on (facts), or
the other reason that the knowledge rate of products from affiliated products is
supposed to be lower on the British Isles.
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Figure 43. Omissions and additions spurred by the localisation 
O/A Text
Loc. Note
O

O

A

A

A


Produktprogrammet omfatter også M
solfangere.
(The
product
programme also comprises solar
collectors).
Du kan se nøgletal for VELUX M
moderselskab VKR Holding A/S
ved at følge linket til højre på
denne side. (Key figures for the
VELUX parent company VKR
Holding A/S can be accessed by
following the link to the right on
this web page).
Modern, slender-profiled vertical M
windows admitting large amounts
of light, with dimensions tailored
exactly to the requirements of the
customer, and of course windows
that require no maintenance
because of the exterior aluminium
cover - that is the basic idea of
VELFAC
vertical
window
systems.
VITRAL glazing panels for glass M
roofs and balcony systems give
character to the architecture of a
building. They provide lots of
daylight, an unobstructed view, an
excellent indoor climate, and
comfortable living conditions.
Natural
ventilation
from M
WindowMaster reduces energy
consumption and CO2 emissions
whilst improving the indoor
climate compared to buildings
with mechanical ventilation or air
condition. WindowMaster also
offers electric window operators,
control systems and other
electronic products for energysaving regulation and control of
the indoor climate.

Solar collectors are not available in the
English-language locale at this point in
time.
The reference to the key figures in the
accounts from the parent company is not
relevant in the English-language version, as
this locale at this stage only refers to the
companies situated on the British Isles.

This change must also be labelled a
marketing change. There is a general
description of the window and its
advantages, customer-tailored, almost
maintenance-free and with the aluminium
cover. The most important change,
however, is that another type of window
has been introduced, namely VELFAC
windows which is a product from another
company under the VKR Group, so
VELFAC must be categorised as an
affiliated company.
The same phenomenon is seen here.
Another product from an affiliated
company has been introduced on this web
page, viz. glazing panels for glass roofs.

And yet another product from an affiliated
company. This time WindowMaster.

O = Omission A = Addition
M = market-related change T = technical change L = language change
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Noteworthy in this context is that all the changes would be assigned to the
marketing apex of the localisation triangle, because the text deals with the
products in general, not specific product types and designs. For detailed
comments on the individual points, please see Figure 43 on page 165.
This was how I first saw it — it was contradicted in the two later interviews
where it was seen as what I call the problem of ‘simultaneity versus delay,’ ref.
Figure 8 on page 55, i.e. that the web pages which have to be translated were not
translated in due course but stayed on the web site for a longer period of time
than was intended. This in turn links up with the global decision-making process
where ‘think global – act local’ is the framework. It is up to the sales companies
themselves to update the information about the company. However, the viewer
of any given web page will not know that. The information is taken for given
information, and must be interpreted as something that has been published on
the web site for a reason and will thus form part of the company’s public image
and policies.
6.3.10 Accumulated results according to the loc.  – adapted pages
To accumulate the adapted web pages in one round proved to be impossible.
Therefore, the accumulation takes place in three rounds. To work systematically,
this division was necessary, because otherwise the omissions and additions
would be distorted as they were omitted or added across a group of related web
pages, not just on a web page pair. There were thus three groups. The first group
consisting of four Danish web pages that were combined into one Englishlanguage web page, the second group consisted of two Danish web pages that
were combined into one English-language web page, and thirdly, there were the
one-to-one web page pairs. An overview of the web pages and their grouping is
listed in appendix 2 on page 248.
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The first analysis round that includes the four Danish web pages which have
been turned into one English-language web page. (VeInddæ.dk + VeFladt.dk +
VeProfi.dk + VeKombi.dk => VeFlash.uk) will be subjected to an accumulated
analysis in the following. This accumulated analysis again centres around the
localisation triangle and can be depicted as follows.
Figure 44. The localisation triangle – accum. for the adaptation category
See commented list of linguistic
localisation in Figure 45 on page 168.
See commented
list of technical
localisation, ref.
Figure 46 on page
169.

L

D
T

M

See commented
list of marketing
localisation, ref.
Figure 47 on page
171.

Difference markers and
trend indicators, ref. point
6.3.11 on page 171.

Accumulated changes – example web pages
This round includes an accumulation of the (VeInddæ.dk + VeFladt.dk +
VeProfi.dk + VeKombi.dk => VeFlash.uk) web page group. In all the figures
connected with the above figure, the codes are the following:
O = Omission; A = Addition and C = Changed.
As before, these codes refer to text method in the text travelling process. If the
letter is listed more than once, it means that the text chunk has been omitted,
added or changed more than once in the same text.
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Trend
indicator

Text
method

Figure 45. Linguistic localisation for the adaptation category
Key note/quotation

Source69

Indbygningen sikrer en perfekt..70/A key factor in the
VeInddæ.dk
success of VELUX roof windows.. (moderate
rephrasing – same semantic content).
C
D)
Udformningen af komponenter sikrer, at vand fra taget
VeFladt.dk
frit kan løbe ned langs ovenlysvinduet71/provide a
weathertight finish around the window.
C
D)
…sikrer, at vand fra taget frit kan løbe ned langs
VeFladt.dk
72
vinduet /provide a weathertight finish…
C
E)
(Skotrende og siderende73 => roof covering)
VeInddæ.dk
Hyponym – hypernym switch
C
F)
(Gennemprøvet konstruktion74 => from standard
VeInddæ.dk
covers…to) Chnge from a general to a specific
description
A
N)
Order VELUX main product brochure…
VeFladt.dk
A
N)
VeProfi.dk
A
N)
VeInddæ.dk
A
N)
VeKombi.dk
D) The change is a reference to construction method and what the user obtains by this
construction method.
E) The change consists of a switch from using hyponyms to using a hypernym. This might be
due to ease of translation or the wish for a more general reference on the English-language
web site.
F) The change consists of a switch from using a general description to a more specific
description. In this case not a switch from hypernym to hyponym level.
N) Navigation. Reference to ordering a product brochure. A kind of exophoric navigation.
Since navigation is extreme because of the 5-to-1 web page relationship, it will only be
mentioned in principle here. For the one-to-one web page relations, it will be specifically
anlysed.
C

D)

Moreover, the accumulated trends are created by means of semantically related
texts which were first listed, then rearranged and listed with their semantic
cousins. Eventually, letters were assigned to these text chunks under the heading

69

Only the Danish source is stated – the English-language web page is the same for all the Danish web
pages.
70
The installation ensures a perfect..
71
The design of components ensures that water from the roof can freely run down alongside the
skylight window.
72
Ensures that the water from the roof can freely run down alongside the window.
73
Valley gutter and side gutter [is as close as I can get, bmo].
74
Proven construction.
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trend indicators to establish what semantic contents had been omitted, added or
changed. The letters as follows: for linguistic localisation D) +E) +F) + N): for
technical localisation U) + V) + X) + Y) +Z) and for marketing localisation H) +
I) + K) + L) + M) have been assigned to the information in Figure 45, Figure 46
and Figure 47.
This ensures that the semantic group contents can be recognized, sorted and
labelled and serve as new raw data for an accumulated analysis, which will in
turn form the basis for the difference markers and trend indicators that can be
deduced from this system.
Figure 46. Technical localisation for the adaptation category
Text
method
O
A+A
O+O
O
O
O+O
A
A
O
O
O
A
C

Trend
indicator
X)
X)
X)
X)
X)
Y)
Y)
Y)

Y)
Y)
Y)

Key note/quotation

Source75

In general: references to flashing overview
Description of flashings
In general: flashing details
Den plisserede forkant i aluminium kan let tildannes til
tagmaterialet76
Inddækning til profilerede tagmaterialer fremstilles som77
In general: reference to roofing material
The phrase ‘for one roof window’
The phrase ‘for one roof window in flat or’
Skotrende og sideindskud78 (how to incorporate the window)
Udformning af komponenter og skumliste på skot- og
siderender79…..
..idet skot- og siderender dækkes af tagmaterialet80
Into a flat roofing material up to 8mm thick.
Kombiinddækninger til sammenbygning af to eller flere
ovenlysvinduer81/For installation of two or more roof
windows side by side and/or one above the other

VeInddæ.dk
VeInddæ.dk
VeFladt.dk
VeProfi.dk
VeProfi.dk
VeInddæ.dk
VeInddæ.dk
VeInddæ.dk
VeFladt.dk
VeProfi.dk
VeProfi.dk
VeFladt.dk
VeProfi.dk

75

Only the Danish source is stated – the English-language web page is the same for all the Danish web
pages.
76
The pleated front edge in aluminium can easily be adapted to the roof material.
77
Flashing for profiled roof materials is made as..
78
Valley gutter and side sliding.
79
Design of components and foam list on valley gutter and side gutters.
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…figure continued

Text
Trend
method indicator
O
Y)
O
O
A
C
C
A+A+
A+A
C+C+
C+C
O
O
A+A+
A+AA
O

Key note/quotation

Source82

Systemet for kombi-inddækninger består af 7 basiselementer,
som gør det muligt…op til et vilkårligt antal enheder.83
Y)
Enheder som skal indbygges ved siden af hinanden, skal have
samme højde, og enhederne, der skal indbygges oven over
hinanden, skal have samme bredde.84
Y)
A og B karmafstande.85.+ (list of frame distances – a whole
paragraph)
Y)+Z) EKL for flat roofing material such as slate up to 8mm thick.
From Danish text: 90 mm profilhøjde86 to English text: 120
mm
Z)
Op til 90 mm profilhøjde/up to 120mm…
Z)
For roof pitches from 15o to 90o.

VeProfi.dk
VeInddæ.dk

Z)

Technical change in measurements

VeInddæ.dk

Z)
U)
V)

Technical measurements
Incorporated window unit
Maintenance free grey aluminium as standard.
Maintenance free grey aluminium as standard
Maintenance free grey aluminium as standard
Korrosionsbestandig87

VeFladt.dk
VeInddæ.dk
VeInddæ.dk
VeFladt.dk
VeProfi.dk
VeInddæ.dk

V)

VeKombi.dk
VeKombi.dk
VeKombi.dk
VeProfi.dk
VeProfi.dk

X) Text chunks relating to flashings and how to use flashings.
Y) Text chunks relating to incorporating the windows into the house structure in different
ways.
Z) Texts relating to measurements.
U) An entire section on a special window, which is only available in Denmark.
V) A reference to the windows being made of maintenance-free grey aluminium instead of the
Danish reference to corrosion-resistant. We probably talk about the same material.

80

..as valley gutters and side gutters are covered by the roof material.
Combi flashings for incorporation of two or more skylight windows.
82
Only the Danish source is stated – the English-language web page is the same for all the Danish web
pages.
83
The system for combi flashings consists of seven basic elements which enable…up to a random
number of units.
84
Units which are incorporated next to each other must have the same height, and the units to be
incorporated on top of each other, must have the same width.
85
A and B frame distances….
86
Profile height.
87
Corrosion-resistant.
81
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In principle, the model follows the same system as the accumulated model from
the translation category, although changes, omissions and additions point to
deeper differences in the company’s market structures and strategic processes.
Figure 47. Marketing localisation for the adaptation category
Text
Trend
method indicator
O
H)
O
H)
O+O
I)
O+O
A
K
A
O
A
A
L)

Key note/quotation

Source

Forkanten er malet umbragrå88
VeProfi.dk
..der farvemæssigt matcher89
VeInddæ.dk
Solpanel90
VeFladt.dk
Solpanel
VeProfi.dk
Precision-made flashings
VeFladt.dk
Precision-made flashings
VeProfi.dk
91
..giver denne inddækning en perfekt indbygning
VeProfi.dk
The word ‘precision-made’
VeInddæ.dk
Single-roof window or multiple
combination….prefabricated flashings
A
L)
The standard frame distance for windows installed
VeProfi.dk
side by side as well as one above the other is 100
mm.
A
M)
Other frame distances are available to order.
VeProfi.dk
N
Only mentioned once here, but extensive in that there All texts.
is a combination of five Danish texts into one
English-language text.
H) Reference to colours of the materials omitted in the English-language text.
I) Reference to solar collectors omitted in the English-language text.
K) Precision-made important in the English-language locale.
L) Reference to standard materials by the word standard and prefabricated.
M) Reference to the possibility of custom-adapted products.
N) Navigation.

6.3.11 Difference markers and trend indicators from adaptation category
In Figure 45, Figure 46 and Figure 47, a difference marker and trend indicators
emerge in connection with the accumulation of the omissions, additions and
changes between the Danish and the English-language web sites. Trend

88

The front lining has been painted umbra grey.
Matching in colour.
90
Solar panel/solar collector.
91
..this flashing provides a perfect fit
89
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indicators are defined as a difference between two locales, which can be
established with a certainty which is noticeable.
A trend indicator is thus based on what could be termed typical variations. Such
examples are seen above in the description, use and incorporation of flashings,
where variations would most likely occur, as seen in point X of Figure 46 above.
Point Y in the same figure shows how VELUX windows are fitted into the
house structure, and finally point Z shows the references to measurements in the
texts. A more comprehensive study might even reveal that point Z is a difference
marker rather than a trend indicator.
It may be suspected that some of the changes between the two locales can be a
result of personal preferences just as much as differences in the market. Even if
that is the case the differences exist as market differences and will have to be
viewed as such. And even if that is the case, it will then also be a marker of the
freedom to adapt texts for the employee involved in the text transfer. This latter
freedom was expressed in the translator interview later on.
Below follow comments and examples of a difference marker and trend
indicators on the basis of the analyses pertaining to Figure 44 on page 167. If the
certainty of a trend indicator is 100% it is not referred to as a trend indicator in
this dissertation, but as a difference marker. A difference marker can thus be
established when there are no exceptions to the indicator, whereas a trend
indicator involves a certain degree of uncertainty.
Difference marker:
The solar panel difference.
One difference marker can be listed for certain. All English-language texts have
been cleansed of all references to solar panels. This applies to the adaptation
category, but also to the replacement category and the creation category.
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Trend indicators
Main indicator: the construction methods differ between the two locales.
Incorporation in the structure of houses: different methods are described,
as well as different products from the product range in the two locales.
Flashings: different descriptions can be seen as to how to finish the
flashings around the windows.
Measurements: different measurements are used in the two locales, for
instance the roof pitches vary as well as the roof thicknesses.
Main indicator: the materials differ.
Maintenance-free grey aluminium: in the English-language locale, there is
great emphasis on maintenance-free grey aluminium as a preferred
material. This increased emphasis may be due to a general difference in the
environmental conditions between the two locales. The Danish locale uses
both aluminium and the word corrosion-resistant.
Main indicator: different emphasis on sales parameters.
Colour references: the English-language texts rarely mention colours.
Standardisation: is emphasized in the English-language texts by extensive
use of the words standard, prefabricated, precision-made.
Customisation: is also mentioned in the English-language texts when it
says that the windows are available to order (weak indicator).
The listing of all the omissions, additions and changes has by induction led
towards the formulation of a limited number of generalized overall trend
indicator rules or theses below. Each of these will then be applied as a rule for
how the different trend indicators can be managed in the text transfer. By way of
deduction, the overall trend indicators will be subjected to a theory test on the
remaining adapted pages. The work phase is thus reversed in order to see
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whether the theses are still valid to explain the adaptation in the web pages.
Thus, overall trend indicators can be used in the preparation and production of
texts as main rules to be observed. In my analysis, two overall trend indicator
rules emerged.
Overall trend indicator rules
The cluster effect: omissions, additions and changes have a tendency to cluster
in the same places.
In general, for some topics, the omissions, additions and changes on the Danish
and English-language web pages seem to cluster, for instance if many omissions
have been made in connection with flashings, many additions and many changes
will probably be made in that area, too, and in the entire text as well.
The navigation effect:92 is the expression of navigation on the web site, which
can be divided into two main types:
Exophoric navigation.
Exophoric navigation consists of links and references to information and text
elements outside the text itself, i.e. information and text in the locale. One
example of that would be the references on the co.uk web site where the Irish
web site contains more detailed information, or for instance to payment systems
via the net. Exophoric naviation can be hyperlinked or general references can be
made to information and text.
Endophoric navigation.
Endophoric navigation consists of references from one place on the web site to
another place on the web site, typically under the same web site locale. One
example would be the typical English-locale link where brochures can be
ordered.

92

Remember that still only the ’text’ sections on the web sites are dealt with.
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6.3.12 Comparison analysis between adapted pages
The remaining adapted pages will be analysed in the following. They consist of
two Danish web pages which have been turned into one English-language web
page (VeLysP1.dk + VeLysP2.dk => VeLinin.uk), in other words a two-to-one
relationship between the Danish and the English-language texts as well as six
web text pairs with a one-to-one relationship. These remaining texts are checked
with regard to consistency with the overall trend indicator rules.
Trend indicator comparison of VeLysP1.dk+VeLysP2.dk/VeLinin.uk
This comparison consists of the texts with a two-to-one relationship, with two
Danish web pages merging into one English-language web page. Now only
overall trend indicator differences are noted.
Figure 48. Trend analysis VeLysP1.dk+VeLysP2.dk/VeLinin.uk
Overall
trend indicator rule
Cluster
effect

Navigation
effect

Notes
Is very outspoken between the two locales here. Lots of omissions, additions and
changes of all kinds, but still with words, phrases and some abbreviations
common for the two locales. Even when cross-compared with the two Danish
web pages, the English-language web page contains a considerable amount of
new information. These additions basically deal with additional general
information on the linings, probably to provide the readers with more allround
knowledge. This might be yet another example of the choice of more elaborate
descriptions for the English-language market. Examples of changes under the
cluster effect are that there is different emphasis on sales parameters, because
‘precision-made’ and ‘perfect joint’ are mentioned in the EL and not in the DL,
and moreover, incorporation in the house structure is mentioned with two
examples of products and their incorporation in a house structure, which have not
been mentioned anywhere in the EL, or by a different name.
This effect is present in a two-to-one web page relationship. Please see overview
in appendix 2 and the scanned texts in app. 3.

EL = English-language locale, DL = Danish locale.

In the following figure, the accumulated trends are listed for the remaining
adapted texts, but again only in relation to the overall trend indicators. The text
references have been added in the leftmost column.
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Figure 49. Trend analysis of remaining adapted texts

The EL contains an added text at the beginning, which has obviously not
been updated for a long time. This is obvious, as the 50 years has not been
changed into the 60 years, which can be seen on some of the other web
pages. An example of omission in relation to the DL is seen in the lack of
transfer of information on condensation on the outside of windows.

Cluster effect

The two locales clearly contain the same information in places, but there is
also a lot of new information and examples of omitted information. This time
the cluster effect can probably be ascribed to different service conventions in
the two locales. The text clearly reveals that there is a commonality in the
basic idea of presenting service at VELUX. Even though the cluster effect is
evident, the texts in the two locales seem to work.
The EL text contains three additional examples of navigation information.
This time the examples include both exophoric navigation by references to
how to contact VELUX Service and endophoric references to how to contact
the Service Shop, how to carry out maintenance and how to prevent
condensation. The references and hyperlinks place the text very strongly in
the EL locale.
Again, the cluster effect is clear, because the two locales clearly contain the
same information in places, but there is a lot of differing information, too,
which links up with the locale in question and calls for attention to
omissions, additions and change.

VeVEKondk/VeAbSer.uk

VePrakR.dk/
VePrTip.uk

The EL contains changed text compared to the DL. In this context, it is
crucial, because the changed text equals a changed procedure. The changed
parts describe a procedure of maintenance in connection with the windows. It
seems odd that there should only be one round of paint used in the EL
(lacquer) whereas the DL contains two rounds in the process (a grounding
process and a lacquer process). Moreover, the DL information of rinsing
thoroughly with water has been left out in the EL text. The suspicion lurks
that it may be a mistake? The cluster effect problems have not been
observed.

Cluster effect

In this text, the cluster effect has not been observed. This is probably another
example of lack of updating. Maybe the text was intended for the translation
category in the first place.

Navigation
effect

Cluster effect

Cluster
effect

Overall Notes
trend indicator
The omission in the Danish text without other changes having been made has
created an incomplete text, because more content has been indicated by the
headline. The cluster effect of an omission in a text creating more profound
changes has not been observed. For the English-language text, the suspicion
lurks that the update has not been made.

VeForsi.d
k/VeStar.t
uk
Cluster
effect

VeOmKon.dk/
VeAbCon.uk

VeIsolF.dk/
VeInBeN.uk

Text
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Overall Notes
trend indicator
The navigation effect is clear. To mention just a couple here, there are
exophoric references in both texts that place them strongly in their respective
locales. The mode of payment is an exophoric reference, because the EL text
contains one mode of payment, whereas the DL text contains two modes of
payment. Yet another example is the VELUX teddy bear and the pop-up
killer programs. As endophoric references the solar-driven curtains and the
awning can be mentioned.
Cluster
effect

The cluster effect becomes evident. The two locales clearly contain the same
information in places, but a lot of information has been omitted, added and
changed in the two versions. The level of detail varies in the two versions,
with more details about the catalogue in the Danish version and more details
about the architect information in the English-language version.

Navigation effect

VeArkim.dk/VeArCom.uk

Navigation effect

Text

The DL text contains a reference to Acrobat Reader and how to download it.
The possible downloads of architect information in the EL text is much more
detailed than the DL information. There are three ways you can download
architect information in the EL text but only one link in the DL text. This
difference has been listed as a change in navigation options. These are all
hyperlinks to endophoric references elsewhere on the web site. The last
navigation option is an exophoric option, which provides information about
telephone number and email address in the EL.

EL = English-language locale, DL = Danish locale.

6.3.13 Difference markers and trend indicators for travelling pages total
A general comment to sum up on the overall trend indicators shows firstly that
the cluster effect is important. Care must be taken to review the complete text,
once an omission, addition or change has been made. It is not enough to edit that
part of the text alone. Numerous examples prove that more profound editing
must be made and also that the cluster effect interferes with some of the
decisions in the localisation triangle. If the cluster effect appears in texts in the
adaptation category, or in texts that should supposedly have been placed in the
translation category, it calls for diligent editing processes and checks according
to the localisation triangle. The cluster effect especially interferes with the
decision to accept delay in the localisation triangle. The acceptance of delay will
inevitably mean differences in the information given to the customers, and will
in the worst-case scenario result in small inaccuracies and mistakes. Secondly,
the navigation effect emerges very strongly on the adaptation pages. The
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system-bound nature of these texts surfaces through many exophoric references
in the text, which root the text in the locale in question. Navigation through
endophoric and exophoric references is thus a strong marker of adaptation of a
web site to its locale.
6.4 Executive interview
The pictures below are from the reception hall at VELUX’s Danish domicile.
What struck me was that these pictures incorporated both an actual historical
artefact (first company van) and visuals of present projects (four frames of
picture images with alternating pictures of natural sky motifs interspersed with
pictures of buildings with VELUX windows, so combined there is the analogy
spanning from the past to the present.

According to the outline of this dissertation as presented in Figure 12 on page
79, the purpose of research question three was to get some responses to some of
the findings in my analysis through interviews. The answer to research question
three would provide answers to the questions why and to some extent how, and
was phrased as follows,
Q 3) How did VELUX comment on the results of the analyses, and how did they
explain their localisation process?
To answer that research question, my wish was to interview some of the key
employees at VELUX as well as some of the staff involved in text transfer.
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Before venturing into the actual presentation and discussion of the interview
data, I shall discuss the interview forms.
6.4.1

Types of interview

There are many ways of classifying interviews depending on the parameters
used. Andersen et al. presents a system, which concentrates on the physical
surroundings and methods, for instance the personal interview versus the
telephone interview, internet interview etc. According to this classification, the
interview in this dissertation is a personal interview. Under the personal
interview in connection with research of corporate issues, a distinction is made
between interviews in a business-to-customer (B2C) and a business-to-business
(B2B) research environment. The VELUX interviews falls under the B2B
interview, as the interviews take place at the producing end and not the
consuming end, and another distinction can be made between interviews at
employee level or at executive level. The first interview took place with
VELUX interviewees in executive positions, and the interview must thus be
classified as an executive interview. The second interview was at employee level
and took the form of a telephone interview with supportive written material
(Andersen et al. 2005: 247-259) in that the interviewee received the questions
one hour before the telephone interview and thus had the chance to check certain
sources and think about the questions. Gillham argues that people will talk more
freely in their home environment, and since the first VELUX interview took
place at the VELUX headquarters, there were rich opportunities for showing
material and elaborating on questions with all aids available (Gillham 2003: 8).
Almost the same material was used at the second interview, and the results and
responses were very good, too, although the personal contact with the possibility
of observing the interviewee was not possible. This, however, was countered by
the interviewee’s very open-minded attitude, which worked very well on the
telephone, too.
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Another way of dividing interviews is the extent of control on the part of the
interviewer throughout the interview. On a continuum line from unstructured to
structured interviews, Gillham outlines different categories as follows,
Figure 50. Unstructured and structured interviews
Unstructured
Listening
to other
people’s
conversation: a
kind of
verbal
observation

Using
‘natural’
conversation to ask
research
questions

‘Openended’
interviews;
just a few
key open
questions,
e.g. ‘elite
interviewing’
Source: Gillham 2005: 60.

Structured
Semistructured
interviews, i.e.
open and
closed
questions

Recording
schedules:
in effect,
verbally
administered
questionnaires

Semistructured
questionnaires:
multiple
choice
and open
questions

Structured
questionnaires:
simple,
specific,
closed
questions

An important factor in defining an interview, according to Figure 50, as
structured or unstructured is the participation of the interviewer and interviewee.
The interview form in the leftmost column leaves the interviewer as a fly on the
wall, whereas the rightmost column leaves the interviewee in the role of being
questioned. In the semi-structured interview form, which is the interview form
used at VELUX, the roles of interviewer and interviewees can be said to be
balanced, and the interview contains open and closed questions. According to
Gillham, the semi-structured interview has more structure than an open
interview while still being open in its style (Gillham 2003: 7). The
characteristics of the remaining categories of interviews according to Figure 50
above will not be discussed in detail here.
6.4.2

Interview techniques

First of all, it is important to look at the roles of the interviewees and the
interviewer. In order to establish a good rapport, which is defined as a
comfortable, cooperative relationship between people, the interviewees need to
be told what the interview is about, the credentials of the interviewer, what is
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going to be done with the information, level of confidentiality etc. (Keats 2001:
23).
It is important to distinguish between open and closed questions in an interview.
Gillham argues that open questions are good, because they lead to a greater level
of discovery, but the adverse side of open questions is that they are timeconsuming (Gillham 2002: 5). Keats complements the positive aspect by
pointing out that open questions give the interviewee complete freedom to reply,
the answers given are not influenced by alternatives presented, and the answers
can be both general and specific (Keats 2001: 35). Krag-Jacobsen argues that an
open question followed by for instance, “Can you state an example,” will almost
always result in the interviewee telling a small story or the fragment of a story
(Krag-Jacobsen 1996: 51). This may be useful to illustrate company processes
and elaborate on issues in general. Another reason for making room for open
questions is that the more structured the interview, the more the interviewer may
over-guide and introduce bias into the answers given (Keats 2001: 17).
In contrast to open questions, closed questions are often presented in written
form, often as questionnaires, multiple choice forms etc., where either the
interviewer or the interviewee fills in the form during the interview. A planned
structure in the interview is very well supported by closed questions, orally or
written, which will lead the way. Krag-Jacobsen argues that closed questions
have the advantage of being good for statistics and for eliciting specific types of
answers, such as a ‘yes’ or a ‘no’ as an answer, or they can fill in holes in a
structure.
Closed questions, however, totally prevent the interviewee from telling a story
or giving an example (Krag-Jacobsen 1996: 51).
The interviews described in this dissertation very much had the form of a
dialogue. Most of the time, open questions were used. In practice, the analysis
results in the written material, which was handed out sheet by sheet in the first
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interview, and beforehand in the second interview, provided the structure that
the open questions — or discussions — followed.
6.4.3

Preparing the executive interview

My PhD colleague Marianne Storgaard introduced me to Jens Holmgren, who is
a management consultant for VELUX. After I had explained some of the results
of my project, Jens Holmgren recommended me to VELUX’s Manager of
Communication and Brand Management, Michael Rasmussen, who invited me
to the headquarters in Hørsholm, North of Copenhagen for an interview.
As support for the interview, extracts of the main results of the dissertation were
presented. The effectiveness of the material and the aids used for the interview
were tested during a trial interview held the day before the actual interview at
VELUX. Figure 51 shows the preparation process.
Figure 51. Interview preparation
To-do-list before interview:
1. Contact to Jens Holmgren, Management Consultant
2. Telephone contact with Michael Rasmussen, Marketing Director at VELUX
3. Preparation of material for the interview with Michael Rasmussen, Manager of
Communication and Brand Management, and Lone Ellersgaard, Corporate
Communications Manager, at VELUX
4. Trial interview with Johannes Petersen, Purchasing Manager at Univeyor and CarlJohan Nielsen, Senior Lecturer at the Market Economist Section of Aarhus Business
College.

6.4.4

Interview in practice – executive interview

The place of the interview was a meeting room at VELUX’s headquarters at
Hørsholm, north of Copenhagen. It took place on 24th May, 2007 late in the
morning and lasted for approximately 80 minutes. The interviewees were
Manager of Communication and Brand Management, Michael Rasmussen, and
the Corporate Communication Manager, Lone Ellersgaard.
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It was important from the beginning of the interview to get permission to audiorecord the interview, which would give me the chance to participate more
actively in the interview and to have eye contact with the interviewees. The trust
and confidence needed to do so was established right away.
Through a telephone conversation with Lone Ellersgaard on 6th July, 2007, the
quotes have been verified to be in accordance with the opinions of Rasmussen
and Ellersgaard. The indirect references to the interview have not been verified,
but exist on tape.
During the interview, Rasmussen used his PC to check certain web pages and to
show examples from the VELUX web sites. This resulted in a contrastive view
of the web sites as they were presented in print and on screen in ‘real-time’,
accompanied by Rasmussen’s and Ellersgaard’s comments on the development
in the two years from 2005 to 2007.
6.4.5

Material used in the interview

For the interview, I brought material to be handed out to the participants. This
material consisted of an introduction to localisation and of the main results from
my PhD dissertation. The material included 15 pages organised as the overview
in Figure 52 overleaf and served as a guideline during the interview, and the
discussions centred on the issues presented in point 6.4.6.
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Figure 52. Overview of material for VELUX interview
1) A few lines on localisation, supported by four approaches to
localisation, viz.
a) Quotation from Qualingua, as quoted on page 2.
b) The localisation circle, as shown in Figure 1 on page 3.
c) The book The Moving Text (Pym 2004).
2) My approach to localisation, supported by,
a) The localisation triangle, as shown in Figure 6 on page 49.
b) The wireframe figure, as shown in Figure 17 on page 104.
c) My analysis model and results of the localisation process at
VELUX, consisting of
d) The analysis model itself, as shown in Figure 10 on page 64.
e) The results from VELUX on the basis of this analysis model, as
shown in a preliminary version of Figure 59 on page 211.
f) The results from VELUX, as shown in Figure 60 on page 212.
3) Web page analyses of travelling e-content,
a) Lead example of translated category, as shown in Figure 35 and
Figure 36 on page 146 ff.
b) Lead example of adapted category, as shown in Figure 40 and
Figure 41 on page 161 ff.
c) Lead example of replaced category, as shown in Figure 30 and
Figure 31 on page 134 ff.
6.4.6

Issues covered in the interview

Four overall issues emerged from the discussions, and they covered 1) the
balance between localisation and globalisation, 2) different localisation
practices, 3) organisational culture both in a historical view, but also between
different locales, and 4) travelling texts and graphics. The interview itself
encompassed both practical aspects, but definitely also business policies in
VELUX in general as well as corporate strategies internationally.
6.4.7

Balance between globalisation and localisation

Since the issue of a global approach versus a local approach is the crux of how a
company handles its relations worldwide, many comments related to that issue.
In contrast to pursuing either a global or a local strategy, VELUX follows a
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strategy labelled multi-local, also referred to as ‘transnational.’ This is explained
as follows,
Most companies are either centralised or decentralised. There are advantages in
being centralised and advantages in being decentralised, as well as a number of
disadvantages in being local and centralised, too. What we want is the best by
being centralised and the best by being local, and to do that we need to have
some criteria for when we act by one method, and when we act by the other
method…. Historically, some say that a combination of centralisation and
decentralisation is not possible, but as a matter of fact, it works very well.93
(Rasmussen 2007: interview).

This strategy challenges conventional marketing conventions, and a new
question arises in connection with VELUX’s multi-local approach. How can
anyone act globally with a multi-local approach?
VELUX’s primary answer to that is delegation of responsibility coupled with a
firm structure in the company. The responsibility for marketing VELUX’s
products in the individual countries rests with the subsidiaries and sales
companies. In relation to the management of the VELUX web sites, Michael
Rasmussen expresses it as follows,
Let me say that our structure has become stricter, but we have become more
local in the way we upload texts on the web site94 (Rasmussen 2007: interview).

Rasmussen refers to a stricter structure, which as the controlling method is based
on an IT structure with designated levels of binding and freedom, so in practice
the organisational control is to a high extent a technical control.
To explain how this strategy translates into managing the VELUX web sites,
Ellersgaard elaborates on practice in the individual locales. The information,

93

De fleste virksomheder er enten centrale eller decentrale. Der er fordele ved at være centrale, og der
er fordele ved at være decentrale, og også en række ulemper ved at være lokale og centrale. Vi vil
gerne have det bedste ved at være centrale og det bedste ved at være lokale, og for at gøre det, så er
vi nødt til at have nogle kriterier for, hvornår vi agerer på den ene måde, og hvornår vi agerer på den
anden måde…. Historisk set er der nogen, der siger, at en kombination mellem centralisering og
decentralisering ikke kan lade sig gøre, men det går nu ellers meget godt.
94
Lad mig sige, at vi er blevet strammere i strukturen, men vi er blevet mere lokale i den måde vi
lægger tekster ind i web sitet på.
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which the VELUX companies have to convey in the form of web pages, can be
retrieved directly from the .com site if the sales company does not have
sufficient resources to translate the web pages. Alternatively, a link can be made
to the .com site. However, as a general trend, she says that,
More and more sales companies also start translating, because they would like to
tell something about the company behind the products. There is thus an
increased demand for information about the company95 (Ellersgaard 2007:
interview).

The multi-local model means that VELUX maintains a starting point of acting
and adapting locally as much as possible, but at the same time, coordination and
dialogue are extremely important. VELUX admits that it is a very resourcedemanding organisational form, but it works as follows,
When we do something, we succeed to a high extent, because there are people
both centrally and locally thinking about what the outcome of this will be.
Imagine the situation where I am placed in Copenhagen thinking about how I
can communicate with an architect in Milan, and then I initiate something on the
basis of what I know here. That might not work in Milan, maybe barely in North
Italy, but something had been done. That’s when it is important that somebody in
Italy says — this is not the way to do things around here. Here in Italy it works
like this96 (Rasmussen 2007: interview).

The multi-local approach has its problems and challenges, too. In relation to for
instance the updating of the corporate web pages, Rasmussen says that if
VELUX had to keep track of how the subsidiaries and sales companies follow
these strategies, at least three persons had to be employed full-time to just watch
the thousands of web pages. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to delegate

95

Flere og flere salgsselskaber begynder nu også at oversætte, fordi de gerne vil fortælle lidt om
virksomheden bag produkterne. Der er derfor en stigende efterspørgsel efter viden om
virksomheden.
96
Når vi gør noget, så rammer vi ret godt, fordi der sidder folk både centralt og lokalt, som tænker på,
hvad vi får ud af det her. Forestil dig, at jeg sidder her i København og tænker, hvordan jeg nu får
kommunikeret til en arkitekt i Milano, og så begynder jeg på et eller andet med udgangspunkt i,
hvad jeg ved her. Det rammer ikke i Milano, det rammer måske dårligt nok i Norditalien, men vi fik
da gjort et eller andet. Dér er det vigtigt, at der også i Italien sidder nogen og siger — det er ikke
måden at gøre det på her. Her skal vi gøre sådan og sådan.
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responsibility for this follow-up, but delegation also means that sometimes this
follow-up is behind schedule, which is sometimes visible on the web sites.
The schism between local responsibility and directions from headquarters is
found in the definition of freedom. At VELUX, local freedom stops at the
common corporate values, which everybody has to accept. Information about
these values has to be conveyed to the customers locally, but locally
everywhere. In this context, Ellersgaard ponders on the problem of conveying
obligation through modals,
The question is what does the word ‘must’ mean locally when it is communicated
from headquarters. How is it going to be understood exactly? That’s where the
cultural differences come in97 (Ellersgaard 2007: interview).

Being multi-local also has another dimension. How is it possible to distinguish
between a company which is locally rooted in relation to a company which is
centrally rooted; and when is a company growing into an entity, which is truly
local? VELUX addresses the question in this quote,
Our wish is to be multi-local. Not that we act to emphasize it, but we do not
regret if people in Germany think that VELUX is German. They are really
welcome to believe that, and by the way, we do have a couple of factories in
Germany, so there’s some truth to it98 (Rasmussen 2007: interview).

The addition of ‘multi’ to local implies that sometimes the world market has to
be addressed with a global approach, and sometimes with a local approach,
which will be illustrated in the following.
6.4.8

Localisation practices

The discussion of the localisation practices followed my presentation of the
example web page pairs according to points 3a, 3b and 3c in Figure 52 on page

97

Spørgsmålet er, hvad ordet ’skal’ betyder lokalt, når man siger det på hovedkontoret. Hvordan vil
det lige blive forstået? Det kommer ind under kulturforskelle.
98
Vi vil gerne være multilokale. Ikke at vi gør noget særligt ud af det, men vi er ikke kede af, at folk i
Tyskland har opfattelsen af, at VELUX er tysk. Det er de hjertelig velkommen til at tro, og vi har jo
i øvrigt et par fabrikker i Tyskland, så helt forkert er det da ikke.
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184. First of all, the analysis model in 2d was presented without the VELUX
figures, and as a small test, the interviewees were asked to fill in the figure with
their estimated percentages for each of the categories in the model. Having done
that, they were given the results of the actual analyses in 2e and 2f.
Ellersgaard immediately said that she might not have an estimate of the
percentages, but instead a clear view of what the ideal picture should be. She
wanted the adaptation and replacement categories to be big, and her reasons
were the following,
My wish is that somebody has evaluated a web page, and that somebody has
looked at what might be culturally specific, because it is important whether there
is a special distribution channel or a certain public opinion in a country, or
whatever the case may be99 (Ellersgaard 2007: interview).

Rasmussen made a guess at the percentages, and the resulting discussion of the
different categories presented a wealth of information, for instance on the
distribution of texts between the different categories coupled with organisational
aspects. The discussion can be boiled down to the following points,
Local decision-making
Although it is a general wish that the sales companies adapt the texts, they
cannot be creative when it comes to communicating the company values and the
facts about the company, for instance who VELUX is, the size of the company,
the policies of the company, etc. This information has to be communicated with
a strategy of translation.
Trans-media influence and intertextuality
Some of the information in the translation category was similar to texts in other
‘physical’ material about the company. Texts on company values and the model

99

Jeg vil godt have, at der er nogen, der har taget stilling til en webside, og nogen, der set på det
kulturelt specifikke, fordi det er væsentligt, om der nu er en speciel distribution eller en bestemt
holdning i et land, eller hvad der nu måtte være.
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company, for instance, were copy-pasted from other written sources and would
thus not only be digitally on the move, but also on the move between physical
and digital media and between the different VELUX companies in different
locales.
Text permanence
Some of the texts, which were directly transferred between media and locales,
had a permanent nature in another way, too. They had remained unchanged
since they were laid down as value principles during the first value discussions
in 1965. Ellersgaard expressed the permanence of the texts this way,
It’s this text; it’s only this text, and it’s everywhere100 (Ellersgaard 2007:
interview).

Text renewal
On some web pages the texts can be changed, on some web pages the pictures
and the text can be changed, and on some pages texts and pictures can be
exchanged and text added and omitted, too. The decision to choose one of these
procedures rests both in Denmark and in the different locales, and the balance is
in practice governed by the codes in the IT structure.
Text updates
The challenge of keeping web pages updated was discussed, too. As a
consequence of delegation of responsibility, an occasional hesitation to follow
up on the latest versions of web pages would be seen. Rasmussen ascribed this
hesitation to the differences in emphasizing what would be important to update
and what was of less importance, and in practice a certain leeway is given in
respect of the lead time for updating web pages.

100

Det er denne her tekst, og det er kun denne her tekst, og det er alle steder.
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6.4.9

Organisational culture

The presentation of company values to the users of the web site reflects how
these company values were defined internally, and there is an ongoing
discussion whether the presentation of the corporate culture should be adapted to
a wider audience.
The target group for our text about VELUX values is primarily employees, and
they know the company beforehand, so the question is whether we have to work
more with the text in relation to people who do not know us. We cannot change
the values or the model company, but the text might become more
understandable to a broader target group101 (Ellersgaard 2007: interview).

This in turn links up with the problem introduced above that updating and
versioning not only relates to time, but also relates to media and, in this case,
audiences. So even the same text, although permanent, might have to move with
the changed communication situation. This question should be addressed if the
corporate culture, as it is lived and experienced in-house, is to be understood by
people in society, and in this case in a worldwide society. VELUX sees that as
one of the issues they have to address currently.
The presence in many locales globally also means a demand for texts on
corporate culture. VELUX responds to this demand by uploading more texts on
their .com site. Ellersgaard exemplifies this issue as follows,
We try to add more information on the .com site, so that everybody in the sales
companies knows what we say about our company. Our wish is to create a site
for our colleagues in the sales companies so that they can refer to our company
and to a certain web page. Or they can choose to link to the web page, or they
can transfer the web page to their own web site102 (Ellersgaard 2007: interview).

101

Målgruppen for vores tekst om VELUX’s værdier er primært medarbejdere, og de kender jo
virksomheden i forvejen, så spørgsmålet er, om vi skal arbejde mere med teksten i forhold til folk, som
ikke kender os. Vi skal ikke røre ved værdierne eller mønstervirksomheden, men teksten kunne måske
gøres mere tilgængelig for en bredere målgruppe.
102

Vi prøver på at få flere oplysninger ind på .com, så at alle i salgsselskaberne ved, hvad vi siger om
vores virksomhed. Vi vil gerne skabe et sted for vores kolleger i salgsselskaberne, så de kan henvise
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In fact, much of the discussion circled around conveying values, principles and
policies to the sales companies and from then on to the customers. Ellersgaard
even used the expression ‘demand for texts on what the company stands for’
(Ellersgaard 2007: interview). Maybe Ellersgaard is striking a chord that will
gain momentum. Patricia Aburdene writes in Megatrends 2010 that conscious
customers are on the rise, and she sees one of the challenges of the future lying
in fulfilling the wishes of conscious customers who are moving from the
customer peripheries into the mainstream. In the USA, one group of conscious
customers rallies around the Zero Energy Home concept, which sees solar
energy as one of the solutions (Aburdene 2007: 100-101).
6.4.10 Travelling texts and graphics
To assist the discussion of travelling texts, the texts mentioned under points 3a,
3b and 3c in Figure 52 on page 184 were handed out, one set at the time. The
first text was from the translation category.
Comments on the translation category text: Fundamentet/Our foundation
There was general consensus that this was one of the texts which had to be
transferred to all other web sites without any changes. In the words of Michael
Rasmussen,
This is a boilerplate text. They have probably not even made it themselves. We
made it for them103 (Rasmussen 2007: interview).

The interesting aspect here is that central control is exercised, maybe even to the
extent that the English version was made in Denmark. For simple language
reasons alone, this control cannot be exercised everywhere, and Ellersgaard talks
about the challenges of text travel in relation to minor language areas and their
possibility of including this text on their site,

til vores virksomhed og til en bestemt side. Eller de kan vælge at linke til siden, eller de kan overføre
siden til deres egen hjemmeside.
103
Det er en helt fast tekst. De har garanteret ikke engang lavet den selv. Vi har lavet den for dem.
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This is a controlled text. Translate it. Take it or leave it, but if you are a sales
company with only scarce resources, then you can link to .com, so that people
can get the information in English — and some do that104 (Ellersgaard 2007:
interview).

Subsequently, there was a discussion of the expression ‘behandler..bedre end de
fleste andre virksomheder/treats..better than most other companies.’ Ellersgaard
explains that this expression links up with the concept of being local, of being
French in France and measure up to the environment where VELUX is involved,
viz. benchmarking, so although this value was phrased back in the 1960s it
connects to some of the corporate principles in vogue today.
Comments on adaptation category text: Fakta/Facts
There was a general discussion of these two web pages, of which the Englishlanguage version is much longer than the Danish-language version. The
reference to other sister companies under VKR Holding is an expression of a
delayed updating of the web page. Ellersgaard explains that the Englishlanguage version should have been updated, and if that had been the case, it
would have fallen under the translation category. Rasmussen explains that this is
one of the consequences that a company has to live with if delegation of
responsibility is the guiding principle. Apparently, the subsidiary did not attach
so much importance to the web page, so the updating was delayed, or it was
simply not taken care of. This lack of updating a web text and the responses to it
on the part of VELUX shows that there is an acceptance that this may happen in
‘think global – act local’ company relations, although the acceptance of it
happeneing does not equal indifference to the lack of updating. Both Ellersgaard
and Rasmussen agree that apart from the text chunks that should have been
removed, this should be a text that ideally belonged in the translation category.

104

Dette er en styret tekst. Oversæt den. Take it or leave it, men hvis du er et salgsselskab med få ressourcer, så
har du retten til at linke op til .com, så kan folk få informationerne på engelsk — og det er der nogen, der gør.
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Comments on replacement category text: Inspiration/Inspiration
There was general agreement that this set of texts belonged to the replacement
category. There was general freedom on the part of the countries to set up the
text themselves. The ideational content was the same, but there was a difference
in how the content was expressed.
This set of pages dealt with the practical use of VELUX windows, and the basic
purpose was to create interest and show examples. Ellersgaard explained about
web pages that related to products,
If you compare it with the model, then the closer you get to specific product
aspects, the farther you go to the right in the model105 106 (Ellersgaard 2007:
interview).

It is important to stress this statement. Firstly because the results from the data
analyses confirm that product-related texts have a high propensity to include
omissions, additions and changes; and secondly because the statement
contradicts some of the commonly held viewpoints that technical texts are
normally just translated directly from language to language and are not subject
to cultural changes.
An interesting difference in e-content on this set of pages was the reference in
the Danish text to solar panels and solar heating systems, which did not exist at
the time, Rasmussen explained, in the British market. Solar panels were first
rolled out on the Danish market, then the Scandinavian market, and are now all
over Europe (Rasmussen 2007: interview).
Another example from the text was discussed, which related to differences in the
technical application of the products where the Danish text refers to ‘et-plans

105

Hvis man sammenligner med modellen er det sådan, at jo tættere du kommer på specifikke
produktting, jo længere ligger du ovre til højre i modellen.
106
It needs to be said that we were looking at the model of the localisation process with travelling
texts, so when she talks about going to the right, it is in the sense of having a higher extent of local
adaptation.
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villaen’ (the bungalow) as a typical reference, whereas the English-language
version refers to different types of homes.
This web page also leads the viewer to the brochure section for both the Danish
and the English-language versions. Rasmussen commented on the extensive
differences between their locale brochures. This area had undergone a
harmonisation process so that the local companies still had the freedom to create
their brochures to a very large extent, but the graphical structure in the brochures
had become much stricter. This type of control ensures a homogenous image of
VELUX, but also ensures that local freedom is kept as regards the contents of
the brochures.
Graphics on the web sites were discussed, too. VELUX has a corporate product
photo database, but local motif pictures exist, too (Ellersgaard 2007: interview).
Rasmussen added that the database is huge, containing approx. 17,000 pictures,
which, as he said, was a lack of setting priorities, and therefore this database is
in the process of being removed and replaced by a new database with approx.
1000 approved pictures. The new database can then gradually be updated and
expanded (Rasmussen 2007: interview).
6.4.11 From 2005 to 2007
In the summer and autumn of 2005, VELUX changed their web strategy. The
technical side of the strategy was implemented by means of Windows’ content
management system, through which the management of the VELUX web sites
takes place, both globally and locally in the different locales. The organisational
side of the strategy was implemented by means of a three-level strategy, which
organises the flow of information between VELUX companies. In connection to
each of the three levels, which are presented below, different criteria in terms of
management of the web pages and extent of global scope have been identified.
The three levels are designated local level, standard level and global level
(Ellersgaard and Rasmussen 2007: interview).
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1) Local level
Unless something has been defined as standard or global, it belongs right in the
frontline among the people who have the responsibility to act with the target
groups in the locale in question.
2) Standard level
The texts, which deal with a certain topic in relation to the organisational
structure or organisational philosophy, are defined as standard. This means that
locally these texts have to be followed, but the decision to use them or not can
be taken locally.
3) Global level
This level is a common level with the implication that the VELUX companies in
the different locales have to use texts defined at this level, either as defined on
the .com site, or in a translated version. In other words, this is the controlled part
of the web sites.
It was also explained in the interview that at present all national web sites have
been sourced from the .com web site with support from a non-publicly available
web site. This non-public web site contains web tools for web editors, picture
databases as well as some examples of best practice web sites. This means that
today, although the global-level texts on the Danish web site are very close to
the .com web site, the Danish web site cannot be considered the direct source
any longer, because it has been through the same process that all other locale
web sites have been through and is managed by the three-level system as well
(Rasmussen 2007: interview).
Ellersgaard explained that the authority in relation to each locale’s web site is
delegated to a locale web editor, who is situated locally and is in charge of the
local web site. In addition, there is a central web editor (at headquarters,) who is
in charge of the centralised web sites and the non-publicly available web site.
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This central web editor reports to Rasmussen and Ellersgaard, and together they
arrange the e-content according to the three-level system referred to earlier.
Rasmussen explained that the overall management of VELUX’s web sites is
technical to a very high extent, as each person works within the framework of
the templates and their own assigned rights to work on the web site. In line with
VELUX’s corporate policy, this means that the responsibility is delegated to the
frontline in relation to customers, as each local web editor has the possibility of
creating more local e-content, but it also means that the work load in each
VELUX sales company increases with the addition of more local e-content
(Rasmussen 2007: interview). As regards the graphics on the VELUX web sites
today, all pictures must be approved before they become accessible from the
database. Excepted from this rule are very specific showcases of local buildings
with VELUX windows.
A consequence of VELUX’s changed strategy, which is also a step away from
elusiveness from the press and the public in general107 and a step towards more
openness, but maybe also in the long term a step towards more activism in
relation to policies in society in general. Rasmussen is of the opinion that with
the weight of the company today in society, it is unavoidable to voice a
company opinion in relation to the environment in which VELUX has to cope
(Rasmussen 2007: interview).
6.5 Translator interview
The interview with the translator who was responsible for the web pages that
had to be translated directly, took place almost a year later. There were three
stages in the preparation of the interview, which took place on the 15th April,
2008 in the afternoon. First, Lone Ellersgaard at VELUX was contacted for a
reference to a translator. Secondly, preparation of the material for the interview

107

The interviews given to me were examples of this new policy.
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with Karin Nielsen, translation coordinator at VELUX, and thirdly the material,
which included 10 pages with extracts of the main results of the dissertation
along with general questions about the process of translation in particular, was
forwarded by email an hour before the telephone interview. This was almost the
same material as for the executive interview.
6.5.1

Interview in practice

The interviewee was Karin Nielsen, web translator and web text coordinator at
VELUX. The interview was audio-recorded which gave me freedom to listen
and participate and to write a couple of notes. The quotes from the interview
have all been presented to Karin Nielsen and accepted by her as being
representative of her views.
Figure 53. Material used in the translator interview
1) My analysis model of text travel and the localisation triangle
2) Open-ended questions about the translation process.
3) Web page analyses of travelling e-content,
a. Lead example of translated category, as shown in Figure 40
and Figure 41 on pages 165 and 166.
b. Lead example of adapted category, as shown in Figure 37 and
on page 151.
c. Lead example of replaced category, as shown in Figure 30 and
Figure 31 on pages 136 and 137.
The material used according to the model above served as a guideline during the
interview, and the main focus throughout the interview was the balance between
globally controlled (Danish and .com-controlled web pages) and locally
controlled web pages. Figure 54 below shows several aspects of this global-tolocal balance.
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Figure 54. Globalisation and localisation aspects in web text travel
Sources for the .com web site
Borderline between Danish-controlled and local web pages
Sources for the local web sites
People involved in the process and their roles
Role of the translator/text editor
From 2005-2008
Sources for the .com web site
Compared to the 2005 picture, the .com web site has grown in importance. This
site is completely controlled from the Danish headquarters. The texts for the
.com web site, however, are sourced from different places. Partly from some of
the approved Danish sources, such as the web site, the main catalogue or some
of the Danish brochures, but also from some of the translated English material
available, such as main brochures, product brochures and corporate folders.
These texts undergo a content and formulation check by Nielsen, and she also
sees to it that a native speaker has read and approved the natural flow of the
language in the texts. If Nielsen ascertains deviations from the standard VELUX
rhetoric she will contact different persons in the organisation, with backgrounds
in engineering or architecture, to ensure the correctness of the message.
The general aim is to keep the .com web site at a certain limited level as to
volume as it must be considered that the sales companies must have the
resources to translate the web pages under the .com web site. Its purpose is to
function as an umbrella where all countries can be covered.
To the question whether texts were ever sourced from the co.uk or .ie pages,
Nielsen said that she could not remember that that had ever happened.
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Borderline between Danish-controlled and local web pages
Karin Nielsen repeatedly emphasized the About VELUX section of the web site
as an essential global control instrument for the diffusion of VELUX’ corporate
policy. Quote Nielsen,
“About VELUX” is very controlled. It is mainly written in Danish, and then
translated into English, and in turn the sales companies translate it into the local
languages without changing the messages108 (Nielsen 2008: interview).

According to Nielsen, all sales companies are strongly urged to translate this
section of the web site, because the data presented there are general and
common to all. Transfer of the web pages under this section, however, depends
on the resources at hand in the sales company, the size of the market and the
products marketed, for instance, so for these reasons there is a certain freedom
to not include all the web pages. The most important web pages under the About
VELUX section deal with the model company and the VELUX values. They are
basic for the integrity of the company worldwide and must be communicated in
this way. Nielsen explained it as follows,
The model company objectives from 1965 and the VELUX values are common
for all countries. They are formulated at corporate level and translated into the
local languages109 (Nielsen 2008: interview).

My question whether the translated web pages in Figure 35 and Figure 36 on
pages 146 and 147 were controlled, both as regards the text and the graphics,
elicited a vaguer response. The sales companies were always told that they had
to follow the text version, but she was not sure whether they were told that they
could change the pertaining graphics if they felt like it.

108

About VELUX-afsnittet er meget styret. Den forfattes hovedsageligt på dansk, hvorefter den
oversættes til engelsk, hvorefter salgsselskaberne oversætter den til lokalsprog uden at ændre i
budskaberne.
109
Mønstervirksomhedsmålsætningen fra 1965 og VELUX værdierne er fælles for alle lande. De
formuleres på korporat niveau og oversættes til lokalsprogene.
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No defined control measures pertaining to the policy of translating the About
VELUX web pages exist. The sales companies are trusted to incorporate these
pages on their web sites, but sometimes mistakes are found sporadically, for
instance lack of updates of figures, and in such case, the sales companies are
contacted. Over the past year or maybe more, a mail has been sent to the sales
companies whenever a change has taken place in one of the global texts to spur
the sales companies to update their web sites.
In addition to the About VELUX section, the Jobs section is subjected to a
certain level of control. Some of the jobs are posted internationally, for instance,
and these job descriptions are translated, too.
Another question under this issue dealt with the global approval procedures for
themes on the web sites. Apart from the About VELUX section, the web site
themes are defined locally. As an example, we discussed the web page with the
Government Green Paper on the English-language web site.
Some of the web site issues mentioned by Nielsen as possible issues in the
future might include sustainability and the international climate conference in
Copenhagen in 2009. She also mentioned the focus on VELUX 5 Oceans, which
took place in 2007, and which was their first global sponsorship.
Sources for the local web sites
Nielsen emphasizes the completely different processes for handling texts for the
global sections and texts for the local sections. Different people are involved,
and the process has not been defined centrally for the local web sites. The
sources for the information on the local web sites are from different media.
Certainly, information is retrieved from some of the existing company material,
but the themes and issues are local to a high extent, which means that sources
from other media are used, too. An example was given as a response to the
replaced category, as shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31 on pages 134 and 135,
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The contents are partly based on the common material. It might for instance be
a main brochure where some of the contents might be the same in several
markets. The step-by-step guide I think I’ve seen in a British main brochure, and
here the contents will be adapted to the market needs, for instance as regards
construction traditions and legislation. And the drawing there — I have seen it in
a brochure. There are some common features as regards products and designs,
and that is the explanation why the pages to some extent are similar in messages
and general contents.110 (Nielsen 2008: interview).

The issues are often market-specific, and Nielsen mentions the different
traditions for design and construction in the UK and Ireland as an example. The
rafter structure in the attic in the UK, for example, differs from the Danish
construction principles, which makes it more difficult to rebuild the attics. At
some stage, VELUX ran a campaign in the UK for a changed attic structure
which meant that skylights and roof windows were easier to incorporate in the
house structures (Nielsen 2008: interview).
Also at another level, market differences become evident. Nielsen mentions that
the British and Irish markets do not feature solar panels on the web sites. It has
been a deliberate choice on the part of these markets not to include this product
type for the following reasons,
The solar collector is not included on the British web page, because the British
company has not yet been of the opinion that the product is relevant for their
market. The explanation to this market difference as regards products is that it is
not a product that is sold, or they see no market for it at the moment, or have
gone into it so much111 (Nielsen 2008: interview).

Nielsen also mentioned that the local web masters sometimes contact the
VELUX headquarters where they all have a contact person with whom they can
discuss whether an issue is appropriate to put on the web site and possibly get
110

Indholdet bygger delvist på fælles materiale, f.eks kunne det være en hovedbrochure, hvor noget
indhold er det samme på flere markeder. Step-by-step guiden mener jeg at have set i en engelsk
hovedbrochure, og her vil indholdet være tilpasset markedsbehovene, f.eks. vedr. byggetraditioner og
lovgivning. Og den der tegning har jeg set i en brochure. Der er jo nogle fælles træk mht. produkter og
konstruktioner, og det er forklaringen på, at siderne til dels er ens i budskaber og overordnet indhold.

111

Solfangeren er ikke medtaget på den engelske hjemmeside, fordi det engelske selskab endnu ikke
har ment, at produktet er relevant for deres marked. Forklaringen på sådanne afvigelser mht. produkter
er, at det ikke er produkter, de sælger, eller de ser et marked for lige nu eller er kommet så langt med..
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advice or even material for this purpose. This possibility surfaced during the
discussion of the replaced web page example, ref. Figure 28 and Figure 29 on
pages 129 and 130, respectively:
VELUX’ British sales company has made the English web page. It is not likely
that anyone in Denmark has been involved in the contents, although the
companies sometimes might consult their focus group co-ordinator here112
(Nielsen 2008: interview).

To the question whether any deliberate choices existed as to general differences
in for instance formality or politeness or knowledge about the company in the
two markets, the answer was no. Change in formality and politeness had to be
made by the sales companies themselves, as the .com version is a neutral
version. As regards the knowledge differences, and thus what information
should be added, Nielsen explained,
Those are issues we discuss in other contexts, but not here. Nobody thinks that
this web page is for the British market. The contents and level of detail depend
on how well the customers know the company in the individual markets. The staff
in the local sales company must go through these considerations in relation to
products and construction traditions. They only have to consider what is
appropriate for their market. They will not relate it to other countries113 (Nielsen
2008: interview).

As regards the point of using existing printed information alongside the web
sites, the answer was affirmative. The web sites would probably be used most in
this context, but other sources would be available, too, and would be used. It
would very much be a question of combining existing approved information
sources in their communication.

112

Det er det britiske VELUX salgsselskab, som har lavet den engelske hjemmeside. Det er ikke
sandsynligt, at nogen her i Danmark har været involveret i indholdet, selvom selskaberne af og til
måske konsulterer deres fokusgruppekoordinator her.
113
Det er punkter, vi snakker om i andre sammenhænge, men ikke her. Ingen tænker på, at denne
webside er til det engelske marked. Indholdet og detaljeringsgraden afhænger af, hvor godt kunderne
kender virksomheden på de enkelte markeder. Det er de ansatte i det lokale salgsselskab, som skal
gøre sig disse overvejelser i forhold til produkter og byggetraditioner. De skal bare tænke på, hvad
der passer til deres marked. De vil ikke relatere det til andre lande.
.
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People involved in the process and their roles
According to Nielsen, the flow of texts can probably not be described as a single
process, but rather as a dynamic flow process, which typically takes its point of
departure in some kind of new initiative. Maybe somebody feels that a web page
needs to be updated, or a new product has appeared in the market. Maybe a
factory has acquired a certain certification, or higher emphasis should be placed
on quality issues, or it might even be a new paragraph on the historical aspect of
VELUX. She also mentioned the example of the Daylight Visualizer as an
important novelty on the web site.
The starting point of a new text or the initiative to alter a text may thus be
different places and people in the organisation. If a text has to be placed under
the About VELUX section, it goes through Nielsen’s hands, and she makes sure
that it is translated, checked internally as regards correctness and aptness of the
message and externally by native speakers as regards the language quality in
English. She added, however, that not all departments follow this process, and
not all departments check their texts externally with regard to language quality.
To the question whether updates of web pages took place on an ongoing basis or
at regular intervals, Nielsen again pointed to the relevance of updating rather
than a specific time for updating. This viewpoint was repeated in her response to
the inclusion of Velfac and Vitral on the adaptation web page that it must clearly
be a result of lack of updating, which is the responsibility of the sales
companies.
Role of the translator/text editor
Nielsen mentioned that the most important corporate material is translated into
typically English, German and French, and two other important languages are
Polish and Hungarian, but which material should be translated into which
languages is always a point of discussion. VELUX has some 40 employees with
a language background in Denmark, some of them in translation functions,
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others in mixed functions where the language has become a tool in their job
rather than the purpose of their job.
From 2005 to 2008
Nielsen’s job is to prepare the texts for the .com web site, and as such she
functions as the coordinator between the people who want to insert texts on the
web site, the internal and external translators and native speakers, and eventually
the e-content employees. Specifically, her area of responsibility is to make sure
that the knowledge side is correct. As such, she functions as a knowledge bank,
because she has the overview of the different materials in the company, of the
accepted and relevant wording used in different connections, and of the people
to consult. She phrases it as follows,
Actually, I am just asked to translate it. But I feel that I have a large
responsibility to comment on the contents as well if anything seems strange to
me. I am not asked to do that directly, but I’m doing it anyway, and I feel that
people listen to what I say, and that I have the freedom to change the text. If for
instance there is too much idle talk in it, then I can help make it more precise.
There is an expectation that all employees do our best and supply quality and
each contribute with our competencies114 (Nielsen 2008: interview).

To the question whether she often adds or omits text, she answers that it is not
very often. The texts have to appear as neutral as possible as the sales companies
must source from them. Therefore, even changes at the level of formality and
politeness are not included in the English .com version. If politeness markers in
the form of for instance titles have to be included, and formality considerations
must be taken, it is up to the sales companies to see to that. In general, she states
that at the company headquarters titles are avoided, if possible. Otherwise, the
texts are considered to be too formal.

114

Egentlig bliver jeg jo bare bedt om at oversætte det. Men jeg føler, at jeg har et ansvar for at
kommentere selve indholdet også, hvis der er noget, der undrer mig. Det bliver jeg jo ikke direkte
bedt om, men jeg gør det alligevel, og jeg føler, at der bliver lyttet til, hvad jeg siger, og at jeg har
frihed til at ændre teksten. Hvis der for eksempel er lidt for meget tomgang i det, så kan jeg være
med til at præcisere. Der ligger en forventning over for alle medarbejdere om, at vi gør vores bedste
og leverer kvalitet og hver især bidrager med vores kompetencer.
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The VELUX brand stands strong, both in Denmark and internationally. To
support the brand, themes are used which refer to life, daylight and air. The
words are also reflected in the different brochure materials of the company, just
as the top web page, both in the Danish and the English-language version,
features a slogan that refers to daylight, cf. the following three top web pages as
at 24th April, 2008 in Figure 55, Figure 56 and Figure 57 below. The slogan
‘Fordi lys skaber liv’ has been translated to local versions worldwide, and the
English-language version is ‘Bringing light to life’. In addition to the slogan, the
Danish version has the ‘light’ theme in ‘Lyse ideer til etplanshuset’115 as well as
a reference to ‘ovenlysvinduer,’ ‘solvarme’ and ‘lystunnel.’116 The British web
page features the word ‘live’ twice on the top web page in addition to the slogan,
as well as a link in the headline to ‘Project Daylight.’ ‘Live’ of course has
another meaning in this context, so its purpose can be questioned. Taking such
an analysis too far would have to include ‘blinds,’ too, which would be absurd.
Figure 55. VELUX Ireland’s top web page April 2008

115

Light/bright ideas for the bungalow. There is a double meaning in ‘lyse’ in this context, viz. both
bright or clever ideas, and ideas involving light.
116
Literally, ’above-light windows.’ Meaning windows allowing light from the above. Also ‘solar
heat’ and ‘light-tunnel.’
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Figure 56. VELUX UK’s top web page April 2008

Figure 57. VELUX Denmark’s top web page April 2008

Notice that the top web pages in all languages are navigation web pages.
The Irish web site, which today seems to be full-fledged in design and contents,
features the same headline point of ‘Project Daylight,’ as does the British where
it is a menu point, but the centre of the web page focuses on this point even
more as a first choice on the web page. Nielsen emphasized a central image in
VELUX’ visual corporate communication, viz. the use of a cloud-and-sky motif,
which is seen in the Irish example in Figure 55. This motif is also used as
background in the company’s power-point presentations, and it occurs
repeatedly in the graphics on the web sites. Another cloud-and-sky motif was
used in my example graphics in Figure 22 on page 111, too. The cloud-and-sky
motif underlines the life, light and air image.
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As appears from the top web page on the Irish and British web sites today, these
two web sites are very individual in appearance. One of the reasons given by
Nielsen was that more resources had been allocated to Ireland, and that Ireland
now has their own sales management, which has strengthened the work on the
Irish web site considerably.
This is the present background on which Nielsen voices her opinion of VELUX
today. It also links up with the corporate visual identity guidelines (CVI),
introduced in the autumn of 2007. All graphics are controlled in accordance with
the CVIs, which specify important elements such as deadlines, fonts, screen
layout etc. CVI guidelines must be followed globally, but under the CVI
guidelines the insertion of different graphics is locally decided. The corporate
image is naturally stronger in Denmark than in other places. Nielsen explains for
instance that VKR stands as a personification of VELUX in Denmark. This
despite the fact that he withdrew from the company some two decades ago.
There might also be the difference that Kann Rasmussen is more present in the
consciousness of the employees the closer you go to headquarters.117 (Nielsen
2008: interview).

Nielsen also explains that the Danish employees are very much aware of their
strong focus on history. They sometimes discuss that they must be careful not to
linger too much in history to the detriment of VELUX. For instance in the
discussion about the adaptation pages where the English-language version
emphasized the 65 years in the market whereas the Danish text emphasized the
ease of using the products, Nielsen explained that they sometimes tone down the
VELUX history in the Danish version.
The importance of VKR’s ideology in the daily activities of the company is
transferred into corporate values, which are controlled globally, among other
places via the About VELUX sections of the web sites. Nielsen explains that
117

Der kan også være den forskel, at Kann Rasmussen er mere med i bevidstheden hos medarbejderne,
jo tættere man kommer på hovedkontoret.
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there has been much more focus on homogeneity over the past couple of years
and that central control has increased, especially since branding has become
more essential at VELUX. Just like the increased local focus on the web pages,
as evident from the top web pages in Figure 55 and Figure 56 on page 206 and
Figure 57 on 206, there has at the same time been a stronger control of the
portions that are defined as globally controlled portions.
6.6 Concluding comments on the VELUX analyses
Even though some of the information gathered through the interviews reveals
differences between my analysis and how VELUX would explain different
aspects of the company, the analysis results from the web site analysis and the
interview data must be kept separate. First of all, my analysis of the VELUX
data was made on the basis of web site data from June 2005. Therefore, a
clarification or correction in a 2007 executive interview and a subsequent 2008
translator interview might not be valid two years back. Another reason is that
VELUX’s web site strategy changed over the summer and autumn of 2005, so
again, the risk of mixing not just the time aspect, but also the strategic aspect
was imminent. A third reason is that my view of VELUX, as presented during
this dissertation, is ‘innocent.’ I have had no interest in defending or criticizing
VELUX – I was interested in seeing how a localisation process materialized in a
Danish company with access to the global market. The differences between the
outcomes of the analysis should be seen as having a reason rather than being
faults. An interesting example of that is my analysis of the possible reasons for
the differences on the adaptation pages, cf. Figure 42 on page 163. That this web
page pair should not have been shown in such a way in the English-language
version does not necessarily make my analysis wrong or the text on the Englishlanguage web page wrong, for that matter. As such, the example is even
insignificant — what is significant is that it can be related to some of the central
problems often debated in localisation and to the corporate policies as regards
global control of local web sites.
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7 RESULTS FROM EMPIRICAL ANALYSES

.
This chapter focuses on results of analyses. On one of the walls of VELUX’s
reception area, the essence of the VELUX image is shown in a mural design, We
are daylight engineers, supported to the right by four projected frames with
cloud-and-sky motifs. VELUX probably wants the public to associate this image
with the VELUX name. The picture was taken on 25th May, 2007.

Another image of VELUX as a business is seen from this second picture with
posters, which ― though probably atypical ― shows a different public image of
VELUX in the street along the river in the port area of Wicklow, Ireland, where
the company of Hopkins Homevalue Hardware showed these VELUX posters
on their warehouse doors. The picture was taken on 2nd August, 2007.
With these real-life results as an appetizer to this chapter, the results of the
virtual communication with customers will be presented, followed by comments
from VELUX employees.
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7.1 Result of distribution of categories in the localisation process
The first research question raised the following question:
To what extent does the e-content from VELUX’ Danish web site travel to the
English-language web site?
This question was answered through a model of distribution of web pages in
each of the categories removed pages, translated pages, adapted pages, replaced
pages and created pages. First and foremost, the extent of texts travelling from
one locale to another locale, viz. from the Danish to the English-language locale,
was shown and categorised according to the model for text travel, as explained
in Figure 25 on page 118 and its pertaining text.
Figure 58 below shows the collated results of the web page count. The Danish
web site appears to be larger than the English-language web site. The
comparison of the web pages was based on a total of 214 web pages. The counts
from Figure 58 are further presented as graphic illustrations of travelling versus
non-travelling e-content from the Danish web site, cf. Figure 59. The
distribution shows an overweight of non-travelling web pages, and the travelling
web pages fall heavily on the side of adaptation and replacement rather than
translation.
Figure 58. Tallying up Danish and English-language web pages
Categories of web pages
— Danish and English

No.

Translated pages (travelling Dan.–Engl. pages)
Adapted pages (travelling Dan.–Engl. pages)
Replaced pages (travelling Dan.–Engl. pages)
Travelling pages totally
Removed pages (non-travelling Danish pages)
Created pages (non-travelling Engl. Pages)
Non-travelling pages totally
No. of web pages totally from both web sites

4
13
15
32
144
38
182
214

Total
Dan.
pages

Total
Engl.
pages

Grand
total

32
176
70
182
214
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Figure 59 shows that the blue column, showing the total e-contents of the
Danish web site, consists of as much as 82% non-travelling web pages, and only
18% travelling web pages. The travelling web pages are shown with the red
portions of the columns in the figure. The percentage of non-travelling web
pages from the Danish web site — the peach-coloured web pages which are
removed — is very locally oriented, or maybe the company did not want to
transfer this e-content to the English-language web site.
The rightmost green column shows the total e-content of the English-language
web site, consisting of the 32 travelling red web pages, now in an Englishlanguage version, and the 38 created web pages from the yellow box. The
peach-coloured and yellow e-contents are thus unique e-contents in the Danish
and the English-language versions, respectively.
Figure 59. Travelling and non-travelling e-content
Nnumber of pages counted

200

150

100

50

200

Contents of
the
Danish
web
site:
176 pp.
= 100%

Removal
144 pp.
= 82%

150

100

Translation
4 pp. = 2%

Adaptation Replace13 pp. = 8% ment
15 pp. = 8%

0

50

Creation
38 pp.
Contents of
English
web site:
70 pp.

0

Texts travelling

The data expressed in Figure 59 are expressed again in Figure 60 below, but this
time with a different focus, viz. what is the status of the travelling e-content in
the two languages and locales compared to the total volume of the web site in
the two locales. To my knowledge, no statistics have ever been made to combine
independence in markets with a measurement of local web pages bound up with
web pages from central company quarters (global web pages). The ratio is
interesting, though, because statistically the ratio shows the size of the
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independent portion of the local web site in relation to the global content and
thus shows how large a percentage of the local web site is under some kind of
global control. In relation to my case study, this text travel: text total percentage
will then be computed twice. The first pie chart, which shows the Danish web
site and the text portions that travels from it, will show the text travel: text total
ratio for the Danish web site. The second pie chart, which shows the Englishlanguage web site and the text portions that travel to it, will show the text travel:
text total ratio for the English-language web site. The direction of text travel is
then seen with the Danish web site as the starting point and the Englishlanguage web site as the local point.
Figure 60. E-content origin of Danish and English-language web sites
Danish web site
82%

2%

English-language web site
53%
8%
8%

6%
21%

Translation

Translation

Adaptation
Replacement

Adaptation
20%

Removed

Replacement
Creation

In the leftmost pie chart for the Danish web site, focus is on what happened to
the Danish e-content, i.e. the ratio between the portion that travels from and the
portion that stays untouched on the Danish web site. The portion that stays on
the Danish web site is labelled removed web pages from a process point of view.
The rightmost English-language pie chart shows the weight of the web pages
that travelled from the Danish web site in a ratio to local English-language econtent, viz. the web pages labelled created web pages.
These two figures together show what happened in the process and give us a
visual idea of the volume of the two web sites, in that the same travelling econtent turns up with a different ratio in relation to the total e-content volume of
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the two web sites. Expressed in more detail, the e-content transfer from the
Danish to the English-language web site turns up on the Danish web site with
18%, but on the English-language web site, the same e-content accounts for as
much as 47%, leaving 53% to be created web pages. Surprisingly, what seemed
to be a modest text transfer in the form of translation, adaptation or replacement,
compared to the total e-content in the Danish pie chart, weighs more heavily on
the English-language web site.
In general, we can now conclude three things. Firstly, that the Danish web site
of 176 web pages is more voluminous than the English-language web site with
only 70 web pages; secondly, that the shared e-content on the two web sites
seems to be more important on the English-language web site with 47% weight
compared to 18% weight on the Danish web site, measured in relative terms to
total e-content. Thirdly, the local preference and freedom that VELUX
emphasized from the very beginning and still emphasizes, ref. point 5.2 on page
83 and in the later quotes under point 6.4.7 on page 184, is definitely present in
the English-language locale, although the local content is much smaller than on
the Danish web site.
Other possible reasons for the difference in size could be stated, too. These
would be hard to verify, as some of them might come into play alone, some
together. Reasons of this kind might include,
• The financial means allocated for web site work might be higher in
Denmark than in the other locales. This provides Denmark with an avantgarde position compared to the English-language web site.
• The staff allocated for web site work in Denmark might include more
people.
• The Danish web site is probably the first VELUX web site, for which
reason it might have become more comprehensive.
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• The Danish web site might be more important in relation to the Danish
public at large, as the ratio of computers per household in Denmark is one
of the highest in Europe.
— and more reasons might be stated. It is not possible to conclude here which of
the possible reasons are in play, or the importance of the interplay between these
reasons.
To sum up on extent, the Danish web site was much more extensive in 2005
than the English-language web site. The reason is probably that the creation of
web sites in many companies has gained momentum over the past years, and in
a transnational company, which can be compared to an international,
multinational or global company in some ways, the headquarters will often lead
the way, although the company follows a decentralized strategy.
7.2 Result of text travel from Danish to English-language locale
Research question two raised the following question:
Which elements on the web pages have been removed, translated, adapted,
replaced or created during the localisation process?
Throughout the entire localisation process, the web pages were evaluated
according to the localisation triangle where the parameters of technical change,
marketing change and language change were applied to find the causes that
originally spurred some of the changes in the texts.
The analyses followed a route from broad to narrow, with the broad analysis
being applied to the non-comparable web pages in the form of a thematic
comparison for the removed and created web pages. This analysis resulted in a
set-up of themes that were unique for the Danish and the English-language
versions, respectively. The web pages that fell under these unique themes could
not be categorised in any other way than falling under removed web pages in the
travelling process for the Danish version and created web pages for the English214

language version. Most of the changes in these two categories related to the
technical and marketing apices of the localisation triangle, and it follows that no
language changes could be registered, because there was no text travel. It should
be mentioned, though, that there were themes covering web pages that could
have been transferred, especially from the Danish to the English-language
locale, which would have improved the English-language web site in terms of
providing more information and inspiration to the English-language web users,
for instance much practical information about the windows.
Noteworthy on the English-language web site was that this site contained specific references to the political system, for instance in the form of a public survey
on the political consequences of government policy, which would have been
unthinkable in Denmark, at least under the auspices of the founder, Villum Kann
Rasmussen, whose declared policy per se was to stay away from political
interference. Elusiveness from the public has subsequently been advocated by
managing directors in Denmark, although Michael Rasmussen during the
executive interview raised doubts whether it would be possible or desirable to
avoid appearing in the public sphere in future (Rasmussen 2007: interview).
A narrower analysis has been applied to the comparable web pages, with the
replaced web pages in a separate category with one exemplary analysis out of
15 possible web pages. The analysis for the replaced category was made with a
theme and sub-theme approach. In this category, both technical, marketing and
language changes materialised very strongly, with the technical and marketing
changes being the leading markers of change. Any change in the technical and
marketing apices would naturally lead to changes in linguistic expression, and in
this category the language was sometimes so remote in resemblance that it was
not quite obvious whether the differences were a result of some common text
version at some stage, or merely a result of standard VELUX rhetoric used in
the presentation of certain subjects.
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Finally, a full analysis was made of the translated and adapted pages with a
theme and frame approach for adapted web pages, and a theme, frame and chain
approach for the translated texts. Translated web pages were also evaluated in
relation to skopos theory and translational action, and the notions of
documentary versus instrumental translation strategies have been included in the
comments pertaining to the analysis of the translated pages. The adapted web
pages were analysed with a portion as in-depth analysis, on the basis of which a
difference marker and trend indicators were deduced, and subsequently the
remaining portion of the adapted pages were held up against the difference
markers and trend indicators. Both the translation category and the adaptation
category were analysed according to the parameters of the localisation triangle.
The adapted web pages not only showed differences in relation to the
localisation triangle, but also in relation to the decisions that had to be made by
the marketer. According to Figure 8 on page 55, the decision whether to use
‘screen’ versus ‘paper’ is irrelevant, as we speak about web pages, the second
decision whether ‘simultaneity’ or ‘delay’ is involved, shows delay, as there is
no actual lead time for the web pages to be updated. The example of adapted
web pages in Figure 42 on page 163 shows this phenomenon, and examples
were also seen in the appendix with adapted pages. Nielsen several times talked
about the delay function between the web sites, and never questioned the right to
delay on the part of the sales companies in other countries (Nielsen 2008:
interview). Point three ‘partial’ or ‘full localisation’ seemed to show full
localisation where market differences surfaced, such as for instance the
marketing of solar panel products in Denmark, but not on the English-language
web site. ‘Multimediality’ or ‘text only’ reveals that for some texts on the web
sites, there is a rub-off from other media as well. This is not directly evident
from the web site material, but was confirmed by Ellersgaard and Rasmussen in
the interview later on (Ellersgaard and Rasmussen 2007: interview) and assumed
by Nielsen in the subsequent 2008 interview (Nielsen: 2008 interview). One
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example from the translated category was the texts on corporate value
descriptions on the web pages, which proved to be a loan from other media,
presumably brochure texts. Another example showing the same characteristics,
as Nielsen pointed out, was the apparent congruence in ideational content in the
removed web page pair, which probably was due to a loan from the company’s
main brochure at the time. This in turn leads us to the last points in the decisions
made in the localisation triangle, namely ‘recirculation of text’ or ‘new text.’
Both seem to appear on the web sites, so that an ongoing, dynamic renewal takes
place of the web sites. One example of that might be the example of the
‘insulation before and now’ text where an update of the Danish web page had
not been followed up on the English-language web page. It should be mentioned
that all parameters in the apices of the localisation triangle surfaced strongly,
including language, technical and marketing parameters. Interestingly, a strong
theme or subject reference under the adaptation category proved to be technical
descriptions that were primarily product-oriented, secondarily market-oriented.
For the texts that fell into the translation category, only language changes in the
texts in relation to the localisation triangle were apparent. Changes that could be
related to the technical or marketing apex of the localisation triangle were either
non-existent or trifling. This links up with my definition of this category in
relation to the localization triangle. If there had been any changes that would
relate to either technical or marketing conditions the text would have fallen into
the adapted web page category, unless it was a case of minor recalculations of
measurements, change of company name from VELUX to VELUX Ltd. and the
like. For the four web page pairs that fell under the category of translation, a
documentary translation strategy was applied. The texts covered historical
aspects, environmental issues and central, general technological aspects.
There seemed to be a difference between the four translated web pages, as if
some of them had been transferred directly from the Danish web site translation
to the English-language web site, and other texts had been through a language
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revision stage, whereby some language changes had been introduced to the text,
without stretching beyond documentary strategies in relation to e-content. As,
according to Nielsen, changes beyond documentary translations should be
locally introduced, this would sometimes not be done. So even for the translated
web pages, and even in the case of a documentary translation strategy being
applied, there might probably have been slightly different processes at play. This
became evident in three web page pairs, one about practical advice, one about
condensation and one about insulation.
7.3 Results of graphics travel between the web sites
Although the analysis of the use of graphics is peripheral in this dissertation,
some comments have been interspersed among other discussions, because the
graphics part of the web page travel sometimes seemed to behave independently
of the text travel.
Hence, on several web pages a suspicion lurked that some kind of central
graphics database exists. This was subsequently confirmed in the executive
interview, ref. 6.4.6 on page 184, and in the interview with the translator, ref.
page 199. On most of the translated pages, for instance, the same graphics had
been used, which implies that there would be central access to a database, and
on other translated pages the graphics followed local preferences.
This trend seemed to go the opposite way, too. On some of the Danish web
pages, it seems as if graphics from other places in the world had been included.
In most other examples, though, care had been taken to only include pictures of
houses and environments that would seem natural for that language and locale.
On the English-language web site, for instance, many pictures were seen of
houses that clearly belonged to an English-style culture, just as the Danish web
site contained pictures that were anchored in mid-urban Copenhagen.
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7.4 Results of analysis of web pages and text strategies
A corollary of the points above is that control instruments can be deduced which
can be used for accessing the different markets more easily, for instance by
identifying the two overall trend indicators, the cluster effect and the navigation
effect. These tools can be used to sort either complete web texts or parts of web
texts out for further processing in different categories.
The results from the VELUX analysis can also be used to suggest a combination
of text production strategies and categories in the analysis model. A text
production strategy in the form of a unique theme definition, for example, will
automatically mean a non-travelling web text. The travelling texts, which either
fall within the translation, adaptation and replacement categories, also call for a
stringent production strategy, so although in the daily work the text production
strategies seem incidental, there are inherent rules that must be followed. An
inherent rule could be the need to localise and thus adapt the text to the market.
With the different text and language work processes assigned to the text
categories above, new possible areas of process management can be defined,
where the staff members needed to perform the processes across the localisation
process would include both cross-professional and cross-locale staff. Different
processes can then be assigned to different groups of staff members, just as it
would be possible to focus on different processes in-house and in the
subsidiaries in relation to travelling and non-travelling e-content.
My suggestion — based on the analysis models and on the methods used in the
localisation process and applied on the VELUX data — is that the methods
applied can be used twofold. Firstly, they can be used in a single-language
environment for analysing and sorting web pages into different categories with
the pertaining analyses for a web site evaluation, which in turn can be used for
web site management. Secondly, they can be used in a forward-looking way in a
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multi-language work process when texts have to be placed in certain categories
and have to be processed in various ways.
Figure 61. Text production strategies in the localisation process
Removal

Create
Translation
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Theme
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Global
control

Unique
theme
decision
(peachcoloured)

Theme, frame
and chain
decision.
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translation
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translation
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unique theme
decision
(yellow)

Local
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Global in VELUX context = Danish web site. Local = English-language web site, or in a
wider context = any other locale.

The possible assignment of responsibility areas in relation to e-content
management is also the reason why Figure 61 above can now be shown in
Figure 62 with the same text production strategies and now also with assigned
staff, who are commissioned to work with the distribution of web pages on the
basis of designated global and local criteria. It turns out that generally the shift
in decision-making processes follows the ‘global control – local freedom’ line in
the model. Thus follows that an increase in text changes in the model must
reflect a delegation of power in the commissioning process, and hence decisionmaking also moves from a high extent of loyalty to the source text in the
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translation category over a dialogue on loyalty versus freedom towards a high
level of freedom for the created text categories.

Figure 62. Assignment of responsibility in the localisation process
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Global in VELUX context = Danish web site. Local = English-language web site, or in
a wider context = any other locale.

In a VELUX context, web site management is the key word — only this time the
models and methods can be used to assign responsibility and work areas to
employees and employee groups as well as assigning responsibility areas
between the different transnational VELUX companies.
These points were then put to the test in the subsequent interviews with the
VELUX executives and the web site-responsible translator. The interviews were
based on the following research question,
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How did VELUX comment on the results of the analyses, and how did they
explain their localisation process?
The interview (Rasmussen and Ellersgaard 2007) corroborated most of the
findings under research question two, notably the text travel process itself, but
also that work was performed along the lines of the categories in the model for
the localisation process. Additionally, the interview confirmed that there had
been a shift in web site communication strategy from 2005 to 2007. The new
strategy was based on transnational companies and involved the concept called
multi-localism. Under this strategy, global focus and local focus were united in
one philosophy. As a result of this new strategy, a three-level e-content
management system had been introduced, where the first level, the global level,
consisted of web pages with obligatory transfer of e-content, viz. translation
mainly with a documentary approach; the second level, the standard level,
consisted of web pages where transfer was voluntary, but any transfer had to be
made as translation with a documentary approach; and finally the third level,
local web pages, where the freedom to create web pages were subject to general
corporate communication principles only. For this latter category, some texts
would be made for the .com site to be used by the different VELUX sales
companies, but it was optional to use them or adapt them or discard them and
create new web pages locally. The second interview, which took place in April
2008, added further information from another angle of the company: the
translator’s angle. The increased global control was again emphasized, but there
was also an awareness that increased local influence was gaining momentum,
which was seen exactly in relation to the British and Irish markets, which
increasingly developed into separate web sites. Another aspect was mentioned
by the translator, namely the range of people involved in the translation of the
web pages, spanning from VELUX people at headquarters, cooperation with
native English speakers in Denmark, external translators and internal translators,
as well as cooperation and dialogue with employees in the different locales on
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what to include, how to get inspiration, etc. The translator who takes an active
role can easily have a say in these processes, too, according to web translator
Karin Nielsen at VELUX (cf. quote on p. 204). Teamwork between different
work groups is flourishing to accomplish text travel between web sites. This
interview thus contradicts Pym’s wedge between translation and adaptation
processes, where he sees the adaptation processes as disappearing from the
translators (cf. p. 9) and thus supports Holz-Mänttäri’s claim that translation is a
multi-person function (cf. p. 40) and supports Anawati’s focus on cross-cultural
virtual teams (cf. p. 40).
VELUX today operates with headquarters-approved best practice web pages,
and these web pages, which fall into the global and standard categories, would
be sourced by the local web site editors from the .com web site. However, this
international web site paves the way for not only a uni-directional flow of texts,
but also for a multi-directional flow of texts, at least within some areas. This
multi-local creation of texts, although still sparse, is a different approach to
addressing the global market than what is often seen in the case of some of the
big global actors in the market, where the flow of texts is uni-directional.
In relation to the ratio between texts that were not travelling and texts on the
travel, VELUX’s declared multi-local policy implies that if something can be
pushed to the frontline of the company, viz. towards the point of contact to endusers, then it should be pushed to that point. This policy was already evident in
the 2005 web site communication, and with the shared best practice today, it is
even more evident, with the additional option that ideally a text can travel from
one local point to another local point or several other local points if it is defined
as a best practice web site. According to Nielsen, however, this direction of text
flow did not take place for the globally controlled web pages (Nielsen 2008:
interview).
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In a wider context, the decisions made in relation to web site management can
be related to the decisions on organisation of the company, based on traditions
that have developed over time, and with a clear policy on placement in relation
to global and local forces. This links up with research question four, viz.
How may the aggregate results be used methodologically and theoretically in a
transnational company with a global or near-global scope?
As mentioned previously, it is not possible to generalise broadly or statistically
on the basis of a case study. Instead analytical generalisation can be used for
linking single cases to theoretical notions. Analytical generalisation is thus
mentioned as the last point under the research questions in Figure 12 on page 79.
By using this method for the case of VELUX, it can be established firstly:
that a globally spanning company can access the global market with some of
the well-known global strategies, although its roots are a small locale — in
the specific case Danish, not English.
This is worth mentioning, because to my knowledge the text sorting categories
have not been tested in this direction before.
Secondly, it can be established that the conventional theoretical notion that
increased global presence will decrease local flavour and decision-making is not
necessarily true, primarily because the product range at VELUX expands
globally. This was proved by the changes in the adaptation pages for the
products. In a global marketing context, VELUX was placed with a ‘think global
– act local’ strategy, and the analysis results in this respect showed that:
the work processes at headquarters (global forces) had become more
stringent in the case of values and corporate principles, which was controlled
by the .com site for instance, but at the same time the English-language locale
— in the three-year period the case study lasted — developed into a British
locale and an Irish locale.
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This development also calls for a derived discussion, viz. that increased global
business integration automatically leads to converging markets. At VELUX, the
convergence/divergence discussion is subject to the following modifications:
VELUX’s product range moulds itself neatly into the different locales, as the
same product can indeed be marketed, but will adapt to different
surroundings.
Thirdly, in a text production context, VELUX challenges the notion that one
translation strategy is generally better than the other. The choice of translation
strategy should not only accommodate to the situation when it is used, but also
follow business principles and philosophies. The implications for VELUX are
the following:
translation has to cover not just one overall theoretical view, but has to
include different views of translation, spanning from documentary to
instrumental strategies and beyond.
Fourthly, this dissertation corroborates the viewpoint that there is an increasing
focus on global and local forces in a company, but it contradicts the view that a
general borderline can be defined between global and local forces in relation to a
company’s markets. The executive interview provided us with an example. In
some locales, some web pages are simply adopted in English, whereas in other
locales, almost everything is translated. This difference stresses the freedom
under the multi-local policies, which means the following:
it is possible at the same time to see stronger global forces in one locale and
stronger local forces in another locale, so even for the same company’s
global communication, several strategies can be used.
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8 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The analogy that Europe once was 20 separate coffee cups where — when a
sugar cube was thrown into one coffee cup — it did in fact splash in that coffee
cup. Today it is a big bucket, where it almost does not matter where you throw
something in, then it has an effect in the whole bucket118 (Rasmussen 2007:
interview).

Rasmussen’s quote is an analogy of the gamut of the globalisation and
localisation practices, where localisation represents the processes and practices
of linking a global starting point with local markets.
The title of this dissertation, Globalisation and localisation influences on web
site text distribution — a case study of text travel between two VELUX web sites,
covers the elements of the dissertation. The localisation process spans the reach
from a global supplier to a local end-user. The communication between the
global supplier and local end-user may take many forms, depending on the
product and the company’s marketing of the product according to the
globalisation practices discussed in chapter two; and according to the linguistic
rhetoric following the product along with technical and market imperatives as
explained in chapter three; and finally according to the philosophy of the
company in relation to its customers, as it has developed in the company and is
decided today, as explained in chapter 5 and analysed in chapter 6.
The theoretical chapters dealing with the forces of globalisation and localisation
included a discussion of the most important trends in connection with the
marketing of products globally (Levitt 1983; De Mooij 2003, 2004) as well as
the different work methods and strategies involved in the localisation process
(Esselink 2000 and 2003; Lommel 2003 and 2006b; Pym 2004a; Schäler 2004;
Risku 2004). In connection with globalisation of products and markets,
converging and diverging trends were discussed (Levitt 1983, De Mooij 1998,
118

Den historie med, at Europa engang var 20 separate kaffekopper, hvor når du smed en sukkerknald
i den ene kaffekop, så skvulpede det godt nok i den kaffekop, men i dag er det en ordentlig spand,
hvor det er næsten ligegyldigt, hvor du smider noget i, så har det en effekt i hele spanden.
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2003 and 2004), and in line with the marketing decisions made in relation to
converging and diverging ideas, the localisation process from global supplier to
local users were presented and discussed. This discussion served as a
background for placing the empirical work in a global corporate context.
8.1 Concluding on VELUX analyses
On the basis of the four research questions, which dealt with firstly the extent of
text travel, secondly the elements in the text travel, and thirdly VELUX’s
viewpoints on the text travel, and fourthly a collation of the first three research
questions in an analytical generalisation, the following conclusions can be
drawn:
1) The VELUX web site content indeed travelled from the Danish web site
to the English-language web site, as sketched in the model, however with
more non-travelling text than travelling text from the Danish to the
English-language web site.
This conclusion could be drawn via the method of text travel from the Danish
web site to the English-language web site. It could also be established that the
text travel took place in various ways, according to the different categories of
the model, viz. the removal and creation categories accounted for the major
portion of the web sites, which were non-travelling; and the translation,
adaptation and replacement categories did indeed travel, but in different ways.
2) The travelling elements between the Danish and the English-language
web site fell into different categories, with value-oriented and central texts
in the translation category, with mainly product-oriented texts in the
adaptation category and with market-oriented texts in a broader sense in
the replacement category.
This conclusion was not clear-cut, but there was a strong tendency that the
different texts would behave like that. The translation category would then be
controlled from global quarters, whereas the adaptation category would depend
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on information from global quarters, but would also lift information from other
media, for instance product brochures. The texts in the adaptation category
would thus not necessarily be made as a response to a request from the Danish
headquarters, but would also be made as a response to needs and desires in the
market. The replacement web pages would show an even stronger tendency to
be independent and would lean more heavily on other sources of information
than information from headquarters only and the initiative would mainly be
local.
3) The employees from VELUX confirmed the categories of the localisation
process, although the five-category process in my analysis to cover the
continuum line from global to local was a three-category process at
VELUX. The interviews also shed light on the concept and use of multilocalism at VELUX.
This conclusion relates to business policies, too. The employees, who were
interviewed at a later time than the extraction of the empirical web site data,
confirmed the overall process and explained that the printed web site data were
extracted just before VELUX decided to change their company policy from
being global-to-local to being multi-local. The difference being that in the multilocal scenario there would be more freedom on the part of the subsidiaries and
the sales companies to create their own web site content, thus more delegation of
power. On the other hand, there was also an increased focus on the importance
of company values, which were subjected to stronger global influence. This
influence was basically steered via the e-content management systems through
the marking of VELUX web pages as a category which had to be translated and
a category which could be translated.
The interviews, which took place two years after data extraction as regards the
executive interview and three years after data extraction as regards the translator
interview, also illuminated the differences between before and now. The
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increased focus on both global and local decisions in the interviews compared to
the 2005 material was seen in different examples through the contents of the
web site and through the comments on how the contents between 2005 and
2007/2008 would differ in the ideal world.
By analytical generalisation, conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the
VELUX case study compared to existing knowledge and business conventions,
and thus,
4) VELUX’s localisation process questions existing theories about
globalisation, and VELUX’s localisation methods through the multi-local
approach show alternative ways of going global, as regards text transfer.
In a wider sense, the localisation process at VELUX can be used to reflect
methodologically and theoretically about the applicability of localisation
methods as well as globalisation and localisation theories.
Firstly,

VELUX

contradicts

the

dogma

that

increased

globalisation

automatically leads to less local decision-making. VELUX follows a ‘think
global – act local’ strategy. The difference at VELUX is that the ‘think’ part also
spans freedom on the part of the different locales to a high extent. This would
definitely go hand-in-glove with a multi-local approach. At the same time, the
‘act’ part in relation to markets is not reserved for the local sales companies, as
VELUX has today started global marketing. Not of products directly, but in
public relation contexts, for instance in the form of the round-the-world sailing
contest, VELUX 5 Oceans. This VELUX approach also challenges the
conceptual understanding of the localisation process itself. Where the literature
in general has seen global and local forces in the localisation process as an
adjust-the-button balance between the two forces, with an increase in global
forces meaning a decrease of local forces and vice versa, VELUX claims that an
increase in global influence can take place concurrently with an increase in local
influence in a given market.
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Secondly, a general dogma within language studies is challenged, too, viz. that
technical communication is culture-independent, ref. page 188. The analysis of
the VELUX data is an evident contradiction. Exactly the adaptation of the
product to existing market structures resulted in very different web pages on the
product range and the incorporation of the product into the English-language
locale. Methodically, the adaptation of the products resulted in instrumental
translation alongside text omissions and additions on the web pages. The most
obvious example of text omission is the English-language locale’s rejection of
part of the product range, viz. the solar panels.
Thirdly, this dissertation also raised interesting questions and revealed
interesting facts in relation to the cross-field of localisation and translation
studies where the standard question is whether translation is part of localisation
or localisation is part of translation. This question cannot be discussed and
explored, I believe, without modifying both concepts. In the linking of the two
concepts to one another, the concept of localisation does not make sense without
adding the word process, and translation does not make sense without adding the
broader concept of text production. In other words, it makes sense to talk about
‘text production in the localisation process’

if one wants to discuss what

localisation is, and to this end translation studies are fundamental, both in a
narrow and a broad sense. Sometimes, a translation strategy must be
documentary, following a global or centralised approach to communication, and
at other times a strategy must be instrumental as a result of different conditions
in the local market as well as of the different text genres, audiences and
communication situations, too. As a consequence, the text production and text
translation strategies have to be constantly adjusted in a localisation process,
where many locales are included.
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8.2 Perspectives for the future
In their focus on global markets in the future, VELUX paves the way for new
views on textual processing for different locales. The existing two leading
paradigms in this respect — the converging market theory leading to
homogenisation of markets and the diverging market theory leading to
diversified markets — have been in conflict for several decades now, and none
of these two paradigms has provided a convincing answer. What surfaced in this
dissertation instead is a third paradigm, which, as a consequence of increased
international integration of trade, points to the possibility of increased global and
local focus at the same time.
In this dissertation, VELUX’s increased global focus has resulted in a stronger
.com web site. Internally, the stronger global focus does not mean stricter
control measures of the finished pages, but stronger guidelines in the work
phases with the .com web site, which has the function of having its own life on
the internet in addition to being the common web site that all languages can
source from, either directly in the English-language version or in a translated
version. That dilemma is a local decision. On the web sites, the global control
has been strengthened in the use of the corporate visual identity guidelines
which lay the foundation for the set-up of the web sites as such, but not all the
contents. Externally, the stronger global focus also surfaces in the budding
global marketing initiatives, with the first grand-scale initiative being the
VELUX sponsorship of VELUX 5 Oceans.
The increased local focus in multi-localism consists in freedom on the part of
the different locales to add any market-related information they want to as long
as the global key values and corporate principles are obeyed. There is thus no
systematic control of the different locales’ web content. This in turn means that
the different locales differ tremendously in size and content in the different
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locales, which is to be seen partly as a result of local traditions and decisionmaking, but also as a result of the resources available in the locales in question.
A typical example of increased local focus is seen exactly in the Englishlanguage locale, which in 2005 was almost exclusively British-controlled, but
developed into a British locale and an Irish locale. In other words, an increased
local awareness and desire to incorporate the existing product range and
accompanying information to local market conditions developed alongside
increased global control.
Global and local forces vary from market to market, and therefore it is difficult,
maybe impossible, for a company with VELUX’s corporate principles to define
the borderline between global and local forces, because the borderline differs
with the locales in question. With a decentralised point of view and with multilocalism as the preferred system, each locale will react differently to the global
forces, and the global forces will respond differently to requests from local
markets.
To round off, it is important to remember, however, that in whatever way this
dissertation is read and reviewed, it must be seen as the result of a certain
company, VELUX’s, web site communication at a certain time and between two
distinct locales, the Danish and the English-language locales, as well as a
duration in period from 2005-2008 where the development has been taken into
account.
A similar case study with its pertaining methods, used for another company, at a
certain time and during a certain period, would probably corroborate part of the
results here, just as it would be interesting to see when and where different
results would emerge, and what the reasons might be.
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9 SUMMARY
This dissertation with the title Globalisation and localisation influences on web
site text distribution —a case study of text travel between two VELUX web sites
has investigated the text travel processes from VELUX’s Danish web site to its
English-language locale (combination of language area and country/countries)
of Ireland and the UK based on data from June 2005.
The text travel strategies in the process between the Danish and Englishlanguage locales have been studied with a view to the influence of global and
local forces in communication based on a model traditionally used for text travel
from a large country and large language area to a small country and small
language area. In this case study, this has been studied in the reverse direction,
from a Danish locale to an English-language locale. In the case study, VELUX,
a Dansh company producing roof windows and skylights, was chosen as the
research object.
VELUX’s web sites generally signal inspiration and aesthetics on the one hand,
and demonstrate informative and functional purposes on the other hand. This
was established through an analysis of the focus of the web communication prior
to the language analyses.
As an overall method for analysing VELUX’ web sites, the case study method
was selected. The primary research data consisted of VELUX’s Danish and
English-language web sites in printed versions from June 2005, supplemented
by data from a subsequent executive interview (2007) and a translator interview
(2008).
The case study turned out to be an ideal method for this type of work. The
different influences in connection with the localisation process could be
analysed by means of different theories and methods, and the results of these
analyses proved to be complementary and also provided answers to questions
which would in turn pinpoint new areas.
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The dissertation has investigated four research questions, the first three of which
related to the following three angles of communication, viz. 1) extent of
travelling web pages versus non-travelling web pages; 2) which web pages and
elements on the web pages travelled, and 3) how VELUX would explain the
results. The fourth question then drew inferences between the case study and
localisation and globalisation theories.
The first research question dealt with the extent of text travel, and was phrased
as follows,
To what extent does the e-content from VELUX’ Danish web site travel to the
English-language web site?
With the main purpose of the web sites clarified, the work on research question
one was initiated. The research model operated with different types of text
travel, viz. firstly, one category of web pages that did not travel at all, but stayed
on the original web site; secondly, three categories of web pages that travelled
via translation, adaptation and replacement, and finally web pages that were
created in the new environment.
It turned out that the text travelling model could be applied to both web site
communication and to a Danish company working on the global scene, but with
the starting point in a small country for one thing and a small language area for
another. The receiving point was another web site, which at the time covered the
aggregated British Isles (English-language locale), which would be considered
local in this connection, and which covered a large language area. An analysis of
this kind has only previously referred to situations, where the starting point was
a large language area, and where the receiving points were other language areas
of different sizes, notably smaller language areas.
The results from the analysis of quantitative text travel showed that the majority
of the web pages on the Danish web site did not travel at all, but were local in
content, while the percentage that travelled mainly consisted of web pages
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spanning communication on VELUX’s values and VELUX’s corporate business
principles as well as central technical and marketing content. The more detailed
information relating to products and markets fell into non-travelling categories
or as unique e-content on travelling pages.
The second research question dealt with the travelling elements of the web
pages. It was phrased as follows,
Which elements on the web pages have been removed, translated, adapted,
replaced or created during the localisation process?
The method covered a route from broad to narrow, with the broad approach
being applied via themes which showed the comparability of the web pages.
When the themes differed, it would be a case of unique web pages, and in terms
of travel rhetoric, it would be a case of web pages which did not travel. The
narrower approach was applied when a theme similarity was evident between
the web pages in the two locales. In such case, some text travel would have
taken place from one locale’s web site to another locale’s web site, and an
analysis confirmed that different processes could be identified in web page
travel: translation, adaptation and replacement. These processes were analysed
using the theories of skopos and translational action. It was proven that under
the translation category, the basic translation strategy used was documentary
translation; under the adaptation category more translation strategies were used,
spanning from a documentary approach to an instrumental approach and
beyond; and under the replacement category, an ideational transfer approach
was used to transfer not exactly the text itself, but more importantly the content
of the message in a broader sense by using texts and information from other
media, too.
The work with the categories of text production also led to the suggestion of a
relation between the different text production strategies and in turn the question
of loyalty to the source text or freedom in the production of the target text, and
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consequently the suggestion that people from different groups, crossprofessionally and cross-nationally, would be responsible for the different text
production strategies on the basis of a commission stating the relation between
global and local focus.
The factors in the English-language locale that resulted in changes in e-content
could all be ascribed to the localisation triangle, the focal points of which are
changes in distribution strategies that are in turn based on technical, marketing
or language conventions in the receiving locale.
The third research question was the following,
How did VELUX comment on the results of the analyses, and how did they explain their localisation process?
Both the executive interview and the translator interviews were rich in
comments on VELUX’s web site policies from 2005 til today. The new policy
was instigated in the summer and autumn of 2005 and focuses on enhancement
of global identity and communication with concomitant enhancement of local
presence in the different markets. With this strategy, VELUX challenges some
of the generally accepted views of the interactions between global and local
forces by focusing on both at the same time. The continuum line between global
control and local freedom is today managed at VELUX by levelling the web
pages into local, standard and global texts. As much power as possible has been
delegated to the sales companies, because global control of 44 web sites is
impossible in practice. Therefore, a certain delay in the updating of the web sites
is accepted.
The fourth research question was the following,
How may the aggregate results be used methodologically and theoretically in a
transnational company with a global or near-global scope?
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What the results from VELUX showed, however, was that some of the general
theories about globalisation are not necessarily completely true, viz. that
increased global access to markets lead to increased homogeneity in the markets.
‘Think global, act local’ can in a VELUX context mean central access to local
markets via local marketing as well as central marketing, and in the same way,
inspiration from one local market can be used centrally and be distributed to
other local markets.
As regards text travelling, it turned out that the general dogma that technical
texts can be considered standard texts for all markets was not true for VELUX.
Although the core product is the same, the incorporation of the core product in
another locale calls for adaptation. In a further perspective, this challenges the
role of translation of technical material for different markets. Other methods of
text transfer are needed, viz. changes of texts as well as omissions and additions
of text portions.
In the relation between the Danish VELUX company and the English-language
locale, consisting of Great Britain and Ireland, it was seen during the work with
the case study that a development took place from 2005 till 2008, which meant
more global control on the part of the Danish headquarters, but also at the same
time that the English-language locale in question was increasingly developing
into two different and individual locales with their own identities.
The results in this dissertation are based on a case study of VELUX’s English–
language and Danish web site communication in June 2005, with subsequent
company interviews, and the results of the web site analysis must be seen in
relation to this fact, and all interpretations must use that as a precondition.
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10 RESUMÉ
Afhandlingen med titlen ‘Påvirkninger fra globalisering og lokalisering på
websidevandring — et casestudie af tekster på vandring mellem to af VELUX’s
websteder’ er en undersøgelse af tekstvandringsprocesserne fra VELUX’s
danske websted til det engelsksprogede lokalområde, der dækker Storbritannien
og Irland. Data fra websiderne er fra juni 2005.
Strategierne

for

tekstvandringsprocessen

mellem

det

danske

og

det

engelsksprogede område er blevet undersøgt for at fastslå de globale (danske) og
lokale (engelsksprogede) kræfters indflydelse på webstederne på basis af en
model, der traditionelt anvendes for tekstvandring fra et stort sprog- og
markedsområde til et lille sprog- og markedsområde. I dette casestudie er
tekstvandringen blevet undersøgt i modsat retning, fra et dansk sprog- og
markedsområde til et engelsksproget markedsområde, nærmere bestemt fra
Danmark til Storbritannien og Irland, for VELUX, en dansk producent af
ovenlysvinduer.
VELUX’s websteder fokuserer dels på inspiration og æstetik og har et
informativt og funktionelt sigte. Forud for den sproglige analyse af webstederne
blev der foretaget en generel evaluering af VELUX’s websteder med henblik på
at fastslå, hvor fokus lå i virksomhedens kommunikation.
Den overordnede metode til analyse af VELUX’ websteder er casestudiet.
Primærdataene består af VELUX’s danske og engelsksprogede websteder i
udskrift fra juni 2005 understøttet af data fra et efterfølgende ledelsesinterview
(2007) og et efterfølgende interview med en weboversætter på VELUX (2008).
Casemetoden viste sig at være ideel for denne type arbejde, idet de forskellige
data kunne analyseres ved hjælp af forskellige teorier og metoder, som
supplerede hinanden og gav svar på spørgsmål, som efterfølgende kunne
anvendes til at udpege nye undersøgelsesområder.
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Afhandlingen indeholdt fire undersøgelsesspørgsmål, hvoraf de første tre
omhandlede 1) omfanget af tekster på vandring i forhold til unikke tekster i de to
sprog- og markedsområder, 2) hvilke websider og websideelementer, der var på
vandring, og 3) hvordan VELUX som virksomhed ville forklare resultaterne.
Det fjerde undersøgelsesspørgsmål omhandlede casestudiets relevans i forhold
til gængse lokaliserings- og globaliseringsteorier.
Det første undersøgelsesspørgsmål omhandlede omfanget af tekstvandring og
lød, som følger,
I hvilket omfang vandrer e-indholdet fra VELUX’s danske websted til det
engelsksprogede websted?
Efter at formålet med VELUX’s webkommunikation var afklaret, begyndte
arbejdet med undersøgelsesspørgsmålet. I forhold til tekstvandring omfattede
undersøgelsesmodellen forskellige kategorier: for det første to kategorier med
websteder, som slet ikke vandrede, men kun fandtes på hhv. det danske og det
engelsksprogede websted, nemlig hhv. ’fjernede hjemmesider’ og ’kreerede
hjemmesider,’ Og for det andet tre kategorier med hjemmesider, som vandrede
via ’oversættelse,’ ’tilpasning’ og ’erstatning’ fra det danske til det
engelsksprogede websted.
Det viste sig, at tekstvandringsmodellen kunne anvendes for webkommunikation
for en dansk virksomhed, der opererer globalt, men med udgangspunkt i et lille
land for det første og for et lille sprogområde for det andet. Det engelsksprogede
websted, som teksterne vandrede til, dækkede på undersøgelsestidspunktet de
britiske øer, nemlig Storbritannien og Irland, dvs. et større sprog- og markedsområde. En analyse af denne art er tidligere kun blevet udført, hvor udgangspunktet var et stort sprog- og markedsområde, og hvor de modtagende områder
var andre større eller mindre sprog- og markedsområder.
Resultaterne fra analysen af den kvalitative tekstvandring viste, at størstedelen
af websiderne på det danske websted slet ikke vandrede, men havde et lokalt e239

indhold. Den procentdel, der vandrede, bestod hovedsagelig af websider, som
dækker formidlingen af VELUX’s værdier og VELUX’s virksomhedsprincipper samt centrale tekniske emner og markedsemner. Den mere detaljerede information om produkter og markeder lå i kategorier, der enten slet ikke
vandrede eller havde et stort unikt indhold.
Det andet undersøgelsesspørgsmål omhandlede de elementer på websiderne, der
vandrer. Det lyder som følger:
Hvilke elementer på websiderne er blevet fjernet, oversat, tilpassede, erstattede
eller kreerede i lokaliseringsprocessen?
Metoden til analyse af kategorierne begyndte bredt og blev indsnævret undervejs. Den brede tilgang var en analyse af temaer, som så angav sammenlignelighed for websiderne. Hvis temaerne var forskellige, ville der være tale om
unikke websider, som ikke vandrede. Den snævrere tilgang var en analyse, der
fandt sted, hvis temasammenligneligheden var åbenlys mellem websiderne i de
to sprog- og markedsområder. I så fald ville der have fundet tekstvandring sted
fra et sprog- og markedsområde til et andet sprog- og markedsområde. En
efterfølgende analyse viste, at forskellige processer kunne identificeres i
websidernes vandring: oversættelse, tilpasning, og erstatning af sider, og disse
processer blev analyseret ved brug af skoposteori og oversættelsesprocesteori.
Det viste sig, at under oversættelseskategorien blev der primært anvendt
dokumentarisk oversættelse, under tilpasningskategorien blev der både anvendt
dokumentarisk og instrumental oversættelse og andre tekstproduktionsprocesser,
og under erstatningskategorien fandt der en overførsel sted af idemæssig art, så
ikke selve teksten, men budskabet i bredere forstand blev overført.
Arbejdet med tekstproduktionskategorierne førte også til formodningen om en
forbindelse mellem de forskellige tekstproduktionsstrategier og dermed til
spørgsmålet om loyalitet over for kildeteksten eller frihed i forhold til
målteksten og som følge heraf formodningen om, at folk fra forskellige grupper
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i virksomheden, på tværs af fagområder eller markeder, ville være ansvarlige for
de forskellige tekstproduktionsstrategier på basis af forholdet mellem det
globale og lokale fokus.
De faktorer, der for det engelsksprogede markedsområde viste sig at medføre
forandringer i e-indhold kunne alle henføres til lokaliseringstrekanten, hvis
fokuspunkter er forandringer i strategierne for tekstvandring, som så igen er
baserede på tekniske, marketingmæssige eller sprogmæssige konventioner for
det modtagende sprog- og markedsområde.
Det tredje undersøgelsesspørgsmål lød, som følger:
Hvordan kommenterede VELUX resultaterne for analyserne, og hvordan
forklarede de lokaliseringsprocessen?
Både i interviewet på lederniveau og med oversætteren var der masser af
kommentarer til VELUX’s politik for webstedet fra 2005 til i dag. Den nye
politik blev iværksat i sommeren og efteråret 2005 og fokuserede på den
forstærkede globale identitet og formidling og den samtidige forstærkning af den
lokale tilstedeværelse på de forskellige markeder. Med denne strategi udfordrer
VELUX nogle af de antagelser om forholdet mellem globale og lokale kræfter,
som almindeligvis fremføres, ved på samme tid at fokusere på begge. Den
kontinuerlige linie mellem global kontrol og lokal frihed styres i VELUX i dag
ved at placere teksterne i tre kategorier, nemlig lokale tekster, standardtekster og
globale

tekster.

Så

meget

indflydelse

som

muligt

uddelegeres

til

salgsselskaberne, fordi den globale styring af 44 landes websteder er umulig i
praksis. Derfor accepteres en vis forsinkelse i opdateringen af websiderne.
Det fjerde undersøgelsesspørgsmål lød, som følger:
Hvordan kan man bruge resultaterne fra de forskellige data metodisk og
teoretisk i en transnational virksomhed med et globalt eller næsten globalt
omfang?
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Hvad nogle af resultaterne fra VELUX viste er, at nogle af de generelle teorier
om globalisering ikke nødvendigvis var fuldt dækkende, nemlig at forøget global adgang til markeder fører til mere ensartede markeder. ‘Tænk globalt, handl
lokalt’ kan betyde central adgang til lokale markeder via lokal markedsføring,
men også adgang via central markedsføring, og på samme vis kan inspiration på
et lokalt marked bruges centralt og videreformidles til andre markedsområder.
Med hensyn til tekstvandring viste det sig, at det generelle dogme om, at tekniske tekster kan anskues som standardtekster til alle markeder, ikke var fyldestgørende for VELUX. Selv om kerneproduktet er det samme, fordrer anvendelse
af produktet i et andet markedsområde en tilpasning. I et større perspektiv betyder dette ikke blot oversættelse af teknisk materiale til forskellige markeder.
Andre metoder til bearbejdning af tekst er nødvendige, nemlig ændringer af
tekster, såvel som udeladelse og tilføjelse af tekstdele.
Det kunne også konstateres, at i perioden 2005-2008 fandt en udvikling for det
engelsksprogede markedsområde, Storbritannien og Irland, sted, som betød, at
der blev mere global kontrol fra den danske hovedvirksomhed, men også
samtidig, at det engelsksprogede markedsområde i stigende grad blev opdelt i et
britisk og et irsk markedsområde med hver sin identitet.
Afhandlingens resultater er baseret på et casestudie af VELUX’s engelsksprogede og danske websidekommunikation i juni 2005 med efterfølgende
interview i virksomheden, og resultaterne fra analyserne heraf skal ses i relation
til dette faktum, og alle fortolkninger af denne afhandling bør forudsætte dette.
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Appendix 1: List of web page ― total.
VELUX web pages from the Danish and English-language web
sites.
This appendix contains a list of the Danish and English-language
web pages used in the empirical material. The titles reflect the
menu points shown and their underlying web pages. At this level,
no distinction has been made between web pages as a designed
genre and web pages for navigation. Therefore more pages are
included than the final count shows in Figure 58 on page 210.
The abbreviation code should be understood as follows, Ve for
VELUX, the five-letter code is an abbreviation of the headline,
and care has been taken that no two pages are abbreviated the
same way. The .dk means a Danish web page, and a .uk means an
English-language web page. All web pages were printed in the
month of June, 2005.
Headline on web site

Abbreviation

Danish web pages
Velkommen til Velux Danmark
Inspiration
Fra loft til liv
Fra tørrerum til himmelrum
Fra loft til liv II
Fra loft til liv III
Projekt Himmelrum
Ca. 20.000 nye boliger
Sådan kommer du i gang
Med tårnene som nabo (I)

VeVelko.dk
VeInspi.dk
VeLoft1.dk
VeFratø.dk
VeLoft2.dk
VeLoft3.dk
VeProje.dk
VeNyebo.dk
VeSådan.dk
VeMedt1.dk

Med tårnene som nabo (II)
Med tårnene som nabo (III)
Leg med lyset
Ideer og gode råd
Solopgang – solnedgang
Vurder hældningen
Udsyn
Udseende
Spørgsmål om lys
Lysningsareal
Arkitektoniske perspektiver
Særlige forhold
Ovenlysvinduer i 1-planshuset
Nye, levende rum
Udsigtstaget
Stjernetaget
Eventyrtaget
Luk himlen ind i huset
Praktiske råd
Praktiske råd 1
Praktiske råd 2
Praktiske råd 3
Praktisk huskeliste
Varme fra solen
En bæredygtig fremtid
Rigelig sol på vore breddegrader
VELUX solvarme et naturligt valg
Et solvarmesystem til din husstand
Hvordan fungerer anlægget
Et nemt valg med Maxi og Maxi plus

VeMedt2.dk
VeMedt3.dk
VeLegMe.dk
VeIdeer.dk
VeSolop.dk
VeVurde.dk
VeUdsyn.dk
VeUdsee.dk
VeSpørg.dk
VeLysni.dk
VeArkit.dk
VeSærli.dk
VeOvenl.dk
VeNyeLe.dk
VeUdsigt.dk
VeStjern.dk
VeEvent.dk
VeLukHi.dk
VePrak0.dk
VePrak1.dk
VePrak2.dk
VePrak3.dk
VePrakh.dk
VeVarme.dk
VeBæred.dk
VeRigel.dk
VeSolvN.dk
VeSolvH.dk
VeHvord.dk
VeNemtV.dk
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Tag solen ind i varmen
Tag solen ind i varmen (I)
Tag solen ind i varmen (II)
Kontakt VELUX solenergi
Test dit hus: Har du point til solvarme
Beregn solfangerstørrelse
Beregn størrelsen af dit solvarmeanlæg
Brochureoversigt
Brochurebestilling
Velux Produktprogram
Control
Vippevinduer
GGL Integra
Tophængte vinduer
Facade- og sammenbygningselementer
Overelementer
Tagterrasse og tagaltan
Vinduer til specielle formål
Vinduer som håndværkerudgang
Tilbehør til vinduer
Lystunnel
Størrelsesdiagram/produktinformation
Solfangere
Opbygning
Anvendelse
Solfangerprogram
Tekniske data
Kvalitet og Certificering
Inddækninger og indbygningsprodukter
Inddækninger

VeTagS0.dk
VeTagS1.dk
VeTagS2.dk
VeKonta.dk
VeTestH.dk
VeBereS.dk
VeBereA.dk
VeBrocO.dk
VeBrocB.dk
VeProdu.dk
VeContr.dk
VeVippe.dk
VeGGLIn.dk
VeTophæ.dk
VeFacad.dk
VeOvere.dk
VeTagte.dk
VeVindu.dk
VeVindh.dk
VeTilbe.dk
VeLystu.dk
VeStørr.dk
VeSolfa.dk
VeOpbyg.dk
VeAnven.dk
VeSolPr.dk
VeTekDa.dk
VeKvaCe.dk
VeIndDB.dk
VeInddæ.dk

Fladt tagmateriale
Profileret tagmateriale
Kombiinddækning
Inddækningsprogram
Indbygning
Lysningspaneler
Lysningspaneltyper (II)
Control
Rulleskodder
Betjening
Manuel betjening
Muligheder for elektrisk betjening
Unicontrol
Combicontrol
Komfortguides
Produktbeskrivelser
Om VELUX
Presseinfo: Sidste nyt
Lyst fritidshus med sommerstemning hele året
Lyst, let og stilrent: Vinduer i hvidt
Lys giver liv: Udnyt dagslyset i boligen bedre
Træk dagslyset ind i husets mørke zoner
Har du overvejet at udnytte dit loft?
Hold på varmen i vintermørket
VELUX tilbagekalder ovenlysvinduer
Vigtig information
Dagslys til vintermørket
Få mere glæde af altanen
Enkel løsning til mørke rum
Konkurrence for arkitektskoler i EU, USA& Canada

VeFladt.dk
VeProfi.dk
VeKombi.dk
VeIndPr.dk
VeIndBy.dk
VeLysP1.dk
VeLysP2.dk
VeContr.dk
VeRulle.dk
VeBetje.dk
VeManBe.dk
VeMulEB.dk
VeUnico.dk
VeCombi.dk
VeKomfo.dk
VeProBe.dk
VeOmVEL.dk
VePress.dk
VeLystF.dk
VeLystL.dk
VeLysGi.dk
VeTrækD.dk
VeHarDu.dk
VeHoldP.dk
VeVETil.dk
VeVigti.dk
VeDagsl.dk
VeFåMer.dk
VeEnkel.dk
VeKonku.dk
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Vindere offentliggjort i Paris i dag
Er din ovenlysrude punkteret?
Presseinfo
Kontakt
Job i Danmark
VELUX A/S Søger Business Controller

VeVinde.dk
VeErOve.dk
VePres2.dk
VeKont1.dk
VeJobDa.dk
VeSøBC.dk
VELUX A/S Søger Ingeniør/Bygningskonstruktør
VeSøIB.dk
VELUX A/S Søger Kreativ produktudvikler
VeSøKP.dk
VELUX A/S Søger Projektleder
VeSøPL.dk
VELUX A/S Søger Transfer pricing medarbejder VeSøTPM.dk
Om VELUX
VeOmVE2.dk
Trainee i VELUX gruppen
VeTrain.dk
Kontakt VELUX
VeKonVE.dk
Fundamentet
VeFunda.dk
Fakta
VeFakta.dk
Nøgletal for VKR Holding A/S
VeNøgle.dk
Miljø
VeMiljø.dk
VELUX Danmark A/S
VeDanma.dk
Salg og Service
VeSaSer.dk
Kundeservice
VeKunde.dk
Reservedele
VeReser.dk
Ruder
VeRuder.dk
Servicesæt 145
VeServi.dk
Sådan finder du dit typeskilt
VeSåFin.dk
Gode råd
VeGodeR.dk
Vedligeholdelse af ovenlysvindue
VeVedli.dk
Acrylplastmaling, vedligehold
VeAcrPM.dk
Acrylplastlak, vedligeholdelse
VeAcrPl.dk
Indeklima og udluftning
VeIndUd.dk
Acrylplastmaling, vedligehold
VeAcPMV.dk

Kondens
Isolering før og nu
Om kondens
Ideel Rumtemperatur
Praktiske råd
VELUX og kondens
Ny installation
FAQ
Kontakt VELUX
Servicebesøg
Serviceprodukter
Reservedele og udskiftningsruder
Generel kontakt
Forhandler
Professionel forum
Arkitektforum
Arkitektmappe
Velux CAD 2000
Vinduestegninger
Ideer og kommentarer
Håndværkerforum
Fagbladet Solsiden
Fagtips
Produkt- og kvalitetssikring
Vinduestyper
Type GGL
Inddækning
Bølgeformede tagmaterialer
Indbygning
Isoleringssæt

VeKonde.dk
VeIsolF.dk
VeOmKon.dk
VeIdeel.dk
VePrakR.dk
VeVEKon.dk
VeNyIns.dk
VeFAQ.dk
VeKonta.dk
VeServi.dk
VeSerPr.dk
VeReser.dk
VeGenKo.dk
VeForha.dk
VeProFo.dk
VeArkit.dk
VeArkim.dk
VeCAD20.dk
VeVinTg.dk
VeIdeKo.dk
VeHåndv.dk
VeFagbl.dk
VeFagti.dk
VeProdK.dk
VeVindu.dk
VeTyGGL.dk
VeInddæ.dk
VeBølge.dk
VeIndby.dk
VeIsole.dk
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Solafskærmning
Elektrisk betjening
Manuel betjening
Kvalitetssikring
Anvendelse
Funktion
Opbygning
Udluftningsareal
Udbudsmateriale
Service
Bygningsregulativer
Monteringsvejledninger
Forhandlerforum
Brochurebestilling
Brochurebestilling
Byg-E Lon-on
Bye-E og Aspect/4
Forside: Velkommen til VELUX Gardinshop

VeSolaf.dk
VeElekt.dk
VeManBe.dk
VeKvali.dk
VeAnVen.dk
VeFunkt.dk
VeOpbyg.dk
VeUdluf.dk
VeUdbud.dk
VeServi.dk
VeBygni.dk
VeMonte.dk
VeForha.dk
VeBroc1.dk
VeBroc2.dk
VeBygEL.dk
VeBygEA.dk
VeForsi.dk

English web pages
Welcome to VELUX Company UK
Inspiration
Did You Know
Step by step guide
Assessing your loft's full potential
Getting Started
Who to contact
Cases
Playroom

VeWelco.uk
VeInspi.uk
VeDidYK.uk
VeStepB.uk
VeAsses.uk
VeGetti.uk
VeWhoCo.uk
VeCases.uk
VePlayr.uk

Bedroom
Study
Living room
Bathroom
Brochures
What's New
Electric skylight system
Smoke ventilation system
VELUX Kettering Office
The VELUX Conservation roof window
VELUX Flat roof system
The Visualizer tool
Products
Flashings
Linings
Decorative blinds
Shutters
Roof windows
Roof windows
Control options
Window sizes
Flashings
About VELUX (front page)
Our Foundation
Facts
Environmental policy
VELUX Recruitment centre
About VELUX
Contact VELUX
Special apply

VeBedro.uk
VeStudy.uk
VeLivin.uk
VeBathr.uk
VeBroch.uk
VeWhatN.uk
VeElSky.uk
VeSmoke.uk
VeKette.uk
VeConse.uk
VeFRoof.uk
VeVisua.uk
VeProdu.uk
VeFlash.uk
VeLinin.uk
VeDecBl.uk
VeShutt.uk
VeRoofw.uk
VeRoofw.uk
VeConOp.uk
VeWinSi.uk
VeFlash.uk
VeAbout.uk
VeFound.uk
VeFacts.uk
VeEnvir.uk
VeRecru.uk
VeAbVEL.uk
VeConVE.uk
VeSpeAp.uk
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Job application
VELUX Service
About VELUX Service
Maintenance
Service FAQ
Condensation
About condensation
Insulation before and now
The ideal room temperature
Practical tips
VELUX and condensation
New Installation
Architects lounge
Architects compendium
Architects binder
CAD drawings
Architectural issues
Flexible housing for the new millennium
Hidden profits
Architectural cases
Holistic housing
Optional space
Innovative concept
Variations
Enlightened spaces
Feedback
Brochures
Startpage: Welcome to the VELUX Blinds Shop

VeJobAp.uk
VeServi.uk
VeAbSer.uk
VeMaint.uk
VeFAQ.uk
VeConde.uk
VeAbCon.uk
VeInBeN.uk
VeIdTem.uk
VePrTip.uk
VeVeCon.uk
VeNewIn.uk
VeArchi.uk
VeArCom.uk
VeArBin.uk
VeCadDr.uk
VeArIss.uk
VeFlHou.uk
VeHidPr.uk
VeArCas.uk
VeHolHo.uk
VeOpSpa.uk
VeInCon.uk
VeVaria.uk
VeEnSpa.uk
VeFeedb.uk
VeBroch.uk
VeStart.uk
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This appendix consists of the following pages:
Translated pages Danish/English-language pairs:
Sample page analysed under point
VeFunda.dk
VeOurFo.uk
6.3.5 on p. 146 ff.
VeMiljø.dk
VeEnvir.uk
The three web page pairs analysed
VeIdeel.dk
VeIdTem.uk
under point 6.3.6 on page 158 ff.
VeNyins.dk
VeNewIn.uk
Adapted pages Danish/English-language pairs:
VeFakta.dk

VeFacts.uk

VeInddæ.dk

VeFlash.uk

VeFladt.dk

VeFlash.uk

VeProfi.dk

VeFlash.uk

VeKombi.dk

VeFlash.uk

VeLysP1.dk

VeLinin.uk

VeLysP2.dk

VeLinin.uk

VeIsolF.dk

VeInBeN.uk

VeOmKon.dk

VeAbCon.uk

VePrakR.dk

VePrTip.uk

VeVEKon.dk

VeAbSer.uk

VeForsi.dk

VeStart.uk

VeArkim.dk

VeArCom.uk

Sample page analysed under point
6.3.9 on p. 161 ff.
Four Danish web pages into one
English-language web page.
Two Danish web pages into one
English-language web page.
These web pages will be
commented on in the appendix and
will be related to the difference
marker and trend indicator analysis
under point 6.3.11 on page 171.

Under the adapted page section, not all Danish text has been directly
translated, for instance in the case of large sections of omitted or changed
text, because it would be extremely space-consuming and impractical.
Instead, a comment or description of the text piece has been made.
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Translation 2: VeMiljø.dk/VeEnvir.uk

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

Danish text

English-language text

Comments

Ansvar over for miljøet

Environmental policy

Theme:
Environmental policy

VELUX udvikler, fremstiller og
markedsfører produkter, der
giver og styrer dagslys og frisk
luft i huse. Vores aktiviteter
indebærer brug af naturens
ressourcer. Det giver os et
særligt ansvar over for miljøet.
Samtidig med at vi fastholder
vores mere end 50-årige tradition
for kvalitet og godt håndværk,
vil vi med udgangspunkt i sund
forretningssans til stadighed
vurdere og styrke vores
miljøindsats.

VELUX develops,
manufactures and markets
products that provide and
control daylight and fresh air
in buildings. Our activities
involve the procurement and
processing of natural
resources. This places upon us
a direct obligation towards the
environment. Whilst
upholding our tradition of
quality and craftsmanship,
built over more than half a
century, and conducting our
business in a profitable
manner, we will continually
assess and develop our
environmental efforts.

Vi vil:

We will:

Udforme vores produkter, så
deres miljøpåvirkning ved
fremstilling, brug og
bortskaffelse formindskes.
 Anvende råvarer, vand og
energi effektivt for at
mindske vores påvirkning af
miljøet.
 Begrænse emissioner, affald
og udledning fra vore
aktiviteter.
 Opretholde høje
sikkerhedsstandarder for
vores medarbejdere og
fremme ansvarlige
miljøholdninger inden for
vores aktiviteter.

Design our products so that
their environmental impact
during manufacture, use and
disposal is diminished.





Use raw materials, water
and energy efficiently in
order to diminish our
effect on the environment.
Reduce emissions, waste
and discharges from our
activities.
Maintain high standards of
safety at work for our
employees and encourage
sound attitudes toward the
environment in our field
of activities.

Frame 1 (F 1):
VELUX ideology
Frame 2 (F 2):
Environmental
objectives
Frame 3 (F 3):
Raw materials
Frame 4 (F 4):
Waste
Frame 5 (F 5):
Safety standards
Frame 6 (F 6):
Cooperation with
stakeholders
Frame 7 (F 7):
Continued
improvement
Chain 1:
Environment and
resources.
Chain 2:
VELUX activities.
Chain 3:
Actors
Noteworthy
expressions and
phrases in the
translation: Please see
separate figure below.
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Translation 2: VeMiljø.dk/VeEnvir.uk
Danish text


F6


F7

English-language text

Samarbejde med vores
leverandører, kunder og
andre samarbejdspartnere for
at opnå bedre
miljøstandarder.
Fortsat være opmærksomme
på nye muligheder for at
forbedre de miljømæssige
kvaliteter af vores produkter
og produktionsmetoder, ud
over hvad der almindeligvis
forventes.

Januar 1997





Comments

Cooperate with our
suppliers, customers and
other business partners to
achieve higher
environmental standards.
Remain alert to new
opportunities enhancing
the environmental
soundness of our products
and manufacturing
methods beyond what is
generally expected
January 1997

Comments to theme/frames/chains: The analysis shows that the match
between the Danish and English-language text is close to 100%. The
distribution of the chains through the frames shows an even cohesion as
regards the chains stated. The only place where something stands out is in
deictic references. In frames 1-4, vi/os/vores / we/our are used as
anonymous collective expressions. In frame 5, the reference changes to the
employees and their actions in relation to the surrounding world, and in
frame 6 the cooperation partners are included, and finally in frame 7, the
public at large is addressed in the fairly general expressions of ud over
hvad der almindeligvis forventes / beyond what is generally expected.
Below, there is an overview of all the expressions and phrases that deserve
a special comment.

In respect to the skopos theory, a documentary

translation strategy has been employed, because equivalence is important to
retain loyalty to the source text. However, as shown in the overview below,
the English-language version is slightly more poetic than the Danish
version. The Danish text stands out as being very neutral and matter-of250
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fact, which is common for Danish corporate rhetoric. In a Danish context,
poetic expressions in the explanations of a corporate strategy, and in
particular in the case of the environment, would by many be seen as
unsuitable and in the worst case lack of credibility. English texts, in
contrast, are often expressed with more superlatives and with a more poetic
language function. This is an example of a language change to create a
more lively effect in the text. Although a direct comparison reveals small
differences, these differences would under a skopos strategy correspond to
equivalence in communicative function, and on these preconditions, the
translation fulfils the same overall function in an English-language context
as the Danish text does in a Danish context.
Noteworthy expressions
Noteworthy
expressions (stated
in Danish/English
order):

Comment

Produkter, der giver The English expression stands out stronger than the Danish
og styrer
equivalent, maybe because the collocation in English, ‘provide and
dagslys/products
control daylight,’ seems stronger.
that provide and
control daylight
Brug af naturens
ressourcer/procurement and
processing of
natural resources

The Danish word ‘brug’, equivalent to the English word ‘use’ has
been changed into procurement and processing, so the focus is not
only the use of the resources, but also how they are obtained, and
what role they play in the process.

Det giver os et
særligt ansvar/this
places upon us a
direct obligation

The Danish expression ‘særligt ansvar’, equivalent to ‘special
responsibility’, has been slightly changed into ‘a direct obligation.’
The reason for this is probably to be found in the preceding
English expression ‘this places upon us’, which together with
‘obligation’, is a more poetic use of the English language.
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Noteworthy
expressions (stated
in Danish/English
order):

Comment

Samtidig med at vi
fastholder/Whilst
upholding our

This poetic function continues with the slightly more formal
‘whilst’ instead of ‘while’.

Vi vil/We will

There is a difference in the Danish and English use of the headline
‘vi vil’ and ‘we will’. The Danish expression is strong and
expresses intent whereas the English version stands out as either
impolite or just the future tense. In both the Danish and the
English versions, the phrase and its placement in the text seem odd
as an introduction to a bullet list.

Fortsat være
opmærksomme
på/remain alert to

Again in this expression, we see that there is a certain
enhancement of the linguistic phrases. ‘være opmærksomme på’ is
equivalent to pay attention to, whereas ‘remain alert to’ stands out
stronger.

Forbedre de
miljømæssige
kvaliteter/enhancing the
environmental
soundness

Once again a stronger expression is used. The Danish expression
‘forbedre’ just means improve, whereas ‘enhancing’ is stronger.
The neutral Danish ‘miljømæssige kvaliteter’, corresponding to
environmental qualities, has been changed to ‘environmental
soundness’, which again is a slight change in semantics.

Ud over hvad der
almindeligvis
forventes/beyond
what is generally
expected.

This expression is part of the VELUX rhetoric. It is a rephrasing of
the founder’s statements for the Model Company, which should be
a company that ‘behandler sine kunder, leverandører,
medarbejdere af alle kategorier og aktionærer bedre end de fleste
andre virksomheder/treats its customers, suppliers, employees of
all categories and shareholders better than most other
companies’, ref. Figure 36 on page 147.
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Translation 3: VeIdeel.dk/VeIdTem.uk
Frame

F1

F2

Danish text

English-language text

Comments

Luftfugtighed
Har du nogensinde tænkt over,
hvor meget fugt, der frigives i et
rum på en enkelt dag?
Potteplanter, madlavning,
brusebade og tøjvask betyder, at
luften mættes med fugt, der
dannes ved, at mennesker ånder
og sveder. I det lange løb kan
luftfugtigheden være skadelig
for både materialer og sundhed.
Regelmæssig udluftning er den
eneste effektive måde at
forhindre dette på.

Atmospheric humidity
Have you ever considered how
much humidity will be
released to the air of the room
in one day? Besides the room
and potted plants; cooking,
showering, bathing and
clothes' washing see to it that
the air will be well enriched
with humidity.

Theme:
Environmental policy

Rumtemperatur
For at undgå kondens bør
rumtemperaturen holdes så
konstant som muligt. En
konstant rumtemperatur på 21C
og en relativ luftfugtighed på
omkring 40% vil sikre sunde
boligforhold og så godt som
aldrig give anledning til
kondensdannelse på ruderne.

Added to this is the breathing
and perspiration of people. In
the long run, the atmospheric
humidity may damage material
and health, and cause mould to
develop. Regular ventilation is
the only way to effectively
prevent that from happening.
Room temperature
In order to avoid condensation,
the room temperature should
be kept as constant as possible.
A constant room temperature
of 21°C and a relative
atmospheric humidity of about
40% in the rooms provide
healthy living conditions.
Moreover this combination
hardly ever causes any
problems with condensation on
the window panes.

Frame 1 (F 1):
Atmospheric humidity
Frame 2 (F 2):
Temperature
Chain 1: Causes
Chain 2: Effects
Chain 3: Problem
Chain 4:
Prevention/cure
Noteworthy
expressions and
phrases in the
translation: Please see
separate figure below.

Comments to theme/frames/chains: The analysis shows that the match
between the Danish and English-language text is again close to 100%. The
distribution of the chains through the frames shows an even cohesion as
regards the chains stated. The colour distribution in the chains shows that
the logic between causes and effects as well as problems and prevention or
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cure is evident. In addition, the text develops from a problem and cause
orientation towards a prevention and cure orientation.
As regards the set-up of the text, the most obvious difference is that the
English-language text has a higher extent of sub-division. At text level, this
is visible in the paragraph division of the text, at sentence level, it is visible
in that the English-language text divides the text into more sentences, and
thus also includes more conjunctions. Rather strikingly, this makes the
English-language text longer than the corresponding Danish text, which is
unusual for a Danish-English translation. In relation to skopos, the
translated text has the same communicative purpose as the source text, for
which reason a documentary strategy has been applied, and the text
therefore belongs in the translation category. The graphics are the same in
the two versions.
Noteworthy expressions
Noteworthy expressions
etc.:

Comment

Potteplanter,
madlavning, brusebade
og tøjvask
betyder/Besides the
room and potted plants;
cooking, showering,
bathing and clothes’
washing.

A listing of causes in the Danish text. In the English-language text,
these causes have been split into two meaning-related sentence
phrases. Seems like a personal translator choice.

21C/21°C.

Seems like a slip in the Danish text.

Vil så godt som aldrig
give anledning til/
Moreover this combination hardly ever causes
any problems with

Change from sentence phrase without a subject to a new sentence
in the English-language version. For a better understanding, the
phrase ‘this combination’ has been added as a subject.

There is also a change in the sentence meaning, which make the
sentence seem odd in English. ‘Besides the room and potted
plants’ — what does that mean? It is an addition in relation to the
Danish text, but probably this is a mistake. Another specification
is seen in the Danish word ‘brusebade,’ which has been translated
into ‘showering, bathing..’ This change is in fact an example of
instrumentalism in the text, as ‘brusebade’ corresponds to
showering alone. The small addition of ‘bathing’ is not strong
enough to place this text in the adapted category.
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Translation 4: VeNyins.dk/VeNewIn.uk
Frame

F1

Danish text

English-language text

Comments

Er du ved at planlægge dit
byggeri?
Eller har du planer om at indrette
dit loft til beboelsesrum?
I så fald kan du på forhånd
foretage dig en række ting, som
vil betale sig i den sidste ende.

Are you in the throws of newbuild design? Or do you intend
to convert your loft into a
living attic? If so, you can take
measures beforehand that will
pay off in the end. Please note
the following:

Theme:
Environmental policy

Bemærk følgende:

F2

F3

Radiator
Når du beslutter, hvor
radiatorerne skal placeres, bør du
sikre, at alle radiatorer placeres
under et vindue. Det gælder også
ovenlysvinduer. For effektivt at
forhindre kondensdannelse er det
vigtigt, at den varme luft kan
cirkulere frit og opvarme ruden.
Derfor bør der installeres et
VELUX lysningspanel.

VELUX lysningspanel
Dette lysningspanel er
konstrueret, så varm luft fra
radiatoren frit kan cirkulere. Ved
sammenbygning med
skunkvægsmodul sørger en
særlig VELUX vindueshylde for,
at luftcirkulationen bliver
optimal. Brug af lysningspanelet
er den bedste måde at forhindre
kondensdannelse på
ovenlysvinduerne.

The radiator
When deciding on the position
of your radiators, make sure
that all radiators are placed
beneath a window. That
includes roof windows. In
order to efficiently prevent
condensation it is important
that heated air can circulate
freely and warm up the pane.
Therefore, make sure to also
install a lining and an airdiverting windowsill.
VELUX Lining
Due to its special construction,
VELUX linings circulate the
heated air from the radiator
freely across the pane.
Furthermore, a special
VELUX windowsill optimises
this circulation even more. If
you combine both the lining
and the windowsill, you
prevent condensation from
forming on your roof window
as best as possible.

Frame 1 (F 1):
Appetizer for builders
Frame 2 (F 2):
Radiator
Frame 3 (F 3):
Lining
Chain 1:
Hypothetical dialogue
Chain 2:
Explanation: Cause
and effects
Chain 3:
Explanation:
Prevention and cure
Chain 4: Explanation:
Design
Noteworthy
expressions and
phrases in the
translation: Please see
separate figure below.

Comments to theme/frames/chains: The analysis shows that the match
between the Danish and English-language text is again close to 100%. The
distribution of the chains through the frames shows an ongoing dialogue
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between the writer and the viewer of the text and evolves round cause –
effects as well as prevention and cure. Tenor in the Danish text is kept in a
very consultative style using phrases corresponding to ‘if and when x
happens then you ought to’ whereas the English-language version has a
more imperative style, viz. ‘make sure.’ In a text genre like this: nonspecific instructive text on the internet, this would follow the general
language conventions. The imperative style in Danish is more frequent in
direct instructions, whereas there is a hesitation to use the word ‘du’, which
is more directly approaching the reader than the corresponding ‘you’ in
English. The ‘you’ form in English would often be translated into ‘man’ in
Danish. The colour distribution shows that the consultative style is
represented under the heading VELUX Lining, too, where the Danish text
has opted for a nominal style, ‘brug af.’
The colour distribution also shows that gradually the dialogue is twisted
from talking about the viewer’s needs and wishes, the grey colour
especially, to the design of VELUX’s products. An interesting phenomenon
is the ‘semantic gap’ in relation to the Danish term ‘skunkvægsmodul’,
which leaves the translator without any direct solutions, for which reason
the text has been rewritten to express the same phenomenon.
Skopos in this text is also obtained with a documentary translation strategy.
Equivalence is the main communicative purpose, and the decisions to
obtain the same communicative purpose find their expression in tenor and
not in other respects at word level or text level. The change of tenor is in
accordance with standard language and style conventions in the two
locales.
The graphics are the same in the two versions.
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Noteworthy expressions
Noteworthy
expressions and
phrases in the
translation (stated in
Danish/English order:

Comment

Bemærk
følgende:/Please note
the following:

The same phrase, but politeness is evident at sentence level in
the English-language version in the form of ‘please’.

Radiator/The radiator

Why ‘the’ in front of ‘radiator’ in the English-language
version? Definite articles are often avoided in headlines.

Er konstrueret, så/Due The differences in sentence structure between Danish and
to its special
English mean that the English-language version starts with an
construction
adverbial phrase. Moreover, in the English-language version
the purpose is removed from an explanatory relative sentence
(så…) to the word ‘special’ in front of the word’ construction’.
Cirkulere frit/circulate A small addition in the form of ‘across the pane’, but by no
freely across the pane means additional in semantic sense, as it links up with
expressions used previously.
Ved sammenbygning
med skunkvægsmodul
sørger en special
vindueshylde for +
lysningspanel/Further
more, a special
windowsill optimises
… combine both the
lining and the
windowsill

The terminology here probably presented a problem in the
translation. The Danish word ‘skunkvægsmodul’ has been
translated very generally, and an addition at sentence level has
been made to explain the phenomenon. The picture in this
context is extremely important for the English version of the
text, as the text does not suffice to make the viewer visualise
the special windowsill. I tried in vain myself to find a proper
translation for the words ‘skunk’ and ‘skunkvæg’ in any
known dictionary, but in some of the VELUX material, ‘kneewall shelf’ is suggested for ‘skunkmodulshylde’.

Dette lysningspanel er
konstrueret, så varm
luft fra radiatoren frit
kan cirkulere/Due to
its special
construction, VELUX
linings circulate the
heated air from the
radiator freely across
the pane.

The difference between the grammatical way of expressing
how the heated air circulates is very common in technical
descriptions. In the Danish version, it is expressed via a modal
verb and the main verb ‘kan cirkulere,’ whereas the English
text expresses this much more actively by saying ‘linings
circulate.’ In fact, a lining cannot circulate air; yet it is a very
common way of expressing a technical process in English:
normally this phenomenon is termed ‘pseudo-passive’ forms.
Pseudo-passive forms are rarer in Danish, because many of the
verbs which are usually combined with a human subject can
combine with a non-human subject, too, in English. This is not
so often the case in Danish. As a point of interest, an example
of pseudo-passiveness in Danish is seen in the following
sentence ‘sørger en vindueshylde for/a special windowsill
optimises this circulation even more.
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Adaptation 2: VeInddæ.dk/VeFlash.uk
Danish text
Relation
English text
1

VELUX Inddækninger
VELUX inddækninger er lette at
indbygge. Indbygningen sikrer
en perfekt og diskret montering i
alle tagmaterialer. Skotrende og
siderender er dækket af
tagmaterialet. VELUX
inddækninger kan fås til
indbygning af en enkelt eller
flere VELUX ovenlysvinduer og
solfangere. Mulighederne er
utallige. Se den samlede
inddækningsoversigt.
Materialer
VELUX inddækninger leveres i
vejr- og korrosionsbestandige
materialer, der farvemæssigt
matcher VELUX ovenlysvinduet
og solfangerens beklædning. En
gennemprøvet konstruktion og
materialesammensætning sikrer en
helt igennem komplet og
vejrbestandig inddækning.

PRECISION - MADE
FLASHINGS
A key factor in the success of
VELUX roof windows is the
unobtrusive
flashings which overlap with the
roof covering to provide a
weathertight
finish around the window.

3

Find den rigtige inddækning.

4

EDL
Anvendes til flade tagmaterialer
op til 16 mm (2x8 mm). Dvs.
skifer, tagpap og lign.

Order VELUX main product
brochure by clicking here.
EDL
Flashings for installing one roof
window into a flat roofing
material up to 8mm thick.
Maintenance free grey
aluminium as standard. For roof
pitches from 15° to 90°.

2

VELUX flashings are
compatible with virtually any
type of roofing material,
from standard covers such as
slate and tile through to
corrugated sheeting
or even thatch. Whether you are
planning a single roof window or
a
multiple combination, VELUX
prefabricated flashings offer a
complete
solution for easy installation.
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5

EDW
Anvendes til profilerede
tagmaterialer op til 120 mm
profilhøjde, dvs. vingetagsten,
bølgeformede tagflader og lign.
Kan også anvendes til stråtage.

EDZ
Flashing for installing one roof
window in flat or profiled
roofing material up to 45mm in
profile. Maintenance-free grey
aluminium as standard. For roof
pitches from 20° to 90°.

6

EBL/EBW
Inddækning til når man vil
installere 2 identiske tagvinduer
ved siden af hinanden og hvor der
er en afstand 18mm imellem
karmerne. Inddækninger til andre
afstand kan bestilles. EBL er til
fladt tagmateriale så som skiffer
op til 8mm tyk. EBW er til fladt
eller profileret tagmateriale op til
90mm i profil. Til taghældninger
fra 15° til 90°.
EKL/EKW COMBI
Til når man vil installere 2 eller
flere tagvinduer ved siden af eller
ovenpå hinanden. Standard
afstanden mellem vinduernes
karme er 100mm. Inddækninger til
andre afstande kan bestilles. EKL
er til fladt tagmateriale så som
skiffer op til 8mm tyk. EKW er til
fladt eller profileret tagmateriale
op til 90mm i profil.

EDN
Flashings for recessed
installation of one roof window
in flat roofing material up to
8mm thick. Maintenance-free
grey aluminium as standard. For
roof pitches from 35° to 90°. A
"Coupled" version of EDN is
also available.

7

8

ECX PULTINDDÆKNING
Komplet pult til tagpap-tage med
hældning under 15 grader. Leveres
til vippevindue GGL og GGU
størrelse C04 = 55x98 cm og M04
= 78x98 cm. Lysningssider er
højisolerende. Indvendig
beklædning fremstilles på stedet,
ligesom udvendig tagpap føres op
til vinduet.

EDW
Flashing for installing one roof
window in flat or profiled
roofing material up to 120mm in
profile. Maintenance-free grey
aluminium as standard. For roof
pitches from 15° to 90°.

EDP
Flashing for installing one roof
window in plain tiles.
Maintenance-free grey
aluminium as standard. For roof
pitches from 25° to 90°.
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9

EBL/EWB “Twin”
Flashings for installation of 2
identical roof windows side-byside with a distance of 18mm
between frames. Other frame
distances are available to order.
EBS for flat roofing material
such as slate up to 8mm thick.
EBW for flat or profiled roofing
material up to 120mm in profile.
For roof pitches from 15o to 90o.
EKL/EKW Combi
For installation of two or more
roof windows side by side and/or
one above the other. The
standard frame distance for
windows installed side by side as
well as one above the other is
100mm. Other frame distances
are available to order.
EKL for flat roofing material
such as slate up to 8mm thick.
EKW for flat or profiled roofing
material up to 120mm in profile.
For roof pitches from 15° to 90°.

10

Corresponding Omissions Additions Change

L: Language changes

In the following, the above text highlights are explained. The blue
highlights are not commented on, since the changes in the blue highlights
are so small in this context that they would be defined as translation, not
adaptation according to my definitions of the two concepts.
Reasons for similarities and contrasts in the two text versions.
O/A/
C
1 O
1 O
2 O
2 O

Text
Solfangere

LOC.

M

Se den samlede
inddækningsoversigt.
korrosionsbestandig

N

Der farvemæssigt matcher
VELUX ovenlysvinduet og

M

T

Note
Solar collectors not in the Englishlocale product portfolio.
Reference to somewhere else on the
site.
Corrosion-resistant left out in the
English-language version.
Information on colour match.
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O/A/
C

Text

LOC.


Note

N

Reference to somewhere else on the
site.
Specification in the form of
examples.
Specification in the form of
examples.

3 O

solfangerens beklædning
Find den rigtige inddækning.

4 O

Dvs. skifer, tagpap og lign.

M/T

5 O

M/T

8 O

Dvs. vingetagsten,
bølgeformede tagflader og
lign
Whole paragraph

1 A

Precision-made

M

3 A

Order VELUX main product
brochure by clicking here.
One roof window

N

4 A
4 A
5 A
6 A
6 A
7 A
7 A
8 A
10 A

1 C

1 C

Maintenance free grey
aluminium as standard. For
roof pitches from 15° to 90°
One roof window in flat or

M/T

M/T?
M
T
M/T?

Maintenance free grey
aluminium as standard. For
roof pitches from 15° to 90°
Whole paragraph
One roof window in flat or
Maintenance-free grey
aluminium as standard. For
roof pitches from 15° to 90°
Whole paragraph
For roof pitches from from
15° to 90°.

M

Indbygningen sikrer en
perfekt/A key factor in the
success of VELUX roof
windows
Skotrende og siderende/roof
covering

L

Product does not appear to exist in
the English-language locale.
Addition of information – salesoriented.
Reference to somewhere else on the
site.
Specific for the English-language
version or just less specified in the
Danish version?
Additional information on material
and roof pitch.
Specific for the English-language
version or just less specified in the
Danish version?
Additional information on material
and roof pitch.

T
T
T/M

M/T

L

Has no match in the Danish text.
Addition in relation to Danish text.
Additional information on material
and roof pitch.
Does not exist in the Danish text.
Additional information on roof pitch.

Language change, but the general
message that this is the right solution
is expressed in ‘perfekt’ and
‘success’, respectively.
Language change whereby the
general expression ’roof covering’ is
more specified in the Danish version
’Skotrende og siderende’. A question
of using hypernyms and hyponyms to
express the same thing.
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O/A/
C
2 C

Text

4 C

’16 mm (2x8) mm’ versus
‘up to 8 mm thick’.

5 C

Op til 120 mm/up to 45mm

T

Again, this is considered a localised
language change. It is still the same
message given in the form of wellproven and composition in the
Danish text for something so wellproven that it has become standard in
the English-language version.
Material composition has been
specified. This time it is not the case
of hypernyms versus hyponyms used
for the same phenomenon.
Technical change, or maybe the same
information expressed in a different
way?
Technical change in measurements.

6/9 C

90mm/120mm

T

Technical change in measurements.

7/10
C

90mm/120mm

T

Technical change in measurements.

N

Extensive differences in a 5-web
page to 1-web-page relation text.

En gennemprøvet
konstruktion og
materialesammensætning
sikrer/from standard covers
such as slate and tile through
to corrugated sheeting

LOC.

L

Note

Comments:
Some places in the text reveal a text was at some stage translated and
served as the basis for further work. Certain passages reveal this
phenomenon, for instance the Danish phrase ‘diskret montering’ and the
corresponding English-language version ‘unobtrusive flashings’. The
phrase is infrequent in English and shows a trace of a text that was
translated whereby the expression has a rub-off character from another
language. Some omissions appear in the text, too. One omission from the
Danish text, as we have also seen elsewhere, relates to solar collectors. The
reason is availability in the Danish locale and not in the English-language
locale. Several changes in the comparison between the two texts are due to
differences in the locales, for instance the height of the profiles of roof
tiles, which apparently is max. 90 mm in the Danish market, and max. 120
mm in the English locale. Another example that probably refers to
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technical causes is that the headlines EDZ and EDW relate to the same kind
of roof in Denmark. The only difference in the English locale is the figures
in the text. The text itself is the same. The pictures, however, show the
difference, which refer to type of roof material. The EDZ roof is probably
not available or not very common in Denmark.
Additions are plentiful, too. Not only at word and phrase level, but also at
sentence and paragraph level. Some expressions are even copied from one
place to another in the text. Boilerplate text is common for this type of text
and makes the text easy and quick to read for professionals, because the
structure and wording are alike, and the reader recognizes the message.
One example that can be mentioned is ‘Maintenance free grey aluminium
as standard. For roof pitches from 15° to 90°’. One example at paragraph
level would be for instance the EDN description that does not exist in the
Danish version. At word and phrase levels, the following example could be
mentioned: ‘flat’ as a contrast to ‘profiled.’
In the two locales, some terms are sometimes specified in more detail,
either by stating examples directly or by referring to a term by hypernyms
in one language and hyponyms in the other language. There are no
discernible patterns between the two locales, so that one version is
consistently specified more than the other language version, and it is
therefore probably due to local preferences and customs. Some of the
changes, which are referred to as language changes, express the same basic
idea, but with a difference in wording, and one might guess that the
difference is maybe a result of using standardised business rhetoric rather
than transfer of text. An example of that would be for instance the Danish
‘gennemprøvet konstruktion og materialesammensætning,’ which literally
means ‘proven design and material composition,’ and which in the English-
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language version has been transferred to ‘standard covers such as’. The
phrases basically express the same thing, but the weight and wording differ.
The pictures on the Danish and the English-language web pages are the
same with two exceptions. The two exceptions are the EDN and EDP
paragraphs that show typical English-locale building material that is not
available in Denmark. A closer look at the pictures on the Danish web site,
however, reveals that the pictures are probably not taken in Denmark. This
can be seen from the way the roof looks. The height and width of the
profiles look slightly odd. The difference is so negligible that it is only
vaguely discernible in the first place, but a closer look makes one wonder
whether these pictures are really Danish. This might be in congruence with
the text which mentions a profile height up to 120 mm, but only up to 90
mm in the Danish text.
To sum up the analysis of these two pages, the web pages are adapted with
all the elements in the localisation triangle. Adaptation for technical
reasons are found in the form of what is available in the market and in what
measurements, for instance; and for reasons in the market in the form of
conventions on what is weighted higher than something else. Corrosion
resistance, for instance, is not mentioned as a product property on the
English-language web page, but on the Danish. Finally, language changes
are seen not only as differences in expression, but also where in the text
these expressions occur. This latter phenomenon might be due to a second
or third or ever higher number revision of the text after it was first
translated into English.
Graphics: Some of the graphics are the same – they follow the descriptions
of the text chunks.
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Adaptation 3: Fladt tagmateriale/Flashing:VeFladt.dk/VeFlash.uk
Danish Text
Inddækning EDL og EKL

English-Language Text
PRECISION - MADE FLASHINGS
A key factor in the success of VELUX roof
windows is the unobtrusive
flashings which overlap with the roof covering
to provide a weathertight
finish around the window.

2

Inddækning --L anvendes til flade
tagmaterialer op til 16 mm (2x8
mm). Dvs. skifer, tagpap og lign.

VELUX flashings are compatible with
virtually any type of roofing material,
from standard covers such as slate and tile
through to corrugated sheeting
or even thatch. Whether you are planning a
single roof window or a
multiple combination, VELUX prefabricated
flashings offer a complete
solution for easy installation.

3

Anvendelse
Til inddækning af VELUX
ovenlysvindue eller solfanger i
flade
tagmaterialer.
I
taghældninger mellem 15° og 90°
giver denne inddækning en perfekt
indbygning.

Order VELUX main product brochure by
clicking here.

4

Egenskaber
Udformningen af komponenter
sikrer, at vand fra taget frit kan
løbe ned langs ovenlysvinduet
eller solfangeren. Inddækningen
passer diskret ind i taget, idet
skotrende og sideindskud dækkes
af tagmaterialet.

EDL
Flashings for installing one roof window into
a flat roofing material up to 8mm thick.
Maintenance free grey
aluminium as standard. For roof pitches from
15° to 90°.

5

Inddækning til fladt tagmaterialer
fremstilles som:

EDZ
Flashing for installing one roof window in flat
or profiled roofing material up to 45mm in
profile. Maintenance-free grey aluminium as
standard. For roof pitches from 20° to 90°.

1
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6

EDL:
Enkeltinddækning

EDN
Flashings for recessed installation of one roof
window in flat roofing material up to 8mm
thick. Maintenance-free grey aluminium as
standard. For roof pitches from 35° to 90°. A
"Coupled" version of EDN is also available.

7

EDW
Flashing for installing one roof window in flat
or profiled roofing material up to 120mm in
profile. Maintenance-free grey aluminium as
standard. For roof pitches from 15° to 90°.

8

EDP
Flashing for installing one roof window in
plain tiles.
Maintenance-free grey aluminium as standard.
For roof pitches from 25° to 90°.

9

EBL/EWB “Twin”
Flashings for installation of 2 identical roof
windows side-by-side with a distance of
18mm between frames. Other frame distances
are available to order. EBS for flat roofing
material such as slate up to 8mm thick. EBW
for flat or profiled roofing material up to
120mm in profile. For roof pitches from 15o to
90o.
EKL/EKW Combi
For installation of two or more roof windows
side by side and/or one above the other. The
standard frame distance for windows installed
side by side as well as one above the other is
100mm. Other frame distances are available
to order.
EKL for flat roofing material such as slate up
to 8mm thick. EKW for flat or profiled
roofing material up to 120mm in profile. For
roof pitches from 15° to 90°.

10

Corresponding Omissions Additions Change
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O/A/
C
2O
3O
3O

Text
16 mm (2x8 mm).

Loc.

T/L

Eller
solfanger
i
flade M
tagmaterialer
Giver denne inddækning en M/L
perfect indbygning.

4O

Eller solfangeren.

4O

..idet skotrende og sideindskud T
dækkes af tagmaterialet.

5O

Inddækning
til
fladt L
tagmaterialer fremstilles som:

1A

Precision-made flashings. A key
factor in the success of VELUX
roof windows.
Whether you are planning a
single roof window or a
multiple combination, VELUX
prefabricated flashings offer a
complete solution for easy
installation
Order VELUX main product
brochure by clicking here.
window into a flat roofing
material up to 8mm thick.
Maintenance free grey
aluminium as standard.

M

5+6+7
+8+8
+9 A
10 A
For installation of two or more
roof windows side by side
and/or one above the other. The
standard frame distance for
windows installed side by side
as well as one above the other is
100mm. Other frame distances
are available to order.
..such as slate up to 8mm thick.
EKW for flat or profiled roofing
material up to 120mm in
profile.

2A

3A

M

Note
Measurement either differing or just not
included.
Solar collectors are not part of the product
portfolio in the English-language locale.
‘This flashing ensures a perfect
integration.’ Similar rhetoric can be found
in the English-language text, but not so
sales-minded.
Solar collector. Not in English-locale
product portfolio.
This technical description of the
installation of the flashing has not been
included.
Common headline for EDL and EKL.
System not followed in English-language
text.
Addition in text. Is a chunk, which has
been used in other related texts.

M

Addition in text. Reminds much of
standard VELUX rhetoric without having
matches anywhere in the text.

N

Addition with the purpose of navigation.

M

Standard chunk used in the Englishlanguage version.

M

Text chunks not included in the Danish
version.

L

Text chunks not in the Danish version of
the text. Exists in the related texts.
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O/A/
C
4/1 C

Text
Udformningen af komponenter
sikrer, at vand fra taget frit kan
løbe ned langs ovenlysvinduet/
provide a weathertight
finish around the window.

Loc.

L

N
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change

Note
In the Danish version, it is emphasized that
the water can run away freely along the
roof window. In the English-locale
version, it is stressed that the roof is
weather-tight. It is the same ideational
content, but different ways of expressing
that water does not get inside.

Extensive differences in a 5-web page
to 1-web-page relation text.
L: Language changes, M: Market-

related changes, T: technically related changes, N: navigation

Comments for this pair of texts are only included if they differ from the one
in adaptation 2.
This text falls under the category of adaptation, because both omission,
addition and changes can be established in the comparison of the two texts.
4 O ‘..idet skotrende’ shows an example of a higher level of detailed
explanation in the Danish text than in the English-language text. 5 O is a
new phenomenon. The text has been reorganised and put together in a
different structural way where the headlines explain the technical options
separately in the Danish text, but collectively in the English-language text.
3 A shows us an example of text for navigation purposes.
In relation to the localisation triangle, we also see how the tightness in
relation to water has been explained in different ways in the Danish and
English-languae text, ref. 4/1 C.
In general, the most striking aspect between the two text versions is text
chunking.
Graphics: The lead picture on the Danish page is probably taken from
somewhere else, and the Danish web page features drawings and sketches,
too.
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Adaptation 4: Profileret tagmateriale/Flashings: VeProfi.dk/VeFlash.uk
Danish Text
English-Language Text
PRECISION - MADE FLASHINGS
1 Inddækning EDW og EKW
Inddækning --W anvendes til
A key factor in the success of VELUX
profilerede tagmaterialer op til 90
roof windows is the unobtrusive
mm
profilhøjde,
dvs.
flashings which overlap with the roof
vingetagsten,
bølgeformede
covering to provide a weathertight
tagflader og lign. Kan også
finish around the window.
anvendes til stråtage.
VELUX flashings are compatible with
2 Anvendelse
Til inddækning af VELUX
virtually any type of roofing material,
ovenlysvindue eller solfanger i
from standard covers such as slate and
profilerede
tagmaterialer.
I
tile through to corrugated sheeting
taghældninger mellem 15° og 90°
or even thatch.
giver denne inddækning en
perfekt indbygning.
3

4

5

Egenskaber
Udformningen af komponenter og
skumliste på skot- og siderender
sikrer tæthed. Komponenternes
udformning sikrer, at vand fra
taget frit kan løbe ned langs
ovenlysvinduet eller solfangeren.
Den
plisserede
forkant
i
aluminium kan let tildannes til
tagmaterialet.
Inddækningen
passer diskret ind i taget, idet
skot- og siderender dækkes af
tagmaterialet. Forkanten er malet
umbragrå
som
resten
af
inddækningen.
Inddækning
til
profilerede
tagmaterialer fremstilles som:

EKW:
Kombiinddækninger
til
sammenbygning af to eller flere
ovenlysvinduer eller solfangere

Order VELUX main product brochure
by clicking here.

EDL
Flashings for installing one roof
window into a flat roofing material up
to 8mm thick. Maintenance free grey
aluminium as standard. For roof pitches
from 15° to 90°.
EDZ
Flashing for installing one roof window
in flat or profiled roofing material up to
45mm in profile. Maintenance-free
grey aluminium as standard. For roof
pitches from 20° to 90°.
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6

EDW:
Enkeltinddækning

7

8

9

10

EDN
Flashings for recessed installation of
one roof window in flat roofing
material up to 8mm thick.
Maintenance-free grey aluminium as
standard. For roof pitches from 35° to
90°. A "Coupled" version of EDN is
also available.
EDW
Flashing for installing one roof window
in flat or profiled roofing material up to
120mm in profile. Maintenance-free
grey aluminium as standard. For roof
pitches from 15° to 90°.
EDP
Flashing for installing one roof window
in plain tiles.
Maintenance-free grey aluminium as
standard. For roof pitches from 25° to
90°.
EBL/EWB “Twin”
Flashings for installation of 2 identical
roof windows side-by-side with a
distance of 18mm between frames.
Other frame distances are available to
order. EBS for flat roofing material
such as slate up to 8mm thick. EBW for
flat or profiled roofing material up to
120mm in profile. For roof pitches
from 15o to 90o.
EKL/EKW Combi
For installation of two or more roof
windows side by side and/or one above
the other. The standard frame distance
for windows installed side by side as
well as one above the other is 100mm.
Other frame distances are available to
order.
EKL for flat roofing material such as
slate up to 8mm thick. EKW for flat or
profiled roofing material up to 120mm
in profile. For roof pitches from 15° to
90°.

Corresponding Omissions Additions Change
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In the following, the above text highlights are explained. The blue
highlights are not commented on, since the changes within the blue
highlights are so small that they would count for translation portions, not
adaptation portions.
Reasons for similarities and contrasts in the two text versions.
O/A
/C
2O

Text

2O

Giver denne inddæknng
perfekt indbygning.

3O

T/L
Egenskaber
Udformningen af komponenter
og skumliste på skot- og
siderender
sikrer
tæthed.
Komponenternes
udformning
sikrer, at vand fra taget frit kan
løbe ned langs ovenlysvinduet
eller solfangeren. Den plisserede
forkant i aluminium kan let
tildannes
til
tagmaterialet.
…..idet skot- og siderender
dækkes
af
tagmaterialet.
Forkanten er malet umbragrå
som resten af inddækningen.
Inddækning
til
profilerede T/L
tagmaterialer fremstilles som:

4O

Loc.

M

Eller solfanger

en L

5O

Eller solfangere

1A

Precision-made..A key factor in M
the success of VELUX roof
window

1A

To provide a weathertight finish
around the window.
Whether you are planning a
single roof window or a
multiple combination, VELUX
prefabricated flashings offer a
complete solution for easy
installation.

2A

M

Note
Solar collector. Not part of the
English-locale product portfolio.
The effects of a perfect incorporation
of flashings. Not expressed in the
English-language locale.
Explanation of the qualities of the
window components. Not included in
the English-language locale.

About the production of flashings.
Not explained in such detail in the
English-language locale.
Not included in the English-locale
product portfolio.
Not explained for the Danish
audience. Sales argumentation.
Corresponding information given in
related texts.
A chunk that has no match in this text
but in a related text.
A chunk that has no match in this text
but in a related text.
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O/A
/C
3A
4+5
+6+
8+9
A
7A
10
A

1/7
+10
C
5C

Text
Order VELUX main product
brochure by clicking here.

Loc.

N

Whole sections.
Maintenance-free grey
aluminium as standard.

T

The standard frame distance for
windows installed side by side
as well as one above the other is
100mm. Other frame distances
are available to order.
EKL for flat roofing material
such as slate up to 8mm thick.
Op til 90 mm profilhøjde/up to
120mm

T

Kombiinddækninger til
sammenbygning af to eller flere
ovenlysvinduer/For installation
of two or more roof windows
side by side and/or one above
the other.

L/T

T

Note
Chunk which has been inserted for
navigation purposes.
Text chunks that have no match in
this text, but in related texts.
Text chunk that is repeated in many
English-locale texts, but not in
Danish texts.
This technical information does not
exist on the Danish web site. Either it
is technically specific, or it
supplementary information for the
English-language locale.
Technical difference in the market
structure.

The Danish text specifies the
information of the incorporation of
two or more roof windows whereas
the English-language text specify
how these windows can be organised
in relation to each other.
N
Extensive differences in a 5-web
page to 1-web-page relation text.
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change L: Language changes, M: Marketrelated changes, T: technically related changes, N: Navigation

Comments for this pair of texts are only included if they differ from the one
in adaptation 2. This text falls under the category of adaptation, because
both omission, addition and changes can be established in the comparison
of the two texts. Point 3 O is new compared to the related texts. The
qualities of the window component are explained in detail on the Danish
web site, but not on the English-language web site. The other examples in
relation to the localisation triangle have been commented on in the
comments for the related pages. Also for these texts under the adaptation
category, we see outspoken text chunking. Graphics: As under adaptation
3.

However,

the

picture

may

be

Danish.
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Adaptation 5: Kombiinddækning/Flashings : VeKombi.dk/VeFlash.uk
1

2

3
4

5

Danish Text
Kombi-inddækning EKSystemet for kombi-inddækninger
består af 7 basiselementer, som
gør det muligt at indbygge den
ønskede kombination - fra to
enheder ved siden af eller oven
over hinanden op til et vilkårligt
antal enheder. Enheder, som skal
indbygges ved siden af hinanden,
skal have samme højde, og
enhederne, der skal indbygges
oven over hinanden, skal have
samme bredde.
A og B karmafstande er som
standard 100 mm
---0: Enkeltinddækning
---1: Venstre underelement
---2: Mellem underelement
---3: Højre underelement
---4: Venstre overelement
---5: Mellem overelement*
---6: Højre overelement
---7: Element til inddækning af
ovenlysvinduer/solfangere over
hinanden. Kombineres altid med
en ED-inddækning som nederste
element.
* For type DKX

English-Language Text
PRECISION - MADE FLASHINGS
A key factor in the success of
VELUX roof windows is the
unobtrusive
flashings which overlap with the roof
covering to provide a weathertight
finish around the window.

VELUX flashings are compatible
with virtually any type of roofing
material,
from standard covers such as slate
and tile through to corrugated
sheeting
or even thatch. Whether you are
planning a single roof window or a
multiple combination, VELUX
prefabricated flashings offer a
complete
solution for easy installation.

Order VELUX main product
brochure by clicking here.
EDL
Flashings for installing one roof
window into a flat roofing material
up to 8mm thick. Maintenance free
grey
aluminium as standard. For roof
pitches from 15° to 90°.
EDZ
Flashing for installing one roof
window in flat or profiled roofing
material up to 45mm in profile.
Maintenance-free grey aluminium as
standard. For roof pitches from 20°
to 90°.
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6

7

8

9

10

EDN
Flashings for recessed installation of
one roof window in flat roofing
material up to 8mm thick.
Maintenance-free grey aluminium as
standard. For roof pitches from 35°
to 90°. A "Coupled" version of EDN
is also available.
EDW
Flashing for installing one roof
window in flat or profiled roofing
material up to 120mm in profile.
Maintenance-free grey aluminium as
standard. For roof pitches from 15°
to 90°.
EDP
Flashing for installing one roof
window in plain tiles.
Maintenance-free grey aluminium as
standard. For roof pitches from 25°
to 90°.
EBL/EWB “Twin”
Flashings for installation of 2
identical roof windows side-by-side
with a distance of 18mm between
frames. Other frame distances are
available to order. EBS for flat
roofing material such as slate up to
8mm thick. EBW for flat or profiled
roofing material up to 120mm in
profile. For roof pitches from 15o to
90o.
EKL/EKW Combi
For installation of two or more roof
windows side by side and/or one
above the other. The standard frame
distance for windows installed side
by side as well as one above the other
is 100mm. Other frame distances are
available to order.
EKL for flat roofing material such as
slate up to 8mm thick. EKW for flat
or profiled roofing material up to
120mm in profile. For roof pitches
from 15° to 90°.

Corresponding Omissions Additions Change
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In the following, the above text highlights are explained. The blue
highlights are not commented on, since the changes within the blue
highlights are so small that they would count for translation portions, not
adaptation portions.
Reasons for similarities and contrasts in the two text versions.
O/A/
C
1O

2O

1+2+
3+4+
5+6+
7+8+
9A

Text

Loc.

Systemet
for
kombi- L
inddækninger består af 7
basiselementer, som gør det
muligt… op til et vilkårligt
antal enheder. Enheder,
som skal indbygges ved
siden af hinanden, skal
have samme højde, og
enhederne,
der
skal
indbygges
oven
over
hinanden, skal have samme
bredde.
L/T
A og B …..
---0: Enkeltinddækning
---1: Venstre underelement
---2: Mellem underelement
---3: Højre underelement
---4: Venstre overelement
---5: Mellem overelement*
---6: Højre overelement
---7: Element til
inddækning af
ovenlysvinduer/solfangere
over hinanden. Kombineres
altid med en EDinddækning som nederste
element.
* For type DKX
Whole sections.

Note
A linguistic elaboration on how to
organise and incorporate roof
windows. The level of detail is not
seen in the English-language text, but
there is no new content.

A further elaboration on the different
elements needed to install the
windows. Not included in the
English-language text, but probably
no new technical content.

Text chunks with no match in this
text, but in related texts.
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O/A/
C
10 A

Text
windows installed side by
side as well as one above the
other …. Other frame
distances are available to
order.
EKL for flat roofing material
such as slate up to 8mm
thick. EKW for flat or
profiled roofing material up
to 120mm in profile. For
roof pitches from 15° to 90°.

Loc.


Note
This portion of a text chunk has no
match in the Danish text, but has
been included in related texts.

N

Extensive differences in a 5-web
page to 1-web-page relation text.
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change L: Language changes, M: Marketrelated changes, T: technically related changes, N: Navigation

Comments for this pair of texts are only included if they differ from the one
in adaptation 2. This text falls under the category of adaptation, because
both omission and addition, but no changes, can be established in the
comparison of the two texts.
The omissions in the text are all omissions of level of detail in the text. The
understanding of the VELUX system is conveyed on this web page, but
has been excluded for the English-language reader. The additions can all be
referred to text chunking, which can be found in the related texts.
The related texts:
The analysed adaptations 2-5 are related pages, where four Danish web
pages have been presented with only one web page for the Englishlanguage locale. This means lack of detail for the reader and viewer of the
English-language locale. One might argue that it also changes the focus
away from the end-user to a higher focus on the professional reader and
viewer. Another difference was that the product range differs, and last but
not least it reveals that the structure of technical presentation on the related
web pages differ.
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Adaptation 6: Lysningspaneler/Linings: VeLysP1.dk/VeLinin.uk
1

2
3

Danish Text
• Nem og hurtig indbygning
• Sikrer et flot resultat
• Teknisk korrekt udførelse

LSKomplet til indbygning i almindelig
skråvæg
LEI
Tillægselement til
indbygningssituationer med
skunkvæg. LEI har en enkelt
vindueshylde.

4
5

LEX
Tillægselement
til
LEI
så
dobbeltbundet vindueshylde opnås.
LEX består af alurist og -skørt.

6

English-Language Text
VELUX linings are precision made to
ensuring the perfect joint between the
window and the interior wall. They
are delivered as a complete kit
including a additional vapour barrier
and all necessary fixings. Supplied in
white
laminate
it
guarantees
maximum light reflection, while the
scratch proof, easy to clean surface
ensures no further preparation is
required.
VELUX LS Interior lining for sill
sizes and types of roof window (not
GVA/GVT or GID/GIR).
VELUX LEX supplementary kit with
aluminium grating and apron for LEI
to channel warm air from a heater to
the base of the window. Requires LS
& LEI.
VELUX LVI lining extension for
VFR/VFA/VFB vertical element.
Requires LS.
VELUX LEI Sill element to adapt the
LS lining for knee wall installation.
Requires LS
VELUX LFI window sill supplement
for LS-linings.

Corresponding Omissions Additions

In the following, the above text highlights are explained. The blue
highlights are not commented on, since the changes within the blue
highlights are so small that they would count for translation portions, not
adaptation portions.
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Reasons for similarities and contrasts in the two text versions.
O/A Text
/C
1 O Sikrer et flot resultat
Teknisk korrekt udførelse
3 O LEI
har
en
enkelt
vindueshylde.

Loc.

M

1A

M

Whole section.

T/M

3 A Requires LS & LEI
6 A Whole section.

T

1 C

L

2 C

3/5
C

5/3
A/C

Nem
og
hurtig
indbygning/perfect
joint
between the window and the
interior wall
Komplet til indbygning i
almindelig skråvæg/lining
for sill sizes and types of
roof window (not GVA/GVT
or GID/GIR).
LEI
Tillægselement til
indbygningssituationer med
skunkvæg. LEI har en enkelt
vindueshylde/VELUX LEI
Sill element to adapt the LS
lining for knee wall
installation. Requires LS
..så dobbeltbundet
vindueshylde opnås. LEX
består af alurist og -skørt./ to
channel warm air from a
heater to the base of the
window.

T

T

Note
Text relating to the marketing of the product.
‘LEI has only one window shelf.’ The
technical description varies, either based on
choice or on differences in the market.
Almost the entire section is new, and even
the text marked in red may be written up in
the English-locale text although the
ideational content corresponds to the first
bullet under 1 in the Danish text. The level of
detail is higher in the English-language
version.
Further technical specification.
This text chunk is found in another Danish
text, viz. VeLysP2.dk (overleaf).
The same ideational content: how to integrate
the product into the existing building.
General description in Danish, more detailed
in the English-language text.
The aptness of the product for being built
into the existing building. Ideational content
the same, wording and content references
different.
The description of the LEI product shows
signs of common text, of omitted text from
the Danish version, added text in the Englishlanguage version as well as changed text.
There is no doubt, though, that the ideational
content is the same.

T/M

The description of the LEX product focuses
on the technical content in the Danish text
and on the function in the English-language
text. It is listed as a changed text and not an
omitted/added text, because some of the
words and phrases are the same in the two
versions. The level of detail is higher in the
Danish version.
N
Extensive differences in a 2-web-page to 1web-page relation text.
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change L: Language changes, M: Marketrelated changes, T: technically related changes, N: Navigation
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Comments:
This text shows all categories in the analysis model, corresponding text,
omitted text, added text and changed text. There is no doubt that the Danish
text has formed the basis of the English-language text. The corresponding
phrases and terminology shows that. This text, however, has been adapted
to the English-language locale, maybe in several rounds, so that focus has
changed in several places, for instance in 5/3 where the Danish text focuses
on technology, whereas the English-language text focuses on function.
Interesting in this text is also the text chunk in 6, which comes from
another Danish web page, viz. VeLysP2.dk. The localisation triangle is
represented with technical and marketing adaptation, or in some cases a
combination of both. The technical descriptions vary, maybe as a result of
slight technical changes, but probably more often because of choice of
explanation in relation to the locale. This in turn means several omissions
and additions at both section level and at phrase and word level.
It is not possible to conclude that the level of technical detail is higher for
one locale than for the other, as focus changes between the locales in the
different paragraphs.
Graphics: Differs. The Danish graphics are coloured drawings with
emphasized components, and the English-locale graphics are ‘exploded’
drawings.
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Adaptation 7: Lysningspaneltyper/VeLinin.uk: VeLysP2.dk/VeLinin.uk
Danish Text
1 LFI
Leveres som løs hylde til
montering på et standard
lysningspanel type LS-.

2 LVI
Tillægselement til
indbygningssituationer hvor der
er benyttet facadelyselement
VFE eller VFA/B
3 LOB/LOC
Komplet til indbygning i
almindelig skråvæg, hvor der er
benyttet ovenlysvindue af typen
GVO. Panelet leveres uden
indbygget dampspærre.
4 TVILLINGPANEL
Leveres til 2 ovenlysvinduer ved
siden af hinanden med 18mm
karmafstand .
5

6

English-Language Text
VELUX linings are precision made to
ensuring the perfect joint between the
window and the interior wall. They are
delivered as a complete kit including a
additional vapour barrier and all necessary
fixings. Supplied in white laminate it
guarantees maximum light reflection, while
the scratch proof, easy to clean surface
ensures no further preparation is required.
VELUX LS Interior lining for sill sizes and
types of roof window (not GVA/GVT or
GID/GIR).
VELUX LEX supplementary kit with
aluminium grating and apron for LEI to
channel warm air from a heater to the base
of the window. Requires LS & LEI.
VELUX LVI lining extension for
VFE/VFA/VFB vertical element. Requires
LS.
VELUX LEI Sill element to adapt the LS
lining for knee wall installation. Requires
LS
VELUX LFI window sill supplement for
LS-linings.

Corresponding Omissions Additions Change

In the following, the above text highlights are explained. The blue
highlights are not commented on, since the changes within the blue
highlights are so small that they would count for translation portions, not
adaptation portions.
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Reasons for similarities and contrasts in the two text versions.
O/A

Text

3O

Whole section.

Loc.

M

Note

Omitted, maybe because the product is not sold in the
English locale.
4O
Whole section. M
Omitted from this text. Chunk existing elsewhere on
the site.
Whole
Text chunks missing in the Danish text. The reason is
1+2
A
sections.
that the Danish web page for these two paragraphs is
a separate web page.
2/4
Requires LS.
Simple addition of information. Note also the
A
different way of writing the technical references,
which can probably not be ascribed to anything else
than personal choice on the part of the technical
writer/translator. Almost similar sections exist in
VeLys1.dk.
1+2+ Whole
Again an example of text chunking. In relation to the
3+ 5
sections.
Danish text VeLys2.dk, these sections are additions,
A
but they correspond to sections in VeLys1.dk.
N
Extensive differences in a 2-web page to 1-web-page
relation text.
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change L: Language changes, M: Marketrelated changes, T: technically related changes, N: Navigation

Comments:
There is not much news in relation to this text comparison. The most
striking aspect is the product range, which is probably not available in the
English-langauge locale. Therefore, in relation to the localisation triangle,
the marketing apex is the most obvious reason for changes in this context.
What is noteworthy here is that in relation to the Danish texts
VeLysP1.dk+VeLysP2.dk, only one web page exists in English. Therefore,
in the fusion of the two Danish web pages into one English-locale web
page, there will be many omissions and additions when the texts are
compared on a one-to-one basis.
It is the second time that different Danish web pages are changed into one
English-language web page. Therefore, again text chunking is important in
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the practical work on conveying information to the market. The localisation
triangle is further challenged by the fact that not all Danish products are
represented in the English locale.
Graphics: Differ. The Danish graphics are coloured drawings with
emphasized components, and the English-locale graphics are ‘exploded’
drawings.
Related web pages:
This is an example of two Danish web pages, which have been fused into
one web page in the English-locale version. There are two main results of
this fusion of web pages, one is lack of detail in information given, the
other is omittance of products, which might be a result of different product
portfolios in the two locales.
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Adaptation 8: Isolering før og nu/Insulation before and now: VeIsolF.dk/VeInbeN
1

2

Danish Text
For 30 år siden var anvendelse af
dampspærre,
isolering
af
tagkonstruktion og termoruder så godt
som ukendt. Det var først efter
energikrisen i 1970'erne, at folk blev
mere
energibevidste,
hvilket
hovedsageligt skyldtes de stigende
oliepriser.
Før da havde det ikke været dyrt at
varme huse op, og husene havde
endnu ikke lufttætte rum. Vinden
blæste ind under hustaget, vinduerne
klaprede, og fugerne var ikke luft- og
vandtætte og sikrede derfor naturlig
ventilation af husene. Tør luft
strømmede ind udefra, og den fugtige
luft i rummet kunne komme ud.
Desuden bestod indretningen (gulv og
møbler, men også vægmaling og
tapet)
af
højtabsorberende,
naturmaterialer, som kunne binde
luftfugtigheden.

3

English-Language Text
30 years ago vapour barriers,
intermediate rafter insulation, and
thermal glazing were concepts almost
unknown. Not until the energy crisis in
the seventies, did people become more
energy conscious, largely because of the
increase in oil prices.
Before that time, the price of heating
had been favourable, and dwellings
were still not airtight rooms. The wind
whistled under the roof; windows
clattered, and non watertight joints
provided permanent natural ventilation
in the house. Thus, dry air streamed in
from the outside and the humid air in
the room escaped to the outside. On top
of that, the furnishings (flooring,
furniture, wall paintings and wallpaper)
consisted of highly absorbent, natural
materials, which were good at binding
atmospheric humidity.
The air in the rooms was therefore
much drier than today and normally
water did not condense on the
windowpanes. Today, there is thermal
glazing, insulation layers and tight
joints designed to keep the rooms warm,
while also, keeping the moisture locked
inside our living rooms. Therefore,
homeowners have to provide sufficient
ventilation
and
correct
room
temperature in order to regulate the
atmospheric humidity in their homes.

Corresponding Omissions Additions Change

In the following, the above text highlights are explained. The blue
highlights are not commented on, since the changes within the blue
highlights are so small that they would count for translation portions, not
adaptation portions.
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Reasons for similarities and contrasts in the two text versions.
O/A

Loc.
Note

3 A
Whole section.
M
Added. See comments below.
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change L: Language changes, M: Marketrelated changes, T: technically related changes, N: Navigation

Text

Comments:
The two first sections in the Danish and English-language texts correspond
completely. In fact, only the third section in the English-language text is
added in relation to the Danish text.
If the text as a whole is considered: insulation before and now — the two
first sections deal with the before situation and the third section in the
English-language locale deals with the now situation. If the third section in
the English-language text had not been added the text would have been
categorised as a translated text. The assumption that these two web pages
were originally corresponding translated web pages is enhanced since the
now situation is missing on the Danish web page. The person who removed
the third section from the Danish page forgot to change the headline
accordingly.
In addition to the question of text chunking which has been discussed in
relation to some of the previous web pages, we now see the question of
versioning of texts as a parameter in localisation. Texts are made and
adapted over time, and sometimes some of the versions are updated,
sometimes not, which may in turn be a result of the level of freedom given
to the different locales. This proves to be an example of a localisation
decision of allowing ‘delay’ rather than ‘simultaneity.’
Graphics: The graphics are the same, but there is a colour variation.
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Adaptation 9: Om kondens/About condensation: VeOmKon.dk/VeAbCon.uk
Danish Text
English-Language Text
1
VELUX invented the roof window
more than 50 years ago. No other
manufacturer
has
that
much
experience in this field. Thus, the
VELUX roof window is a high quality
product. In spite of this, water may
still condense on the surface of
VELUX windows. This is a natural
phenomenon.
2 Hvad er kondens?
What is condensation?
Kondens er aflejring af vand på
Condensation is the humid, foggy
genstande som f.eks. flasker, spejle,
precipitation of water on objects such
fliser og ruder. Den dannes, når varm
as bottles, mirrors, tiles, or
fugtig luft kommer i kontakt med en
windowpanes. It is formed when
kold overflade. Varm luft kan binde
humid hot air meets a cold surface.
betydeligt mere vand end kold luft.
Hot air can bind significantly more
Hvis varm luft nedkøles (f.eks. på en
water than cold air. If hot air cools off
rude), vil det overflødige vand i luften
(e.g. on a windowpane), the
kondensere på genstanden.
superfluous water contained in the air
condenses on the object.
3 Kondens på indvendig side af ruden
Condensation on windows
Vinduer er altid de koldeste flader i et
Windows are always the coldest
rum. Derfor dannes der først kondens
surfaces in the room. Therefore,
på ruderne. Der findes ingen vinduer,
condensation forms on panes first.
som har samme overfladetemperatur
There is no such thing as a window
som en murstensvæg. For at opnå
with the same surface temperature as
dette, ville det være nødvendigt at
a brick wall. To that end, several
have flere termoruder indbygget i
thermo panes would have to be built
samme ramme - og det kan simpelthen
in the same sash - a construction,
ikke lade sig gøre. Ovenlysvinduer er
which is not feasible. Due to their
på grund af deres placering særligt
position,
roof
windows
are
udsat for sne, hagl, regn og andet
particularly exposed to snow, hail,
vejrlig. Det betyder, at de afkøles mere
rain, and storm. Thus, they are cooled
end lodrette vinduer, og derfor dannes
off more than vertical windows, and
der
hurtigere
kondens
på
again - condensation will be formed
ovenlysvinduer.
on the roof window before anywhere
else.
4 Kondens på udvendig side af ruden
Dug kan i kortere perioder forekomme
på udvendig side af moderne ruder.
Fænomenet skyldes ikke defekte ruder
- tværtimod. Det er den naturlige
konsekvens af moderne ruders høje
isoleringsevne.
Dug opstår når temperaturen på
udvendig side af glasset når den
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udvendige lufts dugpunkt.
Det opstår normalt i perioder, når den
relative luftfugtighed næsten når 100
procent - specielt om natten og tidligt
om morgenen. Du kan se det samme
fænomen i naturen på græs og blade.
Vinduet tager aldrig skade af denne
midlertidige fugtpåvirkning.
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change

In the following, the above text highlights are explained. The blue
highlights are not commented on, since the changes within the blue
highlights are so small that they would count for translation portions, not
adaptation portions.
Reasons for similarities and contrasts in the two text versions.
O/A

Text

Loc.

L

3O

Indvendig
side af.

4 O

Whole
section.

L/M

1 A

Whole
section.

L/M

Note
This omission is a result of the omission in 4. The Danish text
has been split into condensation on the inside of the window
and on the outside of the window. The English-language text
only deals with condensation on the inside for which reason
this is superfluous to mention in the text.
According to the above. It was probably a deliberate choice
not to complicate matters by talking about condensation on
the outside of the windows. A decision based on the aptness
of information for the locale, or maybe a subjective, personal
choice on the part of the technical writer/translator.
The English-language web page has a separate, general
introduction, which has not been taken from the Danish text.
The purpose of the introduction is to explain that
condensation cannot be ascribed to low-quality products, but
is a natural phenomenon. This is underscored by stating
VELUX’s long experience in making windows and their long
standing on the market. In other places on the VELUX web
site, the 50 years are referred to as 60 years. This reveals that
probably this text is also an example of ‘delay’ rather than
‘simultaneity’ as a localisation decision.

Corresponding Omissions Additions Change L: Language changes, M: Marketrelated changes, T: technically related changes, N: Navigation
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Comments:
This text also includes different methods of text production for a web page,
namely omission and addition of text, which can be referred to preferences
of communication to the locale in question. The core information, however,
is conveyed in the form of direct translation. The addition in the Englishlanguage text is pure window dressing, but does give a general cause-effect
explanation to why it is necessary to deal with a problem like condensation.
The omission can also be referred to an evaluation of the information as not
being core information, but additional nice-to-know information. To sum
up, the translated parts of this text link up with need-to-know information,
whereas the remaining parts of the texts in the two locales can be referred
to as nice-to-know information, which has been included primarily with the
purpose of framing the text in a wider context.
Once again, we see an example of a text, which might once have been the
same, or at least is based on the same text. Whether the differences are due
to text chunking only or text versioning, too, is an open question.
Graphics: The graphics are the same, but mirrored.
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Adaptation 10: Praktiske råd/Practical Tips: VePrakR.dk/VePrTip.uk
Danish Text
English-Language Text
1 Korrekt udluftning
Kondensdannelse på vinduesruder
er tegn på, at man straks bør lufte
ud. Den bedste udluftning opnås,
hvis man åbner sine vinduer helt i
fem minutter et par gange i døgnet
således, at der skabes gennemtræk.
Når der kun udluftes så kort tid,
bliver hverken møbler eller vægge
afkølet
under
udluftningen.
Desuden
betyder
denne
udluftningsmetode ikke alene, at
den fugtige indendørs luft erstattes
med tør luft udefra - den betyder
også
besparelser
på
varmeudgifterne. Hvis vinduerne
holdes åbne konstant, eller hvis
ventilationsklappen aldrig lukkes,
betyder
det
et
unødvendigt
energitab i opvarmningssæsonen.
Hvis dit fyr automatisk sænker
varmen om natten, bør du udlufte,
før
rumtemperaturen
sænkes.
Derved undgås det, at den varme
luft i rummet kondenserer, når den
nedkøles i nattens løb. Korrekt
udluftning er den mest effektive
måde til at undgå, at der dannes
kondens på ruderne.
2 Undgå kondens
Limiting the development of aqueous
vapour
•Undgå så vidt muligt at hænge
If possible, do not hang your laundry to
vasketøj til tørre inde i boligen
dry inside the house. Close the doors of
•Luk dørene til rum, hvor der laves
the rooms, in which you cook or take a
mad eller tages brusebad
shower. Reduce the number of pot
•Begræns antallet af potteplanter
plants.
•Sørg for regelmæssig udluftning
Ventilate regularly.
•Sørg for, at luftfugtigheden ikke
Do not let the atmospheric humidity
overstiger 40%
exceed 40%.
•Hold
så
vidt
muligt
en
Keep a constant room temperature of
rumtemperatur på 21°e
21°C, if possible.
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3

4

Behandling af fugtpletter på
rammerne
Alle
VELUX
vinduer
er
forbehandlede med et svampe- og
rådforebyggende
imprægneringsmiddel. Desuden er
alle vinduer fremstillet efter maj
1996, fra fabrikkens side behandlet
med en overfladelak, som til en vis
grad beskytter mod fugt. Alligevel
kan
der
forekomme
pletter
forårsaget af kondens. Disse
misfarvninger skader ikke vinduet
og er lette at fjerne:
•Slib de misfarvede steder
•Bleg
pletterne
med
et
rengøringsmiddel, som indeholder
klorin. Skyl omhyggeligt efter med
vand
•Grund med en klar, vandbaseret
træbeskyttelse
med
et
svampedræbende
middel
og
derefter med en vandbaseret
akryllak på overfladerne

Treating water stains on the frames
All VELUX windows are pre-treated
with fungi and rot preventing
impregnation. In addition, all windows
produced after May 1996 are factoryIacquered with a finish, which makes
them humidity proof to a high degree.
In spite of this, over a period, stains
may appear caused by condensation.
These discolourings do not actually
harm the window and can easily be
removed :
Grind down the spots that have been
discoloured.
Lighten up the discolouring with a
detergent containing chlorine.
Apply an acrylic clear lacquer with
fungicide or a water-based acrylic
lacquer on the surfaces.

Ventilating correctly
When condensation forms on the panes
of your windows, consider it a warning
signal, telling you that you should
ventilate at once.
Correct ventilation is achieved by
opening your windows completely 3 - 4
times a dav for 5 minutes, at best,
creating a draught. In this short period
of time, you will ensure that neither
furniture nor walls will cool down
during ventilation. By doing it this way,
you do not only replace the humid
indoor air by the dry outdoor air - you
also save heating costs. If the windows
are open constantly, or the ventilation
flap is never closed, this will cause
unnecessary loss of energy in the
heating season.
When your central heating unit is
provided with automatic lowering of the
temperature during the night, you
should ventilate before the heating
temperature is lowered. In this way, you
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will avoid that the warm room air
condensing when it is cooled down
during the night.
Ventilating correctly is the most
efficient
way
of
preventing
condensation water from forming on
your panes.
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change

In the following, the above text highlights are explained. The blue
highlights are not commented on, since the changes within the blue
highlights are so small that they would count for translation portions, not
adaptation portions.
Reasons for similarities and contrasts in the two text versions.
O/A
3O

3 A

Loc.

Skyl omhyggeligt efter med ?
vand.

Text

Over a period

L

Note
“Please rinse thoroughly with water”
has been omitted from the Englishlanguage version. This seems to be
an irrational choice, as it would
normally be considered a very
important part of the process of
working with detergents. Hopefully,
it is a mistake and not seen as a
superfluous piece of information on
the part of the marketer in the
English-language locale.
A small, almost trifling, change of
the text. Is implicit in the Danish
version, but has been made explicit in
the English-language version.
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O/A

Text

3 C

Grund med en klar,
vandbaseret træbeskyttelse
med et svampedræbende
middel og derefter med en
vandbaseret akryllak på
overfladerne / Apply an
acrylic clear lacquer with
fungicide or a water-based
acrylic lacquer on the
surfaces.

Loc.

T/M

Note
This is a striking difference. Literally
reading the text, there are two steps
in the Danish text.
1) Apply a grounding of clear, waterbased wood-protective lacquer with
fungicide and
2) apply a water-based acryllic
lacquer on the surfaces.
The English-language version has
only one step, but expressed in two
alternatives, as
Either 1: Apply an acrylic clear
lacquer with fungicide.

Or 2: a water based acrylic lacquer
on the surfaces.
A mistake?
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change L: Language changes, M: Marketrelated changes, T: technically related changes, N: Navigation

Comments:
The Danish and the English-language web pages are identical, except in
two places. One of them being an omission of what seems to be an
important piece of information, viz. that it is a wise thing to rinse with
water after using a detergent, and the other place where two steps in a
process in one locale is replaced with one step, but alternative methods, in
the other locale.
For both of these changes, the suspicion lurks that they could in fact be
mistakes and should have been mere translations of the Danish text.
Two interesting ideas follow from this. First and foremost that a close look
at adapted texts would be a place where follow-up via quality assurance
would be very important, and secondly the idea that this kind of mistake
might appear more often in translations from a lesser-used language to a
more frequently used language. In other words, this kind of mistake (if it is
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in fact a mistake) would happen more often when translating from for
instance Danish into English than from English into Danish, simply
because in the Danish locale, more people would read and understand
English, than would English-speaking natives read and understand a lesserused language.
If the omission and change had not appeared between the web pages, these
pages would have been categorised as translations.
Graphics: The same.
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Adaptation 11: Kontakt VELUX/About VELUX Service / VeVEKon.dk/VeAbSer.uk
Danish Text
English-Language Text
1 Reparation
og
Let VELUX care for your roof
vedligeholdelse
windows
Når du køber et VELUX
• Upgraded glazing options
ovenlysvindue, køber du ikke
Servicing and maintenance of VELUX
bare det bedste ovenlysvindue i
roof windows
verden, men også en række
• Replacement of old VELUX roof
garantier, som er lavet for at give
windows
kunden fuldstændig tryghed.
Upgrading of roof windows for
Vinduerne er dækket af en
electrical operation
garanti på op til 10 år.
• Fitting of VELUX blinds
• Spare parts and accessories
2

Derudover tilbyder VELUX
reparation og vedligeholdelse
med henblik på at forlænge
vinduets levetid. Denne service
er udarbejdet for at forsikre
kunden
om,
at
VELUX
ovenlysvinduer kan serviceres
udover garantiperioden.

Give your VELUX roof window
some tender loving care

3

Her kan du kontakte VELUX
serviceafdeling for nærmere
information eller bestille et
servicebesøg, reservedele eller
rudeudskiftning.

For over sixty years VELUX have been
dedicated to producing roof windows
which are synonymous with quality and
reliability. Our commitment to you
does not end once your roof window
has been instalied .

4

VELUX tilbyder også en række
gør-det-selv service produkter
såsom servicesæt, smøremiddel
og reparationslak både til
udvendige
og
indvendige
overflader.

Even though your VELUX roof
window is supported by a full ten year
guarantee, we are here to provide
assistance for the lifetime of your roof
window.

5

Who better to service your roof
windows than the people who made
them. Our nationwide team of VELUX
technicians are highly trained and
experienced. Any work, glazing and
parts are all fully guaranteed.

6

Frequently asked questions^
Answers to some of the most
commonly asked VELUX questions ...
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Contact VELUX Service
For help, advice and to arrange a
service visit ... ^
VELUX Service shop
Order spare parts, maintenance kits ...
Maintenance^
Tips and hints for maintaining your
VELUX roof windows ...
•Condensation^
Practical information on preventing
condensation ...
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change

In the following, the above text highlights are explained. The blue
highlights are not commented on, since the changes within the blue
highlights are so small that they would count for translation portions, not
adaptation portions.
Reasons for similarities and contrasts in the two text versions.
O/A/
C
1O

3O

Text
Reparation
vedligeholdelse

Loc.

og L/M

Når du køber et VELUX
ovenlysvindue, køber du
ikke bare det bedste
ovenlysvindue i verden
Bestille et servicebesøg M

1/4 C

The
marked
sections.

text L

2/4 C

The
marked
sections.

text L

3/5 C

The
marked
sections.

text L

Note
‘Repair and maintenance.’ Different
headline.
Advertising for the VELUX
window: ’when you buy a VELUX
roof window, you not only buy the
best roof window in the world…
‘Order a service visit.’ Not mentioned in the English-language text.
Both mention the ten-year
guarantee, but with different
linguistic references.
The Danish text stresses servicing in
addition to the ten-year guarantee,
the English-language text stresses
the lifetime service.
The Danish text mentions the
service department. The Englishlanguage text is stronger in that it
stresses the nationwide team of
service technicians + their
experience and skills.
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O/A/
C
4/1 C

Loc.

Danish whole section L
and English-language
word: accessories

Text

Note

This is again a change of level of
detail. The Danish text mentions
examples of accessories, the
English-language text only the
superordinate word accessories.
1A
Headline and marked L/M The headline is different, see under
sections.
previous 1 as well as two more
points mentioned.
2+3+ Whole sections.
L
Section two is a selling headline.
6A
Section three tells the reader about
the quality and skills of the
company. Section six is for
navigating purposes only.
5
Nationwide team of N
Navigation different. Exophoric
VELUX technicians
reference changed to fit locale
versions.
6
FAQ
N
Not in the DL version. FAQ
questions relating to the EL market.
6
VELUX service
N
Exophoric reference to local service
addresses.
6
VELUX Service shop
N
Exophoric reference – how to oder
spare parts.
6
Maintenance
N
Tips and hints for maintenance –
endophoric reference.
6
Practical information..
N
Different endophoric reference to
text.
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change L: Language changes, M: Marketrelated changes, T: technically related changes, N: Navigation

Comments:
The Danish and English-language web pages differ very much. The
differences are both in e-content in general, but also in sales rhetoric and in
level of detail. The common denominators for the two web pages are the
service and repair obligations of the company on the one hand and the
guarantee commitments on the other hand. The service, repair and
guarantee obligations are emphasized very much in the English-language
locale. Maybe this links up with a slightly weaker VELUX image in the
English-language locale. The set-up on the web pages as well as the
graphics differ. This might be an example of two corresponding web pages,
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which have been updated frequently and therefore have changed over time
with updated versions and addition of new text or omission of text.
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Adaptation 12: Forside/Start page: VeForsi.dk/VeStart.uk
1

Danish Text
VELKOMMEN
GARDINSHOP

TIL

VELUX

2

3
4

5
6

Her finder du dekorative løsninger
og beskyttelse mod varmen til dine
VELUX ovenlysvinduer.
Vælg mellem fire søgefunktioner:
– Produkter
– Farver
– Rumtype
– Egenskaber
Du kan enten benytte hurtig
bestilling funktionen eller bestil dit
eget gardin i få trin!
Vælg mellem to betalings- og
leveringsformer:
Bestilling og betaling via nettet.
Afhentning hos en forhandler efter
eget valg.
Bestilling og betaling via nettet med
levering hjemme hos dig selv eller
på dit arbejde.

English-Language Text
WELCOME TO THE VELUX BLNDS
SHOP
If you require the Irish on-line shop
please click on the Irish flag.
For Channel Island orders, please call
0800 581425.
Find decorative features and heat
protection for your VELUX roof
windows.
Three search options:
Products
Colours
Room types
Or use Quick Ordering function to
order your blinds in few steps!
One payment and delivery option:
Order and pay on-line with delivery at
home or with …[Pick&Click-icon].

7

BEMÆRK: Du kan kun bruge
shoppen, hvis evt. pop-up killer
programmer er slået fra.
8 Markise^
9 NYHED^
Solcelledrevne gardiner
10 Let montering^
Easy installation^
11 Bestil VELUX bamsen fra VELUX
solstrålefilm. Ä
^ Text for drawings. Ä Advertising campaign.
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change

In the following, the above text highlights are explained. The blue
highlights are not commented on, since the changes within the blue
highlights are so small that they would count for translation portions, not
adaptation portions.
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Reasons for similarities and contrasts in the two text versions.
O/A
/C
2: A
4:
O/C

5: C

Text
Whole section.

Loc.

M/N

Vælg mellem fire L/N
søgefunktioner:
– Produkter
– Farver
– Rumtype
– Egenskaber
Du kan enten..eller/Or L/M
..to
/N

Note
Geographical and market adaptation. Navigation
to Irish locale addresses. Exophoric navigation.
One of the bullet points from the Danish text has
been omitted, and as a consequence there is a
linguistic/cohesive change from four to three in
the English-language version.
Endophoric navigation changes accordingly.

The Danish text contains two options for payment
whereas the English-language version contains
one. The sentences differ as to number of options.
It is striking that the very same phrases have been
used. A mistake? The endophoric navigation
changes accordingly.
M/N The choice between payment and delivery op6: C Whole section.
tions. Two in Denmark, one for the Englishlanguage text. The change must be attributed to
different systems in the locales. The exophoric
navigation changes accordingly.
7: O The warning about M/N The change must be attributed to either different
access only if the popmarket conditions or to cultural choice.
up killer has been
Exophoric navigation reference referring to how
inactivated has been left
to manage the computer system in connection
out in the EL locale.
with navigation on the VELUX web site.
M/N ‘Awning.’ Probably a change in market
8: O Markise^
structures. Maybe this product is not available in
the English-language locale. The drawing (^) is
not available in the English-language locale.
Navigation omitted too.
M/N ‘NEWS – Solar-cell-driven blinds.’ This must be
9: O NYHED^
Solcelledrevne gardiner
a change in product range for the two locales. It is
obvious in other places that solar technology is
not available in the English-language locale.
Navigation omitted.
Bestil VELUX bamsen M/N ‘Order the VELUX teddy bear from the VELUX
11:
fra
VELUX
sun radiation film.’ A special advertising
O
solstrålefilm.
campaign, which has apparently only taken place
in the Danish locale. Exophoric reference to
market campaign. Changes the navigation pattern
on the web sites, too.
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change L: Language changes, M: Marketrelated changes, T: technically related changes, N: Navigation
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Comments:
This text shows clear signs that it is a translated text. However, the text also
has many adapted sections, in the form of both omissions, additions and
changes.
The omissions fall into two categories, the first being a category that might
as well have been included in the English-language version, for instance
the text chunk about the properties and qualities ‘egenskaber’ of the blinds,
and the other example where the user is told to inactivate the pop-up killer
to access the shop.
The other category is obligatory to leave out in that the information is not
relevant for the English-language locale. Examples of that are the solardriven blinds and the VELUX teddybear.
The additions, on the other hand, show the opposite phenomenon, viz.
aspects that only relate to the English-language locale and the differences
there. This is one of the places where it becomes evident that the Englishlanguage locale to some extent covers both Great Britain and Ireland, but
still also that the Irish web site does exist in its own right.
The changes marked in red link up with the differences in the systems of
the company and the company in the society in the two locales. How can
you order? How is payment made in practice? How are the products
distributed and delivered, etc. This is information that is referred to as
standard localisation issues in any book or article on localisation.
Note also that these pages are included on the VELUX web sites, but
actually form a bridge to another company in the VKR Group.
Graphics: The lead picture is the same. Two additional small pictures on
the Danish web page. On both web pages, there is a Pick-and-Click icon.
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Appendix 2: Translated and adapted web pages.
Adaptation 13: Arkitektens mappe/Architects Compendium: VeArkim.dk/VeArCom.uk
Danish Text
English-Language Text
1 VELUX Arkitektinformation er et
Welcome to the VELUX Architect’s
omfattende dokument, som giver
Compendium. Within this information
tekniske oplysninger om hele
package you will find all the relevant
VELUX programmet. Kataloget
information that you will require to detail
indeholder desuden informationer
and specify the new and improved
om
indbygningsteknik
og
VELUX roof windows and their
vedligehold
samt
service.
associated products.
Arkitektinformation er uundværlig
for enhver arkitekt som ønsker at få
overblik såvel som detailindsigt i
anvendelse af VELUX programmet.
2 Få "Acrobat reader"
Det er muligt at downloade
Arkitektinformation fra denne side i
Adobe Acrobat PDF format. Du kan
downloade den krævede Acrobat
reader vælge "Adobe" i link boksen
til højre på siden.
3 Du kan vælge at se og/eller
downloade enkelte kapitler af
Arkitektinformation
eller
hele
kataloget.

There are three sections each providing
different resources.
VELUX Architect’s Binder
Complete and comprehensive descriptions
of all products and their use.
VELUX CAD 2000
A drawing programme that will enable
you to detail and specify products
precisely.
VELUX
INSTALLATION
DRAWINGS
A collection of the most common
installations using VELUX roof windows.
Further information is also available by
contacting us on 01592 772211 or by email on enquiries@VELUX.co.uk

Corresponding Omissions Additions Change

In the following, the above text highlights are explained. The blue
highlights are not commented on, since the changes within the blue
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Appendix 2: Translated and adapted web pages.
highlights are so small that they would count for translation portions, not
adaptation portions.
Reasons for similarities and contrasts in the two text versions.
O/A/
C
1O

1 C

2 O

Text

Lo
c.

Omfattende + tekniske L/
+ uundværlig + ønsker N
at få overblik

Kataloget
indeholder L
desuden informationer
om indbygningsteknik
og vedligehold samt
service/all the relevant
information that you
will require
Whole section.
L/
N
For enhver arkitekt/you L/
N
Du kan vælge at
se/downloade…

Note
Corresponding to the phrases ‘extensive’,
‘technical’, ‘indispensable /absolutely
necessary’ and ‘wanting to get an overview’
— in context the three first phrases serve as an
enhancer or specification in the DL text. The
last omission differs slightly. It serves as a
contrast in context: getting the overview as
well as getting the details. In the EL version
this information only focuses on the detail.
The endophoric reference is to the same
material in the two language versions.
’The catalogue also includes information on
combination technologies and maintenance
and service’ is what the DL text says directly
translated. In the EL version this information
has been lifted to a more gen-eral level: all the
relevant information that you will require.

Exophoric ref. Has to do with the availability
through Acrobat Reader.
1 C
‘For any architect’ and ‘You can choose to see
3 C
or download…’Shift in person. The DL text
addresses the reader in the third person, the
EL text in the second person. This is a
common difference between Danish and
English texts. The DL text talks about the
contents very generally. You can choose to
see and/or download chapters or the complete
catalogue, whereas the EL text divides the
compendium into three main chapters with a
brief description of each chapter. A question
of level of detail. Different ways of making
endophoric references to the Architect’s
compendium.
3 A
The paragraphs marked. L/
Contact information for the EL locale.
N
Exophoric navigation reference added.
Corresponding Omissions Additions Change L: Language changes, M: Marketrelated changes, T: technically related changes, N: Navigation
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Appendix 2: Translated and adapted web pages.
Comments:
These two web pages have definitely had a common denominator at some
time. However, both linguistic conventions and the level of detail differ,
and the two texts stand out as very different texts at a first glance.
It is also interesting to see that technical web site issues have been
included, such as the inclusion of the Acrobat Reader on the Danish web
page, the way the links have been made, and not least the drawing
accompanying the texts.
All the parameters in the localisation triangle have been in use here.
Linguistic parameters in the form of how the reader is addressed, of how
enhancers are used in the text as well as the level of detail in the text.
Marketing parameters are included in the form of references to the markets
and the structures on the markets.
Technical parameters are included by the references to the contents of the
compendium, which certainly must differ between the two locales.
The graphics differ totally.
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeMiljø.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeIdeel.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeNyins.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeEnvir.uk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeIdTem.uk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeNewIn.uk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeInddæ.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeInddæ.dk …cont.
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeFladt.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeProfi.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeKombi.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeLysP1.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeLysP2.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeIsolF.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeOmKon.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VePrakR.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeVEKon.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeForsi.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeArkim.dk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeFlash.uk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.

VeFlash.uk…cont.
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeLinin.uk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeLinin.uk ..cont.
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeInBeN.uk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeAbCon.uk

327

Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VePrTip.uk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeAbSer.uk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeStart.uk
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Appendix 3: Scanned web pages.
VeArCom.uk
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